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Although community residenies for people with-mental retardation ate a well
established reality in Connectieut andarOundthecOuntr$?,,inikjor,gaptexist irrour
understanding of the role that these,setbin0 p157 itahe coMiniinity. 'The
spiteinsitic examination of grOtiphomei and mitular:aittingilias been largely
limited te a feir nano* topics. There iiiiirameitaisCliniOalind'obeervational
studies Of life withiniroup homes. Yet, reeetirch oirthe intefactieir Of eMip
homes and commtinitieelat been limited to a few toPiCa pucker the effeet- of group
homee on eurrotindingPrOperty values lnd the. cOtielan'of iiiirious.inethode of
community entry with cOmmiinitYresistanCe. Researchthat CarefuW fkiainines
the complex interactions Of residential Progitamaandtheiriurrouirding
communities is essentially non-existent. The few efforts tO exaniine the-interplay
of theperson with-a disabiliti,,thirservicesetting, and the **minding comni ity
arebased on an applied approach and'seelt-tO determine those Program
Characteristics that can enhance the caniMunitrPartiCipation of the residents.
Basic studietthat can increase the understanding-of people outside the field of
developmental disabilities are almoit non-iiistent.

Policymakers, parents of people with disabilities, and the, public in general
have numerous questions about what-is:happening iwthe,fielcibf mental,
retardation. Otat of the corner of their eyethey have-caught sight of eients that
seem to contradict the negativeimages -that they have associatedwith PeoPle Who
are mentallY retarded. However, it is only wheir they ire direCtly confronted-with
a grOup home.openingon theirs 'treat or a m:sjor shiA state'a polioies that
some of these contradictioni bectime crystalized. In addition to COnfuitithi about
the capabilities incIAaracteriatics of people who are inentaft retarded,.teims like
"eoup home,"'diffistitutionalization, find "coMmunity integration" are not part of
tb.e layperson's vocabulary.-

Group Home? Numerous service providers and advocates throughout the
country continually proclaim to anyone-who will listen that community group
homes are just that -- homes like any other. And indeed, the statutes of many
states, including Connecticut, and at least one decision by the United States
Supreme Court, proclaim that small group homes enjoy the same legal standing as
the single family home. Yet legal fiat does not change the reality of perceptions by
policymakers, community members, and parents that, all-good-intentions aside, a
group home is not just a single family house.

Deinstitutionalixation? To many 2egntents of the general public, that
tongue-torturing-nso-logism, !deinstiutionalizction, " translates into the dumping
of people from mental hespitais onto citY streeta. It means homeless people
cursing on street corners. -What has not attracted the glare of media attention,
except in the comparativelyzare case elmajor opposition to a group home, is the
fact-that in the field of Mental retardation, deinstitUtionilization is happening and
is working well. Group homes, Conimunity living arrangements, coimilunity
training homes, semiAndePendent and independent living apartments represent
the successful side of deinstitutionalization. There will soon be states that have no
institutions for people with mental retardation.
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Conan:unity Integratiois? The achievement of the goal of
deinstitutionalizat4on is refleOted in a subtle change in the-literature inthe field
over thelast few years. Thetermleinstitutio*lization isseen less and less
frequently. Nowlhe recurringtern2, the dominant-istue, is "cominUnity
integration." The field 'is no-longer conCentrating On how to get people Out Of large
segregated facilitdes been'4enithis#itte& The focus of
interest novi Wort' assist* people with mentalretirdation to beconwfull
menibers of the comMunities in "whiCh therliVe. 'Throughont the etiu.ntiy there are
numerous service providers and researchers who are exploring what integration,
means for people with .very Severe disabilities.

Yet, with all this emphasis on community membership, the field has not done
its homework. It has persisted in looking at this process solelyfrOm the
perspective of the 'T:Jerson with Mental retardatienand the service provider. It has
failed to fully realize that the rules of the genie:hive changed: Membership 'in the
comMunity meane sharing inforination. It means opening channeli of
'communication to.perspective neighbors. At the minimiim, being a neighbor
involves answering tome of the questions that lie at the heart Of thil study: How
are community residences.fitting into the life of our communities? Are th.ey really
meeting the needs of thi..1 Jople living in them?

IncressingAccountability to neighbors is just one of the costs associated with
community memberp p. Membership also brings with it, whether desired or not,
a requirement for full participation in the life of the community. Unfortunately,
many service providers, with a background in clinical practice, fail tosee their
necessary engagement with communities as part of the process of developing a
base of support among neighbors. Rather they see themselves as the defenders of
right against the force of prejudice and ignorance that they perceive to be rampant
in the community. It is their duV to re-educate the community by forcing it to see
the error of its ways. As we shall see, in this report, if people with mental.

retardation are to become fully integrated members of the community this
confrontational stance must be dropped in favor of cooperation and consensus
building.

In this report we have attempted to give a balanced presentation of the
information that emerged from our interviews. In many cases, a balanced
presentation simply means giving voice to the divergent perpective,of the many
actors in the system. At other times.we are called on to syntheiize information
and offer analysis and recommendations based on the weight of evidence in our
data and our knowledge of national trends in services to people with mental
retardation. Undoubtedly individuals with divergent points of view will disagree2.
with specuic fmdini0, conclusions, 04 recommendations in this repori. This is to
be expected. We trust that these disagreements will act as airimpetus for open
discusiion surrounding the pointa that we raise.
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INTRODUCTION

Overview of Final Report

The balance of this introductory section includes a brief deaCriptibn of the
methodologies emploYedta conduct thil Study 'includingA atimniety of the relevant
literaturkand,asys ofthe forthilierviie a** WhichweAsVeloped to
*midst us in-Our data colleetiori. 'The *fiat section offers a reiiew Ofthe'inajor
actors Who are shPiping Gitineetictit's 1**n-of ieriices:foriteOple:With:mental
retardation. In the findings section Of thie rePort wreVieW what We faundWith
regard to comitiunity residences lid isiiiiilif:ierviceplanningo:Onimuitity entry,
indiVidual plannintr,.service aThilabffity, inid commtinitY impact. Thil-section
Concludes with a diaciiiinon of &number Of_gieballisyetetnic lieges that trinisCend
these other Categories. .The final liction-Offer karma of reCoinmendition for
future policy and Practice. The body of the SPOrt is fellowed.bi siX caseittidies of
community residences,. a report on our atirver of rural Communityielidences, and
an analysis of how-the media covered issues related to comniunitY'residefices in
the three regions which were the major focus Of this study

Method

This study was conducted in response to a request for proposals (RFP) issued
by the State of Connmticut, Office of Policy and Management, pursuant to Special
A.ct 87-73 of the State Legislature. According to the RFP this study was tohave
three major foci:

the impact of deinstitutionalization on the communities in which-people
with mental' retardation reside and the factors which influence cominunity
acceptance of residential facilities or people with mental retardation in
Connecticut; 1

the extent to which the community support services and day,programs for
people With mental retardation are available and accessib ile n the
communities in which they reside; and;

how and to what extent the Department of Mental Retardationiassures the
quality of community support services and day programs for people with
mental retardation who reside in community residential facilities.

In an effort to address these three priorities, six major activities were
undertaken: 1) a comprehensive reView of the extant research literature on the
relationship between commuititrresidences and the communities in Which they
sze located (described below and contained in Appendix 2); 2) a description of the
fornial syStem of phuining, residential development and quality assur.ance
(described briefly fielOW and contained iri Appendix 3); 3) case studies of six
Connecticut coraniunities where people With mental retardation have been
reloCated from institutiOns; 4) Content analysii of media relating to
deinstitutionalization and community development (i.e., relevant newspaper
articles); 5) a retrospective study of 12 individual placements into community-

9
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4 IIRCOMING A NEIGHBOR

based residences in the six selected community residences; and 6) a phone survey
of providers located-in non-urban areas specifically to elicit any special problems
they have in accessing services for their residents. This report npresent
synthesis of all these act4vitiee.

Rather than describing the methodology in detail, vie will briefly discuss our
rationale in selecting a case study approach. A detailed description of the
methodolOgy includingsite visit and interview guides is contained in Appendix 1.

A review of the relevant literature on coMmunity residencee revealed that a
quantitative approach to the study of comniinity residential-development was not
merited. Numerous rigorous studies have repeatedly shown that indePandent of
the socio-economic status of the community, or regional area, thspresence of
community residences does not have n inmiact on property values or property
turnoilerates,Quantitative studies have also shown no impact on local crime
rates or the overalls-character of the neighborhood. Therefore, replication of these
fmdings was not deemed wariiinted:

Of greater interest is the process of community service development. it Es-
common knowledge that some community residential services meet with
substantial resistance from local residents. Their efforts to block a resIdence from
opening can range from petitions, to Challenging the residence on the basis of local
zmung ordinancas, to lawsuits and even violence. Concerns of local residents were
in part the driving factor behind this project. An understanding of the,nature of
these concerns and the circuinstances that stimulate them is crucial to those who
plan for and provide services.

Given this perspective a multi-site community case study approach was
selected. Case studies are the best method:to use when examiningliown or "why"
qitastions in the context of complex social phenomena. 'This is becatise such
que6tions deal with operational links needing to be traced over time, rather than
mere frequencies cr inciden4" (Tm, 1987 p.18). As Schramm (1971) points out,
the case study approach illuniinates a decision or set of 'decisions, the reasons they
were taken and the results that ensued. Case studies also offer the.advantage of
exploring variables that are already identified aid the opportunity of discovering
relevant f'actors that arise through the process of data collection itself.

The multi-site community case study' also offeri a fertile method of probing
into the other foci of the project, nam6ly'the availability and accessibility of
support services in the community, and the adequacy of quality usurance
measures of these services. Information on thesa topics was gleaned through the
interviews of the many parties that were conducted for the case study.
Descriptions and perceptions of the adequacy of quality assurance mechanisms can
be contrasted with how quality assurance is formally described in DMR
documents. The adequacy and accessibility of community supportwas ascertained
through the interviews conducted with the relevant parties including day service
providers and local generic coin nunity service providers.

10-



INTRODUCTION 5

It Was initially proposed that this study select six Connecticut communities
that represent opposite extremes onthe continuum of community acceptance.
That is,Ihree residences were stlected that enjoyed positive community relations
and suppgit'and three that encountered community relistance. A master list of
community residences representing cases, of community acceptance israes was
devised. This list was drawn from recominimdations by the regional staff qf the
Department of Mental Retardation, the Corporation for Independent Living;
private service provithrs, and other persons-involved in the field of Community
services in ConnectiCa.

The following criteria were used to narrow the list of recommended sites.
Although interested in geographic dispersion, project staff were rehictant to draw
only one type or site (i.e. one with either positave or negative community reaction)
from any one DMR region. Residences with both typetof experiences were
recommended from each region and to only select may be to unfairly suggest that
there are meaningful regional variations in rates of community accptance. The
Regions to be studied were selected in consultation with the advisory cominittee,
based on efforts to sample the range of socio-dimographic charaiteristics found in
the state.

Having selected the regions, site recommendations in each region were
examined on the basis of demographice of the community, public or private
auspices, type of facility, type of residents, length of operation, and nature of
conimunity opposition-or acceptanceAfternarrowing-the-list-to assure
comparability in some areas, providers were contacted to obtain permilrion to
study. In some cases permission was not granted because the community
opposition wasetill quite fierce and/or the homes were just opening. It was feared
that the study, involving discussions with neighbors and town officials, may well
exacerbate an already difficult situation. In some instances, recommendations of
sites that encountered very virulent opposition were not selected because the
circumstances were so ididiryncratic that the study would not offer meaningful
results. Finalconsiderations of the homes were fiased on whether they together
represented nil array along the dimensions of local demographics, types of clients
and auspices. After fmal recommendations from the advisory committiie to this
study, the six sites described in Table 1 were selected as the focus of our case
studies.

The key to this approach i the use of multiple sources of information which
represent the full spectrum of experiences and perspectives related to community
residence development. Indeed a total of 177 interviews ranging in,length from
half en hour to 3 hours in duration were conducted for this study. 'Table 2
presents a break down of the range of people interviewed. This diverse range of
information enables a process of triangulation to take place. The research team is
able, by com: vison across sites, to highlight a full rangb of issues, problems, and
solutions at the individual, site, and system level. By sampling broadly and deeply
from the range of experience surrounding service development., we are able to offer
a study that transcends the characteristics of individual sites and becomes a case
study of the State of Connecticut's involvement in the development of community-
based service for people with mental retardation over the last several years.



TAbLE 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF CASE STUDY SITE8

CASE AREA OF COMMUNITY TYPE OF DATE NUMBER OF AGE COMMUNITy COMMUNITY
STUDY # THE STATE REACTION PROVIDER OPENED RESIDENTS RANGE liEDIAN POPULATION

I SEX INCOME

1 CENTRAL POSITIVE PRIVATE SPRING IS 6 CO-ED

2 CENTRAL NEGATIVE PRIVATE 3PR1NG '36 6 CO-ED

3 WESTERN -MDCED PRIVATE FALL 15 6'CO-ED

4 WESTERN. NEGATIVE PRIVATE FALL 14 6 CO-ED

5 EASTERN NEUTRAL PRIVATE SUMMER '33 3 MF.N

6 EASTERN NEUTRAL PUBLIC FALL '37 2 WOMEN

24-46 814,032 136,393

55-70 826,623 13,601

30-46 835,717 54,149

25-45 135,717 54,349

47-64 823,073 17,343

34-69 S16,673 23,342



TABLE-2

PERSONS INTERirIEWED,BY PROJECT STAFF

DMR CENTRAL OFFICE STAFF

DMR REGIONAL STAFF

CASE MANAGERS

PROFESSIONAL STAFF

(Therapist, Consultants, etc.)

14

14

13

16

RESIDENTIAL STAFF:

ADMINISTRATORS 16

DIRECT CARE 20

RESIDENTS 9

PARENTS & RELATIVES 10

ADVOCATES 10

(Including Court Monitor staff)

ELECTED OFFICIALS 9

OTHER PUBLIC OFFICIALS 18

(Police, Fire, etc.)

NEIGHB3RS 20

OTHER COMMUNITY MEMBERS 8

(Merchants, Realtors, etc.)

TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS: . 177

13



8 =COMING A NEIGHBOR

Summary of Literature Review

The literature review discusses findings of studies that pertain to the:

impact of community-based homes for persons with developmental
disabilities on surrounding properly values and related concerns;

impact of such homei a crime rates, municipal serviceii, and the
"character" of the neighbOrhood; and

factors that contabute to initial community acceptance or resistance to the
establishment of the residence.

Over eighteen studies were reviewed. The.literature review in Appendix 2
provides stunmaries of six studies that dealt.With inipact onploperty valUes
related to the-presence of group homes specifiCally for persona with mental
retardation or developmental disabilities. The remaining rePorts Studied group
homes for a 41-iety of populations. The findings antonikall of:these studies are
staitlingly consist: at, that is-that grotip homes hiie no unput oitproporty values,
selling time, or proOerty turnover rates. This holdt trtie despite-the socio-
economic status or population density of the neighborhood: Studies were
conducted all-across the country and in Canada. Consistent fmdings ire also
reported on the abeence Of any adverse effect of group homes on the "charaCter" of
the neighborhOod or crime rate.

The literature review also served to identify variables that may be significant
in community acceptance pattsrns. The literature reports on the influence of the
demographics of the surrounding.communities (e.g., commercial or traneient
zones, racial composition, housing patterns) and on the extent of communication
between neighbors and service provider's around the establishmentof the home.

Suinmazy of Formal System Description

This section provides a basic overview of the major components the service
system foi persons with mental retardation in Connectiout. This outline was
based on state mandates regarding issues of residential prow.= siting, individual
planning and placement, and resource development. The *mai system
description waS a crucial element in the total design of this project since it served
as the reference point, a baseline, for the community case Studies. The System
"map" or formal system description is based on three sources of information: 1)
document review; 2) review of the court order in CARC v. Thorne; and 3) key
informant interviews.

1 4
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This system map is found in its entirety in Appendix 3. The intention here is
solely to give the reader an introduction to major elements of the regulatory
structure inthe state which are referenced in this report.

CABra&Tharst. Throughout this report:there are references to "class
clients".and "Mansfield clients." These ire people effected by theconsent decree
signed by the state and the plaintiffs in a case bronplit by the Connecticut
Association for Retarded Citizens (CARC);which ciilienged the daze leceived by
residents at the Mansfield Training SchoOl. The consent decree requires the-state
to provide enhanced services for class clients Ind requiret that they_be-ipven an
opportunity to live in-the community regardless of degree of disibility. The court
Monitors are individual appointed by the conrt to-oversee the iinplernentation of
the decree. In addition-to these individuals who are all :tient otitside the state,
there is-a staff based in Hartford to monitor da-to-dayrequfremntL In addition
to the Mansfield suit there is a second consent dearee; the Southburj' consent
decree, which extends a similar array of special protections to people who were in
residence at the Southbury Training School.

Zoning Ordinances. Connecticut has two pieces of stat3wide zoning
legislationthat bare directly on the development of community residences. The
first of these (Ch. 124, Sec 84e) states that local zoning regulations cannot treat
any community residence housing six or fewer persons as anYthimg other than a
single family residence. The other law (Ch. 124, Sec. MO requires that.=
community residence for persons with mental reterdation be established within
one thousand feet of any other such residence without approval from the local
zoning board.

Community Resource Development and Site Selection. The system map in
Appendix 3 descriles the process by which DMR regional offices select and
contract with the service providers on the development of a group home, selection
of residents, and selection of the residential site. Planning efforts and community
saturation are also discussed.

Case management. The case manager plays a central role in the processes of
placement, planning, transition, and service coordination for people served by the
Connecticut Department of Mental Retardation. The din manager is the
individual client's principal spokesperson within the service syrtem. As the
Department of Mental Reta±1ation defmes it:

Case management is a statewide process by which the department directs,
coordinates, and monitors services to persons with mental retardation
from the time the person enters the system to the time they are
discharged. Case management assists persons who are mentally retarded
to identify and secure services which meet their individual needs for
growth, and to secure that their rights are protected. Case managemerit
ensures that the clier.±..'s Overall Plan of Services (OPS) is being prepared,

1 5
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modified, and carried out by the interdisciplinary team (IDT), and that
services are relevant to the client's current needs. (DMR, Policy 8, p. 2)

Ilterdisciplinasy Team abb. The key actors throughout the individual
proems are the Members of tach,client'shiteidisciplinarY Team-(MT).

&'he makeup ofthis groul should reflect theindbidiiars.lieeds-antis Made up of
people who have directknowledge-of the clisiii. 'So:the composition of each MT
wilivary frOm Client to client antis tubject tO chiingoOver time. Eltm_t_whete
federal ot state licenskig regulations impose other requirements, the MT must
minimidly include-the client; atiewit one parent, telative, guardian, or
indePeinlent advocate; staff from both piesentandplamaed residatial and-day
prograin; a member of the staff from the present or plained day piogram *ho
instructsiteachesor commit the'climit;.the Case manager; and otheespeoralists
who are involved "with the-client, including but not.liniited to apsyChologist,
psychiataist, social worker, nurse, physician, crzupational/physicaltherapists, and
speech/hearing/vision/ communication specialists.

Overall plan of services (OPS). The basic framework for all individual .

planning for each client servetby MR is the Overall Plan of ServiCes (OPS). The
initial placement meefing is the firstin"an ongoing series of OPS meetings which
will continue as long as the person it kt a residential or day program administered
by DMR. The OPS is rewritten on an annual bait with a review everY 4 Months.
Each-team member subiniti written objective progreetrepotte to be reviewed it
tb.e semi-annual meeting to assist in evaluating the effectilieness of the plan or to
highlight deficiencies in the programs. However, if an emergency or a substantial
chart& in the individual's life situttion occurs, afullIDT meeting can be requested
at any time by any team member to reassess the OPS.

Transition plan. As outlined within DMR's documents the prccess of client
mc vement or "transition" is viewed typically as another aspect of the individual
planning process:

If the current placement is determined by IDT consensus to require change,
the team shall specify the short (less then one year) and long range
placement objectives, including statements of the client's residential, day
and program support needs. (DMR, Policy 11, p. 11)

The effort to manage cli t movement in an orderly coordinated fashion is
contained in the Individualized Transition Plan. A major intent of this plan is to
asaure that all of the members of the IDT are clear on their-responsibilites to
make the transition as sinooth as possible. The Individual Transition Plan
outlines specific activities to be accomplished before, during, and immediately after
placement; and assigns tasks to specific team members to ensure the smooth and
successful transition to the new program. To further ensure that no necessary
aspect of the gerson's move becomes lost in the shuffle, DMR has developed a
Transition Planning Checkliat which lists 40 discrete tasks that must be attended
to in order to facilitate a smooth move.

1 6
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Appeal process. State policy and the consent decrees ::n,the,Mansfield and
Southbury court cease outline a Series of 'Very, specific,prOceiles for issuring the
right of clients, parents, giiiirdians,,anted*Ocatei to appeal ankPrOgrammatic,
transfer, or other deciaion- which.is-pirceivedas not beintin Viet* interest of
the client. Tho Progranunatic AdnunistTitii, ReStiewis usedin-diolgiaethents
over program decisions arrilied at by-thestetin.- This.PraCeel is &enable ta,the
client-Or his or her far* or athocate. Transfer hearings:Si! used in dispUted
transfers. State law requires notiftilition.ef the client ind.fainily tin days Prior to
the scheduled Move. A transfer hearing iira More foringhearingthan the
programmatic administrativereview and-hapPens external to DM.

Program Review Commitlx. These committees, madexp of contraeted
professionals such as perhiat:sts, psychologists,,special iiducatortand agency-
executives, are in place in each region and training school. Their chief purpose is
to review individual client programs that employ aversive procedures and/or
behavior modifying medications. DMR policies require program reriews before
aversive programs or medications are implemented.

Quality Assurance. The state has an interconnected system of quality
assurance procedures in place to monitor the quality of services and assure that
people with mental retardation are protected &ma abuse, exploitation, or neglect.
These procedures include:

Licensing. With a team of 22 inspectors, the Quality Assurauce Division
within DMR is responsible for licensing all relevant residential proigrams
including poup honns, commimity living arrangements, group residences,
residential schools, habilitative nursing facilities, and community training
homes. All residential programs are inspected before they open and
annually thereafter.

Independent Professional ReviewlUtilization Review. Professional and
Utilization Reviews are required as part of the federal regulations
governing 'care in ICF/MR certified residential programs.

Day Program Quality Review. Every two years, a team comprised of a
person with mental retardation, a family member of a person who has
mental retardation (or other interested citizen), a staff person'from one of
the DMR training schools or regions, and a provider conduct program
quality program reviews at all day program sites. A similar process for
residential services is being field-testsd in one region.

Medication Tracking. DMR has established a system to track the
medication usage a all clients in the system. A report on medication use is
required every six months for any client in a supervised living
arrangement who is receiving medication prescribed to modify his or her
behavior.

1 7
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Abuse and Neglect Monitoring. Multiple agencies in the state are
respOnialetor the investigation:of misyied.ted abuse and/or neglect with
regard to personis with mental retardition.

Claim, M.einierrlfrotr,ifictrut.peyell43,r!cafr ;fare_

eseriZuCrea:17ndividualRevicws .1:g.1144arefcon ...1i.
in each-region and involvG the use . h
checklist; and Long Term Care MOnttor.tngC4.118* °it- ?Inc is dirl:tearted-at dais
members living in long term.care-facilities anwd includeea relfietzof
medication regimens, day program, medical supports,
family involvement.

f
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Basic to the understandingdf any biological or social,precess is an
appreciation of the yarioue Tor* at work,witbio *.tiitel*. In thip,lection we
have attempted to givi tiome Organi2at4.on,t. sprocs of cOMMOnitY residence
development by describing Sole'of the-Major, influences on thatlyatem as,thilk
einerged in this stucle %atiihatildlicOmie evident from this discussion is that
within *kayak= of service. for PeOPle WithMentakretirdation-thire is a col lex
interplay of currents. While:thiee actereall denten& that viti, ire 'Seeking the best
for People With mental retarditiOnthat dostitet-MeeitheY are iiillal*Os Pushing
in the iathedirection. Thil situation Only beccimes More coniplicated,when.the
system is embroiled in the political life Of a conimunity.

The Department Of Mental Retardation (DMR)

The Connecticut Department of Mentallatardation is a major actor
throughout this study. To people in iOmmunities, DMR is the 'disembodied- "state."
To providers, DMR is simultaneotiely-thefunder **coined with costcontainment
and the regulator with hard and-fait e*PectatiOnt Who isconstantly,looking Over
their shoulder. To advoCates,-DMR is the "institutkinr that iatheadvers#y and
yet is also an ally in:meeting the goeleOf thecOnient decrees and develOpmg a
system Of community service.: To parenti DMR is thii-,biiitiatcraitic erste= that
controls their Childrei'l lives. 'To legialatore DMR represents an-ever grong
piece of the state budget that is confronting them with ineireasingly Complex policy
decisions.

DMR has a clear direction as articulated in its Mission Statement. (see
Appendix 3). Yet this ideal of a system that is truly responsive to the.uniciue needs
of individuals, families, and communities must be actualized in,an-organization
where the roles of funder, regulator andeervice provider Must be balanced. So
while the values o the Mission Statement may provide a framework for Much of
what DMR does, day to day decision making is also likely to be gui4ed by
pragmatic considerations such as available funds, court imposed deadlines, and the
day to day priorities of provider organizations.

The Advocate. The DMR mission statement is one that has a distinct
advocacy orientation not found in many other states. Interfiews reveal that mo4
Department enipIoyees and administrators at all levels are coMfortable with this
new role. In fact, this role seems to connect many people in DMR, as well as Many
providers, with theirinitial motivation for entering the _field of mental retardation:
to preventthe bad old days of mental retardatien services, with its endeinic
institutional end individual abuse, from ever recurring. This clear sense of mission
is a major strength of the Department and of the providers who, work with it.

Unfortunately, within a complex political environment where compromise is
sometimes necessary a strong sense of mission can create problems. Particularly,
when dealing with communities, this may create a tendency to see iseues as black
and white. %en motivated by a strong sense of mission individual
representatives of DMR and providers sometimes interpret legitimate community
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concerns and misinformation,f)ften resulting.from lack of knowledge,.as prejudice
and opposition. Further, in diimissions of fundi4priorities, community
integration; andindtvidual prograni planning,:this,senie of inissiOn May create an
attitude that comes :Lerma as a self-righteons ataxia Which can foster
confrontation rathor than collaboration.

Thls problem is not only associated-with,representativss of DMR. As we
mentioned:66in,, this clear sense emission deminates the field. However, when
aperson who is publicly perceived as 'representing "the State" projects &self
righteous, "we're right, you're wrong" attitude, there is a potential for testrong
negative reaction.

This clear sense of direction provides a strong set of criteria 'for making
decisions and establishing priorities. In that regard it is the mejor strength of the
DMR. In many others states, iervices operate without a clear valuetase.
Decisions in these environments are "value=free," Purely gametic, and shift with
the each gust of the political wind. History has >clearly demonstrated that such an
environment does not serve the best interests-of people ivith mentaLretardation.
The key point here ia a need to sensitize DMR eraployees, comniunity developers,
and providers to the way in which their strong proponence for cOmmunity
residences may be received by the lay public. Dm,lopinc this awareness should
enable them to bs more sensitive in their interactions with communities.

The Funder and Regulator. The second mejor role fillet by,DMR fess
funder and regulator of all services in the state. Needless to say this role presents
a high potential-for internal conflict with the advocacy role. In addition, this .

places the department-in adversarial relationship withevery provider in the state.
The priorities established by the department, its regulations, its budget caps, its
changing procedures, and so forth may be seen by providers as barrierS to their
real mission of meeting the needs of thereal people they serve.

The Provider. Finally, DMR continues to rill a midor role as a provider of a
whole range of services in the state. These encompass clay programs, institutional
services, commimity residential services, case management, and family support
services. With this tole comes the further complication of the advocate for
community acceptance, simultaneously providing services and actingas the watch
dog over the service.

Private Providers

As this study progressed, it became apparent that all residential providers did
not fit neatly under a single label. They all had a certain unity of interest in
dealing with DMR to maximize their rate of reimbursement, simplif3r bureaucratic
procedures, and obtain assistance in dealing with communities and accessing
supportive services. But beyond this core of interests we found the provider
community presented a very diverse picture.
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Our interviews suggested ithat there is a four Parttypo logy of private
providers. While tbechaiter of all the-providerOrgan.isations ma,* soundVie
-same, there is a graat dial of variability among,orpinzatiOns whiekseein to fall-
into !some rather speCifiCpattlrna. 'Theersamution'tilittitude teiraidDMR, its
approach to coniinunitles, ite.niteraCtion With other agtarcies,its adminiitative
structure, and even Certain aipects:of howita to:nee-tie rm reflecti Where an
organization falls inthe tYpology We mitline in this section.

Establisked comaturtity-based pmviders. In the course of the study we
spoke with iirovidera ivhci had long and Successful histories-within their
communities. Theee'providerstend-t4laire weilieep.cte4 Members of the
community on,their,boards inclUdini parents of' led-PersOns: 'Board members
and providerstaffiend to bevery active In the cominUnity and.are able to.bUild
enclaVes of 14pcirt within the communityto endorse their endeavors.. They are
extremely-consciont of public relitioneand wish to preserve the good will and
trust they have'built up within the commUnity.

In conversations with such providers; we found they expressed that their
mandate is to serve atleast aemany clients from the Community as clients from
institutions. Their percePtion is that there arepersont Whahave lived in the
community, usuallyiviththeir families, for manyyears-at fie cast to the state.
They belieyi that the needs of these parsons Air group homeplacements are often
arfpressing as these of lysrsons in,the institution& Thie attitude is in conflict with
the pressures placed oir=DMR, as a résUlt of the court action to4einstitutionalize.
These providers are inihe *legion tOcinseibasly-iiiitiiiii-ii-ottOexPand. the number
of group homes they operate. TheY:also tend -to perceivethat if the* wereto
proVide residential services to the very disabled Oients still remaining in the
institutions, they would not receive the monetarY Support froia DMR to
adequately serve these needy clients.

Highly professional organgsfstiong. For the, most part organizations in
this category trace their roots to experience gained outside the state. Some of
these proviaers run settingsin numerous states. In some cases they have been
actively recruited by DMR, to start services in Connecticut that manyof the
established providers in the state bevel:leen hesitant to undertake. This
highlights an essential characteristic of these organizations their principal
loyalty is to DMR and not tO specific communities in Connecticut. As evidence of
this point, some of the residential settings run by such agencies in the case Studies
were completely occupied by class clients who have lost contact with their families
during their years of institutionalization.

Once a home is established this type of organization typically recruits an
advisory panel of community members. However as a corporate entity their major
officers are likely to be located outside of Connecticut.

These orge.nizations project a highly competent professional image. This is
often associated with a central office with n well developed infrastructure of
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support staff and offiCes for the agency specialist (e.g., nurses,tehaviorist, etc.).
Several of the people we interviewednoted that in dealing with.these.
organizations one oftentad:the senile of encountering Atmini-hUreauctacy because
of the adminietrative structure they hid in-Place. Some-of theseiaineinforniants
raised`COncerns about thi anninnt of inofieTWhichlvas abated'0,006nd
expense.by these blgbly professionitorpnisatiOns: They elm the oromisation as
honied in very niCeornas, top,heaay With -adininistrition, andivith-supporestiff
who in-eome easel's viers jiaid more thairdireaCire Workeilinthegrouphomes.
While no one questioned the competency oftheeieorganizatiOni, these other
concerns led aome of our informantato wonder aloud *here the organizatiOns
priorities lay..

Finally, the image which these groups project in their PR materials and in
conversation is a "we have the skills and experience to deal with the very difficult
client--*e can do it!" In line with thie image the homes run by professional
organizations have all of their paper work up to date with all goals and objectives
stated in the proper behavioral terms.

Well connected new ageracy. These agencies tend to have boards with
varying composition. They often start on a shoe-string budget and have many
financial struggles to overcome. They make good use of formal system restAirces
such as site developers andinavvement agencies. With their lack of financial
resources, however, they often don't have the-Manpower-it takes to thoroughly
study potential clients to see if they would be appropriate additions to their group
homes. "They have not developed an adequate informal network within the
system. Because of their lack of resources and experience, they sometimes end up
in difficult situations with clients that result in disruptive and/or failed
placements.

Small unconnected agency. Usualky located outside of large urban areas,
these agencies are confronted with many of the same problems as well connected
new agencies, but also have been unable to gain access to the resources available
within the formal system. They tend to be on precarious financial footing.

The Growing Infrastructure: Statewide -Resources

As we noted at the outset, the-system of community residences has become
well established in Connecticut and throughout thetountry. With, this
establishment, the system has developed its own infrastructure (4iifesources to
support its activities. In our study two major components of thik'eystem emerged
as sipificant. The first, the Corporation for Independent Living; in its role as a
site developer, has a major influence on how a community residences are perceived
and received in a community. The second, Residential Managemdrit Services,
through- its role in recruiting, training, and managing a large percentage of the
residential staff around the state has a Major impact on community residences and
their surrounding communities.
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The Experienced Developer: CIL The Corporation f):sr Independent 'Living
(CIL) is a not-foriorofit .entity establiahectabOut 10 years aio to assist issidential
agetcies ivith the Utast Proceseof site identificaticin, purchase, andliveloPment.

agent', has over the years,,deint with almost' situalaon
related to site devd*enent and neighborhoOdsinbl. blink***
representatives, ofc.7.4 one.is im*essed4ith.the degree ti whir* tho Complex
process of developint a comiumityrisidenCi site gin be routinized; The
experience and expertise available inthie orpniiation is a valuable sleet to any
community agency in the stitte (See ApPendix &for a coPy, of CIL'e brochure). In
addition to its specific expertise and Real relources,'CIL isibls tO cannect the
new provider to other needed resources..within the system such as management
agencies.

CIL makea all of the sites which it develops accessille for people with physi
disabilities. In addition CIL, based on its experience, identilies more renevatio
than in agency working,on its own might undertalee. This concern for detail is
learly borne of al's extensive umience and its clear focia-on these sites being

permanent hOmes for people with &ankles. While this lead to some additional
cost and a longer development time, it does result in a growing stock of acCeseible
housing in Connecticut.

When a pmperty is identified and agreed to by a provider agency and DMIt,
CIL purchases the house using funds from its bond issue. Under the tering of the
sale, CLL owns the property and remains responsible for upkeep of the major
systems of the house. The property is leased to the proyider for a poriod of 25
years. At the end of that time the principal and interest win be returned to CIL
and the property is signed over to the providerigency.

It is worth mentioning hers that CIL makes a conscious effort to use reakors,
architect, and contractors in the community where the site is located. By sharing
the business with the local community the fmancial benefits of the site are
returned to the community, a sense of community involvement is created. As a
result an ever widening circle of architects and contasactors is educated about
issues related to accessibility and the needs of people with disabilitieS.

In dealing with often overly rigorous oversight by town zoning commissions
and fire marshalls, CIL's attitude is to be non-confrontatiDnal, even in cases where
they know that the stipulations being required may be beyond the requirements of
the law. They feel that the avoidance of the need for hearings and timely
completion of projects far ontweigh these often moderate increases in cost.

Accordiug to CIL officials, they try,to be conservative in their interpretation of
the relevant regulation, since at any time a municipality's inspector Flay change
and after the fact hit the pr3vider agency with a list of deficiencies. This is not to
say that tixey are passive. CIL developers very actively point out to an inspector
when they are stepping well beyond_the bounds of what the law demands and of
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course these retorts are backed'up with a firm foundation of experience and a
thorough knowledge sf the relevant laws:

The Experienced Manapirsent RA(& The management agency
responsibilities include staffluring, training and general finmcial. management of
group hoines. RMS bait enabledlinexperienced providers to realize their goals Of
successfully operating group hoMes.

One major issue that wee i.O.Sed in the study was in regard to staff training.
There lare two leiels of training. The flrat level deals with issues related*, meeting
the demands for compliance withipecific regulations. This ent(.418>addrissimg
issues =etas first-aui and eafety;, hoW te be avert of the individual jplenr-i4
proms, psychotropic drugs, and howliihavioral prograMs work The sewnd level
of training needed in a commumlf, setting revolVes arisind addressing some more
intangible but nonetheless cruciatisiiues. Here the focus should be on responding
to the unique needs of particular Clients, being responsivie tot the characteristic of
the cOmmxmity, facilitating the reil community integratiomq midden* and
fulfillinigtihe public relationerole Of the direct seriice worker. kregard to the
second level-of training which can be so crucial to the auccess of a residential_
setting it least one of our inforMants expressed concern about the thoroughness
and creativity of RMS.

Court Monitors/Independent Advocates

The court Monitor's office and the independent advocates have the unique
advantage of having the moat clear cut role m the system. By dermition *hat they
say they do is=what they indeed spend most of their time doing. Their job is: 1) to
assure that services to class Members as a group and is individuals conform with
the requirements of the consent decree, and 2) to represent the interests of peop1 .
with mental retardation who do not have an independent spokeirperson. In this
formal role, they act as a major force influencing all other aspects Of the service
system in the state.

What is instructive is the informal use that is made of monitors and advocates
by other actors in the service system. We heirld on several occasions that a trump
card in negotiations among services is the implication or the stated intention to
call the advocate or the monitor if a matter is not resolved to the satisfaction of
one of the partietz This underscores the ability of advocates to goad the system on
formal and informal levels.

Parents

The very existence of community residences for people with mental
retardation can be traced to the advocacy and service provision efforts of parents.
Parents are the fundamental political base that DMR can count on to support it
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before the legislature. So on one level, ae-a group of voters, parents of people with
mental retar&tion are one of the most powerful components of the service system,
but as individuals these parent may be the weakest.

Our interviews with parents, advocates, and representatives Of DMR revealed
that in Conneeticut parents of, people with mental retardation ate simultaneously
urging growth and counseling restraint in the development of maznunity
programs. This situation cannot be reduced to the simple pro-institution and pro-
community. The reality is that all-parents seek-the best for their family member
with retardation. Buttheir definition of the best is often-informed by different
sets of experiences aLld expectations.

Integrationist Parent4 Parents affiliated with the Connecticut Association
for Retardeditizens (CARC) were the driVing force behind the lititation that is
reconfiguring'servicesin Connecticut. An abhorrence of the abuse in large
segregeted facilities and a belief that living in the midst of the comMunity is
simultaneously the best clinical intervention and th4 moat effective quality
assurena mechanism'have served to unite an incriasint grouP Of parents in,
deman -commimity-bated-prokTrams for all people withtmental retardation.
Incrasing1y this perspectiveis being reinforad by information from aroUnd the
rest of the countey and from a supportive adminiatrationlat DMR.

Cautious Parents. As a counterpoint and a balance, other Pirents-in
Connecticut remain unconvinced-that a totally commumly-bawad seryices system
wine adequate to the nz.-_.de of people with mental retardatien. They promc,te a.
cautious go slow, wait and see attitude. -Based on their experience theyrenutin

icious of radical change and are unprepared to trust to the good intentions of
DMR. It should be made clear that these same parents are also supporters oftbe
development of conununityresidences as the appropriate service for Most people
with mentalretardation, but they are jiist not prepared to abandon completely
some coniponents of the earlier model.

A number of factors seem to influence the thinking of thew parents. Many of
them have lived fliough aperiod when the only resource available was the
institution and tinny of them know that institutionalizations, based on the best
professional adviee of the day, was best for the life of their family. Notv the
dominant professional opinion has changed. This leaves them wondering in what
direction the next change of opinion will blow. Will families once again mind
themselves dealing with disability completely on their Own?

Some of these same parents_were very involved in the lives of institutions
where their children lived. The3r know that the reputation whicksome of the
facilities in Connecticut had as the rm.,: t, best run facilities in America was well
merited. They invested heavily in these facilities and saw that investment
rettzned in good care for their child. They remain unconvinced that a variety of
small settings scattered throughout the community will achieve that level of
excellence particularly when it comes to services for the most severely disabled
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individuals. They continually question who will be-there tolook over the shoulder
of thete underpaid direa 'tare workers te guard ligainst neglect and abnee.

this group of parents spent "years *bid-fund iaisfngfor
se-M(0sta Meet the ñeethofth.ir. inimberi.: Now the talk of

cimmumty 1ntegrstau ei*rgenerrc MirWius; Me* Of them
brie experienced the conimunity arm cold closed place Where -there Wismething-
for their faMily --wfrete4ipierienCethat !generic" 'Jeri/lea Can
easily beconie closed. mu* cantenth7inikitheiitise by pobiting-te peo lit -with
mentalretaidatiOn cortimunitYierheitheY see_as reciii*Ing inadequate
services and being cnt o frciiiricaupportive a sin etworkadriftin the
mainstreain.

Summary

Withinthe network of people concerned'for the Welfare of people with mental
retardation there is universal acreethent on the n* to nurture the development
of community living opportunities. Yet beyond that single unifying:consideration
there is a great deal of diversitY. Literally every group &actors inthis-driuna has
its own perception of what the prierities are inthis proceis- AS these diverie
actors interact with one another and with the cernmunities of Connectieut, their
experience offer some valuable lessons forthem and their peers around the
country. In the balance of this report we Will point out what We observedhy
retrospectively watching thia process Unfold: We trust that thiseffort f
synthesize this procesis will inform the poliCymakers Who-must oversee fund
the system and also aid the ictors in better achieving their common goal of doing
the best for the citizens of Connecticut who have mental retardation.
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Conducting this study was a gradual proCeds-of distillation. Webepn with
wide ranging interviews with informantiwho :ieprese!itedthe full rantirOf
interests concerned with the- e e ; t.of coniniuMtY residentee for peOple with
Mental retardation. In the case es presentediater in thiii,reemirOlisie data
were.synthesized witket foci* mitheiesuestelsitedioipicifitioCatiOns. The
experience reported- in **are itudieS,-interviewe*,k0.**-i#404.
information from the analysis of medutcoverage; and:interviews withafocus

bey.Ond the concerned-a-tingle Site-Waite analyzed in in effort:to
identify the Major issues-in- develOpingtotuniiiiitireeideniaii. Itietheie- issues
whir* are preiented in this section Gffindmp An effort:hell beinmiedein
presenting these findingeleintegiate the diverse petapei.tiVe Which-emerged-from
our mUltipleiources -ofinformatiOn. Whit ainergejis adisciiiiiiin of iiiide!range
of topics tbit might appropriatelY be-read as lessiMiliaineir front Conneiticut's
=peril-tea of developing comMunity-residinCes. FUrtheit Where the vointi Of view
of our informants are 20.1:U4i-tent-as to-preclude synthesis We Witt attemptet to
highlightwhat lies at-the heart of thedisputo. 4frlitriniit not* it shotiltbe reeilled
that WV methodology ,caiie studyinchidet has liàitátiOns. Though-inferences
have been-drawn it ishould be remeniberet that °WS* sites were stuilied. This
being said, the reader is cautioned to viewthese finding:3 as More suggestive thiM
conclusive.
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When the earliest community repidencel=for people with-inentatetardation
were developed inConnectictit; r ivatweli A ;; :10:`,Hoines aere
created,when a parent bisect Organis.atioitePpiolehadt) !z Withi.aPtopoisl- to,
developa grouPliOnie in theii Own cOmmunitt fOit:their children: Regulations
were minimal: DMIt'sreePOnaeviagi likelyto-melude4etitiatidis Oier ii..budget
and diacbssion of the few relevantlaWiand reçulations Mere:than likelY
comfininity acceptant* Weuld not be an isideeinee'the
approach their neighbors aboutthemeed fOr thie Mine fot their Childien.,:Staffing
would be _an easy matter. After all; it onlY iti*Olveittiringone aetof "house
narente and-a few relief peoPle. Whit le .no* the 4iilatively COMP* tisk. of
rmding,.financing, and purchasing hotheis, Witt relatiifely"iiinplyinidirtaking.
Good will, good intentions, volunteer help, committed *orlon's, and parent energY
carried the day.

Today this straightforward proms seems like ancient history. Yetthe9ego
old days were barely a decade ago. Many oftheinople who are curientlyinyo ved
in the service system intonnecticut can tsace their oriel* tO an exPetience
similar to that described-above. Ten or fifteenYeart ago,the CoMinUnity residence
Was the-exception to the rule. Today, community residential deVelopinenthas
become "institutionalized" and conimunityloines ifefinereasingIY the iietvide Of
choice for people with .wasiititretardation, and.._the Standitd.egainst Which other
services are judged.. ProViders wholnice WorTi6d abOut *here to-go to gekt couch
donated to a grorij home are today confrOnted with compleXissues of System, site,
and transition.planning. The follo*ing sectiOn examines ttie thilltiple levels of
planning rciquired to develop reaponsive residential setvictst eystern-planning, site
planning and individual planning.

System Pismning

The last ten years have seen a multitude of new factots come into:play in the
planning process. The dominant-focus of the field has shifted from the need:to
clean up and prevent the abuses associated with life in institutions to a concern
with the rights of people with mental retardation to liveinthe community and to
receive the support services they need. This shifting focus has been-accompanied
by- growing state and federal regulation of community programs With an eye to
preserving these very rights while simultaneousli assurinitthat the 'abuse
associated with the petit does not reappear in the community. While the shifting
focus of the field and increased regulation makes systemia planning difficult
enough, this task is further complicated by the varied dethands that-advocates and
family members place on the service system.

Balancing Priorities. Our interviews with parents and advocates and the
review of the newspaper coverage of conununity development issues reveal that
DMR and its providers are simultaneously being called on to address some very
different sets of priorities. First, they must rectify some of the residual problems
associated with earlier models of serviCes. Second, they must respond to the very
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different expectations of families and advocates-Who speak for.people whoselife
experiences have been very different fritinithoeiwho*erelioiised*iiist4tiitions.
Any- efforts to-plan the system= or serviCes ,Must Iieinforniect bY aiiliWareneei of
these competing demande -Our:intsiiiews iyiliaktliatthe.diVetie denianclebeing-
placed on the system of services can be suimila'riied Under the threefolloiving
categories.

1. People who lavelived or are currently resiThig in stateirschools
and regional centers. The* are likelito be; the list people Withmental
retardation.in Connecticut-to halie a long terni institutional history. 'The needs 9f
many.of these people eatipressedin the court deCreeare-ctirientli-drivifigthe
system. The fact thatmany of these peoplehalie, ,srier the Yeari,,loat their
connectien to-the comniunity often coniplieates the proceieOfcomMunity
placement. Since many class clients have lostactiVelamilY involVeMent:overthe
years they are dependent onthe legal eipertias ofthe_court Monitor and appointed
advocates to assert their right toserviceelinfortunately,this dependence on
professionaLrepresentation reinforces-the image of these people as outsiders to the
community.'

2. Adults with mental retardation who are living at home with aging
parents. Some of thesepeople mai, have hacl-limitmtor no _accessto special
education and day services. As a reiult, a:nuniber of these peoPle may be invisible
to the service system until a family crisis requires a request for assistance.. The
needs of these families focus on periodicrespiteand-the desire for an:orderly
transition to some type of supportive living arrangementwhen they are no longer
able to care for their family member. Because resourceeare not open-ended, the
needs of this group have come into conflict-with the demands that class clients
have made on the system of services during the-last several years. Parents who
have kept their children at home see themselves as shut out froth services. They
see the energies of organizations that they have founded and nurtured diverted:to
serving class clients and away from their own children.

Up to this point the tension between these first two groups has characterized
service pbrening in Connecticut. However, the very different demands of another
group looms on the horizon.

3. Children and young adults who have had extensive special education
services. This group potentially presents greater challenges to the service system
than the demands of either of the other groups. Since they have much higher
expectations froin the service system. This group increasingly demands a full
array of family supports, notjust respite, ancl expects residential supports to be in
place so that family members with mental retardation can move out of the home
at the appropriate time. In addition there is a strong likelihood that this group
will not find some of today's residential models acceptable; they will be looking for
settings that are literally constructed around the specific needS of individuals. The
fact that the needs of this group .have largely been met by the education system
has enabled the mental retardation service system to focus on the demands of
other groups. Yet this third group is getting older, and any effort at long range
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spters planning must take into account the fact that future needs present new
cMllenges.

Caught in the middle ofthiettig-of-viar isTMRand.theatatelogislature
which mutt balanCe these cOmPeOng:deniiiiideWhili:kiiiPinghOthihifederal-COurt
and their- conititUents happY., Mae- thieWii into thie *wins ,poiiitien ire Maw of
the newer prOvideri *he have either:just gone into business oatie resiently
mOii4inte-....he state. 'SOmi of the aritieitnrweenOuntered :of these new providers
seemoto be related to a perception- ainong toMe coMmunitY*rentiethit
agencies ignore cominunity needs in favor or gteetiiitthe,needs of cliitet,lienti.,

The divergent analysis presented'here dotal:Mit intend to 'mail?! motive:or to
make judgements abOut Who is right ind who it wrong. The comMunity parenti;
are not opposed to theneeds of the Class clients. Rather, the issue.* them is
service.; tor their foully members with disabilities.' Presently, they see theintelves
getting litti-o-or nothing. One parent rePresenting this Peripectivet.Old us that in,
bter region the only family support is a niinimid,amOunt of respite 7- a Seri/ice that
is avaik'ole solelybe4iise the regional direatoihat inantotiliitect the bildget,:to
assure some suPportte families. The issue is liniiteditate dolliri and limited
services coupled with the percention that *iery,people-who developed the
communitY system now Cmd themselves closed Out of services. Individuals:
representative of this groUp are not opPosing the needs of the dais to much as
they are asserting the nee& of their- faniily members.

This pmflict over resource allocation is the major force at work in the
Connecticut system of services for people with mental retardation. It overrides
many of the issue that are nominally the major focus of this study. The resolution
of this conflict will determine the future of services in Connecticut Wr some time
to come. A study such as this cannot begin to address such a pervasive and
important issue. It can only highlight the issues and facilitate discussion that can
resolve these tensions over time. In the end, community parents, DMR, the.court
monitors, and the legislature must engage in a frank and open conversation that
addresses these issues and resolves them in a manner responsive to the nee& of
all parties.

In the balance of this section we return to more circumscribed issues of system
planning as they relate to some specific problems confronting the Connecticut
mental retardation system as it nioves to a largely community-based configuration.

Agency Development and Support. One major component on the DMR
planning agenda shouldbe the development of the infrastructure of the agencies
that provide residential services. Some structures such as the Corporation for
Independent Living (CIL) and Residential Management Services (RMS) are in
place to assist in.this effort, but it is not at all clear that such efforts are
systematic. Clearly all agencies do not have the same level of expertise in areas
such as community relations, staff development, resource-development, and
management. This lack of skills is particularly apparent insthe case of the small
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disconnected agency and the new agency. The study interviews reveal that some
of the_problems encountered in the process of residential development can be
attrif '-ad more to lack of skill, flexlility, and innthrative idea than 'any other
factor.

The mental retardatien system harbecome relativielY good at identifSing
sNcific skill development objediives at theindividualtfiel.. It seemaappropriate
that DMR,lookfor the same tYpe of skilltevelopinent Ofithe Part of theagenCies
with which it interacts. An individualizedageikydevelOpment plartahouldilio be
associated with general regional and stateWide effoiti in the arealif inforthatian
dissemination. There is a clear need to exchange infermation on *sties 'Such as
community entry, commtinity relatiOns, innovative approachei toservices, and
staff development.

Developing and Nurturing Human Resources. Another key planning
issue that DMR, provider agencies, the state legislature, and the state educatien
system must address in a timely fashion is the development of the human
resources needed to support the growth in community based htunan service
programs. This is not just a problem im,Connecticut it is &national issue. But it
clearly has a major impact on the quality`of services that a state is able to offer its
citizens. There are two major consideratiems here: 1) the development of skilled
professional resources; and 2) issues related to direct care staff.

Professional Development. It comes as no news that there iis a major national
shortage of skilled professionals in areas such as nursing, behavioral intervention,
andphysicalroccupations1,and speech therapy. Yet when there is a need for
people trained to deal specifically with some of the special needs of people with
severe disabilities, the field narrows substantially. If-a further priority is placed
on people with substantive experience in integrated community-based programs,
most of the experts can be identifiedby their national reputations. This limited
number of highly skilled people highlights the need for DMR to continue to use a
range of consultants in some of its efforts-at program development. However,
consultants do not solve the long-term problem.

Throughout our study, providers pointed to a lack of professionals as a major
day to day problem. The changing face of the job market is generally identified as
the major reason for these massive shortages. But, again identifying the source of
the problem does little to meet an immediate need. The fagt is that the
deveropment of a new pool of' professionals must be mipported.

DMR, the University Affiliated Program, and the state university should
explore the possibility of creating personnel development programs in the areas of
behavior management, case management, and physical, occupational and-speech
therapy that are specifically targeted at the nevi.: of the population served by
DMR and its provider agencies. Connecticut is uniquely situated to provide
national leadership in the development of professional training models that meet
the special demands of a community based system of services. As an incentive for
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retaining-the graduates of these programs in thestate, the possibility of tuition

croditi or student loans that woublbe forgiven after a speOifio periOd of service in

the state should be examined. Seemingly, such inCentives ishouL=draw 41.4tlified

candidates from Outside the state.who would be attracted-1*-a unique program and

an affordable education.

Direct Care Staff. Our Andy in Connecticut andother efforts arouprlthe
country have consistentlyrevealed that the skill and sensitivity-of one psriOn can

make a profound difference,in the life of an individuarand the Success of a

program. Yet the Crisis in obtaining.quality direct Oareworkers itat least ai

serious as the shortage; ofprofessional staff. Commendably,.ConneOticut officials

have attempted to address this issue by Pro*iding for an7iMprOveit pay Scale for

community residential workers *oiling in private Settings. hiterr ews raise that
over the short term this has had some impact on extending staff tenure.

What is not addressed in the discussion of the staffing issue is the nature of
the work force in this field, the expeetatione of thejob, and futiil directions.
These issues in themselves merit a report at least as extensive as the present
undertaking. Softie of the areas that should be eiamhied are:

Work Force. There is a strong possibility that the work force in this field is

by its very nature unstable. Specifically, three groups seem to work in the

area of residential services: 1) a transient nersonnel litho are associated
with the service industry and who chaiige,IObs frequently within the same

sector of the economy; 2) yOung people who are attracted.to residential
work fot a brief period of tiine then move on to graduate schools or to
further careers in another -field; and 3) people from either of these groups
who come into the field, stay with it, ancl quickly move to management

positions.

Job Expectations. The wide range of demands placed on the direct care,
essentially entry level worker, is not appreciated by the general public or
some members of the professional community. Awareness of the wide

range of demands is one source for the anxiety with which sOme
knowledgeable individuals, usually parents, regard residential workers.
They are asked to fulfill roles in self care, building maintenance, skill
development, behavioral programming, and public relations in relatively
low paid positions that are valued by only a small segment of the

population.

Future Directions. There le an increasing emphasis on a changing role or

different roles in residential services which will concentrate the energies of
the direct service workex in areas such as connecting people with the
resources of the community and nurturing relationships with members of

the community.
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These factors should be taken into accountin planningefforts related to.direct
care staff development. Certainly a decent ialary mewls a priority. Nonetheless,
over the short terin, training effortsend emiectatiOns should *Sider the
transitliry nature of the-work force. From a bit bi'oadr:persective thoUght needs
to be given to defining and nurturing thenew roles wane* Obcategories" that
will be needed to foeter community integration.

Site Planning

Over and above the many specific issues related to the relationship between
community residences and commUnitiee (to be addressed in a later section), there
apears to be a well thought out, rational proceis of eke selection-and development
at the DMR regional level. This process clearly reflects the ef:peroince of the
region and that of CIL and other providers who do their o*ii,deVeloPinent. In
some areas, the "sins of the past" including pOor site location.and "saturation"
have been taken to hsart anci more reaponsive policies heve been developed. DMR
is particularly careful to aVoid residential development in commUnities where
there has been major opposition, intense development activitY, or concern
regarding possible saturation.

Saturation is a tricky issue. It is based on the premise that a community
should have a "fair share" of the region's community residences. In a fe*
communities in the state, some neighborhoods were "saturated" earlron in the
process of community developmentwith people with mild to moaerate handicaps
who needed to be centrally located and have public transportation available. This
was inevitable since there are only so many communities ;iv gonhecticut where
public transportation is readily available. Part of the sensitivity about saturation
is associated more with some of the negative experiences in mental health where
there are stories of former mental patients being located en masse in communities.
Over the long haul the question will be defused as communities are asked to
provide for people who have always lived there. At this time, people returning
from state schools who have not lived in a community for 10, 20, or 50 years are
sometimes seen as outsiders. Planners, must be very sensitive to the perception on
the part of a community that it is being asked support a disproportionate number
of community residences.

Early development in the some of the State's larger communities was
governed by the conventional wisdom of the day that fewer problems of
community opposition arise in transient urban areas. The eirect of these two
considerations, access to work and transportation and the "desirable" character of
transient areas, did lead to concentrations of DMR clients in some areas. This has
led, in due course, to the bad situations that critics of community programs cite
most frequently.

The good news is that interviews clearly indicate that these lessons have een
learned. inanning is not again likely to take the path of least resistance.
Targeting new areas, however, has led some communities that were previously
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exempt from development to respond negativelY. In addition the perception
remains in some community officials that if they present a desirable site for
residential development they wilnir overwhelmed in the same way they have seen
some other a:immunities targeted in the past.

Unfortunetio, at times the-DMRratrategy of identifyivig some communities for
deyelopment'1%-acause Of lower real *ate cos4 or the present abience of any group
homes can backfire. Recently, a coMmunity weal* in arms because it became
aware of three residences opening Within afew, Months Of One another. The
perception vies that the toWn was beingOVerinn; inlaCt it had been targeted
about a year earlier because it vi7as an era& of reunabl priced real eetate which
to that point had not had any reiiidentialSettings estab

A major force on the side of DMR and the agencitea doing cortununityfresidence
devalopment is the protection prOvided bY state soning-legislation. This laW (Ch.
124, Sec. 8-3e) rew.:---aolocal zoning iosthorities tolzeatissidenessfor 6 or feWer
people With mental istardatien and their papportstaff in the same manner as a
sines family residence. This makes it thooretscally possiblt,for annmunity
residences to bedeVeloped izeny-neighbothoodin the Mate. Wi found that this
**Action enables developerS0 apPrOich their task in a self confident fuhion.
They were not feived to be defeninve aboUt their actiVities. Occasioaally, however,
this assurance libeled to a ratherclialiefAttituderegarding the opinions- and
concerns of nGthbors aid conuirnity leaders. For the mcst part, though, we
found that develiimers av6ided flaunting this legal protection in the face of
community memlien in favor of a conciliatory approach.

DMR has attempted to be very careful about the 1000 foot rule, which
restricts the distance between coi-iimunity-based residential programs. Such
attempts require careful coordination with other human service agencies. To date
coordination has.often been done on a fairly infornisl basis, and the degree of
cooperation seems to Vary from regionto region. nere is a clear need for a more
formal cooperative, process among all agencies at the state and regional level.
Computer technology seeme to make thz-Management of a basic inforination
system using zip codes or street addresses a relatiVely easy matter. Once online
such a system would be a relatively inexpensive yet valuable resource.

Over and above the basic need to keep trick of where vir-lous agencies have
located their projrams, the increasc4foeus oi commtinity-basediirograms in au
sectors suggests a need for ongoing inter-agency collaboration. At the minimum,
there is a need for periodic consultation about future development plans. Given
the diverse experience of the various agencies in this area of community
developmeat it seems likely that such linkages could,. soon expand to include
discussions of other substantive issues :elated to the relationships of services to
their host communities.

A fmal word on the 1000 foot rule seems merited. The intention of this
regulation is commendable and it should be retained. However in our study we



encountered at least one instance of what seemed to us to be overly inclusive
enforal 'vent. In one conimunity a sinte Man with mental retardation was going
to be foed to leave the Conimunity TrainingHome ih Which:he Hied becauseit
was within a 1000 feet of a groui'home. In reilitY, a Coianninity Training Home
with a single resident:hos no more impact on the coinraunity than A liCao-in which
a member of the familY hu a disability and happens to live within al.000leet of a
,7oup home. It would seem rearsiable that the rtile should'contain an *coition
for the case of foster:homes ind community training hoines with only ate and
perhaPs two clients.

The coat of property may continue as &major public relationt problem for
DMR and its service developers. A typical home ownerwhe may b,ave struggled to
make a'down payment for a home may find ithard to bslieve thatthe cOst of real
estate is One of the lower costs asseciated with running a community reeidence.
Further since the general-public is unfamiliar With the substantiatcosts associated
with the maintenance of large public facilities, they may find it hard' to believe that
the cost of multiple properties-in the communitYis no more than a congregate'
setting for the samtnumber of people. Certenly DMR's current emphasis on
small group settings (3 person) will help to cOntrol the cost of single settinga: As
one CIL representative pointed out, there is a relatively large Stock of moderately
priced housing available which will accemmodatethree people plus staff.

Over and above the efforts to purchase moderately priced housing the most
efficient means of controlling real estate cost can be found in supportive living,
models of service. In these situations the residents lease or own the property
(perhaps as part of a trust or inheritance) and the provider, usually DMR, provides
staff only support in the home. The major challenge of this approach is developing
flexible approaches to stafrmg that provide people with a sufficient level Of
assistance and direction to negotiate issues of daily living and relationships with
the community.

Staff coverage in these situations is usually not 24 hours a day and that has
also been a source of savings for service providers. In practice, thismeans that the
supportive living approach has generally been used for people with mild to
moderate retarfttion and no associated physical disabilities. It is worth noting
that a number of states have recently begun using this model with more intensive
stafrmg as a cost effective approach to serving peoPle with severe mental
retarlation and/or physical disabilities. This often entails the staff being available
24 houraln a neighboring apartment and working in the client apartment full time
when the people are home.

Supportive living, as it applies to renting, has received added impetus as
increasing numbers of people with mental retardation move via supported work
into competitive employment. While their salaries may not cover the full cost of
rent, their contribution is substantial. The taxpayer sees a major saving because
tax dollars are now called on only to supply a subsidy and not meet the full cost of
the living arrangement.
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Under a supportive living model, the property is really the home of the people
living there so the IMO foot rule doesnot apply. Nonetheless planners need to
develop their own version Of that guilll-for supportive living\ Othewiee,tiie old
issue of saturation may be re-emerging when the peoplebeing n
supportive living program are directed towards a few apirtmentdevilopMents in s-
particular town. The effleiency of thivapproath involves using a UMW clustering
of clients. For example, support staffmay live in one apartment in a large complex
and se-rve people living in several apartments throughout the complex.
Nonetheless, care-should be taken to assure that these arrangements are
distraluted throughout the community so that a single development does not
suddenly beCn unlicensed group home.

Individualized Pluming

The bulk of our discussion on this topic is contained in subsequent sections on
individual planning and access to services. Here we would like to discuss briefly
the issue of individualized planning as it pertains to planning at the system and
site level. A major move in the field of mental retar&tion services is towards
services that are client driven. Essentially this approach holds that highly focused
individualized plannivg should be the major vehicle for alleyels of planning from
establishing training objectives to requesting funds from thvistate legislature.

The current direction in DMR in the ma of eliminating the dim+, levels
classification system and the improving the individual planning,process clearly
demonstrates, a sensitivity to individualized planning and indicates an effort to
respond. However, in some other areas procedural requirements have unwittingly
subverted efforts to truly structure a setting arour ithe specific needs of
individuals.

Interviews seem to indicate that some of the roblem placements" can be
attributed to a failure to use individual centered plAnning or afaiiiire to carry out
an individual planning effort once begun. Sometimes these problems can be
attributed to the limited expertise of new providers or new employees who may not
be sufficiently attuned to the issue of individualized planning and so proceed as if
services can be planned by "plugging amone into the next available slot." In some
of our sites, it was clear that many of the problems that providers encountere4
were the result of their limited resources during the establishment of a site. 'They
did not have either the resources or the foresight to send staff people to Mansfield
or another location and conduct an intensivi pre-placement evaluation of potential
residents.

The need for a thoughtful individualized approach is underscored when a
specific characteristic of a person is offensive to neighbors. Two of our case
studies contain complementary examples of this. In both instances we heard of a
person who screamed persistently. In the first case, the provider became aware of
this behavior on preliminary visits to Mansfield and thought about the prrximity
of the house in the neighborhood where the person was going to live. The provider
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then approached DMR to '"trade" residents and Tolace,theperson who screamed in a
home with a great deal of open propertY arotind it and placea much quieter but
socially gregarious client in the or'honte. In the secOnd study, aiirei provider
agency did not have the foresight to inticiPate the:Problem that a scriouning
resident would pose with nearby. neighbors'. No* this prOvider is faced withan
awkward sitiataon which has led manyzeighbors to be less than positively
disposed toward the site..

At times it is clear that thepressure of placement time lines can undercut
truly individualized pluming. We heard several stories of sites that were very well
conceived to match the specific needs of residents in wheelchairs but are not how
occupied by, anyone with physical limitations. The most telling case involved a
home that CIL was developing based on the understanding that it needed to be
completely accesalle with fully adapted kitchen and bathroom and meet all fire
codes related to people who could not eVecuate be themselves. It is trtie that all
CIL homes itht accessible, but this level of full accessil?ility is only underteken
when it is necessary since the full range of adaptations ill very expensive. Literally
at the last minute the people slated to move into this fully accessible homewere
changed because of the heed to place a certain numberof class clients. The peoplo
who moved in have absolutely no need for a fully accessible site. When some of(che
peOple originally targeted for this site did get a placement it was in leas than
optimally accessiblelocations.

Some of the providers and site developers with whom we spoke clearly felt
that it was neeessary to slow things down a bit and refocus on the need to do all
development on an individual-centered basis. A representative of CIL pointed out
that he preferred to know who theactual people were who are going to live in a
particular site. In that way he could plan for any scific adaptation that might be
needed. He then went on to reflect 'that it would aW be nice if people could have
some input into selecting the decorations and furniture for a place that was gOing
to be their home. This same perspective was shared by a case manager *ho felt
that although providers do a fairly good job of identifying services it could be done
better if some of the pressure of timelines eased off a bit. SPecifically she felt that
the individual focus could come to the fore. There would be less emphasis on\
obtaining services for the house and more on making the connection heeded for
individuals. 'The specific example focused on medical services. She felt that some
physicians might not be prone to accept a group home with everyone =Medicaid
into their caseload but nught very well accept an single individual.

DMR, Providers, Parents, and Communities:
Making the Partnership Work

As we pointed qut above, the central issue in the State of Connecticufis an
issue of system pluming: How are the limited resources of the state to be
equitably distributed OVer both the short and long term? The 9nly resolution we
see to this major issue is open communication and negotiation among all of the
principal aCtors in the system. There clearly seems to be a need to re-establish a
strong collaborative effort to seek the best for all of the State's citizens with
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mental retardation. DMR's Five Year Plan and subsequent updates have
established the parameters for system d. lop nint. However, ,there

is an ongbing
need to-negotiate the details of in a colliboratkis fashidn.
Without such collaboriti'r planning, there is a riSkth4.. riiisseenting
various intwests will become more polartied and will lose t of thi full context
in which they are operating:, 'The bQsk- for Ail is a 'forum in
which all Parties have a voice. AfterUl, . . conununity is ndamentally
about people working together for a common goal.

In a similar vein, as will be seen in subeeqiient sections of this report, the
protess of Community residential development demands that a oaaborative
partnership be fostered with neighbors and community leaders.
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COMMUNITY ENTRY/COMMUNITY RELATIONS

A principalreimarch question of this project was whether: factrirs- could-be
idenUfiedthationtamte to lominunity opPoiiitiOirend/Or COMmunittimPrirt to

--the-opening of grouP hOmes for persona with -Mettalietirdation. ComMunity
opiobsitionto group homes is costly- to-both the' ***WV; and to theiiivice
proiider, in-d-morealier,- a negative cOnimunitit 1trymaThEve lUbstiatial-
reperciissions an Community . Throughthecase
study of six group homes==thit:together present a continuum of dagreir of
community acceptance - some méaninguL patterns of coinmunity interaction
emerged.

It is important to remark at the outset of this discussion-Onsthe-eatent of the
problem of community oppositiem Anyone invOlved in the ProUaion oreervito
persons with inentaretardatior -in ConneetiCtit can_name instance-a Of commumty,
opposition-that were protracted-and costly. We fotind howeVer, that these
instances were isolated-and usually-did not result in the viithdraWal Of the goup
home. "More importantly, in nearly all cases,- once thelpmaiiai estiblishid, the
organized opposition to the home dissipated and state perionneltoirtmeht on "not
having heard a word" aboutthem. This underecores the fad that opPoeibion-is
usually the result of fears of the UnknOWn that are_alleviated ono: thihinne is up
and running. Nevertheless, opposidon is a costly problem-and efforts to eliminate
its occurrence are warranted.

High-profile vs. Low-profile Community Acceptance

In the field of mental retardation the issue of community entry is usually
addressed in terms of whether the service provider should take a high or low-
profile entry to the home. The former refers to making direct and public contact
regarding intentions to open a new home. This may involve for example, public
meetings where the home and its residents are discussed, public announcements in
the media regarding the home, presentations to town councils or planning boards,
and/or individual notification and discussion with neighbors. The low-profile
entry is based on the philosophy that as other new neighbors to a town do not
have to announce or make public discussion of their intention to move into a
home, likewise persons with mental retardation are not obligated to "ask
permission" of fheir neighbors to move in. Consequently, the low-profile"
approach advocates that homes open up quietly, with as little notification and
public eduction of neighbors as postale. This approach takes support in the belief
that neighbors can best assess their feelings about a group home once there has
been real exposure to the residents and their life-style and that moreover, public
announcements and meetings tend to generate community opposition because of
fears of the unknown, rather than quell it.

This study does not find that the dichotomy of low or high-profile entry is
especially useful. There are cases where a high-profile approach was a factor in
influencing both community acceptance and community resistance. Likewise a low
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profile approach is associkted with both acceptance and opposition. Therefore,
alternative explanatory factors are required.

A third strategy of developing community aCceptance is descrilied by Weber
(1978, full citation in Appendix 2 to this rewrt). Thisitratediecàsedin detail
in the literature reliiew, is called byWeber 'Ufonningthe-set few." It
emphatizei that cert.ain neighbor's and goiterninent 'officio*, tholes in leadership,
positiOns or those who are most concerned with the home; Should be infornied'and
educated. The-finding& ofthis inquiry are Most in keeiü with this perepeotive
on community development.

When Opposition Cannot be Relied

In the course of the research it became clear that in some cases cornmunity
oppoeition cannot be prevented. Sometimes the confluence of events is so unique
and of such a negative Character tint cominunity opposition is inevitable. In tbs

_- selection of the Six sites for the case studies, it was found that some of the most
strident cases of community opposition were of such anidiotyneratie character
that they would not have served as uteful demonstrations of commpnity

acceptance patterns. For example, there are incidents where the Service providers
were chanjW and the community was misinformed, of where blatantly poor
phuming resultedin over saturation of communitiea with perso-iiii who potentially
posed a threat to neighbora.

In other cases it appears that neighopposition was so intractable that a
struggle would be encountered no matter how will-community entry was handled.
This opposition usually revolves around concern for proiorty value and fears
about safety, and eipecially for children. Fueling ore. aizeci conimuniV opposition
(as opposed to simply a raft of community complakits) is often, ) preeenceof
retired neighbors who literally have the time and inclination to do the
organization and administration necessary for a pitched community battle.
However, the presence of these unique circumstances is infrequent. More often
community resistance can be ameliorated and ,tsgal battles con be prevented. The
following is one crucial variable that often determines the quality of relations
between neighbors and the group home.

Open, ResponSive and Respectful Communication

Morn significant than high or low profile per se appears to be the quality and
quantity of information made available to neighbors and to the larger town.
Related to this is the style of communication. In two of the case studies where
there was community opposition, neighbors interviewed reported their resentment
at how they were made to feel, or how they were treated during interactions with
provider agencies, especially during tbe initial phase of the home. For example,
neighbors report that in expressing concerns, questions, and complaints to the
provider agency they were made to feel as if they were "ungracious," "bothersome,"
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"horrible," and "prejudiced." Moreover, neighbors complain that service, provider
agencies were evasive and not forthcoming.about the range of behaViors and other
disabilities that May have a palpal4e effect on the neighborhood. The lhnited
inforMation provided by agencies -onyiiiperty values.to neighbors (ulthOüh more
is available) was often-not iuccessftil in alleviating neighbors feari,
those of neighbors living immediately:0*cent to the home.

Inquiries regarding the opening of the home were reportedlY met with-whard-
nosed," "inflexille," an self-righteous" reiporises about the state law and.the
rights of persons with,mental retardation. 'Clearly the stateleWthat Mandates
that group homes of stipersone or less are treated as a singlefainily home-is a
powerful andlaudable Weipon-on the side of coMmtinity eervite developers.
Nonetheless when it is usectas "sledgehammer" whereby neighbors areinformed
that"there is nothingthey canslo" about.* hoine, itIleavel some neighbors
wondering about their own rights. Clearly, service providers need to strike a
balance between-the assertion of the rights of persons with inentalretardation to
live in the community and the treatment of community concerns with respect and
patience.

Many times neighbor's concerns are not borne of bad intentions. A request
for information on disability, types of behavior, level of supervision, property
valuea and the like can be understandable, especially given themewness of
community development. However, it see= that agencies and other persons may
at times interpret these questions as a challenge, and may respond aggressively
thereby planting doubt and suspicion in neighbors. An alternative approach would
be a forthright discussion of the potential ofinappropriate behaviors in the .

neighborhood, the number of visitors to the home, and so on. This coupled with
ready assurances of agency resPonse to any difficulties and the provision-of
concrete means of access to persons with the power to make immediate
adjustments about any problems involving the home, should help reduce neighbor
anxiety.

The solution to fee= about the unknown seems to be a positive response that
conveys both respect and understanding for the question and the qtiestioner. To
the extent that neighbors are made to feel powerless because of the state law, they
can also be made to feel that have la say" in ongoing plans through discussions
abont renovations and the like. An open, attitude will produce good will among
neighbors.

Pert aps of greater importance, 14 the clear need for ongoing ready avenues of
information about the home and about persons with disabilities. This is very
apparent in Case Study 2 where the absence of an identifiable source of
information leaves neighbors wondering about whether there is abuse in the home,
whether it is a home or a training facility, or just who has regulatory oversight of
the facility. Neighbors would like to know who is on duty and who they should
cell with problems. There is also a need for a line of communication that is
independent of the agency per se, so that questions and complaints about the
agency itself, and/or about the larger administration of services can be responded
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to. Case Study 2 demonstratewhow the absence of such a line of communication
allows community question's and suspicions (e.g., is there &use go:mg on at the
home) to fester. This is most ippropriately the proiince of the -Iti)gionatDMR
office and it is suggested thattepreaentataves there ma Othemselvet known to
neighbors.

Another example of the importance of the ready availability of information to
neighbors is provided in Case Study 5. Here we see rumors circulating about the
excessive expenditure of public funds on renovation& However, through informal
channels these rumors were directly addressed and thereby dissipated.

The case studies provide good evidence that &communication strittea that is
marked by openness, respect, responsWeness, andIollOw-through:Will, earn the
good will of neighbors. This is clear again in Cali° Stuti 5. The, enviroaineatal
conditions for the opening a this home were not sUbstantialVdifferentthan for
other homes and the Potential for organized &limp:mit ,. opposition isivident.
However, this home was opened by experienced,delielo rs and service prOviders.
Here we fmd a-director who met repeatedly with nei .. rs Ind went solfarts to
solicit their input on matters of renovation and local shOpping. It is evident that
she. formed a personal relationship with these neighbOrs and by giving neighbors
her number, she also gave them assurance of her personal response to any
problems.

The matter of providing information is no less important regarding members
of local town governance or planning commissions. Often these persons are the
first to be contacted by irate neighbors. Some DMR regional administrators feel
that the real test of whether opposition will.solidify into organized resistance is
whether town officials-oppose or support the residence. For eiample, one .

planning board member in Case Study 2 expressed irritation about the lack of
information he received on any planned homes, whereas a town serectmanin Case
Study 5, who was informed about the details of the home by the director, actively
made connections between concerned neighbors and persons who could readily and
adequately respond to their questions. Further, a selectman in Case Study 3 was
in support of the development of the home.

The issue of open, responsive communication does not specifically address the
question of when to inform neighbors about the plans for a group home, nor
whether public announcements or public meetings should be used. There is
substantial evidence that public meetings, especially when they become disruptive,
can turn neighbors' ambivalence into confirmed opposition. Moreover, public
meetings can provide the forum for organizing otherwise very disparate,
unconnected neighbors. Although senna suggest that the end result of this
enhanced community awareness is beneficial, we would not like to see this develop
at the expense of group homes. A more productive strategy seems to be repeated
one-to-one contact with neighbors, especially with those who have concrete
concerns.
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Planning for Community Acceptance

Aside from the more general issue of comMunitation, there aresoine epecific
environmental variableet hat influencetoMMUnity aCCeptance. Thoee discussed
here are: transitional neighborhoods, thOosiiig a site Witlicire, Slip Of facility,
resident leased facilities andthe "well cOnneeted" 'Service Provider.

Transitional neighborhoods. It is suggetted in theliterature that facilities
established in lower income, urban,transient or coMmercia areas encOunterless
community opposition and our study bearathis'out. ThetWO honuel that had
virtually no exprei3sed cOminunitY-conceris about thein (Case Stu4ies-1 and 6)
were both located in urban- rental areas. ThihOinein Cain Study 3 although in
an upper middle Class aubUrban town, iias also jUit irOund the Omer-66m the,
major commercial-district Of the town. The laelt of COMMUnity opposition Or the
relatively small degreiof,Opposition in these areas can:be eXPlaMed inseveral
ways: 1) neighbors of group homes in transient AreaS Maynot ha*, thelong term
investment, either financially or emotionallyito bebotherettry the presenee of a
grou home (this is reporte&y not the Casein blue Collar buthome aiming
nei:. rhoods); 2) urbanresidents are more inclined tO feelthatwh011ies next
doer is not any of their buiiness and at the Mmetime ars often moretolerant of
diversity; 3) commercial areas, with the continual Change of faces, tend not to
foster the same protectiveness over territory as doet a residential area; and, 4)
minorities may be more tolerant of and sensitive to the needs of the
disadvantaged.

In contrast to the urban environment, the very rural site will also tend to
encounter less community residence due to the sheer absence of neiglibors.
However, in Connecticut; even a "rural" area is 'fairly well populated and resistance
has been encountered there as well. Nonetheless, the type of area that seems most
prone to community resistance is the middle class suburbs. One does not fmd as
much resistance in the upper or upper middle class areas probably because group
homes are generally not located th,ere. Holever, in the middle class' suburb, there
are many families who have managed to escape urban poverty in the past two
generations, or whose resources are dependent on the strength of the economy.
For these fainilies their pfoperty value may be the Eingle investment that protects
their and their childrens' fmancial future.

Choosing a site with care. Residences can be established without re
exclusively on transitional and/or commercial areas. However, a residence p
for an exclusively residential area should trigger the need for greater care in
selecting the site. As discussed in the prior section of this report some areas are
identified by DMR regional staff as appropriate for community development. One
can assume that the absence of any group homes does not necessarily make a
neighborhood a good candidate for group homes. The home that encountered the
stiffest community opposition in this study (Case Study 4) was the first group
home to be opened in the town. One can therefore anticipate the first residence in
any town is more likely to encounter resistance than will subsequent homes. On
the other hand, scrupulous planning is needed to prevent the over-saturation of
any neighborhood with residences from a variety of agencies. Such saturation will
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luiderstandably rile neighbors. Therefore, tho newt for regional interagency
coordination is repeate.

Another consideration is that some ne* rhoads may simply be more
protective and willing and able to órpnizO others. Some kind of canvassing
of a neighborhood.to test the strength of oppeeition maY be called for. (The
literature review notes thitzeighbors are likely to report more:tolerance for a
group home than they actuallY. feelio Canvaising must be carefully constructed.)
It may be wise to avoid those neighborhoods that aeem Tea* to:Undergo an
extensive struggle against the homes This would seem to go directly against the
civil rights and interests of perSons with Mental retardation and it is,
acknowledged-that oncacommunity oppoeitioli battles.are 'won, neighborhoods do
pow tolerant if not-accepting of the,group honwon their block. Hence we.see in
Case Study 2 that neighbors report finding tl3arthingtieem to have worked out
all right" with the group holt', or that they "don't eien know (the home) ia there."
Moreover, the process of selecting homes that underwent cominunity opposition
for this study demonstrated that few homee continue te encounter sipificant
resistance once they have opened. Nonetheless, the case studies show that an
entrenched battle with the community leaves a residue of bad feelingi and
resentment. Such feelings can only undermine future goals of community
integration together with the service provider.

At present the selection of sites for group homes seems largely in the hancis of
the provider or the developdr. The amount of involvement of regional DMR staff
in the selection varies from perfunctory approval to careful oversight. The need to
carefully coordinate sites for group homes cannot be sufficiently underscored, and
it would be most appropriately performed by the DMR regional office.

Small is &manful. Another factor that can contribute to community
acceptance is the size of the facility. Clearly this factor alone does not explain all
cases. Positive community relations are reported in Case Study 3, a six-bed group
home, and this study found anecdotal reports of virulent community resistance for
two person apartment arrangements. Nonetheless, a home with more than two or
three unmarried adults is a breach of norms in most communities, especially in
residential areas of single family homes. These homes usually house a married
couple with children, sometimes with a third generation present. The six person
group home with numerous staff presents an altogether different social
arrangement. Hence, residents are not only battling the stigma of the
disadvantaged but also have to encounter the natural hostility that would meet
any breach of social norms. To that extent, the Smaller the facility, the more
manageable the community residence will be because the home seems less odd.

Planning for smaller residences presents some problems and some advantages.
Residences for one to three persons are more normative and are in keeping with
"best practices" of residential development. Homes that house fewer persons are
not perceived as "crowded," and the sheer number of persons do not complicate
other important community variables such as amount of traffic and number of
parked cars per home.
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However, residences for only a few persons may Ir largely limited to

apartmenta or condos. Most providers simply cannot afferd to-leue large
suburban !Mei:A:ni1y hoines too leel than six per:pp& Six,pereón 'homes allow
for some economies ig seals (e.g. honiehOld supplies and: 'needs). Parents
who are suburban Kaidents prefer that their children risside'in thelimis of homes
that they grew up in. Moreover, develoPment only in aPartmenta and Conde*
reduces the range of neighborhoods and tOwni that canbe sites fOr coMmunity
development. So the question of size of the facility presents a dilemma.

Resident-leased Facilities. Nearly all of the homes studied here are leased
and operated by service provider organizations. In a kind of "institutional
t.ansference" neighbors come to usociate the home with the provider and not with
the residents themselves. This feeling is strengthened when there is turnover in
the resident population. An alternative strategy, that is in keeping with "itate-of-
the-are thinhng about residential services is seen in Case Study 6. Here two
women leased their apartment in their own names. They, succeisfully handled
complaints to the landlord and to a much greater degree, nei0bors usociated the
apartment with the residents and not with the service provider.

The "well-connected" service provider. Community residences that are
planned and/or operated by a service agency with roots in the community will
likely encounter less opposition. Many of the more succeasful community
developments, as for example Case Study 3, were developed by providers who were
well known in the community long before they sponsored a group hoMe. The
board of directors of these agencies are often comprised of town leaders. The
membership also comes from town inhabitants. Members with &mobilities and
their families are usually visible at community evente. The agenci may have built
a good reputation based on active involvement in community affairs, and/or
successful operation of a sheltered workshop or recreational program. When these
types of agencies open a home they can draw upon the support of neighbors and
town leaders who are familiar with them and their members and who trust the
agency's management capacity. Respected neighbors can informally and formally
advocate for the residence and draw upon their personal reputation to provide
assurances to neighbors.

The ability to enlist the support of neighbors and town leaders is not limited
to the well-established provider. To the extent possible, any provider can and
should make efforts to establish support for the group home in the community.
When that is not possible other community entry strategies will also help.

Community Entry Strategies that Work

Other than environmental variables relevant to the planning of the home
there are some specific strategies that tend to enhance community acceptance.
Two are discussed here.

ti 7
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"Professional promotion". If an agency choOseato inform neilphborsabout
the Foup home they will:be Well aerved by brochures Or other materiel that
sensitively-addresies neighboraconcerns while* the same attractivel*Preeents
the lifestyle's of persons with mental retardatlon: Good etaMPleiiiiifiuch
brochures are included in Appendix*. SuMinaries of *dies onproperty values
should be easy to reactand underataiidabli tOthó la r.OnL NewspaPer
clippinge that porttay group hOme life and/or *dieser statermentsrSgarding
property values and/or Safety problems can be nsedai part Of profeiWional'
presentation. When these efforts are accOmpinied with a personal'relationship
with a person directly responsible for the home, neighbors fears are more easily
alleviated.

Positive structured contact with persons with disabilltieit
families. Some respondentato-this study Mime that personal positiVe eiposure
to persons with disabilitiei can also-help to aastiagemelObors fears. It must be
borne in mind that Cilia:typical adult citizel has had little Or no.contact with
anyone with disabilities and So they maY have notions tliat pertions with mental
retardation are prone to violence, anti-social behavior-0-er, other undesirable
attributes. A structured positive Meeting with prospectiveresidents may "ground"
fears of the unknown. Because it may be a violation of residents rights to request
that they meet with neighbors before moving in., this purpose can also be solved by
haVing parents or family members of persons with disabilitiet sPeak of the
capacities of their family member my ?of the meaning of 'Community tAacements.
These strategies can be especially effective in facilitating understanding or
acceptance among neighbors.

Community Entry Mistakes

The aforementioned general prescription of good communication with
neighbors and town leaders, and the other strategies discussed will enhance
community acceptance. Similarly there are some activities that waintlame
community opposition. This section reviews some "mistakes" that can be made
when entering a community.

Renovations. Unfortunately, group homes generally require from a little to
a massive amount of renovations. Renovations are made to conform to fire and
health and safety regulations and to accommodate the special needs of prospective
residents. CIL (who develops the majority of property for group homes) will
renovate homes for accessibility evan when accessible housing is not required by
the prospective residents.

A massive amount of renovation will undoubtedly draw more negative
attention to the home. Renovations were the chief problem in Case Study 5 where
they caused neighborhood rumors and the complaints of the immediate neighbor
because the new fence detracted from his newly planted bushes. Neighbor's may
not understand why, if the presence of six adults with mental retardation is
reportedly no different than their own housekeeping arrangement, there needs to
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be such extensive work. The presence of sprinlders, exit siigns, and fire escapes
that were visible from the window of one neighbor caused hei to conclude that,
contrary to the administrator's assertio=this was a commercial enterprise and
not a home.

Therefore, one recommendation it to limit renovations if at aliposale. If
substantial renovations cannot be avoided it may be wise to advise and consult
neighbors about them. This might have forestaed the problem over the fence
encountered in 43ase Study 5 and it would add to neighbors' sense of involvement
with and knowledge about the home.

On the other hand, many renovations are done at the request. of local fire and
safety departments. Sometimes these departments may request more renovation
than is actually required by law. It seezns (as in Calle Studies 4 and 5) that
appeasing local inspectors (even when their requests are more than is required) is
a practice that enhances community relations.

Those renovations that are made, must also be done with an eye to keeping
the home as conforming to-the nei . .rhood norms as possible. Very large
garages, conspicuous ramps, thou:. . tless destruction of the outside appearance will
upset nei*hbors. Renovations that directly imptict neighbors must be laandled
with special care (e.g. putting up fences, cutting trees, changing water runoff
patterns).

A particular renovation that was the cause,of the continuing sore spot for
some neighbors is the conversion of garages into bedrooms or apartments. The
conversion of a garage involves the loss of one or two parking spaces, contriluting
to the ongoing problem of parking for many group homes. It also adds to the
conspicuousness of the home and it permits the addition of more persons into a
housing situation that is overly crowded by cenununity norms. Religional staff
state that they now advise against any renovations of garages and it is suggested
that this advise is adhered to.

Using the media. The media can be a powerful tool to communicate the
values and purposes of deinstitutionalization. The media analysis in this report is
filled with instances of articles that describe and commend community living.
Likewise, the media can also exaggerate and inflate concerns. Even when
newspapers are actively supportive of community development this interest may
backfire causing increased reser'ient from neighbors who may feel like they are
being painted with "the broad brush of bigotry." (Case Study 2 is instructive on
this point.) In general, we fmd that newspapers are a double edged sword and the
deliberate enlistment of their support may exacerbate community hostility.

Open public meetings. While this study clearly finds that open
communication is needed, the conveyance of information through public meetings
seems to be a particularly bad strategy. As mentioned, the open meeting can serve
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to unite neighbors into an organizeditioup when they had been previously
oblivious to one another. Moreover the venting of fears and hostilities can serve to
establish oppositien where only uncertainty Or ambivalence was previously
preient.

Once a home is oPened however, community relations may not necessarily
improve. Conthmed vigilance is required to teep or restive positive (or at least
ambivalent) community feelings. Some factors that feed community resistance,
even after a home is opened are discussed below.

Contributing Factors to On-Going Community 111-Will

As stated Most community opposition derives from fears of the unknown.
However (as in Case Study, 4), sometimes opposition to.a home does not develop
until the home itopened. This happens not because of fears of the unknown,tut
because of careless and/or deliberate actions of the service provider. 'The following
problems are discussed: insefisitivity to comniunity norms, excess parking and
traffic, and residents that create a disturbance.

Insensitivity to communky norms. Every community has an established
set of behaviors that are usually unspoken but nonetheless expected, shared and
performed by the inhabitants. The breach of these expectations causes negative
feelings from annoyance to strong hostility. The expectations of a community vary
according to nuniereus factors (e.g., socio-economic status, urban/rural location,
ethnicity of inhabitants). The goaLof conimunity development is to be "as close as
possible" to tha norms of the community and therefore it stands to reason that
group homes should be sensitive and adaptive to community norms in order to
both be in accord with their philosophy and to generate the least amount of
community complaints. Unfortunately, homes that under()) continued community
opposition sometimes show a lack of sensitivity to community norms.

This is demonstrated in Case Study 2. Here we rvad that in the first year of
the residence, a home located in a middle class suburb; left a bright spotlight on all
night in the drivaway. During shift changes late at night persons would come by
to pick up staff inembere and would loudly blow the horn. Loud conversations and
even fights broke out between staff members. Loud music was heard from the
backyard and staff members parked on the front lawn. The use of large
commercial suppliers by two b.omes was also not in keeping with community
norms. It especially irked one neighbor (in Case Study 3) who shares a driveway
with the home bemuse the trucks occasio. Ally caused some damage to his
landscaping.

An important community norm for mest suburban living is the upkeer of
property. In Case Study 2, during the fast year of operation the propercy was
poorly kept. Leaves were left unraked, flowering trees were cut down, lawns were
unkempt, and there was occasional litter. These breaches of community norms
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resultea continued complaints to agency and town governance representatives:
It took about a year for the agency to get most of problems rectified and neighbors
still complain aut the front lawn.

The community norms descrled above are fairly obvious and might strike
most people asjust "good sense." There'are other nerms %fit require attention as
well. In Case Study 3 there were partiOulak expectations about the kind of window
Christmas decorations that were used. Neighbors may expect the exchange of
cookies at Christmas time, oi flowers and tomatoes during the simmer. :To the
extent that a home discoVers and prforms these expected behaviors therwill
indeed by regarded as gOod neighboli and ag Ordinary ne.ighbOrs: When residents
are not able to perform these actions independently it incumbent upon staff to
see that they are done.

The importance of staff training andaupervitoOry oversight to prevent and
eliminate this kinds of insensitivity to commtmity norms cannot be
overemphasized. Some of the homes that enjoy good-community acceptance
employ "agood neighbor policy" (included in the .Appendix). These statements
reflect the active attempt of an agency to sensitize staff (and residents) to the
importance of adhering to neighborhood norms.

Excess parking and traffic. One particular community expectation has to
do witl the number of parked cars around a home and the amount of tiaffic on the .
street that the home geneiates. In several case studies, the presence of the home.
on the block was strikingly obvious by the number or parked cars lining the street.
The number of cars pertains to the number of residents, and therefore the number
of staff, that are presont in the hOme. As mentioned, most single family homes,
usually have a maximum of two or three cars. A group home, with as many as six
residents, live-in house parents, and numerous other staff may have as many as 12
cars on the street. This problem is greatly exacerbated when interdisciplinary
planning meetings are helclat the home.

Regional staff report that present policy is to hold meetings at DMR or other
offices and this policy is commendable. However, it seems that many homes are
either unaware of the-policy or choose to ignore it. One agency representative said
that holding meetings in the homes was consistent with normalization philosophy.
It has also been reported that agencies are encouraged to park in the rear and not
convert garages. Again, this is an important consideration in community life.

Residents scNat create a disturbance. Ongoing community upset about a
home can often be attributed to a single resident with deviant behavior. The
resident who screamed in Case Study 2 or the resident who cursed in front of
adolescent girls reported in the rural case study are both examples where the
behaviors of residents can foment community anger. Like the above examples,
these areinot instances that indicate community intolerance or prejudice, they are
instances of breaches of community norms, and the reaction they provoked from
neighbors is understandable.
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The numerous efforts needed to address behavioral challenges are discussed
ekewhere in this report. In brief, adequate individualized planng supervision,
behavioral consultation and training are needed to ensure that residents with
challenging behaviors do not jeopardize the ioodWill of a community toward the
home or to deinstitutionalizaCon at large.

How Community StQport is Maintained

Keep the neighborhood knowledgeable. An aspectof the process of open
communication described earlier includes 'Continued rapport and communication
with the community once the home is opened. A good illustration of this is Case
Study 5 where the invisibility of the residents to nei: re led tO. unwholesome
speculation about their activities and whereabouts. . . ugh happenstance, this
was communicated to agency staff, who proceeded to take the residents on walks
in the neighrhood and to involve the residents inyardwork outside. Similarly in'
Case Study 1, inquiring neighbors were given a tour of the facility and met with
staff and residents.

Other devices that are used to licap acquaints neighbors and residents and to
make the -t3. me and its activities visible are open house gatherings, invitations to
cook-outs, block parties and the like. Once the home is opened these are useful
strategies that neighbors reported being appreciated as attempta at being
"nei.&borly." When the neighborhood is sponsoring its own gatherings it is also
important that some residents and staff attend and make themselves lonown to the
community at large.

Contribute to the community. Group homes can make substantial
contributions to the community and this fact can- -Play a role in neighborhood
acceptance. In Case Study 5 for example, the home was piirchased from someone
who had previously rented the home to other .rsons who were nct very careful
with the property. Neighbors saw the establis ent of the group home as a
positive step toward neighborhood enhancement. Similarly, in Case Study 1, the
home presented a stabilizing and enhancing effect to a transient community
concerned about urban blight. In Case Study 2 neighbors were appreciative when
the home improved the neighborhood through landscaping and planting.

Many neighbors and members of the larger town appreciate and value the
residents of group homes who are able to contribute to communitY volunteer
events. Fire marshal's and directors of senior citizen centers remember the
volunteer efforts of residents with Christmas drives and "meals on *heels"
programs One administrator attributed the aci.leptance if his home-by the
community because they opened the pool in their backyard to the use of
neighborhood children.

General participation in community iife will also enhance the 'warm feeling of
neighbors toward the group home. In Cam Study 4, residents attended a senior
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citizen dance and one reeident with his dancing partner was photographed in the
local paper. Many neighbors celled the residence and'brougM the iihoto ofer,
enjoying the recognition of their neighbor. Participationln-elaurch and religious
activities can be especially meaningñil far both reindinte and their neighbors.
Often the church will play an active role in encouraging toleranCe and
understanding of their different parishionef..,

Reepond to complaint4robleins. The" hist strategy discussed here, but
perhaps one of the most important in fostering and maintaining community good
will is the direct.and rapid,response to problems or complainti. The measure of
goodwill found in Case Stidy 4 is largely dp-tai the fact that the home did rectify
ne: :di 'I r complaints over noise, property tipkeep, lights and sokon, illthou0
per ps not as quickly as they should have. Even when Problems cannot be
umnealiately resolved, neighbors should be informed about the steps being taken to
resolve a problem. An important corollary of this, is to keep any pronnial that are
made. The case studies contain several examples where statenients are made and
then not followed up by agency staff. This is understandably irksome to
neighbors. Part of the problem here, of course, is the difficulti of communication
between the layers of any organizatiot, bTtit again, because group homes are
situated among families and not among other organizations, the potential of lost
communication must be attended to.

CONCLUSIONS

In pulling all of these fmdings together, the data tends to support the third
strategy of community development, i.e., inforniing the select few. The provider
agency should provide ready information to the key individuals involved with or
most concerned about the home. Of interest, many of the findings described here
are also listed in Weber's (1978) "stiggestions" around community entry (e.g.,
prepare an organized neighborhood education plan and materials, be clear and
straightforward when educating neighbors, avoid large group meetings with
neighbors, develop a "good neighbor plan", stress with neighbors the steps that will
be taken in the event that problems arise in the home, and anticipate that
community support will grow with time). They are also echoed in Normann, M. &
Stern, R. (1988 full citation in Appendix 2).

The consistency of fmdings, contributes to firmer conclusions about
community acceptance patterns based on research.
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As presented in the DMR manual on the Overall Plan of Swvice (OPS) and
reflected in the regulations on individtillised planiing, Connecticut has a formal
system for individual planning that is conaistentwith the state-of-the-art
nationally. In fact, the proOes could servo as a modatfor many other states-since
CAI Connecticid OPS Proceee, to:41pda in marked contrast with standard practice in

_
many other places.

In Most states the mandated indi4ickid phmning procesecen be complied with
by the meeting of a interdiaciplinary team whkh essentiat, nun oat a form in the
appropriate behavioral language. The standardwictiie in imehetatiften
appears -to be more concerned with coinplited paperwork and documentation of
itaff time than with identifying Oils and Services that ars truly.in line with the
real needi otan individual. 'Review of individual plans insUch setthigs often
reveals that everyone in the same commiinity resiclence hat eitenpillly the lame
goals. One is left withthe impression that this type ofprikess lerves the interest
of ths planning team rather than the interest of the person receivingthe services.

The intent of the Connecticut OPS proems! is clearly to guard against such a
pro.forma exercises. It is constrixted around i frameivork called "Personal
Futures Manning" that is generally regarded as-the most welarticulated model of
person-centered planning currently available. This process calls for the £41 active
mvolvement oteveryone concerned with the-welfare of the person with a
disability, including the person, familY memberefriends, and advocates. It takes
an "ecological" perspective of the persdn's needs. 'Tit is to say it looks at the
person strengths and weaknesses within the;context of the actual deraandi of daily
life. This perspectiVe on the interaction of person and environment lends itielf to
the identification of long and short service/supPort needs as well'as the source for
this support.

The integration of the OPS process with the required approaCh to transition
planning results in a structure that if fully udlized, seems to ensure that even the
most idiosyncractic needs will-Yoe met. It provides for a complete paper trail,
necessary interagency connections, and the identification of needed servicefi when
a person actually needs them.

Such is the intent of the formal system of individual plannieg and transition.
But how is this formal ideal realized in the day to day lives of the homes and
people we studied? It depends. There is a wide degree of variability. In our study
we examined situacions which seemed te, cover the whole spectrum. At one
extreme, me observed a new provider whitpatterapted to implement every possible
formal structure, including extensive preliminary visits of direct care staff to the
institucion. On the other extreme was an older setting in which much of the
transition process was informal (and predated much of the formal system that is
now in place). In all cases there were some problems, but the problems did not
seem to lie with the 01'S/transition process. 7sther, the difficulties we observed
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seemed rooted in the planning related problems which are discussed below. In
fact, if the formal process is implemented as outlined and if the process is
conducted with sensitivity to the problem discussed here it should be as effective
as any human process in meeting the needs of an individual.

Short Cireulting the System

In a substantial number of instances the planning process really has not been
given a fair trial because it has been short circuited. The term "short circuited" is
chosen because it is not that the process has lv-en consciously subverted. In some
cases the plaiming process warz,short circuited very early on in the establishment
of a residential setting. A prime example of this is the example given earlier in
which DMR (because of the pressure to meet Consent Decree time lines)
arbitrarily changed the people slated to go into a home that had undergone
substantial renovations for persons who were non-ambulatory. As the
representative of CIL pointed out this is not a very efficient use of resources.

Another short circuit occurs when an emergeicy.placement is necessitated
which may result. in displacing someone for whom a site has been developed. The
system has only a very limited number of spaces for these emergencies, so-when
t ey do arise it is necessary to bump sonisone else from a pre-plamied placement.
This may be unavoidable. The realities of planning are that while it must be based
on rules, it must also retain a little flexthility te.respond to crisis events. It is also
worth noting that in DMR's guides to individual planning the potential for a crisis
placement is highlighted. A clearly articulated process is setup to insure that all
the "i's" are dotted and the "t's" crossed, at least retrospectively. Itseems
unrealistic to expect more than this.

A related issue in regard to implementation of the individual planningprocess
is spotlighted in one of our case studies. In this case a gentleman moving into a
community residence had very little transition planning and yet has services that
are seen as being as good or better thanmany of his housemates. The key to this
situation was that the man was moving-into a setting in his own community. He
was able to maintain the entire network of relationships and services that had
been negotiated by his family over his life span. He hadno problem getting a
doctor since he continued to go to "his doctor." This is instructive because it points
to the ideal of what community residence transition should be like: a smooth
movement that is part of the regular transition sciich every person makes during
his or her life. It wrldresses community integration because this man was not seen
by the neighborhood as a DMR client. He is Raphael, Anna's son. He remains a
member of the community and the community recognizes its responsthility to him,
even though his "contribution" to the community may be minimal because of his
disability. Finally, Raphael's transition, although it observed few of the formal
requirements, is a classic example of truly individualized planning; his services
were uniquely attuned to his needs not those of a group. If DMR's planning
documents and mission statement are read carefully, Raphael's case with his
orderly transition and the maintenance of his own constellation of supports
should stand as an archetype for how the system is intended to work.
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There is another consideration in Raphael's story that merits some
consideration in a discussion of planning "short-circi.l.i.te:" In his case we see one
approach to developing a truly individualized placerAlint that has now been
undercut.by the formal system and the cenUaliiedihdinhtistration of DMR. At the
time of Raphael's move into the community risidehcii the pro-416re, with their
roots in the community, had substantial input into the identification of residents
for their sites. So in his case the provider was able to lobby for his selection for
placement in the group home evsn thought he wu essentially unknown to the
DMR system. At the present time this degree of local control has been lost. DMR
has complete control over who ultimately is placed in the community. As we
mentioned above, thiZ is a direct result of the demands of the cohisent Alecree. This
loss of input has complicated the service environment and contrthuted to the
withdrawal of some of the older providers from the provision of new or expanded
services.

The most frequent cause for occasional failures of the individual planning
process was and is the withdrawal of one or more of the contracted providers from
their agreement. In the case studies and interviews a variety of factors were cited
for this occurrence. However, one factor seethed to stand out: in almost every
case the provider who contracted to serve a group withdrew when he or she met
the individuals.

-This pattern of withdrawals appears to indicate that the actual arrangement
for services was not individualized. In most cases the contract was arranged as
part of the paper work necessary to have a new site licensed and no real effort was
expended in discussing individual characteristics and needs with the potential
provider. We consistently see generic community service providers, physicians,
clentists, Y's, pharmacies, and so forth who are used to serving indivisluals and
families being asked to contract to serve a igoup. is it any wonder that residential
providers are consistently being referred to clinics and special programs to obtain
services? The normr of the community are that these generic services are for
individuals; groups go to clinics and special pregraths

Clearly the current press for significant community residence development
makes the full individualization of the process very difficult if not impossible.
Howev6: the lesson eeems clear. In an effort to realize the goals of community
integration, individualized services, aad being a good neighbor, providers must,
after homes become established, begin to eliminate group contracted services and
move toward developing individual client to provider relationships for their
residents.

Lack of Experience/Lack of Skill

Some of the dilficulties encountered in the placement process can be
attributed to the lack of experience or lack of skill of either provider agencies or
individual participants in the planning process. In general, we feel it is
appropriate to lump lack of skill and lack of experience together. 173 saw no
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evidence of incompetence that continued over a long period of time. It seemed that
providers and other partiapants in the process are learning from their mistakes.

The first area where a lack of experience is evident is in the actual
0PS/transition process. In some cases, the person-centered OPS process seems to
be implemented as though it were little different from the traditional planning
meeting. In other Words the focus on the individual seenui somewhat subordinate
to the demands of managing a group care facility._ A key to-the future success of
this process appears to be efforts to mute the full participation of all concerned
parties and improving the skills of the case manager as a group facilitator. As one
case manager explained, continued participation in the planning-Process has
sensitized her to the need to have a frank open discussion in which all of the issues
are put on the table. As she saw itisome of her earlier efforts were too
instrumental and focused on filling out the form. A Anne opened-ended meeting,
eventhough it might require a follow-up, is what is needed. In thatway ideas can
be generated, problems identified and, hopefully, resolved.

Lack of experience in the area of individual planning was also reflected in the
failure of some providers to take full advantage of the opportunities available to
them. Specifically some of th" sites had little pre-placement contact with
Mansfield or other locations. 'I'm lost an important opportunity to learn more
about a prospective resident ano allow their staff to interact with the person. In
cases where the pre-placement vis3 did occur the residential staff Was alerted to
potential problems and were attuned to.the characteristics of the people with
whom they ware going to be working.

In some cases failure to have pre-placement contact or to fully address
individual planning may reflect a lack ofresources to pay staff to perform these
important functions. DMR and provider agencies need to kbep this in mind when
they plan for the start up costs associated with a new site or with the transition of
a new resident.

Lack of Resources

A consistent complaint of residential providers is that they do not have
sufficient resources to provide a fully individtmlized environment for their
residents. In most cases, this translates into not having enough staff to be able to
respond adequately to the complete range of needs in one of their settings. This
seems to be less of an issue in smaller homes where the presence of two staff
enables a regular, personalized interaction with three residents. This is very
different in a setting were these same two staff might be involved with six
residents.

This problem clearly strikes at a central issue in community integration. The
philosophy suggests that there should be fewer demands on paid staff as people
develop relationships with community members who will provide "informal"
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support to them as they go to dinner, to a doctor's appointment, to a movie, a
dance, or work. Advocates of this position point to examples of this occurring in
various places around the'country, However, it isimpOrtant to note that these
success stories often do not happen spOntaneously. People.involved in some sort of
a service.provider role often help "facilitate" theearelitiOnships. in sOme of the
settings visited, this level of integration was !stinting to happen, hut it
involved a former emplOyee, family meniber of an emPloyee, or the contin
dired involvement of the staff persOn in the relationship. So this ideal of
integration can happen, but staff and managenient inust view this kind.of activity
as a worthwhile expenditure of staff resources. This implies that DMR needs to
clearly communicate to its proVider agencies that this kmd of activity is valued.
The issue then becomes one of establishing a clear set of priorities for staff, so that
they can judge how to mOst effectively use their time.

If fostering community involvement is a clear priority for residential providers
there is a need to make sure that direct care staff have an adequate supply of two
other important resources, ideas and connections. In our interviews a lack of
resources in these areas was especially evident in the whole issue of recreational
services. The individual planning probess needs to be informed by people who
have creative and practical ideas and also hive a connection with the resourcea
needed to bring these ideas to fruitions. This need for creatiVity_and community
connections is crucial in all aspects of individualized service proviiion, but becomes
even more important when community integration is a clear priority.

Lack of Flexibility

A major ingredient in a successful individualized approach to services is
flexibility to respond to the unique circumstances of each person. In the case
studies, this is highlighted by the interaction between a residential and a day
program over the need for a resident to be out of the home during specific hours
every day because there was no staff available. The day provider had established
its program to be`completely community-based. However, the structure of the
group home staffmg was based on a very traditional sheltered workshop hour
(9:00 AM to 2:30 PM). The residential provider was therefore not prepared to
respond to the exigencies of irregular work hours, second or third shift
employment, or thc reed to use normative community sanctions for inappropriate
behavior.

This situation highlights two problems in planning: 1) a failure of one
prIgram to communicate clearly with another (noted earlier); and 2) the lack of
the structural flexibility found in some models of staffing and funding services.
While this example is clear, these two problems may also explain frequently missed
medical appointments or the lack of recreational opportunities. In addition, the
use of group provider contracts to obtain individualized services may also reflect a
lack of flexibility on the part of provider agencies or the system as a whole.
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An increased emphasis on community membershiP and complete
individualizadim only serves to underscore the need for flexibility. It does not
take much imagination to see a day when all the residents of a community
residence are on very different da4 schedules. Will DMR and its providers be
able to respond or will they fmd it necessary to constrain this process because cr
their organizational limitations?

Case Management

Case management is included in this discussion not because it is a problem,
but because it is the linchpin on which the success of the individual planning
process hinges. The case manager is the facilitator for the interdisciplinary team
meeting which developa the OPS and the Transition Plan. Itis the ongoing role of
the case manager to mediate turf and other disputes which interfere with agencies
effectively meeting client need. Ideally the case manager is the eyes and ears
overseeing the services in an effort to assure that the best interests of the person
with a disability are being addressed.

The recent re-structuring of the role of DMR social workers into case
management is intimately connected with the development of the OPS and
transition process. In the study sites where there was a consistently involved case
manager we found a positive effect on the lives of people in the system.
Unfortunately the case management system has not fully stabilized and we also
noted substantial turnover in some instances.

Several informants mentioned that within DMR there continues to be
resistance to the case management role by some individuals who prefer the title
"social worker" and its more circumscribed role. One case manager supervisor said
that unfortunately the system was just going to have to "wait these people out" and
work around them in the meantime. She felt that many workers and certainly all
new workers were committed to the case management role and its promise for the
clients' quality of life.

There is a perception on the part of some parents that the case management
work force is 93 unstable as the direct care work force. Parents tell stories of
numerous case managers in a relatively short periods of time. Such frequent
changes do not seem to be conducive to the role as described by DMR. It appears
tnat in some cases the case manager job serves the same role as the direct care job

it provides people an entry to the system and they very quickly move onward
and upward or out to pursue other employment. Supervisory personnel indicated
that there were efforts to rectify this situation and stabilize the work force. One
contribution to this perception of transience among case manager is the practice of
changing case loads. Again, supervisors admitted awareness of this problem and
stated, at least, the intention to address it.
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The reason for the flui in case management maibe the issue ofjob
expectations-and case loads. On-paper therespOnsibilities of the cage:managers
are substantial. In reality they may bi öierwhelming. If g Oat!. manager has a
case loadz'of 30 to 40 People whO.are relatijell Stable; it may belt reaponableratio.
In fact several case manager intervieWed had,finmerous clienti-who Weri involved
in some :obit of transitiOn. It was ill same of these workeis coUld'do to-keep their
heads aboVe water by meetingiome of the minimal requireMents related to paper
work and the requirements of the Court-decree. Once again &major Cont4autor to
this pressure is the fact that these Workers ire caUght in the Middle of system in a
state of transititin. Nonethelese the beit intereits of the cominmity client* could
be served if some meChainsin could be establiihed for weighting case loads based
oa the current statuaof the actual clients rather than the need for equal
distribution of numbers among all case managers.

Summary: The Proof is in the Placements

The value of any process of planning lies in the results, the services obtained,
the individual gains made, and the satisfaction of the consumers and their family
members. Although the process of individual planning has some problems it
works pretty well. The procedures outlined by DMR should only lead to
improvements with time as this approach becomes internalized by workers in the
system.

This study did not entail a massive examination of client outcome as the
result of community placement. However, most of the stories we heard and the
situations we observed supported the contention that for the most part people are
getting what they need in the way of services and leading good lives in their
homes. In other words, at the individual level a sound planning process is in place
and as for the most part working well. There clearly is a need to enhance some of
these services and increase the full degree of individualization in the planning
process, but in general people involved inAhe process are sensitive to these issues.

Parents and providers by and large reported that people have responded well
to their new living situations. Many of the relatives of class members admitted
that, after initial ambivalence about their family member moving into the
community, they have been very favorably impressed by what they see. Some
noted that their family member previously got nothing and now has a better life
than they could have imagined possible. Almost eviry home has a story about
someone moving out of a large facility who started demonstrating skills which no
one knew they had or who immediately stopped some problematic behavior. In
several cases we heard about people who re-established contacts with family
members which were essentially severed during most of their institutional stay.
Finally, a consistent story is the drop in the use of psychotropic medication.
Admittedly, this is influenced in part by consent decree requirements but it is clear
that the more individualized attention of the smaller community settings has
contributed to this decrease.
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There are individual situations that reflect poor planning and the lack of
services. However, based on our study, they are exceptions. Yet, failure is highly
visible in the commuhity. A living arrangement for a person with some very
significant behavior problems which collapses in front of themeighbors is likely. to
gain media attention. A person who screanis all day long is going to elicit inquiries
from next door. People who are very criticia of the ability of the service system to
adequately support people in the community" will be sure to highlight these failures
to help make their case. And, if the advocates of community integration are true
to their rhetoric, they should welcome this exposure. Throughout the literature on
the need to deinstitutionalize people with mental retardation there is reference to
enhanced quality assurance in the community because of increased exposure. The
thesis, confirmed, by the media analysis-and case studies, is that the inadequate
services of the past will not recur in the community because neighbors will be
there looking over the shoulders of the provider, or more likely, over the
backfence.
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Day Programs

For all catie study homes, day programs are in place. Access to some form of
day program or the ability tio maintain the placement is not an holm. However, in
selecting cases there are issues around adequacy of some programs, how
plaaements for residents are planned and how services are coordinated.

In a few cases, there is concern that the day-program may not be adequate. In
one home for elderly residents, the initial dayprogram was providedin the home.
There was a great deal of concern-that this pros, wu not providing sufficient
stimulation and variation for the residents. Suuently, a new facility was built
and the residents now go out of the home during the day. Siinilarly, day programs
for some clients with severe disabilities are sometimes seen as not providmg
sufficient therapeutic services. There is concern that these residents may often
simply bcwarehoused during the day. This is considered to be a generic problem.
Some interviewees reported:that there is a lack of knowledge by some day program
providers regarding how best to provide a therapeutic environment for respients
with severe disabilities.

More commonly, day placements are viewed as inappropriate rather than
inadequate. Advocates and parents indicated that they feel the programs are not
sufficiently geared to the individual, particularly in vocationalartuatións. There
are many stories of residen43 who fail in a particular job placement not because of
a lack of skills but because of poor planning and a lack of proper supports. For
example, one parent told how her son who was very capable but ver3r slow was
placed in a fast food restaurant and subsequently.failed in this job. In another
case, resident was not performing well in a sheltered workshop where she
assembled pens. After years in this placement, it was discovered that she hated .

the job and hoped to work with animals. She had never been asked before. There
is a concern that day placements are not being carefully planned not taking the
individual's strengths and weaknesses into account and more importantly not
including the resident in the process.

Individualized planning requires that day programs nossess the diversity and
variation necessary to meet the unique needs of residents. There is concern that
this is not the case. Interviewees commented on the preponderance of fast food
service jobs when clearly this is not an appropriate setting for all residents. One
respondent indicated that some day programs are not acting creatively or
aggressively in seeking new employment opportunities for residents. 'The
respondent feels many employment resources in the community remain untapped.

Adequate day placements that attend to individual residents' needs also
require clear communication and coordination b-tween the day program and the
residential staff. In one case, a resident was seeking cOmpetitive employment but
needed more support in the process. Who was responsible for providing this
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support varied depending upon who was being asked. Often the hours of the day
program are used as a time when residential stairmg can be very low. However,
the more individualized and unique placements for residents become, particularly
with competitive emp!oyment, themore likely they will entail varying hours,
different transportation needs, etc. This places greater demands k '1 residential
staff and thus on providers' resources. If (lay placements are to truly address and
meet the unique needs and preferences of individuals, providers and day programs
need to clearly delineate responsthilities. It must be a mutual, concerted effort.

Medical Services

Hospitals. Residents use local hospitals. This service is typically seen as
adequate. The one issue raised had to do with hospital requirements, in some
instances, of one to one staffmg of patients and the placement of some adult clients
on pediatric units.

Another issue raised that pertained to hospitals had more to do with the back-
up service available after hospital care. A resident in Case Study 2 underwent
serious medical treatment in a hospital and afterward required skilled nursing
care during recovery. His group home is unable to provide this. At the same time,
an extensive stay in a skilled nursing facility will jeopardize his group home
pla6ement, because his daily rate can only pay for once place at a time. In another
case, a resident was hospitalized-in order to begin a program of peychotropic
medication. The resident's advocate felt this was an unnecessary b.ospitalization
and that the group hothe should have been able to support the resident's medical
care needs on outpatient basis.

Physicians. Providing adequate, quality medical care is a problem, to
varying degrees, for each home revieweol. While each home contracted with health
care providers upon opening, the quality of these providers and their tenure has
varied enormously. %ile many homes have good medical services in place, it has
been a difficult and time consuming task to secure such access. The following
discussion addresses issues in obtaining primary care physicians but these issues
can be seen as broadly applicable to all medical personnel.

BarrierslObstacles. The most often cited reason for a physician to refuse care
for group home residents is inadequate Title MX payments. Many physicians will
not even discuss providing care. This fact severely limits the choices providers
have in finding a physician. One home reported making 50 phone calls before a
physician could be located. Other providers find that it is not simply the money
that discourages physicians. Payments are received so belatedly and the
documentation involved is so excessive that many physicians who would otherwise
serve the clients despite the low payment are ultimately dissuaded. Another
provider suggested that the bureaucracy makes physicians feel that they are being
"second guessed" in their work.
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Another issuathat is frequently cited is physicians' unwillingness to tmat the
developmentall3r disabled population in general: This issue has a number of facets.
In one region, phylicians who had been eliPloyed by DMghad footered a belief
among other doctors that it took a Particular expertise to treat persois with
disabilities. As a result, aCcording to some interirisiteeis,these other clinicians
were discouraged froin treating residents. While 'sonie Unique exPerdas maybe
necessary in some sPecialties (i.e.epsychiatry,,neurology), thia is-not necessarily
the case for primary care physicians. While Many providers feel a frustzation with
the lack of clinicians who are resPonsive to the group home poPulation, most say
their experiences argue against the need for a particular expertise.

Additionally, there are the typical prejudicep that constrain access, like One
physician who feels a certain:resident's mannerisms will be too distressing for
other patients. Some physicians have agreed to` serve residento without a great
deal of understanding about the residents' characteristics. In one case, a physician
terminated his scrvices to a resident with a severe' disability because he thought
the person would be like "someone in the Special Olympics."

In one case, an accommodating physician had becoine known as receptive to
the clients and had subsequently been inundated with requests. This led the
physician to diacominue serving all residents. In this reversal, a physician's
receptiveness to the population ultimately worked against the residents.

Some providers studied have sought coverage through a local HMO and some
have been successful. Ths,..iever, the results are often discouraging. One provider
was told that the HMO rates are based on an estimated utilization rate of between
two to four visits a year per person. The provider was told that the average person
with developmental disabilities sees a physician sixteen times per year. While this
statistic seems high, if mandated quarterly viEits or taking blood levels to Monitor
medication are considered, it may be accurate. If this is the case, how many
residents can a private provider be expected to serve, especially at a reduced rate?
Are residents being taken to physicians more often than is really necessary? This
information poses questions that warrant consideration.

Quality. These barriers matly affect the issue of quality. Most providers
interviewed feel that the difficulty in accessing medical services negates their
ability to be selective. It is often so difficult to fmd a physician that changing a
physician to achieve quality is a moot.point. Seeking new services may mean being
without services for long periods of time. The g eater the medical needs of the
residents, the less likely choices based on quality can be made being without
services is too threatening to the health of the client. There is concern that "you
get what you pay for" and so Title XIX reimbursements relegate residents to less
effective physicians. Many,providers studied must utilize medical personnel who
are not located conveniently because it is their only choice. It is often not a
question of who can best serve the residents but who will serve the residents.
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Coping with oarriers. A number of methods are used in order to recruit and
retain the services of a physician. Providers who are able to hire consultant
physiciaus to oversee multiple homes seem to have the easiest time in obtaining
medical services. In some instances it may be possible to hire a fulliime-staff
person. In other cases, the provider pays the physician additional consulting fees
to meet with residential staff or Oerform in-service training, in essence
supplementing Title XDC payments. These arrangements also give the provider a
greater sense of control over the quality of the services received. However, this
solution is not feasible for some smaller providers.

In some communities, providers have been able to access clinicians who have
an institutional background. In these emit*, the whole set otbrxriers having to do
with a lack of understanding for the residents ia avoided. In one region, as part of
a new plan for medical services, DMR is contracting with an out of stde provider
to supply medical services to the regional center. In addition, this provid.er will
perform education and out reach activities with local Physicians to encourage
services for community clients.

Other providers use a personal relationship, often with the house manager, as
a means of encouraging the physician to stay. Sometimes residential staff may
already have ties with physicians that they can use. In. other examPles, physicians
are literally wined and (lined. Many program managers indicated that they
thought the physician would leave if they were no longer associated with tb.e
house.

In other cases, providers indicated that they bend over backwards to
accommodate the physician, far more so than a "regular" patient would do. This
method includes being scrupulous about keeping appointments and accepting
appointments that may not be convenient for the residents or the provider. It is
typically perceived by group home providers that there are few a "nice" people out
there who are willing to help them, like an act of charity.

Issues. These methods of coping raise questions about the group home
resident as consumer. By way of example, one group home resident had previously
lived with his family in tb.e same community for many years. His family had a
long standing relationship with a family doctor and associated specialists. The
family continued to take the resident to this doctor and felt that the care was
excellent and probably better than that provided to the other residents of the
home. This example illustrates a number of issues. It debunks the myth that
expertise is essential for caring for the residents. It also establishes a more typical
consumer/provider relationship with a physician, rather thanone based on an "act
ef kindness."

This example also raises questions about the tendency for providers to seek
doctors for group homes rather than a doctor for an individual resident. It was
observed that homes with six residents often have more difficulty in obtaining
services than homes with three residents. While from an administrative point of 11'
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view the use otone physician for several residents or for several homes makes
sense, it undermines the normative relationship of patientidoctor. It also raises
the issue of what is reasonable for mie physician to handle. Low payments from
Title XIX become more onerous for the medical provider whO serves multiple
group home residents.

In addition to considering balancinuthis patient/doctor relationship, there
remains a concern about securing access to any physician. Many provide=
suggested that they needed assistance not only in finding clinicians but in helping
climcians to realistically understand the needs of this population, including the
fact that there may not be any special needs. Similar to the way neighborhoods
may be educated about their new neighbors, there may beA need to educate the
medical coMmimity about their new patients. Ignorance, not a lack of expertise,
may be the problem. Recently, DMR has instated regional health services
coordinators. This may Prove to be an important and worthwhile step toward
addressing this issue.

Other Physicians. The considerations and issues discussed thus far a
to hold true for a varlet* of medical personnel. The following discussion hi ts
or emphasizes isaues as they pertain to a specific discipline or related field.

Specialists. The'issues discussed abeve are exacerbated when considering the
services of specialists like neurologists, -;one thing, there are usually fewer
physicians in a giiien specialty. The inadequacy of Title XIX payments is
magnified in the case of specialists. Further, there may need to be more
understanding among specialists of the needs of people with mental retardation.
For example, developing an eye prescription for a non verbal patient presents
special challengeS.

Psychiatristi. Next to dentists, psychiatrists and psychologists are reported to
be the hardest medical personnel to locate. As with every other type of physician,
Title XIX fees and red tape are cited Rai the greatest obstacles. However, in this
case, the particular needs of the residents aW play a role, especially in regard to
the quality of care. Some respondents reported that the psychiatrist dots not take
enough care and time with residents. Other respondents feel that psychiatrists
Fre more likely to prescribe medication and less likely to attempt counseling. It
was perceived that clinicians sometimes lack knowledge an behavioral
interventions that might be useful. In this area, it may be argued that some
expertise in developmental disabilities would be helpful. Again, however, Ale
options are so limited that coverage not quality is the issue.

Dentists. Some homes are without dental care and all have found dentists to
be extremely hard to obtain. Reimbursement levels and the special needs of the
residents combine to make it nearly impossible to obtain or retain a dentist. The
greatest success is reported with homes that have been able to find a dentist who
has had some experience in an institutional setting.
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Nursing. There is a national shortage of nurses, both RNs and LPNo. Many
homes did not have the full complement of nursing staff that they wanted. Some
providers use p. consultant nurse, but might have been better served by a fuE time
staff nurse. Most providers reported that they "made do." RIzely is pay or the
disability of the residents mentioned as an issue. There simply are notenough
trained personnel.

Specialised Theraspies. Like nursing staff, there is a critical shortage of
physical therapists, speech therapists, and,occupational therapists. While Title
101IX payments and a lack of understanding of people with developmental
disabilities were sometimes cited as contributing problems, it was generally agreed
that'the national shortage of allied health 'professionals was the major problem.
Residents are often not receivintoi waiting Months for the aPpropriata therapies.
In most cases, a therapist pays monthly or biweekly vi;Ots to a home and trains the
residential staff to carry out a therapeutic plan. Therevere concerns voiced about
the adequitcy and thoroughness of this training. These oncerns were also voided
when the sb.ortage required providers to utilize DMR thgapists.

Providers who maintain'enough homes to suppomstaff therapists usually had
better luck in hiring someone. In these cases the sta.Nlity and quality of these
services was improved. And yet, if the staff personieh.,it could take weeks or
months to fmd a replacement.

Residential Staff

The labor market in Connecticut is very tight and the recruitment of
residential staff is-pot simple. However, providers expressed more concern about
retaining residential staff then recruiting them. Situations varied from homes
with very high turnover to homes with a stable, dcidicated staff that had to work
sacond jobs in order to support themselves., \Money was consiStently cited as the
single most important cause of turnover. It' is difficult to maintain quality staff if
comparable state positions'xeceive higher wages and better benefits. Many
respondents said that recent legislative changes in salary structure had greatly
improved their situation.

in addition to simple turnover, there is some concern about the nature of the
community residential workforce. Unlike institutional staff who often turned
their position3 into careers, community residential jobs are seen as attracting
transient entry level wOrkers or-Workers rrho use thy:job as a means to ...aother
end (i.e, house manager, administrator, et,a.). As a result, there is concern about
the group home staff being able to provide sufficient stability and continuity for
the residents.

On the other hand, DMR workers do staff a number of group homes around
the state and do not experience these same problems. This work force is perceived
as relatively stable and highly skilled. However, it should be noted that one
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respondent was concerned about DMR Staff making the transiticin from an
"institutional" to an "independent/conimunity" valuc -ristem. The respondent fmds
the DMR residential staff dependable and supportivitut perhaps toocupport4ve.
For meetly* the staff was more likely to take a resident to the store than ttsch
the resident to get to the store on his or her Own. A similar concern was expressed
about commimity staff who had prior experience in nursinghomes. Thee ,ITorkers
often seemed inattentive tocommunity norms around residential living,

Behavioral Challenges and Resources

Residents who are behaviorally involved can present the greatest challenge
and often show the most marked improvement with placement in a group home.
This issue is addressed separately because i broad range of 7:-.....rvices, looth
traditional and untraditional, is implicated.

DMR does have a system called Positive Futures Planning for residents with
behavioral challenges who ire experiencing difficulty in the community. When a
resident is identified as having trouble, a meeLing of all the significantpaople in
that person's life providers, phicians, parents, relatives is convened. Often
the resident is inclucledss well. The planning group ties to identifythe resident's
patterns of succees and failure over the years and to create a future:phut and
placement that address these patterns: In order to implement this plan efficiently
and effectively, there is another part of this program.called the Line Action
NetiVark. ThiS netwprk allows the futures planning group to have access tr ,key
state bureaucratic personnel so that the plan can be implemented fully.and
without delay. This is an important and well thought out procese for haadl.ig
difficult placements. However, respondeLts did articulate other iuues in regard to
residents with behavioral challenges which are outlined below.

Residents with behavioral challenges often encounter the mostmeighborhood
opposition. For example, one home encountered no overt opposition from the
community until a resident, in anger, went out into the street and _was cursing, by
chance, in front of a family's adolescent daughters. Thia episode incited the
community and fueled fears that had been unarticulated until that point. It is this
need to manage behavioral problems that lies at the heart of the successful
placement of these residents, good relationship's with neighbors and true
integration into the community. It is the need to manage these behaviors that
creates a need for access to a multitude of interacting resources.

It is important that the behavior be carefully matched to the character of the
community and to the other residents. In Case Study 2, a resident who frequently
screamed was placed in a home in a densely populated area. Needless to say, this
situation created tension in the neighborhood. Likewise, some providers expressed
a desire for more careful consideration in grouping residents togeth6r. One
resident's behavior may pose a threat to another resident's deve.pment. Ma
rural providers f3el that the seclusion, open spaces and lack of urban problems in
rural communities is very therapeutic for residents with behavioral challenges.
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Being able to exercise more choice and planning options in the placement of
behaviorally involved residents is seen as desirable.

Many homes utilize a behavioral specialist who establishes behavioral
programs and trains residential staff in behavioral interventions. Additionally,
homes may employ a psychiatrist who is responsille for overseeing the
administration of psychotropic medication. Ideally, these clinicians work in
concert with residential staff to provide a comprehensive program. As with other
specialized therapists and physicians, trained professionals are at a premium. As a
result many providers feel they have inadequate support in this area and there is
concern about the quality of the care that they do have.

There are many cono3rns about the use of mchotropic medication. Some
family members and advocates are concerned aut the high levels of medication
received by residents. In some cases, this is seen as a result of inadequate
resources residential staff; mental health clinicians for dealing with the
behaviors. In other cases, it is seen as the result of inadequate training and
understanding. There is concern that the need to control behavior is taking
precedence over actively treating the behavior. There is concern that a diagnosis
of mental illness allows the administration of medication without sufficient checks
and balances. On the other hand, there is substantial evidence in the case studies
of the reduction or elimination of medication for some residen's. This success is
attributed to the placement of these residents in a group home environment and to
the attention that provider agencies pay to this matter.

Ultimately, the successful management of behavioral challenges falls to the
residential staff. Most providers feel that their staff does a good job in handling
residents and that when outside assistance is sought (i.e, the police) by staff
members, it is an appropriate decision. However, the shortage of behavioral
specialists may affect the level of training for staff which in turn may result in
inappropriate responses to problems. Others argUe that using the police is a
normatively appropriate reaction given the need to impress on residents the
consequences of their adions.

The police are a commonly used community resource for managing residents'
behavior. In every case and particularly in rural areas, the police are descriled as
being extraordinarily helpful and sensitive. In turn, police d.epartments did not
indicate that they felt over used or called unnecessarily. Often traditional
authority figures such as a policeman have worked to contain residents' behavior.
In one example, a patrolman explained to an aggressive resident that assault was a
criminal offense and the resident could be taken to the station and charged in
court. The provider reported that aggressive behavior by the client was greatly
reduced after this incident. Another provider felt that the police and the threat of
legal sanctions in general should be used more often to address behavior issues.
This provider felt that some residents who are conscious of their actions feel
protected from the law.
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The behaviorally involved resident presents a great challenge to the
community residential system, a challenge that has an impact on neighbors,
community services, residential staff and professionals. As such it requires an
integrated approach that uses and accounts for each of these components. Itis an
approach that starts with the plRnnhg of the home and requires access to a
multitude of disparate services along the way that must be waver ,gether to
present a coherent yet individualized response.

Recreation

Many residents utilize the local YMCA, adult education classes, gyms, bowling
allies, movies, and so forth for recreation. In some communities, however, these
local recreation programs have been reluctant to include people with disabilities.
There are stories of difficulties in obtaining YMCA memberships. In another case,
a resident was asked to discontinue an aerobics class, apparently because her mere
presence made the other members of the class uncomfortable. In a few cases, the
resources were not accessille to wheelchairs. Homes that have the greatest
success in accessing these resources seem to have sufficient residential personnel
to take residents individually to desired activities.

It is noted, with some concern, that many homes are looking for or
maintaining "specialized" programs. For example, one home rents a gym just for
the residents rather than using a local facility. Other homes have:residents
participate in social or recreational events sponsored by a local agency for persons
with disabilities. In one case, social events involved two or morn group homes
getting together. In other words, segregated activities are sought out and used.
rather than integrating the residenth into existing community resources. In
certain instances this can be explained by community resistance but in other cases
it is active choice on the part of the provider.

Recreational activities often involve all house menibers. Such group activities
present certain problems. If five members of one home take the same class that
only has only eight participants, by definition it can become a "specialized"
program. Approaching community resources as a group can place a strain on the
resources themselves. In another example, residents belongel to a community
group for senior citizens and participated in all the activities. However, the
community group, while initially welcoming the residents, began to feel that they
were being "dumped" there. For some residents, to benefit from community
recreation activities to become more than a change of scenery requires
individualized support.

The issues raised here are directly related to residential staffing. Integrating
residents into cmisting community activities and assuring that they get the most
out of them requires individualized attention and support. In many cases, there is
not enough residential staff to achieve this goal. Some homes have made excellent
use of volunteers to fiu in this gap.
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The adequacy of recreational activities for severely impaired residents was
raised as a separate issue by a few providers. Thqse provideis felt that integration
into existing conununiti activities was simply not appropriate or helpful for the
residents. There was a desire for assistance from the state in ditigmngprograins
that would be recreational and therapeutic. These providers did not feel that they
had sufficient resources to meet the recreational needs of these residents.

Transportation

A lack of public transportation is considered endemic in Connecticut. Homes
with access to public transportation often found it inadequate.and given how little
public transportation exists, there is alimit to how many homes tould be sited in
close proximity to transportation networks. In response, nearly all homes have a
van or car that is associated with th 3 house. Again, the availability of residential
staff to serve as drivers sets the limits of this solution.

Urban homes had an advantage since some services are often within walking
distance. Local merchants are femilior with the residents because they can
frequent the stores more often. As a result, these residents seem to have better
contact with their community as opposed to homes that must use a vehicle to
reach town, limiting shopping trips to once or twice a week.

It is interesting to note that rural homes having no access to public
transportation did not see transportation as a problem, The van and driverwas
seen as adequate-to meet the residents' needs. However, in one rural home
residents had reached a degree of independence such that the provider felt that
they would be better served in an urban environment where they would be free to
go to the store on their own. This situation points to an important constraint in
rural homes. There are not any opportunities for residents to learn personal
transportation skills They are always dependent on staff members. There is an
inherent limit to their independence.
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Regarding the development of community facilities for persons with mental
retardation, one commonly raised concern, and a focus of this study, is whether
community group homes have uradverse impact on municipal services or other
aspects of community life. For each of the six case studies, representatives of local
fire, police and health departments were intervieived regardhig any impact on
their services because of the honie in question, or because of the presence of
community-bued group homes in general. In addition, local and state government
representatives, real eitate agents, neighbara, and local merchants were asked for
their perceptions regarding the impact of the home on the community. Strikingly,
virtually every respondent affirmed that there was no adverse impact on
community services or on the community as a whole. The details of this finding
are discussed below.

Police and Criminal Activity

Police in every site reported that their services were not overly taxea because
of the presence of the group home. As discussed in the section on access to
services, police are at times relied on by some residences because of resident
behavior. The case studies also discuss several occasions when police were called
to the residence by neighbors. However, none of the occasions involved any ldnd
of seriou3 crime; at worst they invoked some disturbance of the peace or incidents
in the residence itself that some would argue should have been handled by
residential staff. These minor incidents notwithstanding, the police, though aware
of the grow homes, do not fmd that their ability to provide their services to the
community is any way affected by the home.

Fire

Like the police, fire departments report no undue use of their service by group
homes. The only palpable effect on the fire department was reported by one fire
marshall who noted that, because yearly fire inspections are required for any home
of more than three persons, his inspection roster has considerably increased. He
was also concerned that the one or two person apartments that do not undergo
yearly inspections may pose an increased risk of fire hazard. Like the police, fire
personnol are aware of the group homes and would approach any rescue efforts
there with special considerations, however, no fire marshall found an unusual
number of calls from a group home.

Real Estate

In Case Study 2, two homes in the immediate vicinity of the group home were
rapidly sold during the time of the renovation of the property, and many persons
attribute this "panic selling" to knowledge of the group home. However, other
communities did not undergo any noticeable increase in property turnover rate.
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The vacant homes near the group home in question were sold again without
difficulty. Anecdotal reports from real estate agents and neighbors suggest that
there has been no noticeable impact on surroundmg property. values. Nei :4.. . rs
that immediately abut the homes remain doubtfUl however, that they Will

.
able

to get the full market value for their home. Real eitate agenta report that selling a
home near a group home presents a "unique cireumstance"'but they are'unable to
confirm that there is an tmpact on property value or length of time to'sell.
Sometimes the presence a a group_home will actually nhice the stability of the
property values of a community. This was seen in Casa.Studies 1 and 5.

Health, Water, Sanitation, Transportation or other Municipal Services

None of the group homes underwent any unusual health crises, and aside
from yearly inspections, the presence of the homes have made no impact on health
departments. Ftepresentatives from other services were not queried,however,
reports from local officials and neighbors do not suggest that any of these services
are burdened because of the group home. The only remark to this effect concerned
sanitation since one home seemed to produce copious amounts of trash, and it is
safe to say that any home housing six adults plus staff compared to a single family
will produce more tsash. As discussed earlier, one planning commissioner was
irritated at the lack of information that was given his.board aLout the homes or
intentions to open any new homes.

One local official noted that the elderly residents of one group home had less
impact on the public transportation system than do other elderly residents in town
because the group home residents relied on their van and staff for transpo.tation.
Apart from this, there is no reason to think that a home would adversely affect
water, sewage or other services. Moreover, it appears that community residences
contribute significantly to local businesses.

As far as the "character" of the neighborhood, most homes once opened
continue unnoticed and they are for the most part inconspicuous to any passersby.
The only significant mception to this is parking and traffic which is discussed
below. One lecal government administrator noted that the intense struggle over
the opethng of the group home in Case Study 4 resulted in some lasting bad
feelings between neighbors who supported and those who opposed the group
home. Other than the specific problems encountered by agency insensitivity to
community norms f:-.g. poor property upkeep, noise discussed in the conmiunity
entry section) most residents are found to be "good neighbors."

Parking and Traffic

As discussed in the section on community entry, the single enduring and
seemingly prevalent adverse impact that community group homes have on the
surrounding area is parking and traffic. To repeat, homes of six persons with
staff; that hold frequent team meetings involving many persons at the home, will
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undoubtedly generate substantial numbers of parked cars and increased traffic.
One immediate solution to this problem is holding meetings elsewhere and other
attempts can be made to reduce the number of parked cars (e.g., ask official
visitors to park II, some distance to the home, making parking possil)le at the rear
of the home, ask itaff to carpool).



QUALITY ASSURANCE

Introduction

Prior to the conduct of the case studies, one hypothesis regarding the
phenomenon of community acceptance was that the adequacy of quality assurance
procedures could conceivably affect the success or failure of community residential
development. The material gained from the six cases plus the rural site analysis
does yield some information about the efficacy of quality assurance but it is &very
particularistic picture and does not provide a full understanding of the sweep of
quality assurance activities in the state. This is in large measure because
qualitative research techniques (which rely on observation ahd interviews) are
particularly sensitive to the expressed concerns of inforiaants who tend to focus on
their immediate environment and not the larger context within which the service
is provided.

Ath this caveat, the following discussion is organized according to five
categories: individualized planning, program monitoring, medication monitoring,
case management, and training.

Individual PI snning

The individuals included in the case studies had been placed in their homes
over a period of time ranging from five years to a little over six months previous to
the study. From the state of their records, it is clear that those who made the
transition recently enjoyed a more intensive and comprehensive planning process.
Spec Tically, recent movers, such as the individuals in Case Studies 5 and 6, had
the benefit of the transition check list and the improved Overall Plan of Service.
Some of these individuals had also experienced the "positive futures" process in the
course of the preparation of their individual plans.

Though these intensive planning procedures cannot be expected to anticipate
all subsequent events (e.g., the problems in securing appropriate day programs for
the gentlemen in Case Study .1$), they clearly outline service needs and
implementdion requirements.

The only two problems in individual plans uncovered in the site reviews had
to do with over regimentation and service availability. Specifically, in a few of the
cases, there did not appear to be any attempt to identify individual providers for
the residents. Rather, one provider was identified for everyone in the house and in
some instances a contract was let to serve all of thode in the home. Though the
reason for such "group" purchasing may have been the shortage of certain services
(such as medical and dental), it appeared that more care could have been taken to
identify professional and other services more tailored to the individual.

f7 5
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The second problem, which occurred in Case Studies 4 and 6, was that some of
the services identified in the plan and checklist were not in fact available once the
individual moved into the residence. This issue arose in large measure because of
changes in service availability that took place.after the plan VISB completed. Given
the vagaries of securing Medical, eantal and specialized therapies described
elsewhere, this disjuncture between the orif/inal plan and the presence cif services
once the home is openecimay be inevitable in some cases.

Program Monitoring

Licensing and Certification. ty and large, staff interviewed at the sites
were not aware of licensing activities and could not identify a particular experience
with licensing reviews. Further, the new program quality reviews in residential
programs had not yet begun except at a few trial sites not included in this project

With respect to the one state-run home explored in Case Study 6, the current
certification process (since the state cannot "license" its own facilities) seemed
somewhat cursory and focussed primarily on the structural elements of the
women's epartment. Though it clearly turned up some potentially dangerous
problems (lack of railings leading to the basement and on the back porch), it does
not appear to have had much to do with more programmatic elements in the home
(e.g, extent of integration, participation in community activities, etc.). As noted in
the description of the DMR Quality Assurance system, however, the present
certification procedure far state-run homes is under revision and will, according to
DMR officials, move closer to procedures that pertain-to privately-run homes.

Case Study 6 also raises some interesting issues regarding program
monitoring given the fact that the apartment ostensibly belongs to the two
residenta since they signed the lease. Thus whether the home is state run or
private, the focus of quality assurance in this instance is more appropriately on the
capabilities of staff and their contribution to increasing the women's community
presence.

Paperwork. With respect to reporting issues generally, many of the house
and agency staff interviewed complained about the onerous paperwork
requirements associated with a range of quality assurance procedures. Though it
was not clear in every instance what specific provisions were causing problems, it
did appear that staff felt overwhelmed by documentation detail that they did not
feel was entirely relevant to their jobs.

Medication Monitoring

The issue of. the appropriate use of medications came up in at least twice in
the study once in Case Study 6 and once in the review of rural sites. In Case
Study 6, the Court Monitor's office raised questions about both the level and need
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for p Jetropic medications for the two women in the home. The concerns were
ultimately communicated to a program review committee where psychiatric
diagnoses were confirmed and dosages approve& In this instance, had a
psychiatric diagnosis not been advanced, a behavior plan would be required in
order to kistify the use of such medication. Accordingto Court Monitor staff, they
are concerned that such diagnoses may be too easily secured and that the program
review process is therefore not completely satisfactory.

In the second instance, which occurred in one of the rural sites, the problem
was not the procedures per se but an ignorance of their application. The specific
event involved the implementation of a psychotropic drug regimen with one client
without clearing the move through the program re-view process.

Advocates

Many of the individual clients identified as part of this project are class
members and have been assigned an advocate. These advocates perform a distinct
quality assurance function and their presence is a goad to the system to respond to
the individual needs and capacities of their clients. In one instance, in Case Study
5, the advocate provided much needed continuity for clients in the home at a time
when case managers were changing and day progam issues were up in the air. In
other instances, the advocate has monitored me&cation issues and pushed for
increased community integration.

Case Management

Where the case management system has been fully implemented, the system is
working very well. In some instances, however, systems are still in transition. In
Case Studies 5 and 6, for instance, a great deal of turnover in case management
was noted. Additionally, some regional officials interviewed noted that there are
still diverging conceptions among so-called case management staff regarding the
appropriate roles and responsibilities. Some individuals, according to those
interviewed, still practice a form of social work associated with the social services
function in institutions. Others, however, have adopted th :. system brokering,
pimping, and resource mobilization role more consistent with state-of-the-art case
management.

Training

Some of the case studies illuminated the need for additional training in
particular areas. Specifically, in Case Study 4, some of those interviewed noted the
need for improved staff capabilities in the areas of medication management,
medical conditions, and behavior management. While DMR regulations mandate
training of staff commensurate with the needs of people, there still appeara to be a
perception among some of those interviewed that more training is needed. In Case
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Study 6, staff interviewed noted that they would welcome additional training in
areas such as the rmancial entitlements of the residents. Others interviewed with
respect to this case noted that the staff could benefit from training in community
integration, the identification of community recreational activities and means of
facihtating more independent functioning in the two residents,. The need for such
training may be particularly important in state-run homes where some of the staff
have spent several years in institutional settings.

Divergent Expectations

The more general issue with reepect to quality assurance has to do with
program expectations. An issue which ran through a niimber of our interviews
was the presence of two divergent perspectives on the appropriate criteria to use
in evaluating community-based programs. The first set of expectations is in line
with the point-of-view expressed in the DMR mission statement. The second set of
expectations largely reflects efforts t.-; assure the quality of services in specialized
service settings.

The first set of expectations places a priority on community integration. The
primary criteria involve access to generic services, use of residential and work
opportunities that blend into the community, development of informal supports
(supports provided by neighbors and friends rather than by paid service
providers), use of specialized professional skills primarily to support community
based activity (e.g., speech communication work which focuses on developing
functional communication within actual.community environments), and the
consultative role of the professional.

The second set of criteria emphasizes the specialized needs of people with
mental retardation. From this point of view, services are evaluated based on the
extent to which they amure that residents have peers on the same level with whom
they can relate, use specially adapted and constructed settings which are often
distinctive, have support provided by direct care staff, use traditional clinical
approaches to therapies, and have direct services provided by professionals.

This cursory overview of these two perspectives should make it clear that the
efforts to apply conflicting criteria to the same aettings reflects the current state of
transition in services for people with mental retardation. One perspective appeals
to the ideals of community integration, while the other set reflects the priorities of
the generation of professionals who sought to reform institutional services. The
direction of the field as mirrored in this report seems clearly toward community
integration. Nevertheless, the system of services in Connecticut needs to have
clear standards that simultaneously promote community integration while
reaesuring parents and others that the specialized needs of people with mental
rel,ardation will be addressed regardless of where they live.
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Conclusion

The quality aasurance system in Connecticut is perhaps one of the most
comprehensive and multi-faceted in the country. For those who are concerned
with maintaining it as a dynainic set of tools for system improvement, the role of
quality assurance in assuring community integration should be explored. Current
concerns are directed primarily at programmatic issues and structural issues
particular to the residential "facility." This stuiii suggests that an equally
important concern is the extent to which the "home" blends in with the
neighborhood. Therefore, there may be a need to examine more non-traditional
quality standards such as the extent to which the agency maintains the
landscaping at the home, the way in which the agency contsols noise during shift
changes, and the steps they have taken to cut down on traffic such as sCheduling
meetings off-site.

Further, given a growing concern about community presence. integration and
client choice-making, it will be important to develop means for assessing the level
of skills among community staff persons in facilitating these objectives.

Another area to be examined is the way in which quality assurance systems
should respond to the concerns of neighbors. Clearly neighbors should be made
aware of the ways in which they can report any prol3lems at the home and
channels of communication between agency leadership and neighbors should be
kept open. Since some would assert that living in a neighborhood as opposed to an
institution is in itself a quality assurance protection, outlets should be provided for
community concerns. Neighbors do notice things and their obigervations can, if
handled in a sensitive fashion, provide a first line of defense against abuse and
mismanagement.

Finally, these case studies underscore the importance of the independent
program quality review being contemplated by DMR. The review, which will
include advocates, family members, and people with disabilities, can provide a level
of oversight not currently available. It may also, where warranted, provide a
vehicle for assessing neighborhood concerns and responding to questions and
suggestions.



GLOBAL ISSUES

There are a number of provocative aspects of this type of research. It involves
continuing interaction with a wide variety of interestintand nez
cooperative and helpfhl people. The Process itself keps the field wor
constantly engaged in trying to make sense of widely vergent perosphons of the
,!4=me series of events. SimültaneousI the remember Must attempt to understand
thepointofviewoftheindividualeubjectsittingacroestherooin. Through the
entire process, there is the intellectual excitement associated with the sense of
exploring new territory. Finally, the uploratory nature of this work means that
some of the fmdings which result from this process may not fall into the neat
categories the funder or the researchers had in mind when the project was
conceptualized.

This study contains its fair share of findings that are important yet clearly fall
outside the parameters of the initial RFP. In the section on system planning we
have outlined some of the issues related to the apparent competition far allocation
of resources that we found to be a pervasive background to this entire study. This
finding is perhaps the major area ordiscovery," rind, as noted earlier, appears to
be central to the resolution of many other itSirilfri in the field. There were a
number of other "global issues" that emerged, fikom the interviews. We feeithese
merit scrutiny in any discus( ?I.'. of community residence development. These
fmdings cover the following topics: public perception of comfaunity n,*dences, the
limits to a community's acceptance, and achieving comniunity membership.

Public Perception of Community Residences

As we talked to community members, it became increasingly clear that they
thought about community residences in a manner completely different from DMR,
providers, and advocates. Many of those in the official system have made the jump
from talking about group homes as "homelike settings" and defending theirlegal
status as single fanuly dwellings to actually believing that service setting, are
really the same as single family homes. Those in the field need.to recognize as
they deal with neighbors that the rhetoric of conimunity residencee-does not
always match the reality. The failure to fully appreciate this fact may lie at the
heart of the confrontational attitude with which many providers and advocates
approach comniunities.

The essence of these divergent perceptions of community residences may lie in
the inherent tension between the community residence as "home" and the
residence as a "facility" administered by an agency. The neighbors have no
delusions that a group setting is someone's home. Many of them can harken to
the experience of living in a college dorm or a military barrs:Cks. No matter bow
pleasant these places were they always were temporary places of residence; home
was always where-the-family was.
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Some of the reaction that a group home elicits from coMmunity members is
really an honest effort to understand this phenomena. In agenda the concern is
"How do I relate to this thing you call i homer On the other hand when
communities have mounted substantial opposition there are two other possthilities
at work: 1) some community members are reacting solely in terms of
misinformation and perhaps deep seated prejudices against people with mental
retardation; or 2) many ae reacting not to the people but to having a g;roupScare
"facility" open up in the neborhood. Some advocates, we interviewed, contended
thatlhis resistance to a fadlity was actually an effort to mask the socially
unit-.4eptable diaplay of prejudice against people with clfsabilities. 'This analysis is
not necessarily accurate. Me more we listened to neighbors, the More they tended
to highlight the facility-like aspect of the groupaome. In some cases this Critique
came from people who were supporters of the b.oine and involved with the people
living there.

Some of the -eighbors and other community members were quite articulate in
outlining the col.tdiction between the rhetoric of home and the reality of a
facility. A number of people commented on the crowded "frat house" nature of
many of the larger homes. In severallocations we heard comments about the fact
that the group home did not use aOmmurity stores but had moet of their food and
other supplies provided by large commerCial suppliers. 'This was accu....ipanied by
the Xsconcerting image of a shared drive or a residential street that was hlocked
while a 12 wheel semi-trailer unloaded at the neighbors' "home." Other neighbors
mentioned the large exit signs, sprinkler systems an i other safety accoutzementh
that may have been mandated by the town fire marshal Also highlightid is the
tendency of homes to have all kinds of schedules and cliP'boards scattered around
the house,or to have a business office on the premises. Finally almoit everyone
commented on the constant meetings, people coming and going at all hours, and
the incredible number of cars these places seem to attract.

To summarize, the neighborsheard what they were being told about these
places being homes just like any other home, but they have eyes to see for
themselves. What they saw left them convinced that they wereliving with a
facility on the street and not just aiiother,family home. As we have noted most
communities and neighbors halo adjusted well to this reality but they remain very
clear on the difference.

The Limits of Acceptance?

In several of our interviews, community members raised the question of how
much tolerance can legitimately be asked of r.omrnunities arid neighbors. In some
cases this question revolved around the flexibility of the community to accept a
whole group cIpeople who looked and behaved in a manner significantly different
from the normative standards of the community. In at least one other case this
concern focused on individual tolerance for people who often did not observe all of
the typical social conventions.

:1
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Several neighbors, who had initially:been active in opposing a community
residence and had now adopted an attitude of pusive resistance, mmt4oned that
they ibundthe preience of people with significant differences to be Profoundly
disturbing. They sPoke of the need to modify their lifestyle in order to avoid
exposure to their new neighbors.. 4 number &providers recounted stories of
neighbors who felt that exposure tO,tho residents ofa group home might have a
long term deleterious effect on the psychological development of their children. In
another case, involving a home for -older e pl. with very significant handicaps,
concern was expràsed about family me . rs being expoied to ambulances and,
the death of some of the residents.

'41

On the level of the ineividual, a community member told us of what ahe felt
were the extraordinary demands for acceptance placed on membere.of a church
congregation where a number of group home residents participate& In ossence
this discussion révol-ed arounctfailure to observe some social graces and
expectation regarding group membership. Specificslly, these formerly
institutionalized . ple interrupted conversations and seemed to mak.e major
demands on me .rs of the congregation who responded to them. In addition,
they failed to contribute to congregation events in which they participated.

We raise these concerns because they emergvd in our interviews. Clearly
some of the concerns should alert service proViders to factors they need to take
into account in planning for sites and indwiduids. Some of the points made by
these informants can be resolved by training efforts, some physicarenovations to
homes and property, or by use of smaller settings for people with,i more severe
level of disability. However, a major factor here seems to be theivrejudices to
which providers are so sensitive. Much of this is no doubt borne of a lack of
knowleflge and lack of exposure. This sup*sts a need for a greatei degree of work
in the area of education and public relations. Perhaps, the best hope for
confronting this issue is the expectation, expressed above that the next generation
will have a very different point of view regarding individtial differences.

Achieving Community Membership

Just as there are real differences between group homes and family homes
there remains a substantial difference between being in the community and being
part of the community. In our discussions with service providers we were not
always sure that they saw this differepol It seemed that many of the people with
whom we spoke felt that the communi1;37 should welcome the people in.the group
home with open arms. 'There seemed to be an exPectation that the neighborhood
should shower them With all of the regard and concern that was, for instance,
granted to the 85 year old woman living at the corner, who had lived here for 60
years and raised five children one of whom was now first selectman.

These unrealistic expectations clearly demonstrate a failure to appreciate the
ways communities work. As anyone who has ever moved into an established
neighborhood can attest, it often takes a very long time to shed the label of the

R 2
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"new comers." Any level of involvement or membership, other than the laissez
faire setitude which dominates many American residential communities, often has
to be earned through a contrlution to the community. Often a neighbor who has
standing is one who added something to the life of the community by playing a
special role or taking leadership in some common effort. .

Because of some unique barriers to full or spontaneous acceptance,
home providers need to pay speciatatthntion to their efforts at earning
community membership for their residents. As we have pointed out, the group
home structure itself; with a clear identity as a facility will remain a barrier. All
talk of prejudice aside, the fact of the residents' disabffities will remain somewhat
of a barrier that neighbors may need assistance in overcoming. In addition, two
other important considerations were raised as a mult of our interview and site
visits: first, the public pierception of the group home as a "strange household" and
second the role of children in community forniation.

In several of our interviews it became clear that over and above the obvious
perception of the group home as a facility, there was a subtle discomfort with it as
an alternative lifestyle arrangenient. The curiosity about what really went on in a
group home was linked to a perception of it as something akin to the commune of
the late 1960s. The discomfort that neighbors had aboui living next to a commune
seemed to be tinged with a fmestion about the nature of the relationships in a
house where a number of unmarried men and women lived together or a group of
people of the same gender co-habitated.

Another totally unanticipated fmding in our study involved the role of
children in the whole process. The central role which children play in the
formation and structure ofur residential communities is captured by the
community concern which alWays accompanies and often precedes concem for
proi;erty values, "Willour children be safe?"

What stnick us as we interviewed neighbors was the normative role that
children play in building a sense of community. In the typical community children
often are instrumental in the development of relationships between neighbors and
in developing a sense of involvement with the larger community. It is the
interaction between children and common needs for baby-sitters and concern for
issues like local traffic that often lead adult neighbors to become involved with
each other. Even in the case where an older household has no children at home,
an interest in the younger children of their neighbors leads to interaction. On the
level of the larger community, one of the most frequentreasons for participation in
the poPtical life of the community is concern for issues like education, child care,
and community resources, such as playgrounds.

The important consideration for residential providers is an awareness that
their residences do not have the natural resource of children to act as a catalyst to
community membership. Ls we have seen, there are characteristics of the group
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home householu rure thaw make the uninformed public seriously question
whether children should interact with the residents.

This entire issue of the crucial role of children in building commimity was
further vnderscored by the frequent stories we heard about children bridging the
gap between the residents and other members of the community. Often we were
told it was the children in the neborhood who had the first personal interaction
with residents. Sometimes this led to problemS because of misunderstandinfs on
the part of the adult neighbor, but likely as not these interactions had positive
outcomes. In at least two instance we were told how the interactions around
children led former opponents of the community residence to become allies. In one
instance some of the residents now "look after" the playing children of one
neighbor, and the neighbor baby-sits for the group home manager.

The findings of this project portend a positive perspective on the long term
outcome of the development of community residences. Many of the adults who
raised concerns about group homes had never interacted with a person with a
disability. The experience Of their children will be very different. They are
growing up with classmates and neighbors who have disabilities. As adults, their
level of understanding and acceptance will far exceed the abilities of even the most
enlightened members of their parent's generation.

The basic message about the potential for achieving real community
membership and actual community integration, is that it is a very gradual process.
The reality is that it has just begun. Many of the concerns raised about this
process reflect the evolving history of the process. Becoming a neighbor takes
time.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this study reflect a residential system in trannition from one
based on aegregated custodial fealties to one based in 'normal neighborhoods
around"the state: Such a transitiOn elpeciallY lilt islutened,b7litigaficsi and
court overeight is complex and tends to sharpen disagreements about the moet
eppropriate mode of service delivery. Further, theimplementation of chanfge, even
'IT'Aien it isinformed by experience and sophmtication, often seems to proceedlnore
by trial and-emir than by systematic design. r; 4 seeming discontinuitY, however,
is a reflection of the mid Course corrections reqUiredAvhen new directions are
being charted and is to be eipeCted. The test iti,whether the Corrections are made
in atimely and systematic fashion. The systein in Conneeticut appears to have
made these adjustinente and continues to strive toward a more in4sgrated and
meaningful life for people with mental retardation.

Our study shows that a firm programmatic foundation has been laid in the
community and that the basic needs of people are being met. Nonetheless, there
are still areas where additional attention is required. Such "fine tuning" is an
integral part of any evolving system reconception and it is hoped that the
implementation of the recommendations listed below will bring the reality of
services to people with mental retardation closer to the ideal as reflected in the
Mission Statement of the Departinent of Mental Retardation.

PLANNING

System Planning

The Department of Mental Retardation (DMR) has carried out a Five Year
planning process and has subsequently updated these efforts. -However,
there remains a need for a truly collaborative planning process that
includes DMR, in concert with provider agencies and imrent groum, to
arrive at a consensus regarding the future vision of the system. Such a
plan should be based ai an accurate assessnient of the future demands
that Will be plsced on the service zystem. 'The development of this plan
should provide a forum for balancing the interests of groups that presently
see themselves itt compeytion for limited public resourtes and;:thereby,
nurturinge common vision of the future among all parties concerned with
the services for people with mental retardation in Connecticut.

DMR should carefully examine the overall administrative performance of
the residential system and should develop an infrastructure of resources
that will provide 1fLng-term support to residentid provider agencies. The
beginnings of this,support system exist in Corporation for Independent
Living (CIL) and Residential Manageinent Services (RMS), but there is a

16
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need to look at specific areas of assistance such as site development,
management practices, and PL-iff development and training.

The Developmental Disabilities Council should establish a forum for all
community providers to exchange information on issues such as
community entry, community relations, innovations in services, snd
staffing.

DMR sbeuld develop individnP1i7ed agency development plans -vith clear
goals and objectives delineated for the growth and skill enhancement of
each of its provider agencies.

The University Affiliated Program in Connecticut should take
responsibility for coordinating the efforts of all relevant actors (DMR,
universities, the state education department, etc.) in the state in the
development of a long-term plan for increasing the number_ of professionals
(nurses, behavioral specie,t,..case managers, physical, occupational, and
speech therapist, etc.) aye)._ ,I0 to work with persons with mental
retardation in commun4 settings.

DMR should conduct an intensive rigmiirmtion of issues related to direct
care staff in the coliimunity based system. This examination and planning
effort should concentrate on the nature of the work force, job expectations,
future directions, and training in an effort to develop an approach to this
issue that aggressively addresses the future needs of the field.

Site Plminhig

The Office of Policy and Management should develop a formalized (and
perhaps computerized) system for statewide and regional interagency
coordination regarding site selection for all human services. Such steps
are needed to ensure the, no area becomee "saturated" or overwhelmed
with social service centers andfor community-based programs (e.g.,
shelters, nursing homes, group homes). This coordination should, include
state departments for corrections, youth services, drug and alcohol abuse,
etc. Different measures for different social services should be Used to
determine saturation levels (e.g. an area may be able to support more
group homes than it can semi-secure settings for juvenile offenders).
(Presently group homes for persons with mental retardation cannot be
spaced 1ess than 1000 feet from each other).

* Care should be taken, by coordinating-the dev?lopment efforts of
various providers, to assure that numbers of sitzs are not suddenly..
developed in a single community where none had heretofore been
established.

7
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DMR should examine the current application of the 1000 foot rule to
assure that it does not adversely affects the development of 1 and 2 person
community training hornet, foster homes, and individualitied supported
living arrangements.

DMR should continue to explore alternative models of residential services
(e.g., supported living, consumer-owned or leased residences) that assiat
community integration of the people living in-them, decrease the cost of
purchasing propert3., and minimme the impsct on the neighborhood of
heavily staffed alternatives.

Individualized Plannbrg

DMR should strengthen Ow,rall Plan of Service (OPS) guidelines to assist
Interdisciplinary Team (IDT) members to better match residents with
neighborhoods. Any residents with known or potential behaviors that
would be disruptive to the community (e.g., screaining) require highly
individualized residential planning that keeps the interests of neighbors at
the foreground. Stich planning will aid the long range goals of community
acr,eptance and integration.

DMR training for the creation of the OPS and for residential staff should
include increased attention to aspects of individualized _pbuming and
resource development that may not receive enough deBeration (e.g.,
recreation, transportation, and medical care) in the IDT and among direct
care staff.

DMR guidelines should stipulate that when planning a new si,te, staff in
the new setting should have an opportunity to observe the resident in the
current setting and discuss the characteristics of the individual with staff
who are currently involved with the person.

INDIVIDUAL PLACEMENT, PLANNING, AND TRANSITION

DMR guidelines on the Overall Plan of Services (OPS), transition, and case
management provide a model for efiecti-ve planning that meets the needs of
DMR clients. However, these values do not always filter dowry to the
direct care providers both in residential and day programs. Training
currently available for IDT members and case managers should be
enriched and expandedto include persons providing direct services. This
wilThelp to assure that services are delivered in a manner consistent with
the individualized spirit of the OPS guidelines and over routinization and
standardization can be prevented.

R 8 .
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All participarAts in the individual planning process need te be guided by the
same set of criteria in establishing thepriorities in a person's life and in
'planning the nature of their (Awn involvement with,the client. These'
criteria are contained by implication in DMR's mission statement. DMR
and provider training of all professionals.and direct care workers needs to
underscore loiv 'these principles should be articulated in the lives of people
with mental retardation.

DMR should enri re that all members of individualized plaiming teams
should receive -ming that -will help sensitize thero.lo the gerson-centered
nature of their planning efforts. This training must emphasize the need
for Participating agenri-1 (e.g., day programs and residential Programs) to
openly discuss their cl....erences regarding appropriate services for an
individual, even if it slows down the development of the plan.

Individualized planning and the development of sites which are responsive
to unique needs of individuals require budgetary flexibility at a level very
close to the person so that resources itan be altered and refmed to respond
tx.) sudden changes in individual circunistances. DMR should explore
individualized funding models being implemented in other states including
Colorado and Nebraska.

The unique role of the case manager as the key to the success of the
individual planning process must be recognized. This central role must
continually oe underscored by DMR through training, policy statements,
and other forms of formal recognition that emphasize the important status
of case managers. DMRshould examine Case load sizes and composition to
assure that they are reflect the varying needs of individual clients and are
based solely on numeric quotas.

CCMMUNITY ENTRY/DEVELOPMENT

Regional DMR staff should have greater involvement in the community
entry process. Specifically:

* Providers should submit a description of their process of community
entry in their residential services plan to the regional office.

* Regional staff should review the process description to see that it
includes substantial one to one contact with neighbors, especially
abutting neighbors, prior to and after the opening of the residence.
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* Regional staff shouid offer technical assistance,to providers in
planning community entry, perhaps inclUding the preparation of
professional presentation materiall about comniunity-acceptance
issues. DM central office may bilathe beat pOsititm.tO prePare some
materials (e.g., about property valtks) that could be Used statewide.

* As standard practice, a regional staff person should perso
introduce themselves to immediate neighbois and other nei :is rs
who seem especially concerned about the residence. They $ ould
explain the oversight role of DMR with private residences and provide
neighbors with their phone number and:means of access to
information independent of the provider agency.

* Regional staff and provider staff should advise relevant town and local
government-officials about the plans for a group home at the same
time that they are advising neighbors. As much information as is
necessary should be made available and any potential problems should
be forthrightly discussed.

* Regional staff should be responsive to any emerging problems rer Irted
by the neighbors by working closely with the provider to solve any
problems.

* Regional staff should require that all inter-disciplinary meetings be
held off the site of the residence to reduce parking and traffic
problems.

In planning a residential site the following factors should be carefully
considered by regional staff:

* The fewet the nambez of persons living in a residence the more the
residence will approximate the norms of single family living.

* To the extent that the residents themselves are perceived by neighbors
to have "a stake" in the residence or the neighborhood (i.e., they
themselves or their family own or lease the property or staff members
are also residents on the block) neighbors will be more assured of the
positive contribution that the residence will make to the
neighborhood.

* Careful attention should be paid to maintaining-the exterior of
.-Naidences in a manner that is consistent with the norms of the
neighborhood. Several steps can be taken imluding reducing the
number of visibly parked cars around t17,f home, extending the.
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driveway to parking behind the house, requesting that visitors other
than family or friends of the residents park it some distance from the
home, and,asking SZaff to car pool.

* All renovations must be made so that the home remains as
inconspicuous from the surroundin property as possible. avoid
potential points of conflict ouch as shared driveways.

* Reasonable requests from neighbors about site planning should be
given consideration.

Residential providers should be especially sensitive to practices that
reinforce a public perception of froup homes as facilities apd should make
every effort to alioid these practices in favor of activities that are
normative for the communities in which the homes are located. To
acComplish this providers should:

* Prepare "good neighbor" policies that are sensitive to the norms,
expectations and conventions of the surrounding environments.

* Conduct staff training sessions that focus on how to assess and
respond to neighborhood expectations.

* Pay attention to maintaining the home in keeping with the norms of
the neighborhood (e.g., keeping the property clean and neat).

* Give neighbors a ready means by which they can communicate
problems and concerns both before and after the opening of the
residence and during its ongoing operation.

* Create opportunities for residents to contribute to cov....nunity and
neighborly life.

ACCESS TO SERVICES

Day Programs

Planning placements in day programs and work sites should pay greater
attention to residents' strengths, weaknesses and preferences. In order to
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facilitate this individual pflanning, DMR should assist day agram and
residential providers to develop a wider variety of comnnin.yemPloyment
opportunities (i.e. recruiting new private employers to en iter nto
partnerships witliproviders).

Medical Services

The Department of Income Maintenance should conduct a systematic study
to determine the relationship between the accessibility and availability of
medical and dental services to perions with mental retardation on the one
hand, and the level of Title MC payments and the complexity of
reimbursement related painrwork on the other. According to several
interviewees, securing such services is severely constrained by the low level
ofpresent reimbursement rates and the extent of documentation required
for paymmt.

A concerted effort by the state needs'to be made to educate community
medical personnel about the needs of group home residents. Outreach to
local clinicians could include realistic information about persons with
developmental disabilities and the kinds of services they need.

Regional DMR staff shouterec-.71,-ider ways in which a one resident/one
doctor relationship can be implemented. If an individual resident can
approach an individual doctor as a consumer, many of the existing
problems in accessing medical services might be minimized.

The University Affiliated Program(UAP) should determine the level of
additional state support that could be made available to train more -

professionals in nursing andspecialized therapies such as physical and
speech therapies (e.g., establish tuition for service, exchange progroms). In

it e meantime, DMR n conjunction with the UAP should help previders to
identify creative methods for securing access to these services. One
possible solution would be to use scam specialists as consultants rather
than staff. In this rolerthe professional would evaluate the resident and
train residential staff to.carry out a therapeutic program in the cOntext of
the residents' daily living activities.

Recreation

Recreational activities too often center around specialipd, segregated
programs. Staff availability and training must be augir Jilted to facilitate
the integration of residents into existing community activities.

9.2



Providers need assistance in developing appropriate recreationaixactivities
for residente with severe disabilities. The special needs of these Tesidents
make access to these traditional recreational activitiei very diffiCult and
providera dO not have thezesources to create the-kinds otactivities that
they feel they need.

Though the advent of the Line Action Network and the positive futures
planning has enhanced the responsiveness of the system to the needs of
people with challenging behaviors, providers could benefit from increased
support and funds for staff iasining (e.g., in "gentle teaching techniques,"
means of eccesling technical assistance, and crisis intervention
mechanists) to meet the needs of such.persons. They would also benefit
from greater control in grouping and placing residents with behavioral
challenges in homes. Appropriate settings and mixes of residents are
crucial to the success of community placement for these residents.

'fransportation

The one van, one home tradition places clear limits on integration, but may
be the only means of transportation in suburban and rural areas.
However, this problem should not mtrict residential deVeldpment to areas
where public transportation is available. Instead the challenge is left.t.;
providers to maxinnze community integration and independent .skill
enhancement despite such limitations.

QUALItY ASSURANCE

Individual Planning

The use of the "positive futures" process and other related individualized
planning techniques should be retained and expanded.

Participants in the Overall Plan of Service should be encouraged to seek
professional and other specialized supports tailored to the individual
client's needs and preferences rather than purchasing professional and
medical supports on a group basis.
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Program Monitoring

DMR should carefully evaluate the new certification process for gate-run
homes to ensure that it addresfies the same types of issues that comxise
liceneing of private raaidential programa.

DKR should review its current licensing procedures to determine their
applicability to apartments and other similar dwellings which owned or
leased by clients themselves.

DMR standards should be reviewed to ensure that a balance eidsts between-
requirements for specialized and profeseional supports and those mandates
aimed at issues such as integratien, community presence, anil choice-
making.

Current paperwork, reporting and documentation requirements should be
reviewed to determine relevance to qualitY asaurance goals.

Medleatom Monitoring

Staff working in residential and day settings should be kept-aware of
policies aimed at the regulation/of psychotropic medication and other
behavioral interventions including the role of the program review
committee.

Advocates

The use of advocates to represent the interests of individuals with mental
retardation who are not class members should be explored.

Case Management

Case managers play a key role in the transition of individuals into
community residential programs. It is therefore important to develop
mechanisms that ensure the continuity of case managers in the lives of
persons with mental retardation.

Continued training or case managers hi areas such as system brokering,
planning and resource mobilization is necessary to ensure a unified
approach to case management around the state.
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Training

DMR shouldlrequest additional funds to increase trebling of residence staff
in meetirig the needs of dual diagnosis clients, care ofpersons with medical
problems, medication oversight, financial entitlements,,and community
integration and recreational activities.

GLOBAL ISSUES

Through training and other effoits, DMR staff, site developers, provider
staff,.and advocates must be madlaware of the discrepancy between the
rhetoric of group homes as "homes" and the perceptiim of these Settings as
"facilities" by the general public. This awareness shOUld be reflected in
theiidealings with members of the community.

Residential providers and particularly direct care Workers should be made
aware of the complexity involVed in asshting the residents of group homes
to achieve community membership. This awareness must include
knowledge of the barriers to acceptance that ere inherent in the structure
of residential services, a sensitivity to the kinds oractivities thata s
needed to overcoina these barriers, and an understanding of the often slow
rate at which neighborhoods and communities open their doors to
newcomers. For example providers and other service profeisiorals should
be aware that:

* to the extent that children are involved with the residence (e.g., live-in
or with staff members who live nearby) integration into the fabric of
community life will be enhanced; and

* as long as several unrelated adults are living together in the same
house, community resistance to this non-typical social arrangement
should be anticipated.

DMR and other relevant state and local authorities ieed to be aware that a
segment of the general public continues to relate to people with mental
retardation on the basis of misinformation ani prejudices. A long term
effort in the area,of public information and education needs to betdesigned
to eliminate this problem.
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CASE STUDY 1

History and Context

This case study examines a pri vate, non-profit, urban, group home for six
hispanic clients. The developer of this horns, who is also hiapanic, was
motivated to open the residence because no other homes existed in the state
that served the needs of hispanic persons with mental retardation. The goal of
the developer was to open a residence located in the hispanic community,
staffed by bi-lingual, bi-cultural individuals who ivould be sensitive to the
cultural needs of the clients, inchWkg their traditional food, religious
activities, festivals and so forth. TheUuUrs of the hitipanic community
encouraged the developer to pursue the goal, since they believed there was a
legitimate need in the community that such a group home could meet.

La Plaza (not the real name) was incorporated in 1981. A board of
directors was established in 1983. A proposal for the reaidence was submitted
in 1982 but it was turned down by the Department of Mental Retardation.
According to reeonal staff, DMR believed that-La Plana was not established
enough in the community to be able to put in place allthe necessary
components for the operationalization of a grou home and that tb.e plans were
not specific enough regarding such issues as ilas ratios. DMR wanted proof
of community support and required La Plaza to - liaison with day providers,
site developers and a management service for the residence.

The developer was able to forge the relationships with day program and
other providers by 1983 to the satisfaction of the Department of Mental
Retardation. In addition, members of the hispanic community and La Plaza
board members wrote letters in support of the new agency. In 1984, La Plaza
got approval of a second RFP. There is a belief on the part of the developer
that her agency came under more intense acrutiny than other providers
because of the hispanic orientation. She perceives that she somehow had to
"prove" that there was a hispanic disabled population.

The urban area in which the home is located has been the site of numerous
homes for a range of needy people including former inmates, people with
mental illness, and trod' -d youths. No homes for persons with mental
retardation, however, have been sited in this area. The saturation problem had
at one point become a political issue but did not affect the development of this
highly specialized program.

Site Development and Neighborhood El. ry

This case study focuses on a building located on a side street in a hispanic
neighborhood in a major urban area. The street is on the fringe of hn
economically depressed area, and has mixed residential and commercial zoning.
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The home is one block from a major street which Oonsidered "dangerous".
There are several lawyers' and accountants'-offices located in rehabilitated
brownstones down the street from the community tesidence. The structure is
the middle of three connected walk-up apartment buildings. It was converted
from a multi-family dwelling to a siiigle family dwelling, while the t*o
surrounding structures remain multi-family &railings. The building has three
floors and was purchased by the site developer after a fire had dainaged the
property. The W'mdfall Profits Tax Act allowed private investors to purchase
and preserve the historic 100 year old structure.

The site developer, the Corporation for Independent Living (CIL), found
the property, purchased it and contracted the renovation work. CIL also
attempted to purchase the adjacent units for Section 8 and moderate income
housing, but was not successful. Construction delays wore responsible for the
home opening in 1985 rather than in 1984. La Plaza leased the property from
CIL and will own it after 25 years. The management of the residence was
turned over to an independent management company. This arrangement for
contracted management was required by DMR because of La Plaza's
inexperience in running a group home. The management relationship was also
encouraged by CIL. La Plaza ended it's relationship with the-firm in 1987 at
the iioint that the La Plaza staff felt they had become sufficiently sophisticated

- to run the home independently.

The block in which La Plaza is located has a great number of rental
apartments owned by absentee landlords. One block down, however, there are
renovated lawyers' and accountants' offices. Thus, the character of the
neighborhood is mixed. La Plaza's entry into the neighborhood was fairly
quiet, with the exception of some response from one member of the block
association who lived down the block, and one other neighbor two doors from
La Plaza. The nature of their concern was mainly that of property values,
especially since the neighborhood had many problems with crime, and the
church down the street ran a shelter for the homeless. Both neighbors were
unfamiliar withthe concept of a gr oup home. The president of the block
association at that time happened to be in the human services field, and was
able to quell the fears of tb.e .rs. When the neighbors saw the
improvements made to the buils g, they believed that the group home would
bring more stability to the area and there were no more complaints. The
director's philosophy about neighborhood entry was thatpersons-mith
disabilities have just as much of a right to move into a neighborhood as other
people, and therefore do not need to make a formal announcement.

There was some cancern on the part of the management agency regarding
La Pkaza's location in a high crime area. They were worried that some of the
role models for the residents would be the drug users who frequented the alley
behind the residence. They saw the female residentsas being especially
vulnerable because of a lack of safety skills. Some of the people interviewed for
staff positions were concerned about the neighborhood and the security of their
cars. Some refused to work in the area. There has not been enough parking
for staff, so arrangements were made so that staff could have evening parking
in a lot behind the house. It is the norm for cars to line both sides cf the street
since it is an urban area with few garages or driveways and a relatively high
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population denbity. The management agency, however; ultimately recognized
the strengths of the area a fairly close-lcnit hispanic neighborhood which was
on a bus line and very close to stores, banks, and churches. Many of the
merchants of the area, like the residents, were from Puerto Rico end spoke
Spanish. The management agency believed, along with the director of La
Plaza, that this was an area where it would be easy to maintain and strengthen
the residents' cultural identities.

Several neighbors stopped by La Plaza after it opened. They were curious
about who lived there. Neighbors visited: with the residents who would sit on
the front porch, and the house manager would often give tours of tl -i home and
would answer questions abont the residence. The perception of the game by
neighbors (mainly hispanic neighbors) was that it was some_kind of school.
Staff attempted to explain that whIle they teach the residents skills,it is a
home and not a school. Neighbors felt =eat-table about the home becanse of
the oPenness of the staff and the residents and that the inhabitants spoke
Spanish. Residents gradually became known-to the ne*borhood merchants
and to other people living in the area. The residents all became active in the
church down the block, which further aided in community integration.

The management service Was responsille for hiringitaff, staff training
and the financial management of the home. They found it difficult to obtain
enough seed money to hire staff and pay for the other necessary activities
required for opening the home. They deferred management fees so that La
Plaza could pay for staff and other necessities. Thais is in contrast to how
funding through DMR now works, which is to hold to a negotiated budget with
12 monthly payments, despite whether the census is a capacity. This insures
that there is enough money to pay staff salaries and other fixed costs.

La Plaza went through the normal liceasing procedures. There were no
issues around adaptive environmental changes since the clients had no or
minor mobility problems. The bedrooms are on the second and third fioor with
steep stairwells and the residence could not easily accommodate persons with
serious mobility problems.

All clients are in day programs. On weekday mornings there are often no
staff in the home. During weekday afternoons and evenings thqre are usually
2-3 staff, ye-th one overnight staff every evening. There are usually two staff
persons on during the weekends.

Transition Planning

Identification and Selection of Clients. Four men and two women live
at La Plaza. Like other community residencei, some residents came from the
community and s from institutions. At the time La Plaia opened, the
provider approacL. institutions and community agencies about placement of
clients in the new home. According to the management service, it was difficult
to locate enough hispanic referrals to fill the home before the home was

1
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supposed to open. There was the sense that hispanic families aro more open
than other families to keeping their family member with a disability at home
both because of a more accepting attitude toward disability-and because of a
distrust of the "spiteni." Interviewee& also mentioned that coordination
problems among La Plaza, the management company, and referring community
agencies may have contriluted to the delays in achieving census. In addition, it
was perceived by some intervieweei that it was-difficult to get referrals from
MILL case managers, 9 9: sly because they generally don't speak Spanish and
as a result it is more sisculttodealwiththe families.

Once the individuals wore identified as potential residents, there seemed to
be enough information:communicated in order for evaluation and transition to
take place. The house manager at that time had previouslyworked at a day
program and-advocated for some of the clientssh.e knew in tin day program to
move to La Plaza. Eecause she was hispanic and bi-lingual, it was easy to
communicate with fail:lilies, hit difficult in some cases to convince them that
community living would be &positive (ttep toward independence and adult
functioning. Some of the clients were from the immediate or nearby
neighborhoods, which helped some families to allow their family menil;ento
move to the home.

Raphael (not his name), a 26 year old resident, moved into La Plaza in
May of 1985. Raphael had been living at home and was attending a local day
program working in the sheltered workshop. Anna, Raphael's mother, was
working and finding it difficult to coordinate their schedules. There was often
nobody to be at home with Raphael at the end of his day and in the evening.
Anna also felt that he didn't have enough contact with his peers and she could
not spend much time with him because of her long work hours. Raphael's
siblings were all married and living in their own homes.

The social worker at the day program was aware of Anna's desire to have
Raphael move to a community residence'lGag before La Plaza opened. Raphael
had been on a waiting list for a community residence for several years. The
social worker knew of openings at Lit Plaza and filled out an application for a
level of care assignment from the Regional Eligibility Team (R.ET) and a
referral to the management company. Raphael was assigned a functional level
3, which was compatible With the level of atruCturewithin La Plaza. La Plaza's
house manager knew Raphael from the daypro&ram and could advocate for his
admission to the home. Although the Regional Eligthility Team assigned a
level of care to Raphael, he was essentially a client =known. to D
according to his current DMR social worker. The placement and transition
process for this resident was thereforemuch more informal than the processes
other clients were involved in. This type of informal process no longer exists
because DMR now identifies all potential clients for movement into community
residences.

The decision to have Raphael actually move out of his own home was a
very stressful decision for the family. When Anna was told about La Plaza, she
visited the residence several times with members of her family. Anna was glad
that Raphael would be learning bus routes and other independent living skills.
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She was comforted by the fact that the staff were primarily bi-linguar and bi-
cultural, and that the location was in walking distance of her home. Anna felt
her son would be accepted atLa Plaza. Raphael visitedIhe home and stayed
there overnight. La Plata staff, management agency staff and the day program
social worker decided that Raphael would be an approPriate reiident at La
Plaza and-he waiaccepted for admiesion. Raphael and Anna Were invited to
attend the OPS meeting. At this meednm ftaphaePs -service needs anU goals
were discussed with direct involvement froth Raphael and hiti mother.
Arrangethents were made for Raphael to continue to see the same neurologist
for his Seizure disordir, to see the dentist down the street from La Plaza, and
to centinile -in the same day program. Raphael has. frequent family contact and
his mother is warmly receivei by the other residents w en she visiti.

Amelia, a 39 year old resident who moved into La Plaza in February of
1986, is a-class member. Amelia had lived at Mansfield from 1971 to 1982. Her
family I-ad not been eh-Le to coPe with her behavior problems. After leaving
Mansfield in 1982, Amelia lived in two other group homes. Home A, the group
home Amelia was living in prior to moving to La Plaza was closing, and she
needed a-new placement. In addition, Amelia's mother was unhappy with her
placement at Home A, as was Amelia's DMR social worker. They both felt that
it was an inappropriate placement for Amelia, as the other residents were
aggressive, the horn,: served too many tlients, and there didn't seem to be
enough supervision. They felt her appearance and hygiene were not being
adequately managed at Home A.

Amelia was considered a priority client by DMR, because of her class
membership and becauve her current living situation was ending. Amelia was
identifi.ed as a client appropriate for La Plaza by DMR. Her social worker
believed that Amelia h.ad the potential to-function in a supervised apartment
setting, but no apartments were available. The next best alternative was to see
how she would progress in a six bed placement.

Amelia's mother and other relatives visited La Plaza and had the
opportunity to meet with staff members. Amelia spent a weekend at the home.
She was pleased to_be with- otherhispanic persons and be able to eat Puerto
Rican foods and speak Spanish with the other residents. Amelia's family was
pleased that Amelia would be living much closer to their homes andthat she
would be with other hispanic people. They agreed to her placement at La Plaza
and along with Amelia, attendtml an OPS meeting where services and goals
were discussed. Amelia made the transition to La Plaza's medical and dental
providers, and stayed at her current day program. Accordingto those familiar
with the process, the paperwork between DMR and-Home A was coordinated
well, and the administrative transition was smooth.

Staff from court monitor's office came to interview Amelia and La Plaza
staff approximately 1-2 months after Amelia's placement. The Jaen had been
to place Amelia on a supported work crew at her day program, but this move
was held up until it was felt she had adjusted to her new placement at La
Plaza. The court monitor urged that Amelia be placed on the work crew and
stressed that this should occur when Amelia had adjusted to her new home.
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Amelia's move to the work crew from the workshop was made successfully,one
month after her move to La Plaza. Amelia has family contact, although it is
less frequent since her mother passed away.

Process and Events. Raphael and Amelia moved to La Plaza in the days
before the existence:of the transitioncheCkliit. Riphaera placement-and
transition Were done rather informally, with itio$ of the coinninniCatiOn
occurring amongthe day progran,, his moth.er who reqUestediplatentent, and
La Plaza. It is-unclear eZactly what rOliDMR PliYed in:Rtiphtel'a placement.
In terms of transition documents,,Raphael's file contains thirday program's
application for Comthunity placement to DMR,,the RET assignment sheet,
medical information from the time of the tzansitimi, end im OPS dated one
month after Raphael moved to Lit Plaza. 'Thiri OPS;ineeting was-attended by
La Plaza staff, management agency staff, a Consulting paychokeat, Raphael
and his mother. There are also records from the day provider documenting
Raphael's abilities ind areas of needed improvement and goals, as-well as the
psychologist's report and medical information.

Amelia'ssxocess of transition was more formalized that Raphael's,
perhaps due to her class status. She was identified by DMR as appropriate for
placement at La Plaza, and her DKR social Workerwas involved in the
transition process from the previous placement, Amelia's file hidicates that the
ID team met in November of 1985 with Amelia and her mother to discuss a
chanp in her placement from Home A to another community placement,
posally La Plaza. The ID Team conference gave approval for placement in
January of 1986 and assigned a placement date in February, 1986. There are
copies of letters to Amelia and her mother from DMR dated February, 1986
regarding Amelia's move to La-Plaza. In addition, there are records
documenting Amelia's visit to La Plaza before moving in. The discharge
summary from Home A by the DMR social worker in January, 1986 documents
the reasoni for the move and recommendations for.services. The court
monitor's records contain a letter dated January 1986 agreeing to Amelia's
placement; but stressing the importance of a supported work placement, a
letter dated February, 1986 from the case manager saying that she recognized
the need for a stipported work placement but also the need,for time for Amelia
to adapt the residence; and a letter dated March, 1986 from the court monitor
commending Amelia's placement on a supported work jazitorial crew.

rs, thou kshop to
Availability of' Services. Both

Amelia moved from the worael

and Amelia were to remain with
their pre-placement day provide
a supported work placement. Both Ame and Raphael participate in religious
services and other activities at their local church. Both residents participate in
group recreational activities with the other residents at La Plaza, and in
activities sponsored by the day programs. Residents have travelled on group
trips to Puerto Rico and other cities: The home maintains a 'Ala() ,album
documenting these activities. They are both able to use the bus and travel
independently, as' well as shop at local markets, and so forth. Both see a
dentist whose office is within walking distance of the group home and they are
seen at the lomi :hospital's outpatient clinic for medical services. Raphael is
seen by a neurologist with whom he has maintained a relationship for many
years.
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The availability of mental health services to the Spanish speakhigpeople
who are disabled is WidelY recognized as being insuffielea. Amelia has had
need for special counseling regarding seitiallisittes,,and iindingthiS
been difficult: Raphael needsepeech,theripY ler/ices which ire also difficult to
find for Spanish Speakinippersons, Itahouldheneted that bothAnselia and
Raphael speak English, but prefer to Speak SPanich. atteinpted to
meet thete needs with the help of,D1Maiidihe day,prograMs, lint Spanish

professionals neededin thew specialized dreat are generally
una le. The Lit Plaze adminietaator belieVei Unitas hernetwork grows
wider, it iieasier to find allied Professionali, althinigh she believes:that there is
a serions shortage. La Plaza contract's ConsUlting servicee from-the Only
licensed spaniah speaking Ph.D. level psYchologist in the area. Her time is in
great demand and she cannot:provide ongoing counseling.

Impact on Community Services

There doesn't seem to be anyevidence of significant impact on community
services. Local merchants and neighbors are aware of the La Plaza residente
and witch out for them. This has been important in a neighborhood beset with
crime. There have been incidents where-residence staff hive Called the police
to come over and speak with some residents regarding the consequences of
stealing. There were occasions when a resident stole from attiffmembers.
Them was (me incidentwhere the fire department was called because of a pan
left on the stove mid-this' resulted in some smoke. these incidents,
comparatively speaking, are minute in coinparison to what the police and fire
departments have to, cope with as routine matters in this neighborhood. The
residence has been broken into two thnes, but the break-ins seem to have been
stopped by the closing off of the back porch to the alley behind the hoine.
There is no indication of any impact on sanitation or public health services.

Current Status

Service Availability. As noted above, the main problems in service
availability are in those specialized areas where there is an inadequate supply
of Spanish speaking perofessionals. The area of mental health services Ivan
area of critical need because not only are there few psYchiatrists and
psychologists who speak Spanish, there are even fewer who speak Spanish and
also have expertise m the area of mental retardation. There is also a shortage
of professionals in other specialized areas such as speech therapy and sexuality
counseling. The availability of general medical and dental services has not
been a problem for the residents of La Plaza. Amelia has independently used
the emergency room at the nearby hospital or one occassion when she was
feeling unwell.

The day providers have generally been able to prpvide appropriate
programming for La Plaza residents. Amelia VMS placed in a competitive
employment situation for awhile, although this placement did not work out for
a number of reasons. Raphael continues in the workshop, and this is seen as
an appropriate placement due to his cognitive limitations. Both Amelia and
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Raphael nem pleased with their current work and living situations. Relatives
interviewed havestressed that La Plaza has truly become Amelia's and
Raphael's home, and they regard the staff and otherresidentsas extended
family members. Amelia hopes someday to hive her own apartment, and La
Plaza staff encourage her growth in achieving this goal.

.Relatione with immediate neighborhood. As stated above, many
neighbors and local merchants knoiv who the La plaza residents are, and look
out for them. Some neighbors may not know, howevei, that La Plaza exists. La
Plaza staff havetioncerns about the lever of crime in the neighborhoods, but see
the positive aspiacts of living in a hispanic neighborhood as outweighing these
concerns. The director would like to see fewer absentee landlords and more
owner occupied housing in order to ensure more stability in the neighborhood.

10 4
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History and Contait

This home is located in a mid-size tovin that is immediatelytadjacent.to a
major city-in central Connecticut. It ia operated bY a private-nein-profit church
related agency. This agency (referre&to iiSRA in this Sport in ore,,sr- to protect
anonYmity) aupporto numeroua grouphomes for persens withá range of
disabilities in ConnecticUtand anether Wing of the orginization.provides
services for the elderly. RA also *naps groaplomel for othersPOnsorifig
agencies. The study hoine Was opened in May1986. Althougilthorageney
headquarters are mit of state, the execntiVe office of the agency lain state.

The town is the site of at least five group homes for persons with mental
retardation and it supports other residential programsfor other individuals as
well. There has been' no history of organized neighborhood resistance to group
homes in this community.

Description of honte and residents. This home. is the residence.of six
elderly persons with moderate to profound mental retardation. Two persons
are non-ambulatory and together theresidents have a range Of health needs
such as Alzheimer's disease, diabetes aidreetricted dieis. Many residents had
previously lived in nursing homes and the court order spurred the opening of
this group home which servei only class clients.

The single level homeis on a fairly densely settled street in a residential
section of town. The home is:part way down a block and is surrounded by
other homes. Retired,neighbors and &rallies With children reside gn the block.
Thesneighborhood can be characterized as middle income, with many families
wohang in the public sector. 'The street is not far froth the center of town
where there are nymerous shopPing centers. A short walk brings one to a bus
line and the majorViospitals of the nearby city are a short drive away.

The home is quite attractive and is in keeping with the other homes on the
block. A ramp acljacent to the front door is rather inconspicuous. A "driveby"
would not cause one to notice anything unusual about the home except for the
following features: a large plain.van that can clearly seat many people is often
parked in the front; there are bedrooms where one might ordinarily expect a
garage; and on each occasion that this researcher vieited thehome, there were
as many as ten cars filling the driveway and lining the street. No other home
on the block sports so many cars and the home can be clearlY identified by their
presence.

The inside of the home has been substantially modified to accommodate
the residents in wheelchairs I' eorways are widened, there are grab bars, and
shower stalls that permit a wheelchair to roll in. As mentioned; the garage was
converted into bedrooms. Extra exits were built, and the backyard is partially
paved and has a ramp to przwide accessibility. There is a small office in the
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front of the home that contains a desk, records,-and a copy machine. Until
about a year ago, the basement was used as an office for the day program. The
home is tastefully furnished and decorated and appears well-kept.

Site Development/Neighborhood Entry

According to RkaOministrators, they were approached by the regional
DMR office ta-open a facility for elderly persons with mental retardation
because of their previous experience working with geriatric homes. Most of the
class geriatric clients had been inatitutionalized for a longtirne and soli:WI:10
real "nexus" in that ,partictilar town. However,,the home in this toiv6.was
chosen because of its affordable price, its prOiimity to coniniercial areas and
healtkservices and because the home could be Sillily reaovated to support non-
ambulatory residents. Administrators also appreciated the spacious back,ard,
thefloor plan, and the quiet street where residents might be abletotake walks.

There wra no notification to neighbors about their intention to buy the
home. Upon purchase, however, RA administrators visited neighbors,
described who would be-living a t the house and invited neighbors to a meeting
about the home. Although:some of the neighbors' concerns were allayed at the
meeting, others describe the forum as a generally negative everience.
Administrators report that they follow a policy of not "apologizing to
neighbors" for moving in and of not "asking neighbors permission" but rather of
observing a "good neignbor policy" which is accommodating to neighbors'
requests and complaints.

Neighbors, however, describe the zdministrators as "having a hard nosed
attitude" and "no flexibility." At the meetingthe administrators described the
rights of the residents to live in the community and the side statute which
protected the opening of homes. According tO neighbors, the residence was
presented as a "fait accomplil aid the neighbors 'felt frustrated that they had no
recourse about any of the plans for the home: Moreover, neighbors resented
being made to feel that they were "ungracious" for posing their questione.

Subsequent to the meeting, one family contacted the town council and
state legislators. Elected officiaN confirthed that the state statute prevented
any reversal of the plans for the'home. Feeling defeated, the neighbors most
anxious about the home did not pursue any organized resistance. During the
months of renovation, a town council meeting was held to discuss whether this
town was being unfairly targeted for communiV development. RegiOnal DMR
administrators attended this meeting and noted that only two families from
Oak St. (name changed to protect anonymity) showed up at the meeting, and
they did not vcallize any opposition.

Ensuing problems. The actual opening of the home in May 1986
proceeded-without incident. The real problems With the home came during the
first year or so of operation. As one neighbor described it, they were not
anticipating any problems, the problems themselves emerged. One of the first
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was the ramp that was built. Py all accounts this ramp was large ugly and
terribly conspicioud. As one itember of the service system described it, "the
ramp coUld dock the(sa IL" Neighbors began to file complaints with town
selectmen aril state officials. As it turned out, the ramp violated some town
zoning ordinances. In fairly shori order the-ramp was removed and the present
attractive ramp was built.

Over the followkg year a series of neighborhood complaints arose over
what can be best described as a breach of community norms.and common
courtesi., Mani of the complaints centerect-itn:und actions from the staff of the
home. :For examPle, neighbors describe that the shift change at 11 PM would
be accompanied by blaring of horns from cars of persons who came by topick
up leavingstaff. Loud conversations and the ishining ofheadlights would
disturb neighbors. A bright spotlight would bwleft shining on the driveway
throughout the night. During waking hours the ataff would on occilion play
loud music from the baclgrard. Neighbors repor'i that were these the actions of
bothersome teenagers they would be inclined to call therliCe, but the nature
of the home made them reluctant to do so. On one occasion a neighbor
reportedlhat a staff member engaged-in a loud and angry argument with
another person in front of the home. Thil time, neighbors did call the Police.
Neighbors describe staff as treating the home "like:a Workplace" and not like
their own home.

It is not insignificant that nearly eu, if not all, of the direct care staff and
the house manager are people of color, whereas all of the,residents are white as
are most Olthe surrounding neighbors. One agencrsupervisor wonders
whether the lack of communication about problems between neighbors and
staff cambe attributed to this fact. It mkralso be significant that many of the
staff members appear to be former employees of nursing home facilities which.
could no doubt generate a different set of expectations about the work place.

However, the problems with this home were not limited to staff
inconsideration. A.ccording to neighbors, in at least the fast year of operation
the grOunds of the home were kept poorly. Lawns were allowed to overgrow,.
leaves remained unraked, and there was occasional litter. Attractive flowering
shrubs were Cut doWn and the staff did not seenito be knowledgeable about
shrub and tree care. According to neighbors, a work crew of persons with
mental.retardation was used to keep up the property, but their services were
unreiftuile. A cement post that was placed in th.e backyard and then not
utilized waaliever pulled out. To one neighbor this demonstrated the lack of
caring that the agency has for its property.

Problems around parking also surfaced. Immediately evident was the
extraordinary number of parked cars and visitors to the home. Particularly
disturbing, was the initial practice of parking cars on the front lawn.
Neighbors report that some staff persons still park facing in the wrong
direction.
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The most disturbkag aspect of the home, however, is the presence of one
resident who habitually, screams. The screaming is descriled. by neighbors as
being at the top of the Impend goim on for hours at a time, throughout the
day, and sometimes in the middle of the night. The ecrejming is loud enough
to be heard by neighbors across the street and it disturbs outdoor recreation.

Response to problem. This series of problems spurred-numerous
complaints by nei Ohms to the agency, to the DMR regional office, and
occasionally to town and state government officials. As mentioned, the
problem with die ramp was fairly quickly resobied by its replacement with the
present attractive ramp. The problem with staff inattentiveness to community
norma required greater attentaon. Azone BA superviior noted, an "education
process" was necessary to train staff about making noise and other
considerations involving ne :11 ire. He said that it takes-about a yearto get a
residence "under control!' wi all problems worked out. A top administrator
acknowledged that in the beginning there *ere some "management-problems"
which have since been solved by more careful screening of duvet care staff.
Care is now taken not to disturb neighbors during shift changes. The bright
spotlight on the drive was removed and driveway lights are not left on all
night. There have been no further incidents involving staff arguments. Staff
are now instructed not to park on the lawn.

Neighbors report that property upkeep has improved althinoutnoccasionally
:he lawn goes unattended for aw e. The supervisor reports ki g a
concerted effort to keep the property in good condition.

The problem of the screaming resident is more intractable. Neighbors
report have gone to the home and inquiring whether this resident could receive
medication that would ameliorate the problem. According to them, the staff
responded by saying that the state did not permit' them to administer auch
medication. The neighbors made numeroua complaints, wishing to be able to
disturb administrators in the middle of the night as they had been disturbed.
The agency did respond by moving the-bedroom of the offending resident to the
other side of the house. To reduce noise during the summer, when open
windows exacerbate the problem, an air conditioner was installed. In addition,
RA staff instituted behavioral progranuning, which according to them
substantially reduced the yelling.

The agency also responded to neighbors concerns by trying to open
avenues of communicativn. A supervisor, hired after the opening of the home,
has made direct contact with neighbors, encouraging them to call with
problems. He gave them his card with his beeper number so that he could be
contacted at any time. Administrators report installing a "good neighbor
policy" designed to establish friendly relations with neighbors by being
sensitive and respInsive to needs.

In 9
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Transition Planning

Identification and- geleeion of Clients. It was the Mansfiekilitigation
that spurred the developMmt of this home. Under prosisalie to litablish
community_residenCei for class Members residing in nursing homes the region
so RFPs for the establishment of a six perSon group home. RA had an
mtablished reputation and was seleCted,as the prOvider. Thesite ofthe home
was approved-by DMR. According.to regional staff, they are curientbr more
active m the selection of the site ofhomes than th.ey *Vire-when this hothe.was

will be unduly saturated by tiocial service faoilities. rtedlY this
developed. The foremoet consideration-in is whether the town

determination iii made informalliby consulting with Departinent of Mental
Health' on the numbers of homes opened or planned fOr in the target area.
Secondly, sites are checked to determine whether they comply with the "1,000
foot rule." List but not least the home is evaluated to aaiertain whether the
needs of the resMents will be met including access to services, ,eaie of
renovation to support client needs, and other considerations iniikas proximity
to family.

At the time of the opening of this home, DMR regional staff had a list of
those class mer bus in their region who required community placements. Case
management staff were familiar With the clients who were in nursing homes.
They knew that the home would be renovated to support two residents who
were non-ambulatory. According to administers at RA, DMR pred a list of
about ten names of persons recommended for placement. RA stW selected the
six residents according to age, appropriate distrthution of functional abilities,
the desire of the person to live in a group home, and discussions with guardians
and transitional team members.

One of the nursing home residents who was proposed for placement and
later accepted by RA was Harry (a disguised namej. Harry had expressed an
active desire to move into a community facility. Specifically, he wanted to have
his own room and possessions, perhaps a pet, and the opportunity to do some
gardening. At team meetings held in the nursing home, Harry agreed to move
into a community placement and. his OPS registered this as a goal.

Harry had been a resident in an institution since 1939. In 1969 he resided
in a boarding home for ten years until he was transferred to the nursing home.
There he was identified as an appropriate person for the new geriatric group
home. According to his records, at the time of his transition, Harry was obese,
was on psychotropic medication, and had a chronic sldn disorder. Harry has
good verbal skills and a number of community skills. Harry grew quite anxious
after he moved, frequently expressing his concern that he would be moved from
the group home. His behavior resulted in an increase in medication. Presently,
Harry is hospitalized with a serious illness. This will be discussed later.

The second zesident studied here is Janet. Like Harry she had spent
decades in an institution and was later in a nursing home when DMR staff
selected her as an appropriate person for the new home. Janet is non-
ambulatory, with almost no verbal skills. She requires extensive assistance 'n
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self care activities. She is nonetheleas alert and attentive and able to make
some of her wishes known through gestures.

Process and event& Harry's transition beginis'whenlhe was-first.
approached-about moving to a group home while livintirt--the nursing-home.
This was docurnented in an OPS. At first reticentabout meving, Harry grew
accuitomed to and-then enthusiastic about the idea., -At the time that Harry
and Janet ma& their tnnsition, little docy.tnentitioamas requirefrom the
court monitor's office. The office doei haa record of "transitional meeting
minuites" which were then required by-the-region:, The minutes identifY
members of the transitional teamoffarry's etnngthaand-needs, and activities
required for the transition. According to hie thin case manitster, Harty visited
the home on several occasions prior -tolls move., His-recolit contains
evaluations that were necessary and-level Ofcare determinations. Regarding
access to-health services, at the tinie of the transition-teammeetings -it was
simply stated that the group home provider would secure these services prior to
the move.

Subsequent to the move there was some correspondence with the court
monitor about reducing Harry's medication level which was finPlly
accomplished. Letters from the court monitor also addressed the ongoing
presence of an office in the basement of the home that was used by the day
program staff, and concern that this office was not accesale to residents. For
the first year of the home's operation, day progamming was done by another
agency on-site at the home. It took about a year for the day program to open
its own facility. Presently all residents are "transported by the group home van
to the "Opportunity for Older Adults" program which is designed to serve
elderly persons with mental retardation.

The OPS subsequent to Harry's move describes his successful adjustment
to the home and a letter from the court monitor commends the RA facility for
providing "model transitional plazming." His former case manager feels that
the numerous visits were especially helpful in prepving Harry-for the
transition and his present case manager feels that Harry has benefitted
substantially from his move. He has taken enjoyinent from his own possessions
and has made frequent use of community church and recreational
opportunities.

The process surrounding Janet's move to the residence did not differ
substantially from Harry's. She was identified in an OPS prior to the move as
being appropriate for a community based facility. Her DMRnurse/case
manager was familiar with Janet and suggested her as a good candidate for the
home. Just prior to her move Janet received a "notice to resident of transfer"
which describes her rights in the process. A transition meeting is described in
the nursing records. Janet was visited by the RA agency staff and was accepted
for placement.

Janet's advocate describes the transition process as going "reasonably
well." The advocate was adequately informed of events. Subsequent to Janet's
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move, an OPS destriles_Janet's suCcesaful adeptationlotfie_home. -Her
advocate and Case Manger '(likeHarry; Janschas no-eigiiifiCant fen*
involveMent) feetthat Janet hat benefitted greatlifrom-the molie. The
advocate descriles-"a whole new -World openiniaP for her." Shenoit-hu her
ovin clothes-and PersOnal possessions that phe.W6s tejoymentin. A
recent cataract operation restored-het iery iMPaired *ion. Her Case Manager
spoke of Janet's obvious é tef a'CIL-iiitthaie party, ,ithereafterkicking
to the musk, she seemed like she was jiist about "to get offher wheelChair and
start dancing."

Janet's advocate was also satisfied with her transition to more age
appropriate activities. Janet-had been in the habit of always carrying with her
a particular doll. After her move,'staff slowly encouraged her to relinquishher
doll in exchange for carrying a pocketbook.. After some months-of living-with
many personal possessions, especially her oWn jewelry, Janet was able to let go
of the cloll. Although Janet's advocate thought-this transition was handled
well, Janet's case mnger expressed some reservations abont the change,
explaining how the doll had a lot of germinal significance for Janet.

Service availability. Although all group homes are required to
demonstrate access to services in order to be hcenied by DMIt and
subsequently opened, thia home was opened when some services were not yet
stable. Nursing services, in particular proved to be a problem in the first year
or so of the home's operation. DMR nurses and visiting nurses were used until
RA was finally able to secure their own nursing contract. Even then, there was
significant turnover in nursing staff until RA raised nursing salaries.

In the first weeks of the residence, accessibility to other medical services
was also a problem. Staff members report going through the yellow pages and
making numerous calls until some general practitioners and specialists agreed
to take on the residents.

As mentioned, the Court monitor was involved in making sure that
reductions in psychotropic medications were ma& The court monitor was also
involved in overseeing that an adapted wheel chair was secured for Janet. Her
advocate fmally submitted a "programmatic administrative review" after some
months had lapsed ar an adapted wheelchair was still not obtained.

Although a day program was immediately available to the residents upon
transition, it consisted of programming within the residence. As mentioned,
this continued for about a year until the day program opened' their own facility.
Again, the court monitor's office was involVed regarding the inappropriate
office space in the basement used for the day program.

Another problem that beset the residence upon opening was direct care
staff. Although, there was adequate staff; there was considerable staff turnover
until recent parity legislation increased direct care salary. Another initial
problem was that direct care staff was not trained in transferring clients (e.g.,
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from wheelchair to bed, etc.). That has since been resolved. All told, it took
some time before the residence had established a full complement of
appropriate services.

Impact on Community

Pire. On the whole community serviceproviders report no adverse impact
of the group home. The town fire marshall is aware ofthe home but has-
received no calls or complaints about it. He does a yearly inspection of the
facility. Other group homes in_4.,:own have occasionally pulled:a-false alarni but
that has not happened with this-. tome. The.fire niarshalliepoes that fireman
take Special precautions when t4y know they are dealing with a residenee of
persons with disabilities.

Police. A computer search of police calls in the pastyear involving the
home'shows "a pretty clean report." There were live incidents in total
involving: two medical related calls, one car lockout, one "suspicious
circumstances", and one fire alarm. This is deserthed by police as having
minimal impact on their service. The police captain did not recall any incidents
involving staff.

Health. The town health inspector makes yearly visits to the home.
Aside from the parking proLlem she finds that the home makes no adverse
impact on municipal services. In fact, she describes the senior citizens ill the
home as having proportionately less impact on services than do other senior
citizens in town. Other senior citizens require special public transportation
arrangements whereas the seniors in this home rely on the house van.
Regarding parking, she suggested that meetings are held elsewhere and/or
visits shoulti be staggered.

Real estate. Since the opening of the home, two properties (one adjoining
and one opposite) went quickly on sale. Both neighbors and the house manager
attribute this "panic selling" to the presence of the group home. However, there
are conflicting reports as to who sol:I because of the home and who sold for
other unrelated reasons. The properties were sold without any undue delay
and apparently at no significant drop in property veue. The home that was
sold next door to the group home was bought by a young couple with two
children. They were unaware of who the residents were next door at the time
of the sale.

One real estate agent in town reports that he is unaware of adverse
impacts on property values because ofgroup homes, however he treats sales
involving group homes as "unique circumstances." In one instance where he
was selling a property one lot-away from a group home under construction, he
found that he was asked by prospective buyers to explain the unusually large
and seemingly commercial residence that was being built. (A multi-car garage
was being built in the rear.) He shared the little that he knew about the home
and he felt that the information may have dissuaded some buyers. Eventually
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the home sold iiithoutineidentbutperha0 at !K),miewhatleakthair the full
market value. This agent felt that it Watiimpdriant nottdrenovatettnnes, so
that they are Conspicuous on,a drive-by. Heinigteatedthattenijohir*ith
neighbors ,would be eased if grew home offilialereached: ont"te, neighbors so
that neighbors.felt like they 'hada giey in the initter" lid were well informed.

Zoning and planning. A member of the Zoning board who:was
contacted for this study-ha "received a lot olcomplaints" about the-RA home.
He received calls about the ramp and-about noise ducting shift changes late at
night. He attzibuted problems to "leiv-cost help." Unable to do much from his
position, the officiallried to make concerns known to state people.' This
zorint board member expreised irritation at having no leveraRge over-the state
statute. He felt that DM and private igencystaff Should ire a greater
effort to contact and inform town officials about plans regarding group homes.
"A spirit of cooperation (with the town)liduld be greatly appreciated," he said.

Commercial and recreational services. Regarding commercial
services, this home had at first been using commercial suppliers of food and
household goods. They found this to be unworkable and they now use local
supermarkets. They also frequent other local businesses such as the hardware
store and tailors.

The residents also make frequent use of the town generic senior citizen
center. They have attended dances, bingo and other events. Residents have
also done some voluziteer work at the center and other members with.
disabilities from group homes have helped,with the "meals On wheels" program.
The program director of the center is well aware of the residentsind &ell; that
they have made no negative impact on the center services and Nile kaa had to
make no special accommodations for them. "They come like everyboe I else."
The other seniors at the center seem to accept the residents and she hat
received no complaints about them., Her only_concerr2:11that sometimes it
seems that residence statf "deposit" the residents fora few hours, when they
have nothing else to do, for activities that they are not appropriate for. She
describes one instance where ajob fair was being held at the center and
buzineases were interviewing interested seniors. The residents were brought
there even though she felt they had no real interest in employment.

Current Status

Access to services

Health services. After some time, the difficulties in securing health
services were largely resolved. RA now has nursing consultants on board and
the supervisor feels that schedule flexibility and autonomy has helped keep this
position stable. With some trouble they have found a local general practitioner.
Some residents have MedicarOarts A8zB which helps to pay for his service. A
neurologist with a good reputation that accepts Medicaid was found at the
University of Connecticut. Other health specialists have been secured and the
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staff have relied on the hospitals of the nearby city. There have been no
problems with emergency medical services.

There was however, a very substantial problem obtaining,dental services.
For over a year they could not fmd a dentist Who wouldboth acceptMedicaid
and the residents. The agency supervisor reports that through his personal
connections, they were finally able to find a dentist in a town about 1045
minutes away. To keep the dentist, the supervisor is scrupulous about keeping
and being on time for appointments. He hes also invited the dentist to dinner
and to do inservises at the home on dental hYgiene for additional fees.
Nonetheless, the supervisor feels that when he himself leaves the agency the
dentist will stop serving the residents.

Another substantial problem wit obtaining psychiatric and psychological
help. Here the specific issue is insufficient reimbursement from iiiedicaid.
Again, both services are now in place but agency staff attribute that to their
own personal resources prior to employment at It& TheY don't think that the
psychiatrist would take on any new clients and special care is taken to make
sure that those services are retained. Moreover, the supervisory staff feel that
when they leave RA the mental health professionals will also stop serving the
residents:

Physical and other specialized therapies continue to be difficult to get.
Presently, they receive physical therapy from a DMR regional employee. This
person, however, does not do hands-on work. DMR also provides some
behavior consultation. Two residents have behavior programs for occasional
aggressive behavior. Their program also retains on contract a.nationally
known psychiatrist specializing in dual-diagnoses clients.

Staffing. Presently, during peak activity hours the staff to client ratio is
one to two and one to three. The home also supports two awake overnight
staff positions. The house manager is /3resent at the house during daytime
hours. The staff ratio is adequate with the exception of one resident who has
Alzheimer's disease and needs constant attention. It took some time and a
great deal of effort before RA was able to secure funding from DMR for one to
one staffmg. Turnover of staff was acknowledged to be a problem in the first
year of the program. Since then,however, parity wages with institutional staff
were eetablished and staff turnover has stabilized. As mentioned nearly all of
the staff are people of color and many come with prior experience in nursing
homes.

Socialfrecreational activities. The residents of this home frequently
attend events at the local generic senior citizen centers. They also often go to
local restaurants, movie houses, and shop at local malls. One neighbor
commented that the residents could often be seen carrying their lunch bags
onto the van for some sort of trip. The agency, they commented, "keeps them
on the go."'
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Harry in particular hasattended the theater in Hartford-and professional
sporting events. He attended-a Senior citiiehtah0 at, theclocil high school
where a photo was taken Of thn that wai published in the neihspaperi, Harry
and another resident alio-WenttOthe churoh sponsored- caMP-during the
summer. ChurChis an impOrtant part Of Harila life. An,old friend takes
Harry every Sunday to chili& Service.

All members Of the home aitend the "Opportunity for Older Adults"
program Whichiis delligned to be &day program for retired adults. This
program also-involves the residents.in core, aunity'outings and social events.
As mentioned for sometime the day program Waileld in the residence:
Presently the day program is "five minutes away" from the residence. A daily
log keeps program staff "in touch," and the daylirogram Submits evAluations to
and attends the yearly planning teaMs. The currentprogram director rePorts
seeing a lot of progn..la in the residents over the time they have attended the
program.

Guardianshi,plfamily status. Neither Harry nor Janet have active
family members. Attempts have been made by case managers to involve family
members. Both have an advocate. Although family members have been used
as limited guardians for.the medical purposes they are reluctant to sign up for
full guardianship because they fear that they may become fmancially
responsible.

Although there has been some turnover in Harry's advocate, Janet's
advocate has been involved with her for many years and takes a very active
role in overseeing program services. Although (Janet's advocate is on the whole
satisfied with service provision, she speaks of the difference between
community presence and community participation. Whereas the group home
has succeeded in the former, the latter would involve the participation of Janet
in community organizations and events that are taken for granted by Other
neighborhood citiiens. Janet is fohd of children and the advocate would like to
see her volunteer in a day care center. The advocate also notes that Janet has
some trouble with one of the other residents. Whereas most other persons
have choice over who their roommates are, Janet does not, "she can't move
out."

The advocate was also instrumentathrdeeing that the adapted wheelchair
was finally provided. She recalls_that-the DMR regional office reportedly never
received her first progranimatie administrative review (described in Appendix 3
of this report) for-the:eh-air and a second request was neceesary with continued
follow-up. The-advocate would like to see Janet receive more physical therapy
but understands that it is very difficult to get these professionals. She noted
that although the residents attend programs throughthe Parks Department,
often' these programs are segregated. The advocate supports continued
deinstitutionalization but feels that greater expertise is necessary because
persons with greater complications will be coining out. On the whole she
thinks there needs to be increased orientation of staff to normalization
principles and client rights. Althoughthe group home is a vast improvement
over, th.e nursing home, this advocate does not feel that the nursing home is an
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appropriate 3Tardstick forMeasuring services. Rather one should ask, "Would I
be comfortable here, is this a program I woidd like to live in?"

A very significant problem has arisen over Herres, well being: He was
recentlyhospitaliied and diagnOted With a serious.conditiOn;_ ,After treatment
,he will require skillednUrsing care. Admtvion to a, skilleenurtingfacilk is
espeCially ImfortMiatelfor HarrY is hi had expressed ineresied anmeti prior to
his illnesa.that he May be transferred frciM-his grOilPhotne. Although the
group home, wants Harry to retUrn,, they wOuld-be Plasied at financial risk if
Harry, reticles in a skilled-nursing faCilittfOr more than a few weeks. The
home,has been successful in obtaming:a resPite client during.Hairy's -absence
so that hit placement at the hotheis not plaCed in jeopardy.

Relations with surroanding neighborhood. From the outside it
appears that relations with the surrounding community have stabilized. The
agency, regional DMR office, and the state-representative have not received a
formal complaint in the past year. Many of the earlier problems were rectified.
The two homes that went up for sale were sold-without incident. The home
sponsored a cook-out for the neighborhood this past summer and several
neighbors attended and relations were fmally. Neighbors often see the
residents going down the street, especially in the summer, and they fmd the
residents friendly and will return waves. .A family with two children have
moved in next door to thehome. For the most, part they report no problems
with the home, and the children will occasionally go over andinteract with the
residents.

Despite this seeming acceptance of the home, closer query of relations
reveals persistent concerns and some.bad feelings among neighbors. The most
significant enduring problem is the screaming resident. Even with the change
in bedrooms, air conditioner and increased staffing, this resident remains
audible to neighbors, eiren to those living diagonally across the street. This is
especially the case in the summertime. One neighbor who is rtired can hear
the screams throughout-the day. Another fmds that her time to relax at home
or in her garden is ditturbed by the screams. A different neighbor, who had
moved in subsequent to the oPening of the home, could not understand why
anyone would be screaming so much and supposed that there must be some
abuse going on in the household. wondered whether screaming could be
typical of persons with mental retardation and he also noted that he had heard
staff members yelling back at the resident. The amount of screaming leads two
neighboring families to ask why these homes are not placed in areas with more
land surrounding them. The homes on this blockare only a driveway apart.
Not opposed to conummity living per se, neighbors feel that increased acreage
would eliminate disfraing neighbors with noise. Although neighbors have
ceased making activ2 complaints about this problem, they feel tb.at the problem
has not been adequately resolved.

Another enduring problem is the amount of cars parked at th-, home.
During each visit to the home by this researcher, this home could be readily
picked out by the number of cars that lined its driveway and street. This
problem is exacerbated by the conversion of the garage to, bedrooms, the large
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van, numerous staff, and-most etpecially by the practiceof holdingmeetings at
the home. As one neighbor not4Ahetoni of Cars parkedAll alongthe street'
makes itlOok like there iá somethingspeciaLgoing onthere." She wondered
whether the hcime used-guya teiching/traininecenter;

There are reMaining concerns'*out property upketip. _Although much
improved, the leaVesmay still be left; unraked ifor,sinnetime reaulting in blown
leaves onto other neighbors lawns. ':Seieral"neighbors aleo noted the- copiOus
amounts of trashthan,the homeiwodticeeand, one Perkin said'he found an open
bag of trash meet waY Ott onto the far backyard of thegroup*Me.,, _In itwas
evidence that, thetrash came from thelioniet,_ and in it also was anenipty bottle
of liquor. This lidihis nei6bar toquestionthe quilitYof the stafteinployed
at the home and reinfercéd his concern that staff were shining residents.

This neighbor also arpressed annoyance about another property related
concern. One of the renovatione included,changing the pitch of the land.
Consequently, there is some runoff of rainwater from the group home property
onto the neighbor's lot and both properties can become very muddy in heavy
rains. This neighbor was approached by the house supervisor regarding the
construction of a trench-for the zunoff and the neighbor gave Permission to cut
down a few trees to accomplish this. Since that time he has heard nothing
form the group hoine. Desiring the trench to be built, he wonders when and
whethdr the group home will ever go through with these plans.

A less concrete problem is the impact of the home on at least one
neighboring family's sensibility and lifestyle. This reighbor Tmds that the
sheer presence of the residents "is very distressing and distimbing." In the
summer, when members of both househoMs are out in the backyard, the
"incessant muttering," occasional screania4, and overall deformity of the
residents significantly affects one neighbor. Because she "feels for these
people" she fmdt,their disabilities to be very "upsetting." As a result she says
that she often cannot take her relaxation from her usual gardening hobby.
Moreover, the neighbors arenow reluctant to bring any houseguests out to
their backyard when the residents are out.

A similar problem is the enduring resentment of the home for placing the
neighbors into the position of "feeling ungracious" because of tneir concerns
about the home. They don't like having to call and make complaints. They
resented being thought of as "burdensome" and unneighborly persons because
of their complaints.. Although well informed of the rights of the residents to
live in the community, they wondered why it seemed that they as neighbors
had no rights in the matter of community development. As neighbors who
immediately abut a grouP home, they feel they meive the brunt of any
problems encountered. They remain unconvinced that as immediate neighbors
their property value won't be adversely affected.

Neighbors also expressed puzzlement over the amoimt of state money
being spent on the residenth. They wondered whethor institutional care
wasn't less expensive than the care received in the group home. Given the cost
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of one to one staffing, the numbers of people who seemed to be involved in the
home, they wondered whether tax dollars wouldn't be more appropriately
spent on_education than on persons 'who seemed little aware of their
surroundings. One neighbor "didn't see the point" of teachinga resident how
to make a sandwich when there were so many other urgent social needs.

Although not specifically named, a,need for-information and
comniunication was evident: As mentioned, one neighbor Wondered about
typical behaviors and` harberedcOnceris thatresidents were being _abused
withont seeming to know haw or whether to verify these issues. 'Other
neighbors were not sure whether there ia,any state supenision osier the-church
related, facility. Theyalso wantetto know whether it is true that, as had been
told to them by a staff Member; the State does not Permitthause of
psychotropic drugs. Another neighbor Wondered Whether this wasn't indeed a
trebling facility and whakwas the purpose cif all thetais at the home. There
also were concerns about cost ofcare and proper value. During interviews,
this researcher, in some way seemingly connected to the, state, was specifically
asked for information about thee; issues. Although one neighborhad the
nuinber of the home's supervisor, it Was clear that thie neighbor wanted
information from a source outside of the agency. They hoped that this report
may be an instrument by which some of their concerns are heard and
add.ressed.

On balance neighbors acknowledge that the agency haemade an effort"
and many initial problems are rectified. They feel that the agency (not the
residents themselves who are incaPable of much social interaction) is trying "to
be good neighbors.r Some neighbors do support community development and
support the rights of persons with mental retardation to live in communities.
But the ongoing problems with the screaming resident, number of cars parked,
and property upkeep continue to keep community relations ambivalent among
the closestneighbors.
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CASE STUDY 3

History and Context

This case study examines a:private, non-profit, suburban, six person group
home in a medium sized communkr in a suburbantown, Ascent to a mid-size city
in southeastern:Connecticut. Piedmont MUM, (not the reallname). ialocAted next
to the businessAistrict of thetown center;,and ahnts.the library, Utt-ls on a street
consisting atitost exclusiVely of kris, stately, well-maintaine,private-reeidences.
Piedmont House is itself one of these lavile iMidences.

The developer of Piedmont House, AB (not the real name), is a long standing,
well knownagendy in the area. AB operates a large network of day program
services as Well as other residential facilities. AB purchaiedthe property Where
the home is now located in 1984. The town had originally purchued the property
in 1983 for the purpose of expanding town center parking. The town's plan was to
demolish the structure and turn the property:into a perking lot. The property was
located within the historic distridt and the historic &strict commissiOn objected to
the destsuction of the strudture ancVreplacintit with I *irking let. Some
members of the local neighborhood association also objectad to such a Use of the
property. The historic donunimion Was successful in,blocking the plan to create a
periling lot, but this left the problem of what to do with the property.

Site Development and Neighborhood Entry

The first selectperson, who,was on the board of AB, suggested that a good use
of the structure would be as a group home for individuals with mental retardation.
The town then offered the property to AB and to another apncy Which alio
developed group homes for persons with disabilities. Only AB wad interested since
the other agency was involved in developing another property at that time. The
idea of selling the property for a group home was objectionable to some town
officials, neighbors, andother tOwn citizens. The concerns they voiced were
mainly about praperty values, parking for the residence and the continued unmet
need for town parking.'

AB and the first selectperson met with the neighborhood association. A
presentation was given explRiningwhat a pimp home was, including a description
of what persons with mental retardation wirelike, and a discussion regarding
property values. AB asked for the support of the neighbors in pursuing the
development of the property. The neighborhood association decided to support the
development of a group ome, though the neighbor directly next to the property
who shared a driveway remained quite concerned about th.e project. It should13e
noted that among those in the neighborhood assOciation was a couple with a child
with mental retardation. This couple enthusiastically supported the development
of the group home, and were involved in suggesting such a use for the property.
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Before the property was sold to AB, the propOsed sale of the property fofit
group home was a prominent issue in the tOwn ineetmg over 14eriod of several
months. The issues had a high profile in tint ledel.modui: The debit* centered'
around property values, concern about theiselling price and atteinpts tirsoniehow
use the property for parking: Soine people oleo 'Mentioned safety balms., AB,
along with the first selectperson and a group of dedicated,perents Of Alt clients
organized to gain support in the comMunity for thegronpliome. Thelklannched a
'phone campa#to make the community-aware of thelssue and to giikitippOrt for
the sale of the properity to AB. A brochure wet developed by A Public relationt
specialist which highlighted the desire for "'coup honies to be godd:neighborn, and
provided information about persons with developmental disabilities. Farents.came
to town meetings and spke of th61mportance cif having such holt* and voiced
their concerns regarding vihat Would beppen to their children vith,dimbilitiee,
once the parenta were elderly or had pused;ire*. -Finally a comproMise *as
struck involving parking. AB was-Willing to give a portion of the bukysird, Which
abutted the towinibrary, to the town for the;purposes of building a parking lot.
Thaidwn meeting eventually approved this plan,tand the sale of the property' to
AB went through in the.fall of 1984. The home Was-then named aftera family
who had been particularly active in both AB and spec,ificidly in the efforts to
support the hothe.

Major renovations were donesto the property.. The historic commission
required that the mandatory second story fire escape be completely enclosed so as
to blend architecturally with the struilure. Civic orgardiations supported,the
home by covering the coat of various aspects of the renovations. ShruW,
landscaping and a sprinkler system were donated amongst other iteias. When
renovations were complete, th2-bome offered four bedrooms and tWo bathrboms on,
the second floor, and a kitchen, living room,dining room and staff area including a.
nurses office on the first floor. Laundry facilities-are in the basement. The home
is tastefully decorated and the uPkeep of the property is scrupulous. There are
plaques on the walls of the homeindicating-information such as who donated
landscaping resources. Although thia is understandable given the significant
generosity of Civic groups, it is outaide the norm for home wall decor. When the
researcher visited fhe home, there were cars parked on both sides of the Street in
front of the home. Because of the proximity of the library, business district and
doctor's office, it wasn, possible to attribute the number of cars to the presence of
the group home. In fact, the presence of two hour parking signs indicated that
overflow parking was expecteci in this area.

By the time the residence opened, the staff was on board and the staffing ratio
was two to four staff per six clients with one awake staff for overnight.

'7In November of 1985, after the residents had moved into Piedmont 1-ouse,
neighbors and others in the community were invited an open house hosted by
the residents, staff, and AB.
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Transition-Planning

Two women-and four men ranging in age betweet 30 and45 reside at
PiedniOnt House. All are considered to have mild tamoderate disabilities, and one
resident ia also deaf. At the tithe thatABIwie plaining foe the tee/dance, the
transition-checklist did-not-exist. AB dailt direKly-With-DMR case ininagers,at
the regional center and7,7..i.th case!Ounoters at ;ither state- institutions: As noted in
Case Study' 1, DMR now ide011w eLvatitifor **Muni* phi-coif:a through a
regionalOffice. AB iig." verY_cotk*F;Asd abeathe dOMPoSition,of the-residents of
Piedmont House. Thetht, sor,:neons *hose sPecific_taik it wOuld be to find out
the skills and habits of the residenti clmiing from Sonthbury Training _SchOol, -and
to develop a qUestionnairelesignedtoimiesitheresidente and fainildi goals,
preferences, dislikes,and concerns. Thlis task Wes tO-be slated-for thelouse-
manager, but she had an accident beforr this process wail tO &cur and never
returned to the position.

Jane (not her real name), a 36 year old resident, moved to Piedmont House
from Southbury Training School. She had lived at Southbury from age 5 to age 33.
Jane's family remained in contact with her-through the years. Jane's admission
and transfer process to Piedmont House beganwhen her case manager at
Southbury put her name on the Placement coordinator's list. -She lived in a
cottage with-25 - 30 other women. Jane was cpriet andhercase Managet felt she
needed a smaller setting where she could get more individual attention. AB had
notified Southbury of an opening for a woman at Piedmont House. A referral was
sent to AB and the Regional Eligabiiity Team was sent an application to assign a
level of care. An AB staff member was on the RET-andhe b mme aware ofjane.
Jane was assigned a level 2, consistent- with the structure to be offered bY
Piedmont House. The Southbury case manager Sent AB an information packet on
Jane. One concern that Jane's Southbury case manager had Wee thatjane's
family lived out of the region. She was worried that there would notbe enough
opportunities for family contact. At the time, clients could be placed outside their
home region, but this is no longer true.

Prior to selection for admisaion to Piedmont House, the Southbury case
manager brought Jane and her mother to visit another AB residence and the
workshop at the day program. Jane's mother was very concerned about Jane's
adjustment to a community residence becausegane had lived almost her entire life
at Southbury. But Jane's mother was becoming unhappy about the cottage Jane
lived in, especially because of safety issues. She believed that there was little
respect for her daughter's postessions, and that upset her. After Jane's mother
saw the coninlunity residende and the workshop, she became more enthusiastic
about theddea aJane moving oilt of Southbury. Jane and her mother were
intervieyied along with the Southbuy case manager to provide information to the
AB admission team. AB staff made additional trips to Southbury to observe Jane
and speak with the staff there about Jane. Jane had a pre-admission physical and
was accepted for admission to Piedmont House in September of 1985 and she
moved in at the end of October, 1985. Jane's mother was unable to attend the
introductory meeting of clientz and their faitilies -held at the town library in
September. Piedmont House was not opened as of September due to construction
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delays, and AB held the parent/client meeting at the library, directLy adjacent to
the home.

Karen, a 30 year old resident,moved to Piedmont Hahn from her family's
home. Karen.hiut alwaYs lived with.her f.sunilj,in a niarbyCOmmUniti: Karen's
=01er-was concerned about her daughter'S-recent WithdraWn.and'Ainhappy
behavior, and. Wis having tionbleiopmf witirKarin's_reiiitance te her- ihthority._
Karen's thother'si health was dateriorathg and-She*aS weiried about what Wohld
happm to Karen if ihe.could noloiller care for hii. Karen's Mothei consUlted AB
staff- Where Kiren had been attendingthe-Wor*Op ins4years.
AB slaff suggested that the fain* indicirini eee hel
understand-what we's happerung. Thefiinilfó
suggestion, andafter two years they decidedthat-Kiren i.tb haPpierliving in
a group home with peat "Karen had-beefi.in *pita ;lie on weekends -ftein thne
to time at another-parent agency residence. It was -cleai-to her *ether. that Kiren
enjoyed spending tune with her peers aiicl being more independent.

Karen's mother had- mentionedher desire to-place her daughter to Karen's
DMR Case manager. The DMR case manager met whir Karen te talk:as:Mt moving
to a group home. In-her annual evaluation, the este manager recommended_the
move. The case Manager mct with Karen's Mother. and AB staiT. The Case
manager assisted Karen's mother,in applyingfor the move to a:cOmniunitY
residence. The caSe manager subinittan application to the Regional:Eligibility
Team for an assignment of a-level of cart. .Karenivas-assigned,slivel 3; consistent
with the strueture to be offered at Piedmont:House. An-application was then
submitted by the case manager to the ResidentiarPlanning CoMmittee itt-the-Ella
Grasso Center, and Karen was placed oh &list Which went out to residential
providers, including AB. AB staff worked with the cite manager and the family
psychologist to advocaU for Karen's placement-on the list of clientsin urgent need
of placement. Karen received urgent status, primarily due to her mother's ill
health.

Karen's application was reviewed by AB admission-team. Karen and her
mother were interviewed and a questionnaire was completed-regarding habits,
preferences and dislikes. Unlike Jane, AB was very fomilinr with Karen and her
mother. Karen-had-been a client of the workshop since.she was a teenager, and
her mother had been active at AB over the years. AB's main concetn regarding
Karen was how she would get along with her new roommate, Jane. Karen-and her
mother were both Sent letters of congratulation on admission to-Piedmont House
in September, 1985. Karen and her mother attended a meeting at the town library
later in September to meet the .other residents and their faniilies. Karen moved
into Piedmont House at the end of October, 1985.

Process-and Events. As stated above, the transitions of jane and Karen into
Piedmont House occurred before the existence of such documents as the transition
checklist. The first step of Jane's transition out of Southbury was her case
manager's decision to place Jane on a list to be considered for community
placement. Jane's file at Piedmont House contains the DMR referral summary
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indiOating a Specific Service Request, 4tet5/8/85, for iLcommunity'residenial and
workshop placemeat. Reasons g4wm for tho. request were: ,Southbures abrievy le
offer:Jane onit Miiiitenarke programming vs: skill enhancement, Ant *Whey
faMily was Unabre-to care for. er at horae:-- Thig.rePort- also containedcheat
historytinforination On the Tangly, ciiiiEit client functioning and riiirits Of testing
in hearing and-language, scheiaitic achievenient, VOOationil functioningand a
medical report.

The record contains several other documents, including: (1) Application te
Determine Eliglility for Funding of thandividualin arPrivate Community
Resideneliwhich containedthe reasons for trinaitiOn, a skillaratingland-financial
data, (2)_,Regional:Eligilility TeaM minunary for determWnia-leVirOf carelleVel
2), (*resident hi-take questionnaire frorit AB asking abiartbabite and
preferenCes, Minutes-Of the intike:hiteSieW ist-Ak(4)'SoCial &Irv* Evaluation
-from-the SouthbUry_case-nirinager whiCh eiplOrei such isiareali4iiii's Mother's
reaction to visiting an AB. CoMmunity residente-anctindicates that JineWat
admitted to.Piedmont Idolise with amoye-in date in'October,1985, (5):residence
application to-AB coMpleted blithe Southbury- ease manager, (6) COpitia of
cohgratulationiletters regarding itdraission lent ,to Jirie and-her mother, and (7)
OPC dated DeCember, 1985. Thefile-aPpearsto indicate A si Cpiificaritdigree of
planning for the transition of this Client. Janei inOtheritiiry pleeied-with
Jane's p lacemeñt atPiedincnt and:believes that- her daughter-is-also very pleased
with her living situation. Jane's mother is unable to haye frequent viiiita With her
daughter because:of distance and the responsibility_ of caring for Jane's disabled
father. She is concerned about Staff turnover, She haa-never questioned the
quality of care at Piedmont Houie. She believes the staff tries hard to resolv,:.
problemethat 'arise.

The first step in Karen's transition was when her Mother alerted AB and the
DMR case manager to the problems she was having with Karen at home. Karen's
file at Piedmont House contains the following documents: (1) Residence
Application dated March, 1985 to AB. This includei a head Written letter from
Karen's niotherexplaining the problems at-home and herconcerneepout the
future, (2) Summary Interview from AB evaluating liferen'eskillsrfamily desires,
and so forth, (3) Queritionnaire regarding applicant euitibiliWfor adthission to a
community reside* completed byAB vocationakstaff, dated June, 1985, (4)-letter
from the RET chairperson tO -AB indicatingan ataignedlevel of Cere,,(5)-Referral
Summary recommending poup planernentrdated-Angtist, 1985,-(6),Resident
Intake Questionnaire asmng about-habits, preferences,- arid so:forth, (7);report of a
consulting psychologist oir tett results, dated July, 1985,.(8).report from the-CST
meeting from the regional center indicatingKarees placement on the-Urgent
waiting list and documenting reasons forgroup placement, dated August, 1985, (9)
copies of letters Of congratulation on admission sent to 'Karen and-her mother, also
indicating a move-in date and an invitetiOn to a gathering to meet the other
residents and their familibt, dated September, 1985, end (10) OPC dated
December, 1985. This file also indicates a significant-degree of planning for
transition. Karen's mother is,very pleased with Karen'i'i placement at Piedmont,
and has seen her become much happier. Karen feels more independent and more
her own person: Karen's mother has been active at AB and-values the
relationships she has made through the organization. She believes there is good
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communication between the parenis and the residence staff, andthat staff is
resPonsive tO her concerns. s niOther-ittindsPareats'ineetifigi sif the
home. 'The most recent being to enable parentac tOmeetwith the new how*
manager.

Availability of Servioes. Both Karen-and JaneattendAnsheltered
workshop day-program. Karen has continued tedo Well at theworkisliOp., ,Jane
has had a somewhat stormy-adjUstir.mttO theiniiirshOpithdtighitutuat'be
considered that she Wasinstitiitionaliked,for ManY,'Years. Jane'S mOthei'llOss
reservationa about the fit of the workshOpc-PlapiMent: Jane.i8-yery interested in
aninials and-her mother Would like to see her wOrkin OM, setting With animals.
Piedinott-House residents are able to attenctreligiotie:Progratis (*eloped
especially for themss welas sPecial clatietratthe-lo* highlichoOl. For'
recreation and socialization, they priinarilY.attendgrOUP acthitias With the other
residents of Piedmont -House. Thede activitiee may. iimlude **dents fron other
parent agency group &nes. Karen Participates in-SpeCial'OlYnapics swimMing and
practices at th.e 'local YMCA. At the time Of data collection,ABwas in the.Process
of securing memberships at the Y for PiedmontHotise -residents. AeSidents of
Piedmont House are able to make use of the town.center eominereial area, which is
in the immediate vicinity. They-receive most of their medicir dare at a-nearby
HMO, though gynecological and dental serviCes'areprovidetthroUgh a hOspital in
a nearby town. At the hospital,-there.are- clinicians:experienced with and,willing
to care for developmentally disabled patients. Piedniont -Housestaff escort all
clients to dental and medical appointments. PiedmontHouse.haslinurse who is
on site several heurs per week, and 'a consulting nutritionist toSsaist staff with
menu planning and.coping with Karen's and others' specialdietary needs.

There has been a concern voiced by Piedmont House staff regarding the
availability of dentists who are willing to care for the residents both from a clinical
and a financial point of view. There seems to be a lack of interest in serving these
clients because of their anxiety levels and resulting behaviors, and because of the
inadequacy of Title XIX reimbursement.

Impact on Community Servides

There is little evidence that the presence of the group home has had an impact
on community services in way significant way. The police have not been
summoned by either complaining neighbors nor by the group heme. The fire
department's only official contact has been in the inspection process. The fire
chief was pleased that a particular type of sprinkler system he advocated was
installed. Some members of the fire department have been involved with the
group home through civic organizations. There havl been no contacts other than
inspection by health and sanitation personnel.
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Current Status

Acmes to Serpices. As stated abOve,there is toine.concern regarding access
to dental Care.- Some personsintervieived indiCated thatthey row likelo see,
increased oppOrtunities fOr integrated,soCiitliiatien and reareation*the
communitY, thoUgh the residents are:using:a-fair niinther of resOurces e this time.
These resOurces appear tO be mainly iegregateklimitedlothe disabled
community. A deaf resident is insiehved-with-a iteinber,of thetotnniunity who is
also deaf. l'iedmont HoUse staff hope to ieethis clientbeCoMe eien 10re:involved
with the deaf Community. Karen's,Motherindicated that she wOuld like to see a
swimming proemavailableall year for-Karen, though this was.beingaddreieed
in securing niCA memberships for the residents.

Relations with immediate neighborhood. 'PiedmontHouse appears to
have positive neighborhood relations. 'The adjacent library had no complaints at
all about the home. A neighbor across the street who has a daughter With a
disability regularly invites the residents to his home tO viMt, andthe poup home
invites his daughter to some of ita activities. The residents enjoy the local shops
and restaurants.

The relationship Piedmont House has with the private residence with whom A
shares a driveway is somewhat more complex. Whilethis neighbor feels very
positively about the staff and the clients, he is upset aboutthe shared driveway
situation. This neighbor believes that the commercial vehicle driliers who make
deliveries and pick up garbage from the grotip hoMe have little respect for his
landscaping, and that commercial vehicles take away from the residential
atmOsphere of the block. He also believed that the driyeway end parking area for
the group home would be larger than the actual resulting space. He states that he
was told by AB that there would only be two staff cars parked in the driveway
one time. There are often three.cars parked there. It should benOted-that there
is an area off the drive and adjacent to the neighbors' garage-where there Are.
parking spaceifor the stafE This area does not block t-he driveway, but liraits the
space around the neighbors' garage. AB pays for a plowing service, thus relieving
the neighbor of this exPense. This neighbor favored the building of a driveway on
the other side of the house for the group home, though this did not occur. The
neighbor feels somewhat deceived by the assurances of AB regarding the space
available in the driveway and the number of cars that are parked 'there. The
concerns of the neighbor, however, did not keep him from inviting the residents of
Piedmont House over for a picnic.
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CASE STUDY 4

History and Context

This home, Opened inlloyember 1984, was-thelirst group home for
peracint 'with mental retirdatiOn,oPened *this tuhUrbantoia, adjaCent' to 'a-
mid-size 'City ifi.the Southeast corner of.ConneatiCiit., It it operatedbY_alirivate
non-ProfitligenCY. ,PreientlY,.there.ip One other group home operating in4:Own
and a third is se.heduled to oPen. There is-Currently a COntrOvertYtUrrOunding
theplanned opening of a home for AlDs patients in thetoWn and a shelter for
the h.omeless has aloe Opened with idnie coMinunity concerns.

Description of home and residents. Thelomeis -located in a two story
building on a fairly clenselY settled street. It is on,the corner ofa circular drive,
with a nei ling home to the right and neighboringhomes opposite. The
home on t e left is facing in another direction,andjs separated by an-incline
and some shrubs;so that it seems at if the grOUp hotheit omits own corner of
land. There is a sizeable backyard and.s. driveway. The garage is converted
into separate living quarters for a live-iiistaff person: There lean enclosed
stairway leading down from the second story at the side of the house.

The surrounding area is strictly a residential setting, zoned for single
family homes. The nearest shops are many blocks away and a4rivei3
necessary to reach any major shopping centert. There is no public
transportation immediately available to the home. The neighborhood can be
characterized as White collar, middle to upper middle income, with many
professional residents.

Upon a first drive-by, the home is in no way recognizable as distinct from
other homes on the street. There are no signs erected or other conspicuous
features. At closer inspection, the front yard is relatively more cluttered with
leaves and branches th.an are other homes on the street. One will also notice
the second entranceway where the garage doors might be expected.

This group home is the residence for six young adults, three men and three
women, with mild to moderate mental retardation. None of the present
residents are "class" clients. Rather they are "conununity" residents, many of
whom grew up with their families in the same town ofthe group home. There
have been some changes in the composition of residents since the home's
opening. Most of the residents attend a sheltered worlsthop in the town during
the day, one has a supported work placement, and:ancither has a competitive
job. Residents are transported io work by a van provided by the sheltered
workshop and/or by staff cars.

Although none of the residents present over ly serious medical challenges,
there are numerous medical concerns. One resident is suffering from an ulcer
and from sloep apnea (a potentially dangerous Condition where an individual
stops breathing for long periods of time). Another has a serious foot problem;
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2 BECOMING A NEIGHBOR

he requires weekly medical attention, and is presentlyon crutches. Residents
have a variety of other conditiont that require periodicleneric andlpecialist
health care along with daily medical regimens. Atleast: one restient is taking
psychotropic medication.

The residence supporta 24 hour staff coverage, indluding an awake
overnight position. Eturing peak.activity hours the Staff to resident rattols 1:3,
at sifter times it is 1:6. The live-m-staff perion works 4ieek-daif morniugi and
iveek-ends andvart-time staff coMplement the house manager'position and
other full time staff.

Site Development and Neighborhood Entry

The non-profit agency that operates this home (referred to as OA in this
repezt to protect anonymity) leases the home from a private investor group.
Sweral members of the board of directors of OA are also mei:Oen Of the'
investor group. OA was fully responsible for the site aelection anti development
of the residence. This home was the:second homethat OA opened (the first
was opened in a nearby town) and the agency now operates several others.

The history of this home actually begins with the attempt to purchase and
lease another home in the same town. OA had already received funding and'
approval from the Department of Mental Retardation to open a home forii.x
persons and several of the prospective reSidents were already identifled for the
move. In November of 1983, OA. began negotiatione with the, owner of one
property and had secured a verbal cdmmitment-to sell. Priorto the formal
purchase, OA announced their intention to buy the property and:had a meeting
with local neighbOrs. SubseqUently, community opp-6sition to thepurchase
mounted and over 70 neighbors formed-are'organization to prevent the
purchase. Local town officials were involved and the owner reported that he
received numerous calls from neighbors pressuring him not to sell the home to
OA. According to a report at the time, at the height of the controversy, another
potential buyer of the property materialized, reportedlY unaware of the
controversy, and offered to buy the home for more money. The owner of the
property suddenlY and unexpectedly sold the home to the new buyer leaving
OA scrambling to find another prOperty for the prospective residents.

During this time the neighborhood organization initiated legislation
through the town governing body to require that the Board of Selectman be
consulted and informed of any plans of the state to open group homes in the
town. The neighbors had complained about a lack of communication from OA
and of not being sufficieutly informed about ongoing plans. Later, this motion
was overwhelmingly defeated by the Town Council.

According to Ori administrators, these events led to two decisions; one, to
specifically avoid informing the public about their intentions to buy another
property until the purchase had gone through; and two, to hold a public forum
about their plans a.fter the Ourchase went through.,
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OA searched for a home inthe town sinee several of the residents selected
for the hoinicame frOni hoinatin the seine:twin. .Thahoniethey aelected
"perfectlY" met their -nee& It iviiiTiffordible India thekindlof neiighborhood
that isas in keeping with' the Wait* of the Parents of the' Prospective'
residents. The neighborhoOdioeimid"coiy" andthere,Wati adeqUateloom for
the resident& Although notin *Mediate PrOX-nnitkto a coniirwiCialrarel or
transport41on routes; the home-Was clOseeriough to shopping and to a nearby
sheltered Workshop. Adequate health.servicei were available in the town and
within a short drive in the adjacent city.

OA plans proceeded as anticipated and the property of the home under
study was ptirchased without incident OA administrators indicated that:they
vole tomeighbors on a one to one basis end invited *ern inprrioi andby
flyer to a public meeting to be held at the hinne.: Miiced-yreactiOni from
neighbors prepared OA for a possible struggle With the coliiminiity. In
hindsight, neighbors could not remeinber nactly hew they were informed
about the honse, but most referred tO learning thout the new honie through a
newspaper article that announced the sale and the tithe of the public ineeting.
It is clear, however, that neighbors met privately before the PUblicAnoeting. At
the meeting, most residents presentvoiced their fears and opposition to the
home.

By all accounts the subsequent public meeting went badly. In a crowded
room with over 60 persons attending, tempers flared on both 3idc id one
informant referred to a "shouting match" taking place. Whereas words such as
"angry, horrible, and obnoxious" are used by agency staff and*thers to describe
the neighbors, the OA administrators are charged by neighbors with being
evasive, self-righteous, dishonest and equally hostile. Moreover, tension
mounted between neighbors who were supportive and neighbors who opposed
the residence. The concerns of the neighbors at the time were that:

o a decline in property values would result;

o six adult men (an all male residence was initially planned) with
retardation and vnknown and unspecified emotional disturbance,
behavior problems or other disabihties pose a threat to the numerous
young children who played in the area;

o the activities of the residents would not be adequately supervised, that
the staff were not sufficiently qualified or compensated, and that no
contingency plans were made in the event of unanticipated staff
shortage;

o the home had been purchased without informing the neighbors, that
neighbors were "hoodwinked";
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o six unrelatedadults, *hether "nun* Or fraternity student*" cio ndt.
belon.g liefintin a single fa reeidtatialarett; and,that.the Preience
of a "boarding hOulii" would qhangethe character of the neighborhood;

o OA staff had not satisfactorily addressed neighbors concerns andare
not forthcoming about some of the Probleins that will be encountered;

o an increase in traffic will result, jeopardizing toddlers who ordinarily
play in the very quiet street;

o the state has no right to past statutes that supercede local zoning
ordinances and allow group hoines to be opened "by fiat"; and,

o despite the guise of a humanitarian purpose, the investors in the
property stwd-to gain substantial fmancial'returns.

In the ensuing months, a. renovations proceeded on the house, neighbors
continued to meet and began to explore legal avenues for preventing the home
froth opening. The rift between opposing end supporting neighbors widened.
Accorg to OA representatives, they contihued to meet individually with
neighbors but ths opposition was,T&n. Finally, about twefity families each
contributed money to retihning a lawyer with an establishedreputation in
zoning law. Correapondence ensued between \the attorneys of OA and of the
neighbors, in whi4+.'Okresponded in detail to questions about the residents
and staffing arrangements. At this time, a staterePresentativellsO irranged a
meeting between-neighbors and Departinent of Mental Retardation officials.
However, this too was unsuccessilirin addressingneighbors' gioncerns, and the
residents and their attorney prepared to legally fight the opening of the home.

OA approached an opening date in early July of 1984 and requested and
secured an issuance of certificate of zoning compliance by the town zoning
administrator. Initiated by opposing neighbors, a piiblic hearing was held on
the issuance of the certificate. There the.neighbors' attorney argued that OA
had not met the letter of the state zoning elemption which refers to "housing"
two staff when only one live-in staff was planned for, and by having only a
"provisional!' license from DMR rather than azr actual licence. lawyers for OA
argued that two Ifve-in staff and an oporating license was-not the intent of the
state statute. The zoning board unanimously agreed to deny the request to
reverse or modify the decision to issue the certificate.

Subsequenfly, this decision of the zoning board was appealed, delaying the
start of the home. However, insufficient votes were acquired to overturn the
original issuance of the certificate. At this time, residents were ready to move
in, but the neighbors requested a superior court judge to issue atemporary
injunction to stoP the home's opening, and OA was ordered not to open the
home, until other appeals were heard by. the court. A restraining order was
granted until a hearing on the injunction was held in 0?tober 1984. The legal
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grounds )r an *action, however, require that ne 4 rs be "adversely
affected aid &splayed" because of the operation of 'home. At the hearing,
evidence was a. a a uced on whetherproperty values would be affected by the
home. After a a hearing, the judp iisttedthe home and on NOYember 8th, he
denied the request for an injunction on the opening.

Once the injunction failed the residents immediately moved in (November
14th, 1984) and subsequently the neighbors decided not to pumas any fUrther
costly legal challengei to the honie. All told, there was a delay in the start up
of the home atm to six months whichwu costly to: 1) the residents who were
anxiously waiting to move in, 2) OA who paid for attorney fees, 3) the investors
in OA who=lost several months of rent, ansi 4) the neighbors who fruitlessly
paid for experwive legal fees.

Renovations to the.property. According to staff, OA had to meet
excessive fire and safety regulations that are zoputedly unnecessary by DMR
standards in order to obtain licensure. Sprinklers, smoke alarms, exit signs,
and an enclosed staircase from the second story had to be in installed. The .
townlire marshall explained that these were neceisary fire regulations that
pertain to group homes. Other renovations included the conversion of the
garage into separate living quarters with an additional entrance on the front of
the building.

Role of the media. Newspaper coverage played a rather high profile role
in the development of this home. All of the events are well documented in local
paixtrs. In the regular news stories of the various events, on the whole a .

bolsi:iced presentation is made of the concerns and contentions of Beth OA and
of the neighbors. There are however, sprinkled throughout the months of
coverage, a number of editorials, letters to the editors, and feature stories that
clearly exhort readers to understand and accept the needs and qualities of
persons with Mental retardation no of their rightful place in community
residences. Other articles directly addressed the problem Of when to
communicate plans to open a group home suggesting that it is a dilemma that
experts are unable to resolve. Family members of persons with mental .

retardation wrote asking for understanding and others described their
embarrassment at having their neighbors mount a protracted battle against the
hoine. Neighbors are still resentful of the way they were portrayed in the
newspapers, feeling they were unjustly criticized by reporters who had made no
dired contact with them. Some neighbors felt that OA had established a
relationship .with the press prior to their deciaion to purchase the home on
their street spechically for the pumose of swaying public opinion. As
mentioned, several neighbors recall first hearingabout the home through a
newspaper article and felt that they were being criticized in the papers before
their opposition to the home had even solidified. They in fact directly attribute
some of their opposition to how the story was handled by the press and to OA
for contacting the newspapers before they themselves were contacted. One
neighbor disparaged OA's claims of being "good neighbors" when they had
deli rately enlisted media support.
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To what degree OA had deliberately enlisted media support is unclear.
They did announce how.the first home had been bought "out from under them."
From that time On, the media clearly pursued an :Wive interest in ensuing
developments including the purchase ofthe second property. Moreover, the
portrayals of OA's need to linda second.proPerfy WereqUite sYmpathetic.
However, OA may not have specifically influenced-or encourapd this coverage.

Transition Planning

Identification-and selection of clients. Following procedures of the
time,,OA Submitted aproposal to the DMR regional Office to open a six bed
group home. The region provided a list ofpersons appropriate for the level of
care proposed for thattome. Subsequently, the then executive direetor of OA
and other staff reviewed and selected the residents for:the home. Decisions
were made according to the urgency of need felr a home, and the appropriate-
ness or "fit" between the proposed person and the other residents of the home.

Of the six original residents selected, several have since relocated.
Behavioral challenges and other difficulties principally- explain their
departures. One-woman who was selected at theopening of the home and who
still resides there is Linda. Linda in now in her early 30's. SLe attends a
nearby sheltered workshop. Linda hal; fairly good communication, self-help
and community/living skills. However, she is prone teemotional outbursts"
where she will Shout. Described as moody and easily frustrated, Linda is on
poychotropic medication to control mood.swings. Linda grew up with her
amily in, a nearby town and attended public school. Later she reaided in

several residential schools and as a young adult was placed in a long term care
convalescent home. Her parents were-quite unhipp, with'her placement there.
She was substantially meclicated and sPent nine yearis in whit her-father calls a
"psychiatric backward." Her mother deecribes Linda as taking on the
mannerisms of a "tottering old lady" likethe other residents who surrounded
her. Her parents began to actively seek an alternative residence for lr,er after
nearly nine years of living in the convalescent home. They heard abont OA and
the home that was proposed, and established contact with them around
selecting Linda for the home. The wait for moving in, after-the months of
delay, was described as frustrating for Linda.

The second, resident that will be reviewed here is Billy. He is a young man
in his early thirties with mild to moderate retardation and good self help and
community living skills Billy is currently in a supported Work placement in a
cafeteria. Billy moved intolhe home in 1980. He had resided with his family
uitil his early twenties, when after his siblinga moved away and he appeared
depressed, his parents were advised to place hirii in.a,qouplome: He was
placed in a home at some distance from his town of origin and after some time
his mother began to seek an alternative placement closer to home. As a parent
active in disability affairs she was informed of an opening at the OA home. She
got in touch with the provider and Billy was accepted for placement there.
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Transition prows rand mesas. When Linda's parents arranged-for her
tXansition they met considirablexisistance from the staff of the convalescent
hoine. "Staff estpriised theirlisessinett that Lindavald not "Make it" in a
group home and t4isir: psychological Stiffadvised' against the Move: Linda's
parenti sought misvalue-Aim front another PsychologistirliO SupPortad, the.
moite. Moreover, staff of the con-vial/emit home*arned Unda's plients that
once she Was taken &oil the home; I. ouldñót he iblato return to it.
Linda's mother attrthutes some deal; Algae. to tha:faCt that-Linda was a
"favorite" of the stiff Often ansiatingtheinWith thelx.duties. Deepite these
objections, Linda's Parente purauedthemove.r locording ta them the staff of
the convaleseent home dids,not perticipate in biiMdUoW planning. The eent
of their cooperation was handing over smile moor& Item title of the move.
Linda's parents picked her up it the hems aid brought her to thenew group
home.

Being a community client who made a transition several years ago,:there
were few procedural requirements and there was little doCUmentation of the
actual move. In fact, except for seine nursing records, there are no other notes
or yearly treatment plans from the convalescent home. From the time of her
admission tóihe group home, however, there are consistent progress notes arid
yearly service plans. The transition is referred to in the Overall Plan of Serv4ce
following her admission to the OA home and the transition team leader is
mentioned. There are no other indications of scifiCplins made for the
transition and there is no specific reference to the transition team.
Nonethelesk Linda's motherexpressed satisfaction with the Move and feels
that Linda haa made a splendid transition to her new henie.

Billy's transition record shows somewhat more documentation perhaps"
because of the later date or because he was transferred from another group
home. Like Linda's parent, it is Billy's mother who appears to be the-most
significant player in the transition, making the contact, and a lot of the
arrangements including providing the actual move to (the new home. A social
summary from the previous group home mentions the parent's request to move
Billy closer to his home town. The then case manager prepared a
"discharge/transfer" report and a letter from the state was sent to Billy
informing him about his rights regarding the iinpending move. A subsequent
Overall Plan of Service writtenfrom the OA hi-me refers to Billy's succossful
transition to the new residence. There are no other evident references to
details, plans, or transition teams surrounding his move.

Nonetheless, Billy's mothar expresses satisfaction with the move. She had
met with the house manager of the home prior to Billy's move. Billy also had
an opportunity to visit and to spend a weekend at the.home before he moved.
He quickly made a friend upon moving and Billy's mother felt he adjusted
rapidly and well to hie new home. Billy now lives so close to home that he is
able to make frequent visits and he has even walked back by himself from
visiting-with his fitmily to the group home.

Service accessibility. In order for a home to obtain DMR licensure and
open the home, they must list by name the providers of the various health and
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habilitative services that they will be using and OA reportedly followed these
procedures. Specifically, both Billy and Linda had a vocational placement
ready for them whon they transitioned into the residence. According to their
parents, other health services were also in place.

Impact on Community

Contacts *with the fire, police and health.departments of the town,gave no
evidence on az),Y &dyer:lie impact on municipal services because of the presence
of this group home. The fire marehall-referred to makingyeirly inspections of
the:home-and had no recall of fires or hazardous situations. T114 local police
captain, although aware of the home reported no untisuill ectivitielthat
involved undtie.use of the police. Althoiigh slime neighbors reportedimreased
patrol of the streets at the time of the home's opening, the captaindit not,
recall this. Neighbors reported two other-times the police wareinvolved: once,
when a resident together with the child ofa neighbor called atlhe window of
arother chilclin the very early morning to come out to pley and the mother
cead the police. In another ricident, a resident *as reportedly being taught
he's./ to drive by a volunteer aiid while driviog had gone 'over the sidewalk,
crashed into bushes and 'went lurching down the street. Theneighbor,
frightened for playing children, called the police then as well. The house-
manager reports calling the police about once every twO years. However, as
stated the police themselves had no perception of their serviceebeing overly
used.

A planning and zoning board official, who took the post subsequent to the
opening of the home, saw no involvement of the zoning board with group
homes. Meg have received no coir.i)laiiita-r--t=craitly,and:the iisuance of building
permits seems to be a routine Matter. Town sekct,oan and state legislators,
both currently and at the time of the opening, rePoriato significant impact on
the community. One noted that the tension between supporting and opposing
neighbors still persist. Otherwise, they too have received no on-going
complaints.

Regarding impact on property Values, neighbors report no unusual
turnover of property. They, however, remaircunconvimed that the presence of
the home will not adversely effect the selling plice,of their home when itcomes
time to sell, although they can site no specific instances where it had.
Immediately abutting neighbors to the.home feel that theyare most likely to
experience a drop in property values. OA administrators however, point out
that just after the home opened a nearby houge was sold at $10,000 over the
market value.

1:ge
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Current Status

Access to cervices

Health services. Agency adminiatrators report that all health and
habilitative services are secured for the residents. Residente use a v&iety of
local doctors and vftialiste and.will nee thehospitil aèrviceeof the n
city. The have had no trouble with their Occasional Use of emergency services.
OA now has a nurse on contract to service the nursing needs of all of their
homes. Some difficultiee in obtaining family doctors were expreased because of
the inadequate Medicaid reimburseinent rate, and some services (e.g.
specialized neurology) are secured by travelling a fair distance.

Although a full complemenn of health service seems to be in place, at least
one parent expressed concerns atout the quality of health services that are
secured by group home staff. One parent finds that doctors in town ire not
willing to take all six residents of the grout* home and those that do are of
lower quality. Therefore, individual doctors are necessary but difficult for
group home staff to identify and maintain. She herself, over the years of
raising her child, has established valued relationships with medical specialists
in town and nearby. She is very active in supervising the health care needs of
her child and relies exclusively on those doctors that she trusts. She feels that
without this parental scrutiny other residents suffer less than excellent medical
attention.

Group home staff acknowledge that specialized therapies (Le, speech,
physical and occupational) are harder to obtain. OA is too small to contract
their own staff so they rely on DMR resources. Consequently, at least one
person has been on a waiting list for a year for speech therapy. Psychiatric and
psychological services have also been harder to obtain. This is attributed to
professional reluctance to take Medicaid clients. A psychiatrist is now available
to the home and he supervises the psychotropic medication regimen.

Challenging behaviors. The house manager reports that they rely on
behavioral support provided by DMR (i.e. behavioral consultation). However
this service apparently was not sufficient to prevent the return of at least one
resident because of aggressive and inappropriate behaviors. They report no
need of a crisis intervention team and have rarely used the police.

Staffing. Agency staff seem satisfied with their staffing ratio, and
turnover and recruitment does not seem to be a pressing problem. Neighbors
also report a fairly stable staff composition. Parents, however, expressed a
good deal of concern over the quality of staff training. Of particular concern
was the staffs capacity to handle medical emergencies and to be attentive to
changing symptoms and other requirements for medical attention. There are
reporteffly several occasions of mix-ups in medication administration. Parents
are also concerned about the overall madequate amount of training given on
basic job skills such as habilitative training and handling behavioral challenges.
Although there is reported to be plentiful training opportunities in Hartford,
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other parts of the state do not have such access. Consequeitly, a parent group
. atteched to OA has concentrated on sponsoring in-service training sessions and

bringing,in guest speakers. Bolstering staff training remainsa tCp priority of
- some parents.

For the most part, neighbors-feel that there is adequate supervision of
residents. However, the7 recall occasionainstances when residents were
walking about unsupervised. Some inCidents inyclfed:-a resident-wandering
over to another person's property; a resident walkiiitUp the.f..hiset greatly
agitated, cursing and gesticulating; a resident throwing pebbles at,the window
of a neighborhood toddler in the very earliA.M.; and the apparent lack of
judgement in trying to teach one of the residents hoW to drive. Neighbiirs have
occasionally been bothered by visitors to the residence. In one instince a
strange person wandered into the home of a neighbor while the neighbor had
briefly stepped away.

Daylvocational services. Parents are generally satisfied with the service
received at the local sheltered workshop. Residents have been able to move up
to levers of increasing skill capacity. Two concerns were expressed. One was
that the workshop serves persons with a variety of disabling conditions
including mental illness, and one parent thought that this hilly have an adverse
impact on some members with mental retardation. Secondly, one parent
reported-that her child had been placed inappropriately in a supported work
site which was not in keeping with his specific strengths and weaknesses.
Consequently, the placement failed,- hurting her child's self-esteem. She
subsequently refused another supported work site that posed the same
problem. The resident has firuilly been placed in yet another site where his
abilities match the needs of the industry and where he is enjoying much
success.

Recreation. The residents use a variety of generic recreational facilities.
The local health club is too expensive, but they have been able to attend classes .

at the local adult education facility. They often use nearby redaurants and
movie theaters and have gone horseback rking. Staff ha- .a been commended
by parents for taking residents, sometimes on their own time, to adult
education classes. They have.also been commended for being responsive to
parental requests for involvement in specific programs Some consternation is
expressed over taking the residents "en masse" to dances and social events
sponsored by local disability groups.

Parental involvement. Parents are for the most part very satisfied with
the services that their child is receiving, and many are quite active in their

. child's life. The residence at OA represents to some parents the best placement
the child has ever been in and an immeasurable improvement over nursing
homes or institutions. Staff are described as being dedicated and one parent
said "[the house manager] treats residents like they were her own family."
Parents are also grateful for the support they receive from state and local
government officials.
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Parents seem satisdedwith their involvement in the child's planning
process although some describe the OPS as being only a paper process largely
irrelevant to, actual ongoing event's.

The parents of (Allays formedan activeParent:groupthatseems to have,
a lot of meaning and benefit for the particiPatingparents.. Threugh the group,
they havebeen, able to learn "the ropes Of tbe-ertenv." More itportantly,the
group has given Parenteconfidencon communicating viith,residence Staff and
makmg demands if necessary. Prior to the aiipPort grouP, parenta reported' -

being afraid to ask too many queitionilearingthat doing wouldi"upset the
apple cart" and could even jeopardize theplicainent or the treatiniintof their
child. They were siMply_glid to hive their child in,a CommunitYlicility. They
now understand that they have righttand:thatdetiPite freqiientibienCe of
communication-betWeen staff arid parents,:bothare &lire= anclopen to
contact. Parents report going crier to the-gronp;hoine On weekendrnornings
and together helping with repairs and-mOMCations. As one father said, "they
(the group home), ran'tdotit alone." Parents acknOwledge that not eVery
resident has thebenefit Of Such active involveiriefit and-they aretherefore
attempting to reach out to estranged or distantfiniily member0 as well as to
provide more oversight to the Welfare of theseresidenti. One parent
mentioned that some other parenta, especially-the older ones,,luiVe only "the
vaguest notion of the daily life of their child." They have therefore encouraged
parents to go-into the home and talk to staff and Observe activities. One
mother mentioned-the recent training, offeked for parental monitoring of
facilities which she attended. Although she signed up to conduct the
monitoring she has not been contacted about it since the training.

As for improvements, aside from the concerns about staff training and
competence mentioned earlier, parents think there needs to be greater effort to
inform parents about their rights and about the ongoing support groups
available to them. They are also concerned about the diminishing:number of
community placements and the emphasis on class clients. A concern was
expressed that the residents at OA were actually too crowded. Bedrooms are
shared and closets are sinall.

Relations with surrounding neighbors. Over the years, tension with
conmiunity neighbors have eased. As noted there are no ongoing complaints by
neighbors to town or other governmental officials and municipal services report
no unusual activity. The rift between supporting and opposing neighbors has
been ameliorated. Supportive neighbors have maintained-an active
relatior.ship with the hoine, with frequent visits. One family had two young
adult daughters employed at the home. Families with children with disabilities
have also found companionship with residents.

At least one neighbor, originally listed as one of the plaintiffs opposing the
home is now a very active supporter of the home. This neighbor has two young
daughters who formed a relationship with the toddler of the house manager.
Subsequently a babysitting arrangement emer,ged between the two mothers.
The neighbor is now a frequent visitor to home. She knows all of the
residents by name and is fully supportive of their right to live in that
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household. She even mentioned that the residents will sometimes look out for
and walk her two children home.

Other neighbors (members of the original plaintiff group) report that they
"don't even know the home is there" or that "thines seem to have worked out
alright" Tha-home sponsored an opeivhouse which was attended by friendly
neig.hbors. This past yearthe residents attended the annual block
Although some neighbors ignored the residents, others were friendly.

However, this friendliness is not shared by all neighbors. Ono ongoing
problem identified by several neighbors is parking. With the ga-agetonverted
there is no room for other cars. BetWeen live-in Staff, working er..aff, Parents
visiting and persons attending meetingi there can be nutheroui cars lined up
the block. There is no doubt that theroiii &related increisein the ambunt of
traffic as well: Although parking on the street is legal, the homeloquite
unusual in the number of cars it supports. Meetings at the home are reportedlY
discouraged by DMR regional staff, yet this is apparently Still practiced:

In addition, the composition of the household is decidedly different from
the rest of the neighborhood. Despite a legal ruling otherwise, the-home,
supporting six unrelated adults and staff members is quite different from the
two adult and some or no children househeld that is the norm for most of the
other homes of the house. One neighbor deacribes the oddness of seeing the six
residents seated in a small patch of sunlight on their front lawn. Apparently, a
staff member thought a little sunshine would be good for the residents of the
usually shaded home.

One neighbor reported feeling that despite claims to the contrary, she
experiences the group home as being nothing other than a commercial
enterprise. She points out that she is able to see a large exit sign in the home
through her kitchen window, and that the additional fire escape, and converted
garage are indicators of an unusual use of the property. She is also skeptical
about the fmancial arrangements of the home, wondering whether investors
were not going to make a handsome profit off the property. Another neighbor
noted that the presence of so many cars leads one to wonder "what is goingon
there" though she surmised that the cars are from visiting parents. Th.e home
does receive deliveries from large commercial suppliers adding to the
"commercial" feel of the home.

Aside from specific problems, at least two families harbor abiding
resentment at the home's presence. Part of the resentment is attributed to the
whole conflagration that surrounded the opening of the home. As discussed,
one neighbor felt that the newspapers were deliberately used by the group
home to paint a picture of "horrible" neighbors and she wonders how the group
could consider themselves to be "good neighbors" when they contacted the
newspapers. Neighbors relate the occasional incidents when police were called
or residents were unsupervised as evidence of the inappropriateness of the
group home in a single family neighborhood. There is continued resentment
that state laws give neighbors no leverage over the opening of a home in their..

41,
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neighborhood. Abutting neighbors are convinced that their property value (if
not any other nearby property) will be adversely effected.

In hindsight some neighbors feel that they were not given a straight story
by OA, that it would haie been much better for OA to aclmowledge that there
were some legitimate concerns (i.e. traffic, parking, sUPervision, property
values). Nei0bors feel that they would have benefittsd from an'accurate
description of the disabilities of the future residents and the behavioral
concerns, if any, there were.

One neighbor thinks thatiess opposition`would have been encountered if
the home moved in quietly with no public meeting or newspaper coverage.
This neighbor is especially angry at the self-righteousness that permeated
discussions with OA.. She says neighbors were made to feel like they were
obnoxious bigots rather than as having legitimate concerns. A neighbor felt
that another service provider with well established roots in the community,
would have handled community entry much better and would have encountered
less resistance.

This neighbor still com lains of a lack of information about the home. She
does not know who the staff are or who she should call with a problem or
complaint. She does not know who the residents are and she ia aware that
there have been several changes in staff and resident composition. She feels
that a local newsletter describing ongoing activities or changes in the home
could be one worthy way of giving neighbors access to information about the
home.

On the whole, as the present Executive Director of OA put it, the home "is
tolerated" by the commumty. At least a few neighbors are still sufficiently
upset that they feel that they cannot reciprocate ordinary neighborly activities
(e.g. a return wave, or allowed use of their phone); whereas others are
indifferent or are actively involved with the home.
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The subject of this Case study is atomefor three menrangingin age from 47
to 64 located in the easternspirt of Connectiout The hoine is a ranch style house
with an attached two 'car garagoilocatedOhOraeohOe Shaped reeidential street in
a pit:lemons middle class suburban connhunity. The home IS-located just about
halfway around the horseshoe es it turnslitolultto rejoin the main thOrOUghfare.
Its fits m well with the other tWo dozen Or so hoineionthe street, Which are all of
approximately the same age but retied stifarietotOf architectural stYlel. The -Only
characteristics which different4ate thishoine front others.on theatreetilthe
entiance ramp, which integrateinicily With the Appearante of the house and its
attached deck, and an air conditioner which selians rather oddly poeitioned in a
wall immediately adjacent to the front door

The men in this home all have fairly significant disabilities. They were
initially described to us in this manner: "Well all of the men are 'level 5s' with
some behavior problenis. Only one speaks and another oneis blind." The men are
all ambulatory. They are also all members of the Mansfield Class. They have very
extensive institutional historiei. The tvio men whose caswaistories were reviewed
for this study, Morton and Sam, spent 49 and 53 years in the Mansfield Training
School.

History and Context

This community residence is one of the first efforts by a new provider in
Connecticut. The organization has been operating homes in other New England
states for approximately 11 years. Their director m Connecticut indicates that
they have an established track record of developing homes for people with severe
disal3ilities and behavior problems. Based on this experience they were recruited
to go into business in Connecticut. Presently they are operating homes in two
regions and are in the process of developing several sites.

It is worth mentioning here that the level of disability, the extensive
institutional history, and label of "behavior problenas" aisociated with the
gentlemen living in this house is directly related to the need for DMR to recruit
and foster the growth of new residential providers. The pressure to meet the
deadlines and quotas of the Mansfield consent decree are seemingly more than the
existing system of in-state providers could handle. In our interviews reference was
specifically made to two major considerations. First a number of the established
providers either had reached the limits of their growth or were at least
temporarily overwhelmed by a recent aPate of development. The second reason
given for the need to look to new providers was the unwillingness of some older
providers to accept residents with more severe levels of disability and especially
not those individuals identified as having behavior problems. These factors
presented DMR with a bit of a problem since most of the people still in residence
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at Mansfield and the other state schools have more.severe disabilities and/or
problem behaviors.

With these considerations in mind, the DM region issued an RFP for
residential providers in early 1987 Whichidentif1e44 heed for the development of
approximately 3-4 person community Hi/kg inangeinents. The-RFP identified the
range of characteristics associated with individuals it the Mansfield Training
School who were candidates for coraniunitY placement during the next filed:year.
For the most part the men in the house We are concentrating on are repivientative
of the descriptions' in the UP with the obvious eice tion that soMe of the people
in the RFP were women. The RFP further aiggeeted poe8ible pouPings.
Relevant to this site was the doscription of three visually impaired people (twO
men and one women) as one possibly homogeneens group that might provide a
basis for a proposal and subsequent site development.

While based on the identified needs of specific persons for community living,
the initial proposals solicited in this process asked the potential provider to
present a broad agenda for development which identified the organization's long
range pals, stated its organizational philosophy, described its general approach to
development, outlined its anticipated timelines, discussed anticipated
cxpenditures, and concluded with a reView of previous experience. These
proposals were reviewed and the organization interviewed by a broad range of
actors concerned with community residence deirelopment including relevant
representatives of the regional staff, parents of people with disabilities, and
currently active private community providers.

Based on this process and a check of references, this organization was asked
to develop a specific community residence plan which identified actual individuals
from the region at Mansfield ( at that time 50-60) who they intended to,serve. In
the case of the site being examined here, the initial proposal was for a three person
site which would serve the individuals with visual impairments identified in the
regional RFP.

Site Development and Neighborhood Entry

Once the provider had a firm agreement with DMR to develop three homes in
the region, it turned to the Corporation for Independent Living (CIL) to handle
the actual process of site identification, purchase, and development. This was
undoubtedly a wise decision for an organization which was just beginning
operation in Connecticut. In this way they immediately gained access to almost a
decade of experience in developing community residences in the state.

While the decision to use CIL had many benefits for the provider agency it did
slow the actual development of this site. The extensive amount of work that CIL
had during this period and its policy of making all sites accessible extended the
process of site development by as much as six months. The entire process at this
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site took a little over a year, Vihile-a typical 'CIL project takes eight to nine months.
The extended timeframe here reflects thefacthat this project sat at CIL with no
action being taken it for approximately 3 mOnths. This delay should not be
attributed to incomrietence or bad management Rather the fluCtuating intensity
of communitrresidence developMent means that at sOme periods CIL, with its
limited pool of experienced developers, will be confronted Nviith More work than it
can hamile in a timely fashion.

Purchase. Once CIL began working on this project it took about a month to
locate the present site. The person responsible for this project addressed the seven
following queetions in his efforts to identify potentill pioperties for this agency.

1. Was the property outside of certain community in the region that DMR
staff indicated were over utilized for community residences?

2. Was the property within the typical range of price for houses in that area?

3. Were the basic systems of the house (heat, water, electric, sewage,
foundation, etc.) in good shape?

4. How easily could the property be adapted to be accessible and meet the
special requirements of the three individuals with Visual impairments who
were initially identified as the residents?

5. Given the visual impairment of the targeted residents, was the property
reasonably level and on a low traffic street?

6. Were hospitals, stores, and recreation opportunities within a reasonably
short driving distance?

7. Was the site near the likely day program for the three identified residents
(if any of the potential residents were able to travel independently this
question woulcl have been is the site in reasonable proximity to public
transportation)?

Working through a local realtor who they had used in the past, CIL identified
the present site of the home as a prime target for this agency's,development.
Before proceeding it was nece for the representatives of the provider agency
and representatives from the DssiVailK region to tour the home. Both of these groups
had to agree to the purchase. During the tour, all of the strengths and wealmess
of the property were pointed out alit. the CIL representative presented a
preliminary sketch of the needed renovations. Based on these approvals, CIL put
an offer on the home. About a month elapsed between purchase offer and closing,
which occurred in mid-October 1987.

This particular site was the property of an employee of DMR who was
preparing to move south because of her spouse's medical condition. This chance
occurrence has created the mistaken suspicion in the mind of at least one neighbor
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that there was some sort of collusion and an inflation in price associated with the
sale of this property

Renovations. While the sale was pending,a local architect was contacte&e,
develop preliminary plans for renovation& of the propertylasedon the needs
identiflecl by CIL and theprovider. These plans ment,through Several revisions to
assure that the provider was fully aware of what was being done and had Complete
input. Immediately after the closing bids are solicited for the work and a
contractor is identified, 'the architect, the CIL repregentative, the contractor, and
representatives of the provider walk through.the home With detilled plans to
assure that there is no confusion over what is to be done before the work is.
undertaken.

At this site the initial plans for renovations entailed putting in a large, fully
accessible bathroom, opening up the kitchen, enclosing the laundry area, re-doing
one bedroom as a rault of the bathroom work, installation of new doors on the
bedrooms, a ramp to the front door, a deck overlooking the back yard, and a fence
to assure residents would not be endangered by a drop off behind the property.
The CIL representative felt this was a relatively uncomplicated renovation job and
may have involved a little less than the average amount of work. As a result of
inspection by the fire marshall a sprinkler system was also slatedto be installed.

A community residence for three people is essentially subject to the same level
of regulatory control from building inspectors, sanitary engineers, and fire
marsMls as any single family house. However, it has been CIL's experience
(confirmed by the information collected for this study) that as soon as local
authorities are aware that a home will be a residence for a group of peopre 'with
retardation they subject all plans to a heightened degree of scrutiny. This means
that approvals which are routinely obtained in two or three dayslor a typical
home may take up te,a month to be processed. This heightened oversight is often
accompanied by medification in the plans being required. CIL sees the local
authorities taking a "we'd rather be safe than sorry attitude" toward approval of
all sites.

In the case of this site when the fire marshal "suggested" the installation of
sprinkler system CIL felt that, although it was technically not required, it was a
reasonable recommendation given the characteristics of the likely residents.
Further a fully finished lower level, with sliding doors that open onto the yard is
unusable becauee the ceiling is approximately 1 inch too low for use under the
relevant licensing regulations. This did not ere& a a problem for the developer or
the provider since they were aware of the potential problem from the beginning
and expected that use of the basement would be dis-allowed. Since the original
intent was to fmd a single level house this restriction did not cause them a real
problete All this aside, the presence ofa full floor of very pleasant rooms which
are in essence as big as the main floor of the dwelling and yet completely unused
elicits at least a quizzical response from visitors and neighbors.
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During the fenovafions process the representative of CIL was on the site on
about a weekly basis to insure that work was on schedule and that everything was
up toapeeifications. In addition, thfik directorbt the-prOvider agent? visited-at least
monthly. She seems to be very eginied to sotne of the Subtle conCerns that can
influence community acceptance. In this the agency takes an effort to
sensitize its staff to some of these concerns having a iather detailed "Good
Neighlior Policy" (See Appendix 4). She her visits to meet with-neighbors and
talk about plans for the liouse and the residents who would belying there and to
identify herself as the person te be called if there were any concerns about the
property or events in the louse once ittmened. This interaation with neighbOrs is
quite conscious on her part even down to talking to male ne .4. . . re; about the
renovations being done and discussing the local stores with . etwonien hi the area.
She also made a point of asking the contractors to avoid destroying the lawn, to
keep the-work site cleaned up, and to let neighbors know they could have ready
access to the discarded materials from the_site. It is reported that a couple of
neighbors took advantage of this last offer.

Renovations to this site began in November of 1987. All work was completed
and the site licensed during the first half of May 1988. The residents moved in
during the last two weeks of June 1988.

Communifty Concerns. Very shortly after the sale of the house became
known, a relmber of neighbors began to make inquiries about the nature of what
was going on at this location. Two individuals called the selectman for the town.
This gentleman is very positively disposed toward community residences and has a
particularly good relationship with the regional director. Further because of this
community's proximity to the regional center, he feels that in general the local
community is very supportive cf the activities of DMR and really does regard the
Department and its private providers as good neighbors.

He responded to the inquiries by assuring the neighbors that they had
nothing to be concerned about. He explained in general what was going on and
the relevant laws which applied. He rmished by assuring the neighbors that
someone who could answer their specific questions Would f;ive th.em a call back.
He then called the regional director, explained the neighbor's concerns, and asked
that she give the peoplea call. The regional director then called the neighbors and
explained the situation to them. In these cases this response seems to have been
sufficient since there is no further indication of concern about the site from these
individuals. The selectman is very clear in his c;;,inion that if you have open lines
of communication and responsive people who give honest answers to questions
there should generally be little or no difficulty associated with the establishment of
a community residence.

Word of these inquiries from the neighborhood were forwarded to the agency
administrator who immediately called the selectman. In their conversation, he
reaffirmed his support for DMR and its community efforts. He then asked her for
some specific information about the home such as the number of residents and the
staffing pattern. After answering his questions, she explained that since the
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6 BECOMING A NEIGHBOR

agency was new in the community she would really like his advice on how to
approach the neighbors and deal with concerns. He affirmed that he thought she
was takinF the right approach by being open and responsive and ended the
conversation by reassuring her that he was confident that there would be no
difficulties. She was clear1y left with the impression that he had,become a major
ally.

After the home opened`the agenc3r director found that a number of the
families in the area were very positively predisposed toward the community
residence because they saw it as having a stabilizing effect on the property. It,
seems that the previous owner had only lived thke'for a few years and before that
the site had been a rental property for quite some time. During that period there
had been numerous renters who did not alWays maintain the property. The
expectation was that the agency was there for the long haul and would probably
maintain it better than it had been in the past.

One of the next door neighbors contends that he never received a satisfactory
response to his inquiries concerning the community residence. At the time he
found out about the sale the went to the tewn hall and spoke to someone in the
zoning department. As he recalls it the réaponse he got was "They're protected by
a state law. They can move in if they want. There's nothing that you can do
about it." He says that in fact he had no intention of doing anything,about it; he
was merely looking for information. This interaction at the outset seems to have
predisposed this neighbor for what he sees as a very negative interaction with CIL
over one ef the planned renovations.

The one really negative outcome associated with the development of this site
may have been unavoidable for any agency working oirthia location. However,
CIL's vast experience may have made it less than fully sensitive to the concerns of
this neighbor. Basically, because his concern over the fence that was planned for
the property was a minor point when measured against some of the other issues
CIL has confronted it may not have received the attention that it merited.
Unfortunately from the perspective of the neighbor the fence was a very major
matter.

The neighbor in question had moved into the area in 1985 and at the time he
became aware of the plans for the development of the community residence next
door had just about completed some major work on hig property including
landseaping. One aspect of the landscaping included planting Arbor Vitae bushes
along the property line. After his initial unsatisfactory inquiry at the own hall he
kept close track on the work next door. As a result of his interactions with the
workers he made contact with the representative of CIL who was managing the
site development. They had several conversations about various aspects of the
anovations which usually entailed CIL explaining why a particular thing was

being done.
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Toward the end of the renovation the neighbor became awar, of the plans to
put up.a fence right next tO his neW Arbor Vitae. Initially hi objected to any fence
at all, but then agreed that given the characteristic of the people-Who would be
living in the house a fence made sense. Whenthe fence was delivered for
installation he objected to the style of the fencerzi:,14 the way it was to run the full
len of the property line. CIL agreed that it wai not necessarY for the fence to
go nd the line of the house,-so they eliminated a couple of sections o 7 :nally
sla to continue across the 'front lawn. As it turna mit thc neighbor re* feels
that the style of the fence and its height is objectionable and detracts from the
appearance of his house. At one point he accosted the architect. when he wail
visiting the property and suggested a *ay to cut--thelence down and Make it less
obtrusive. He recalia the architect as saying 'Vey that's not a bad ideii.s., That
might Work. ,I'll talk to the people at CIL ant someone will get hack to you."
Unfortunately no one got back to him: In inOther conversation with the CLL
representative he suggested that they get a new fence and let him havetome say
on its design. The CIL representative's response was: "I have to-control cost on
this project and that fence is already paid for. So, if you want a new fence, fine.
We'll do it. Just one thing -- you'll have to pay for it." Needless to say, from the
perspective of this neighbor, this issue was not satisfactorily resolved.

The net result is one neighbor who has been left with a very -negative image of
DMR, CIL, and the provider aiency. Fortunately this bad experience.has not
generalized to the people who life and work in the site. He is particularly pleased
about the way the staff and residence planted flowers and the vv;ty the property is
maintained. In his view otthe community residence development process is
another case of a large detadied bureaucracy running-roughshod over the cencerns
of neighbors and communities.

The power of rumors to have a potentially adverse on community perception
of a site is also underscored here. Some time after work had begun at the site a
number of neighbors began sharing the information that the.property and its
renovations Were costing something over $500,000.00. This was attributed to an
employee of the contractor who said the property cost $225,000.00 and the
renovations would.minimally cost $250,000.00 and probably more. The actual
cost of the property was closer $250,000.00 and the final bill for all renovations
came to approximately $135,000.00.

Added to this underground concern about seeming excessi ve expenditure of
public funds, some of the same neighbors were initially concerned because they so
rarely saw the men. They thought they were spending all of their time in the
home. As it turned out this was because the home had an attached garage. The
men and the staff got in the car in the garage and then drove off to the store or
some recreational activity. In addition, there was perception that something was
being hidden because:the open house which had been promised before the home
opened had not yet materialized.

These concerns were resolved through complex informal system. The case
manager became aware of`lese concerns from a colleague who was a friend of a
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neighbor. She then attempted to defuse these runiors by sending word back
through the informal channels that the cost information was way Off base and that
the men werein fact almest constantly on the go-in thelouse car. In addition, she
sent WorcIto the hourii Manager abOut the'llak Of presence-the men-had in the
community and the need to remeniber the operfhOuis. The house Manager
reminded the staff ti) take the men for individualwilks in the community and
shortly the staff and relidence 01'w-began doing some yard Work planting flowers
and generally being a bit more vior..ilp-to the neighbors. The open houae was
scheduled for the fall.

Although none of the neighbors mentiened it, the hoine was readily
identifiable from the corner because of all the cars parked around it. Tñe agency
tries to observe a policy of having large group meetings tit sites provided bk the
region to avoid a-massive parking problems. However one of our visits was during
a replar weekly staff meeting and there were seven cars in front of the home, not
counting the home vehicle which was out of sight in the garage. Even when
visiting late one afternoon the presence of three cars was clearly not in line with
the neighborhood norm of no visible automobiles.

Transition Planning

This site is noteworthy for the degree to which the forMal procedures
regarding transition planning and process-were observed. Our Teview ofewe
records and interviews reveal that literally every required document is on file and
every procednie suggested to ease the transition procsas waa implemented.
Undoubtedly this degree of compliance reflects tho fact that this setting is barely
half a year ow- and was one of the first efforts of an organization just beginning
operation in Connecticut and therefore anxious to impress DMR with its
efficiency. As we shall see this adherence to formal procedures is no guarantee
that everything will go smoothly. On the other hand it should be underscored that
our review of this site revealed a banically well thoughtlaut process which for the
most part has the desired outcome of assuring that all the needs Of peoiile moving
into the community are addressed.

kkntification and Selection ofClients. As noted above, the original RIP
identified three Asually impaired people froth Mansfield as a potential group for a
community residence. 'This site was initially developed with that group in mind.
Later in the Winter of 1988 the agency director and thelouse managers began
going up to Mansfield to connect witla.the staff there and begin specific planning
for opening this home and the others being developed by this agency.

As a resuR; of these early visits it became apparent that the original grouping
was not appropriate for this setting. The one individual who seemed to be central
in this regard was a man who spent a great deal of the day screaming. The agency
staff felt that the Rouse in this neighborhood were too close together for this kind
of behavior and that he should be placed at another site being developed by this
agency which had 3.5 acres of land around it. DI& 'concurred in this opinion.
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Based on their visits to Mansfield, review of client records, and discussiont
with direct cue workers at the institution the provider agency suggested an
alternative grouping for this site. This group included one of the individuals
originally tarp. -ted for this site and two other men. The tvio new then were
Morton and &m, the two men whose case records we reviewed for this study. In
both these cases their records reflect a concern for a variety of problem behaviors
during their years of institutionalization.

Sam was particularly defensive of his personal space and used spitting to tell
people to get away from him ;1r to communicate refusal to engage in a task. In
addition, he was regarded as Very resistant to any changes in routines or
environment and so was seen as a particular challenge for the transition process.

Morton on the other hand displayed behaviors which clearly reflected his long
stay in an institution. He is extremely gregarious: always approaching new people,
introducing himself, and continually shaking hands. He was also reported tbe
very careless about making sure he was fully clothed after using the bathroom.
There is also some mention that Morton is resistant to preforming some activities
and very possessive of certain possessions such as his radio.

While these men were seen as presentinvome major challenges to the
community agencies, their ages, level of disability, and "life style" were seen as very
compatible with one another and with the third man in the home. The agency
suggested this grouping to DMR in early April of 1988. DMR approved this
arrangement and also pointed out the need to get the men into the site before the
end of the fiscal year on June 30. There was a real concern that if this time frame
was not met the entire project could be put on hold indermitely.

Process and Events. This time frame was completely compatible with the
speed of work on the property and the progress the organization was making in
recruiting and training staff. It merely had the effect of giving a clear target date,
whereas if the agency had progressed at its own pace the home would have opened
in a bit later.

By May 1st the residential agency had hire all of the staff for the new
residence and completed most of the training. The full complement of staff for
this home came to 10 people: the manager, five full time staff, and four part time
people. The home was to be staffed on a shift pattern which allowed for three staff
in the home during major program periods of the week and an all night awake
person. During the middle of each weekday from approximately 11:00 AM to 2:00
PM no direct care staff are scheduled. The house manager is the only person
scheduled to work and her duties frequently involve meetings or other obligations
which take her out of the house. This of course means that under this
arrangement supplemental stafrmg must be arranged if one of the residents is not
in a day program.
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As soon as the,staff's preliminary training was completed they started
spending the bulk of their work week at -Mansfield State School obserVing and
interacting with the men and getting information from direct care people there.
Rather than just watching the men the apri _cy gave the staff soma instruments
such as the-Vineland Adaptive Behavior SO le as a framework to structure their
observations. In addition they reviewed-each man's entire-case record. Most of
the staff spent well over 100 hours at Mansfield-during the 45 daYs before the first
man moved into the home. All of the staff who were involved in this process
report that it was extremely valuable. The general training which the staff had
just completed was immediately applied-to addressing the vecific needs of the men
with whom they were going to work. This made the new information that they had
gained much more valuable to them thaiijust being bitsOf disconnected
information. Another outcome of this..devel6pin,g relationship was that the agency
was able to identify the staff person who would be the-principal staff person for
each of the men before they even moved into the home. The ease with which the
men actually made the move into the home seems to confirm value Of this process.

During the first week in June the formal transition meeting was held for each
of the three men. This meeting was chaired by the DMR case manager who is
responsible for coordinating transitions from Mansfield. These meetings
generated very specific transition plans for each of the men. These plans point ot.
concerns, identify special service needs, and suggest some ideas to help ease the
transition. At the same time the DMR transition checklist was completed
indicating that all services were in place and that all of t1-1 necessary procedures
had been completed or were in process for-completion before the men moved.

During the first two weeks of June each of the men made a preliminary day
long visit to the house where they were met by the staff people who they knew
from the visits to Mansfield. On these day trips they were accompanied by staff
people from Mansfield who came to make suggestions and to be available in case of
problems. .

The staff from Mansfield and the community residence staff hd the greatest
concern about Sam's ability to handle the transition. It was felt that he would
certainly resist the move and everyone expected an increase in his spitting
behavior aø he asserted territorial domain over his new home. With these
concerns in mind he was slated for several preliminary visits of varied length. The
staff also decided that he should be the first man to move in the home and that he
should be there at least a week before the next man joined him.

Sam's initial visit was a revelation to everyone involved. He arrived with
seven support staff from Mansfield, all of whom were convinced that the visit
would be relatively short and that there might be a need for all of these peopk
get him safely back to the institution. Sam walked in the door, strolled through
the house, and was shown his room. He then went to the bathroom on his own
with no assistance, came out, and sat down in the living room to watch television.
A bit later he prepared his own lunch and ate it in the dining room. As the house
manager tells it the staff from Mansfield were flabbergasted. Here h. was doing
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things that they had never seem him do and he did not spit once all clay. They left
convinced that he should move in at once.

Our interviews contain unclear information about whether the time lines or
other plans for the transitionmerwchanged because of this wiry positive
experience. In any case Sam moved in =June 21st, He was folloWed a week later
by Morton. The third man moved in on Jukir 2ncl: All-of the mimes took.place
without incident Staff people recount how they were very anxious and on their
toes just because of the reputation these men had and the picture that had
emerged from reading their institutonal case records. Yet, after the move took
place it was as if they had lived in the house for ages. There was a very satisfying
let down.

By the end ofJuly all of the men had thair initial 30 day OPS meeting. This
was again chaired by the transition coordinatvr, apparently because the case
manager who had been hired for these clients quit before he ever started working.
By this time some of the initial glow bf the men's move hitd begun to wear off as
some of the plans encountered difficulties.

Availability of Services. At transition meeting it was indicated that all
necessary services were in place. In reality it took some doing to achieve this feat.
Many services were obtained through professionals hired by the agency's central
office (nurse, nutritionist, behaviorist), Several others were obtained by group -

contracts which the agency negotiated with a provider for all of the homes they
were opening during this time period (speech, 13entist). Recreation entailed
identifying the range of local resources (this was done by a directory prepared by
the agency). Others had to be obtained for each home indeperdently (drug store,
medical). Finally, day services were arranged in coordination with DMR on an
individual basis based on evaluation at Mansfield and availability of local
providers.

The services based in the parent agency office have presented no problem
other than recruiting people in an environment where skilled professionals in
these fields are at a premium. In general, the people from the DMR region and the
court monitor's office are very satisfied by the.quality of work from the people
hired by this agency.

The contract services have not worked out anywhere near as well. Within a
month after the home opened the agency under contract to supply speech and
communication services produced a preliminary assessment and offered a program
design. No one in our interviews discussed the specifics of what followed but
apparently there was a major dispute between the residential agency :Ind the
speech clinic about the appropriateness of the reports and recommendations. The
result of this dispute was that the speech clinic withdrew from the contract.
Initially, the residential agency attempted to provide for the men's communication
needs on their own. This efforts received a negative evaluation from both the
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DMR region and the court monitor. So under pressure from those two powerful
entities a new speech therapist was recently contracted.

At the present time it appears that the home is going to have trouble with its
dental provider. This particular dentist's decision to stop seeinggroup home
clients will have extensive ramifications since he is presently under contract with
at least-six homes. One case manager feels that the real issue may be that this one
providerhas been overwhelmed with DMR clients just because he"was Willing to
take them. This may be true. He told the agency adiiinistrater, "I've had it witn
the state! Payment is slow, people miss all kinds of appointments, there's no pre-
notification of people with ep-B. I won't renew my contract."

In the area of recreation the direct care staff attempts to make major use of
the public facilities in the area during the weekends. The men all use the
restaurants and stores in the area. But as the staff started to look for groups and
activities geared for these men they found very few. things. :When they approached
the local YMCA about recreation for the residents they weretold 'We don't have
any programs for the retarded and we are not going to start any." The underlying
issue here may be that they are looking for and requesting specialized activities
instead of fitting into what already exist in the community. Even within these
limitations the case manager reports, "These guys seem to be on the go all the
time."

The pharmacy is one local generic resource which was obtained easily and has
turned out to be very supportive. It seems that this local merchantwas very
happy to get the business. When staff and residents come in they are greeted as
valued customers. If they have to wait for an order they are invited behind the
counter to wait in the employee lounge area.

The home has arranged for medical care at a clinic about 20 miles away. This
reflects the fact that all community resident programs in this region are having a
very difficult time fmding doctors who will treat their residents. While obtaining
medical providers who will accept Medicaid reimbursement is a problem
throughout the statP, it is particularly pronounced in this region. The house
manager and her 'staff han to contact over 50 physicians before they found this
clinic. In most cases, their inquiries about care for the men was met with a "no"
before the request wcz fully out of their mouths. At the present time this care is
adequate but inconvenient and in some circumstances, such as hospitalization,
would be a major strain on the home's staff resources.

While the day programs for all three men were identified in the transition
plan and appeared to be a relatively straight forward matter, in practice the
realization of these plans for two of the men (Sam and Morton) was much more
involved. The resulting conflict between the residential and the day program over
this issue would make a fascinating study of the politics of organizations. As
interesting as that may be, here we will confine ourselves to a description of the
issues as they relate to services for the two men.
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Central here aie divergent perceptions of the planhing process and the special
issue which confronts a system of services that is attempting to be completely
community-based but may not have all of the resources in place to support such as
system

The trarsition plans for both Sam and Morton are both very clear in stating
the issues related to movement into day programs. In Morton's case, it is
suggested that he begin full time as soon as poeaible since he doge pot handle
sitting around the house very well particuWly because he also enjoys being with
a variety of people. Further it is suggested that since he had experience on a job
crew at Mansfield, such a placement would be appropriate for him in the
community. In Sam's case, the emphasie was on the need for a gradual transition
and low pressure situation which would not create the tension apparently
associated with his spitting behavior.

Based on preliminary observations the day program provider felt that both
men would need transition time. The implication here was that the men would
have to spend more time in the home initially since the day agency is completely
community based. As the director put it :

We don't have a nice quiet sheltered workshop that someone can go back
to and nod off if they don't feel like working And that also means if
someone's behavior is such that they only can make it for a hour at a
community siteso be it. Part of what we are doing is placing the
normative demands and normative sanctions of the community on these
people as they work in the community residence....If someone starts
spitting or forgets to pull their pants up, they've got to leave tfie site and
try again tomorrow."

The day program director feels that these concerns were clearly communicated to
the residential agency. Unfortunately this communication seems to have been
solely informal and not reflected in the transition plan. At any rate, the
residential agency made no arrangements for extra staff to be available during the
initial phase of the men's day program. The demands for extra coverage which
resultecl from the need for the men to be at the home quickly ate up the crisis
budget which was allocated for the house.

While the day agency had to agreed to accept Sam, the residential director
feels that they just did not have a program ready for him and so were stalling with
talk about gradual transition. On the other hand, the day program director seems
to be very serious about structuring a program around the needs of the individual
and being particularly sensitive to handling behavior normatively which would
present a problem in a completely community-based program. In Sam's case the
day agency initially started by sending someone into the home to work with him.

When this issue escalated in association with concerns about changes in
Morton's program, it was necessary for the advocate for both men to call a meeting
of all concerned parties and iron out these difficulties. As result Sam began to
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attend the new Opportunities for Older Adults (00A) program for which he was
initiallY slated. This community-based program entails exposure to &variety of
activities of both a vocational and recreational nature including participation in
some community elder activiV centers. The remaining tionstraint hereis that if
Sam has a behavior problem he must return home with the resultant dethands on
the residential Program resources. Fortunately Sam's behavior is markedly
improved since 'he moved into the community, so he has not often been sent home.

Morton was initially assigned to a job crew in a local restaurant. It soon
became apparent that ajob crew at Mansfield was not the same thing as a
community based crew. Morton's excessive friendliness and lack of certain self
care skills-led him to be dropped from the Program. This again placed un-
anticipated demands on the residential program. The day program's response was
to Taxon Morton in the same 00A program as Sam. The case manager reports
that within this program the agency seems to be making a strong effort to offer an
approach which is truly responsive to this man's particular range of interests.

Impact on Community Services

This home has had no more impact on the services in this community than
any other household of the same size. They have made no extraordinary use of
any town services. Over and above the inspections which were needed before the
home opened the only use of any town department that anyone can recall was the
need to have the town sanitary engineer come out when they needed to have the
septic system redone early in the fall.

Current Status

Access to services. At this point all of the issues related to access to services
have been resolved. The residents have a physician who they visit regularly
although it requires a bit of a car ride. As noted above the issue of dental care is
presently up in the air.

The three men are all involved in a day program on a full-time basis, although
there continues to a divergence of opinion between the administrator of the two
agencies about how well things are working. It is clear that at the administrative
level the problems encountered during the transition process will color all
interactions for a long time.

At the level of the direct care workers there seems to be somewhat better
conununication between the two programs. However, the residential workers are
not at all clear about the nature of the community-based elder experience program
which serves two of the men. The residential staff's expectation for them, even
thought they are in their sixties, ceems to be in the direction of some type of
supported work program. The day/vocational staff seems to be oriented towards
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expanding the men's range of experience and fostering behaviors that are
appropriate in integrated community settinp with less emphssis on the work
aspect of the activity. They feel-this type of program is More appropriate.given the
deprived experience these men have had becawle of a half century of
institutio tion.

In the area of recreation the residential staff continues,to grapple with what
they see as limited opportunities. There Seems to be extensive use of special
programs (i.e., dances etc. specially run fith,group honie.residents). Residents
regularly go shopping and outto meals at restiuranta on a one to one basis with
members of the staff. And asi wreak Of moving into the conimuniti a slight
degree of family contact has been iltablished for two of the men.

The staff in the residence has been relatively stable over the nine months
since they were recruited. Two people have left: one very early on and a second in
December. These people have been replaced with others who were already
involved in the home on a part time basis. So all of the full time direct care
workers have worked at the house since it opened. The original house manager
has just recently been made regional coordinator, so she win have much less
involvement in the home.

Relationship with Surrounding Neighborhood

The home has quickly become part of the neighborhood. Once the initial
rumors were scotched and the neighbors saw flowers being planted and the
residents and staff Walking on the street, most concerns were satisfied. Any
lingering doubts about the home seem to have been resolved by the open house
held just before Thanksgiving. Everyone on the street was invited and, although
the weather was miserable, about half the neighbors showed up. Everyone
involved, including the neighbor who had the unfortunate experience regarding
the fence, indicate it was a pleasant occasion. The staff mention that most of the
neighbors wave and say hello to the men. A few people drop over occasionally.
Sam attends synagogue on a regular basis with a staff person because of the
suggestion of neigor that he really should go and he certainly would be welcome.
Another neighbor and her brother, who is disabled, go out bowling and for pizza
with Morton and a staff person on a regular basis. It's worth mentioning that in
neither case has the behavior of these two men, which was such a concern at the
beginning, caused any difficult during these community activities.

The original manager for this home played a pivotal role in the largely
successful establishment of this site. Her sensitivity to community concerns, even
when they reached her through infornial-channels, seems to have been
instrumental in defusing any neighborhood concerns. Her personal commitment
to making the agency "Good Neighbor Police more than a pleasant sounding
series of principle helped to teach her staff what it means to be a good neighbor.
Further, her ability to communicate to her staff the need for the residents to be
actively involved in the community, even when their history of "behavior
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problems" might have counsel a more conservative tact, has gone along way
toward establishing the men as real member of the community. Finally, in the
convoluted interaction around obtaining and coordinOng services, she was crucial
in maintaining open chmmels of communication, identifying resources, and
generally seeking the best interests of the residents over the issue of
organizational turf.

After less than a year, this home a.rd the men in it are clearly accepted in this
neighborhood. To 13ut this in context, one neighbor said "This area is pretty much
empty all day, with everyone working, at night and' on weekends people come
home and keep pretty much to themselves." In other words the status quo for
relations between neighbors in this community, like in so many othet could be
characterized as "benign neglect" or "laissez faife."' So if anything these men and
their home may have a more extensive network in the local neighborhood than is
typical for their neighbors.
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History and Context

The hothe described this case study is the only state run residence of the
six homes examined. it is located in an urban area in the eastern edge of
Connecticut. State rejidential development in.the rearton where this study
home is located beret 18 years ago with the creation of the first group home.
The home, wliich firovided residence for 14 individtials, was' purchased by a
local civic organization and turned over to the state. The next major initiative
was the development of surplus state propertrinto an apartment coinplex for
37 people (there are now 23 people at the sitein addition to state offices and
further reduction :!s planned). According to state.rlitional staff, as individuals
living in the community became more independent, theY were moved into
individual apartments where they received either "drop-in" or minimum
supervision.

Over time. it becme clear that some individuals needed more supervision,
so state regional personnel develop6d "clusters" of three two bed apartments
with 8 hour, on duty supervision. They state now has two buildings with 16
individuals living there. The two apartment buildings are about two to three
blocks from one another. About two years ago, state stelff opened the
metropolitan commtmity li-ing arrangements (CLAs) (not the real name)
which now include a total of 50 te 60 apartments.

There has been concern in the community of this study about saturation.
The issue came to a head when the state Depart74tent of Mental Health wanted
to develop a group home in the city. According to regional staff, the poisibility
of a mental health home in the community aroused opposition oecause Of
negative associations with the nearby state hospital. At the time that the
concern was voiced, there were 71 individuals livhig in the city including people
in community training homes (CTHs).

The city has been used extensively for community development because it
has relatively low rents; accessibility to community resources, such as
recreation and churches; and availability of medic l care. As a result of
meetings with state representatives from the area, the state agreed to limit
development to peopla with ties to the town.

Community acceptance in the area has also been affected by events in
other parts of the region. For instance, about two and a half years ago, there
was a plan to move individuals with a history of "sex offenses" into a cluster
program in an upper income community. The information about the move
leaked out and concerns were voiced regarding the ability of these individuals
to succeed in the community without 24 hour supervision. The story made the
local papers which in turn resulted in a petition to the city council and the
expressed concern of state legislators. The placement was subsequently
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terminated. Due to the efforts of one staff member at the proposed home, the
neighbors were eventually persuaded that persons with mental retardation
could live in their neighborhood and four women moved into the site.

Finally, according to regional staff, another failed,placement also
generated some community opposition. Anindividual from Mansfield was
placed in an upper middle class community. The Rerson exhibited some
eccentric behaviors and neighbors became upset. The individual was
eventually moved to a vecial program at the devrlopmental center. As a
result, according to staff, some neighbors have 13,..-come anxious about "people
from Mansfield" but seem more tolerant of persons from the nearby regiiiiial
center. It was explained that the commuhity around the regional center has
always felt somewhat involved with the facility and its resident:S.

Site Development and Neighborhood Ently

The study residence is a two bedroom apartment that houses two womeri.
The residence is run by the state, but the two women hold the lease on the
apartment.

As noted above, several CLAs had been developed in this part of the
region. The major CLA complex, which is located in a blue collar area of the
city, included six renovated ae6essible units. According to region staff, these
are probably the only accessible apartments in the area. The apartments had
been deemed appropriate for non-ambulatory individuals living at the regional
center who were also fairly high functioning.

In addition to these CLAs, regional staffwere also contemplating renting a
holae in the city where the study home is located. The deal, however, fell
tiirough even though .staff had been trained and were ready to greet three
residents all men. /t was at this point that a landlord approached tile
regional staff and told them that he had a hewly-renovatW apartment available
to rent. He himself had some experience with people with disabilities as a
lifeguard at a camp for people with disabilities and had a family member who .
was a special education teacher. According to regional staff, such a contact was
not an isolated event. Other property owners have approached the state
offering apartments for rent. Staff explained that the predictability of payment
and the longevity attendant upon a lease with the state was a substantial draw.

Regional staff decided to use the site as a CIA and the home became part
of tha administrative unit that includes the supervised apartments mentioned
above. This home, however, is not in a lower income area but rather is located
on a major street in the city that also includes individual residences as well as
large homes that have been turned into professional offices for doctors and
lawyers. There is a major regional hospital two blocks away and single family
dwellings on either side. The house is attrictive and is comprised of two
apartments, one upstairs and one downstars. The CIA is downstairs and the
landlord's sister lives upstairs. There is a convenience store across the street,
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and it is close to public transportatkn. There is nothing conspkuous about the
structure except an occasional Waite ear parked, at the curb or m the driveway.

Because the CIA is state iiin, t did not go through formal licensing
inspection. Inspeaers employed bir DMR central office did, however, come
through to assess theitome. Accordingto staff at the ap.r.. ent, state
inspectors recommended that railings be put on the celW stairs to ensure that
the residents did not fall. The state subseqiiently put in the railing. When the
home opened in late 1987, the staff that had been scheduled to work at the
home that never opened (noted above) were shifted to thenew CIA. ManY of
them had previousy worked in other state CLAs in the area.

In tents of neighborhood entry, there was no special strategy employed.
The two women residents signed the lease and the apartment was legally
theirs. -The character of the neighborhOod urban and Iodated on a busy street

did not suggest the need for a direct campaign prior to the opening of the
home. The other tenant of the building was related to the landlord so sLe was
fully apprised of the move. Basically, the wonien signed the lease and moved
in.

Transition Plurinhig

Identification and Selection-of Clients. Two women live in the CIA.
They are both class members one because she was at ona time a resider"4 at'
Mansfield and the second because she was "at risk" of institutionalization.
When the home wao on the drawing boards, the first woman, Maria, was living
in another state CLA. Maria, who is about 69 (no one seems to be entirely sure
whether Maria is 69, 70, or perhaps older), had spent many years in
institutions. According to regional star, lyaf first experience with the public
system was when she was 19 years old and was committed to a mental health
facility. When Maria was in her 30s, the facilityipsychologists -gave her an
intelligence test and determined that ahe was "mentally retarded." She was
then sent to Mansfield. Fromher records, it appears that Maria's first
community placement was in 1970 in a boarding home. In 1985, the sthte
began efforts to move Maria to a community training home. After trial visits
and several changes of mind,.Maria decided in December of 1985 that she
wanted to go to the community training home. In January of 1986, the
Monitor approved the placement and Maria moved to the CTH. At that time
she also went to work in a semi-supported work setting working in a bakory.

In the Fall of 1986, Maria's advocate requested a formal program review to
ascertain the appropriateness of the level of psychotropic medication that
Maria was taking. Two weeks later, the advocate was notifed that Maria's
problems (associated with "schizophrenia") had subsided and that medication
levels would be altered.

In mid 198'/, the CTH provider notified the state that she wanted tt, retire
and move out of state. Maria was placed, on a "respite" basis, in one of the
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accessible.CLAs previously designated for non-ambulatory, high functknaing
regional center residents. Her roommate at the apartment was a young woman
witiva physical disability who, according to region staff, got along well with
Maria but had hoped for a younger roommate. At a mest,$g of the ID team in
June of 1987, Maria was recommended for placement inea CIA giveli her reads
for 24 hour supervision. Following the ID team meeting, Maria's advocate
indicated concern that Maria might not be considered for placement in her
current CIA, but triiferred to another residence. She was particularly
concerned about Maria's ability to adjust to yet another move and noted her
successful adjustment to her current, time.

The subsequent ID team meeting in July did not recommend that Maria
remain in her current placement, but rather sunated that another CIA be
developed. They also suggested that Sally would be an appropriate roomitate.
Following the meeting, the regional director contacted the Monitor's office to
assure them that care would be taken to ensure thatMaria would not undergo
any undo stress and that thi placement would be cai efully designed.

The second person in the home, Sally, has net,r been institutionalized.
She is 34 and spent most of her life living with hali3Oarents whoare also her
guardians According to Sally, she contracted "hyazoencephalitis" when she
was 14 years old. It is not clear from the recor4"whet1ierthis was the
beginning of her problems. Sally's record begins:in 1985 when shewas sent ta
a group home for respite services. According, to rei7ional staff, Sally's mother
and father were finding it increasingly difficult to deg-with Sally's emotional
and behavior problems. The respite'placement was repeated in 1986 at which
time Sally had a "psychotic break." She was sent to a local inpatient `,"acility. At
this point, her family acknowledged that they coUld no longer care ftli' ter and
a placement in,thi group hothe whGre she had gone for respite was arranged.
Sally continued-to work in a sheltered workshop where she had worked for
several years prior to her placement.

According to regional staff, the day program placement was inappropribIe.
This became even more apparent when Sally became the subject ofa "positive
futures" planning process. During the course of the activity, Sally
acknowledged thatahe hated her repetitive work at the sheltered workshop
and that she was wanted a more challengingjob. Regional staff stated that it
was at this stage that the staff of the group home became solid advocates of
Sally's placement in a smaller, more homelike setting and in a job that would
truly challenge her abilities.

Perhaps because of the advocacy of the staff at the group home, Sally was
chosen to be the second resident of the apartment.

Process and Events. The process of transition for Marin began with the
development of the transition plan in November of 1987. The file includes the
transition checklift as well as an OPS. The services on the OPS that were
noted to be in place were medical, psychiatric, dental, recreation,
transportation, physical therapy, and occupational therapy. Sally's transitional
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planning meeting was alio held in November of 1987. 'Her mother avad father
were both present at the meeting. The OPS suggests tr-t all necessary services
were in place for the transition.

In order-to intzoduce the two women, regional staff arranged several visit,-
between the two at each other's place of residence. The two deOded that they
liked the apartmei; and wanted tO live together. Prior to moving in early
1988, Sall? and Maria visited the apartment and helped to clean and set up the
residence. According to one of the womebithey didliot have much say over
how the apartment would be decorated. Both women had known the staff thr.,,
would be working at the apartment in other settings.

In early 1988, the transition checklists and other relevant planning
material were forwarded to the Monitor for review and approval. Following a
commanity placement review, the Monitor staff notified the,regional office m
March of 1988 that they were "unablito conclude that _Placements are
consistent with relevant requirexaents ofthe Consent Decrekand accordingly
cannot and do not support thsni." The specific issues raised by the Monitor
had to do with the lack of a dentist for Sally and the fact that both Wonien were
taking psychotropic medicationa (Maria:Thorazine; Sally: Prolyxin and
Eskahth) without the presence of a behavior plan.

The regional office responded to the Mohitor in May noting that a dentist
had indeed been found for Sally and-that both women had documented
psychiatric di/lig-noses that supported the need for the types of medications
being received. No further correspondence is included in the file.

Availability of services. Both Sally and Maria have doctors an,d
dentists. There is a large regioaal hospihil only two blocks away. Acilording to
regional staff, the hospital is fairly cooperative although they still require one-
to-one staffing while an individual is ih the facility and may put them in a bed
on the pediatric ward. Both women receiVe services from a publicly supported
HMO. Maria also iees an internist who's office is across the street. Silo also
sees a psychologist affiliated with Seaside every three months. Transportation
is provided for the women by state staff. They do not use public
transportation. Maria also has an appointed advocate.

Sinop moving into the house, Sally has left her sheltered workshop and is
working in an enclave at the local Caldor's. The record indicates that an
individual transition plan was filled,out at the time that the job shift was made.
She seems to be happy with her newjob. Sally does complain about her
roommate who smokes and gets up sarly in the morning. She has expressed a
desire for a younger roommate. Maria seems very pleased,vah her home.

Sally enjoys boling and also does cross-stitching. According to staff,
recreational aides are available through the regional center and they prepare a
monthly calendar of events in the area that are free or can be enjoyed- at little
cost. There is not recreational "plan" per se. Sally's mother oxpressed concern
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that her daughter does not have many social activities compared to the
recreational program at the group home.

Impact on the Community

There is no indication that this home hes had much if any direct impact on
community services. In responding to a question about whether the police, fire,
orambulance services had ever been summoned, mention was made of one
incident in which a night shift staff member called thepolice in frustration
over the lack of heat in the apartment. Both staff and residents had been
complaining for some time that the heat was turned down early in the evening
below 60 degrees but the landlord had not corrected the problem. Following
the presence of the police, the heat was increased at least temporarily.

With respect to the impact of residences in general on city services, the fire
marshall indicated that to date he did not feel thatthe services of the fire
department had been affected. He noted thathis services (fire inspections) had
been somewhat taxed lately given the numerous requests for annual
inspections that had just crossed his desk. He also expressed some concern
about the future given the number of three person homes that are being
developed. In these small honies if the residents are self. 2reserving there
are few fire safety requirements. He said his apartment would be taxed if a
triple-decker with apartments of three persons each caught on fire and they
had to evacuate the residents. He would like to see these homes filled with
sprinkler systems to insure resident safety.

With respect to the police, there do not appear to be any unusual demands
on their services. There have been calls for assault and theftby residents of
other CIAs and according to one respondent the police have been extremely
sensitive and competent.

Current Status

Service Availability.

As n oted above, both women appear to be receiving the services that they
require. The only significant issue appears to be a lack of integrated
recreational programs.

Relations with immediate neighborhood. The women in the house
appear to have very little contact with individuals in the immediate area. They
do accompany staff to do shopping hut do not appear to have any independent
contact with.local merchants.
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The only problems they have encountered appear to be with the heating in
the building. At one point, after repeated attempts to raise the temperature,
Sally wrote a note to the landlord directly asking for his intervention. He sent
back a very respectful and responsive letter and the problem appears to have
been ameb.orated somewhat The landlord's sister who lives upstr'-s has had
contact with the women and has invited them to a picnic. The rebidents
complain, however, of the noise on the second floor from heavy footfalls from
the woman and her family as well as the children in the home day care
program she runs. These complainta, however, seem to the normal problems
encountered by tenants in dealing with landlords.
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J SPECIAL CASE STUDY

Accgps IN RURAL AREAS

To assess whether or not thereare issues related specifically to the
development of community residences in rural sites, phone interiiews were
conducted with five such residences two in Region 1, two in Region 5-and one
in Region 3. Providers with ruraltomes were identified through' DMR regional
offices. These providers were contacted and asked to soled a home which they
felt, was situated in the most rural location. For eachtome, the executive
director, house Manager and DMR case manager Were contacted. In some
cases, as available and as information.warranted, an advocate, couit monitor or
relative of a resident was interviewed as well. The interviews themselves
ranged from 15 minutectoionchour long. The primazy focus of the interview
wasthái8ëthe availability ofiervices m rural areas. Additional questions
were posed about residents' past 'and present relationships with neighbors and
the degree to which residents were involved with the community.

It is important to note that most of these sites might more accurately be
descrthed as "rural suburban." None of these homes are more than 25 minutes
by car from a sizable city and some are much closer. Most are located in
housing subdivisions and situated on one or two acres of land. Only-one home
had additional acreage and a barn, more befitting the classic image of a rural
location. Nonetheless, in all cases, both the DYM regional contact and the
provider considered these homes to be rural relative to the location of other
community residences.

Most of the homes are modern ranch or cape style with three or four
bedrooms. The homes have two to six residents, the average home has three
residents. The residents' level of disability ranges from non verbal and non
ambulatory to mild mental retardation with some behavioral involvement. in
each case, residents Sharing a home also have similar Icvels of impairment.
Two homes house tresidents with more severe impairments, profound mental
retardation and medical involvement, one homeserves residents with moderate
to mild mental retardation and severe behavioral problem, the remaining two
homes serve residents with mild mental retardation and behavioral challenges.
The homes have been open anywhere from four years to nine months and most
have been open for about one year. Some of the residents in the homes are
class members, most have come to the homes from an institutional setting.

Most providers reported that when selecting a rural location for a home,
the overriding consideration was the proximity of an existing day program.
The availability of other types of services, while investigated, was not a
primary concern in planning for the home. In three of the homes, residents
were placed in a rural site either by the residents' choice or as a therapeutic
decision. Residents with behavioral problems, in particular, are seen as
benefitting from an environment that offers more apace and fewer problem
situations than an urban environment. In one case, residents with severe
behavioral challenges have progressed to the point where they all hold jobs in a
downtown store run by the provider. It is perceived by the provider and the
DMR case manager that the rural site has benefitted the residents but now
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they would be better served by living in the city, nearer their work and inan
area where they would have more autonomy, being less dependent on staff for
transportation. The provider has petitioned to move the home downtown and
the case manager wholeheartedly supports this proposal. This is the only case
where the rural, site is now seen playing a transitional role but it is also the site
which has been open for the longest time.

The telephone int rviews primarily addressed the issue of
accessibility/availability of services in rural communities. While there are
many similarities in responses which willbe outlined below, only two homes
cited the rural location as a negative factor in obtabing servbes but neither of
die contacts at these homes feels location is the determining factor in the
service shortfall. Interestingly, both of these homes, unlike the other three, are
serving residents with severe impairments. For providers serving residents
with profound mental retardation and medical involvement, comments like
"resource poor area" and "the availability of services is ridiculous, there aren't
any" abound. Providers serving less severely impaired residents in rural areas
rmd similar problems but the issues are not as severe nor as compromising to
the quality of care. It would seem that -not only is it harder to rmd quality -

services for residents with more severe impairments but the difficulty in
providing services is more threatening in these cases. To paraphrase one
respondent, this is a medically fragile population and to be,-vithout services is
frightening.

Residential Staff The residential staff for each home ranges from six to
ten people. Finding capable staff is a problem for each home. None of the
homes fmd it to be an intractable situation. Most felt that they had prblems
when they first opened but now have established a more stable group. The
rural location and related lack of transportation for staff was only cited by one
home as a reason for staffing difficulties. This is also one of the homes that is
closest to an urban area. The primary issue around recruiting and retaining
residential staff was reported to be money. Providers,indicated that, the fact
that DMR positions pay higher wages and have better benefits made it difficult
to retain staff. Rermt changes in staff funding (parity legislation) have made it
easier for provideis. Three contacts cited this change as improving their
staffing situation.

Medical Services

Nursing. Most providers have a staff nurse and some providers require
the house manager to be a trained nurse. All respondents agree that there is a
chronic shortage of nurses that is a national problem and has litde to do with
the rural location or Connecticut.

General practitioner. Obtaining the services of a general practitioner is
not typically seen as a problem. Most homes utilize a local provider or a
consultant physician employed by the provider for multiple homes. However, a
few homes have needed to ithange their physician in the first year and this is
especially true of the homes serving resicients with more severe disabilities.
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These latter homes fmd it difficult to locate physicians who have experience in
dealing with a disabled population. On opening, one home signed a contract
with a 'doctor. When a resident became ill, the doctor reneged on the contract.
He said that he that ght the clients would be more like the children he sees in
the Special Olympim. He felt these clients would be disturbing to his other
patients. For all homes, it has taken work to find a good physician but most
are now satisfied. But providers serving residents with severe disabilities have
really needed to "shop around."

Specialists. Most homes fmd it extremely difficult to obtain the services
of a specialist. Again, providers serving residents with severe impairments
report having the most trouble. The only home which had no difficulties is
being referred to specialists through their general practitioner. It is often
necessary for specialists eye doctors, neurologists to have a particular
understanding of working with persons with disabilities. One neurologist is
quoted as saying, 'you expect me to do something with this?" "This" referred to
a resident who is non verbal. All homes expressed a willingness to drive across
the state for these services so that again the rural location is not at issue. The
problem is perceived by respondents as a lack of qualified physicians who are
willing to work with the residents.

Psychiatristslpsychologists. An even more severe shortage of
psychiatrists and to a lesser extent psychologists was reported. Nearly all of
the homes have had trouble finding a psychiatrist and/or are not particularly
satisfied with the one they have. It is so difficult to obtain services that there is
little or no room to exercise any choice regarding quality,. Most respondents
feel that the rural location gives them fewer choices of clinicians but again this
is not reported as the primary cause of the problem.

Dentists. Dentists are very difficult for providers to fmd. Dentists who
are contracted for services rarely stay very long. Again, respondents indicated
that the issue is not that they are not out there but their vaingness to treat
the population.

Hospitals. All the homes use the nearest local hospital. No problems or
concerns regarding this service were reported.

Issues in Obtaining Medical Services

The difficulty in fmding medical services in the community was
consistently attributed by all respondents to the method and level of Title XIX
reimbursements. Medical personnel fmd the reimbursement for their services
inadequate. This is particu.larly true for specialists and psychiatrists for whom
the special needs of the residents pose extra work while reimbursement levels
are below their usual fee. General practitioners who might typically only
perform a yearly physical are reported to be easier to fmd and retain.
Additionally, physicians who are willing to accept a lower payment often find
the delay in payment and the concurrent paperwork to be too much. Many o''
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the respondents feel that physicians would be willing to serve the residents if it
were not for this combination of red tape and low wages. his generally
perceived that the rural community has the medical personnel to serve the
residents but is unwilling to do so because of the Title XIX bureaucracy.

A lack of expertise in working with persons with mental retardation is also
frequently cited as a contriluting problem. Again, this is a larger issue with
respondents serving residents who are more seriously impaired. Physicians
who are initially contracted for the home often leave because of ignorance
about what it means to treat the residents. There is a need for specialists who
are able to make diagnoses with non verbal clients. There is a need for
psychiatrists who have a greater understanding of the medication and
counseling needs of persons with mental retardation. DMR referrals for
physicians are reported not to be particularly helpful. The homes serving
residents with more severe disabilities voiced a desire for :miter support from
DMR in accessing and training clinicians to meet the nee& of this population.
Respondents feel that medical personnel could learn to work with the residents
but that there was not much incentive for them to do so. Homes that are
situated near state schools found it easier to gain access to resources primarily
because medical personnel are more likely to have a familiarity with persons
with disabilities.

It should be noted that the majority of these homes have medical services
in place and feel that they are adequate. However, the greater the residents'
need for these services the less likely_ this is true. Additionally, most staff feel
that they have less control over the quality of their services particularly
psychiatric services. They feel that they either stay with the practitioner that
they have or risk spending weeks without care while they look for a neW
practitioner.

Ti 1 rural locations, there are fewer medical personnel from which to choose.
However, all providers said that they are able and willing to take the residents
anywhere in the state for the appropriate care. Some providers who are near
the state borders are seeking permission to use medical providers in other
states. Twice, Rhode Island was mentioned as having medical resources that
are not available in Connecticut.

A number of different tactics for coping with this situation were described.
One provider has little or no trouble recruiting or retaining a consulting
physician and psychiatrist. The provider pays the physicians out of a
consulting budget to spend some time each month in consultation with the
residential staff. With this method, the provider is able to essentially
supplement the Title XIIX payments and develop a system which provides
greater quality control. Other providers have developed close personal ties
with physicians or providers and go out of their way to cater to physicians'
schedules and needs in order to achieve a level of stAbility.

Specialized Therapies. All respondents reported a shortage of physical
therapists, occupational therapists, speech therapists and behavioral
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specialists Some of the hordes have little or no need for these services, while
the other providers have specialized therapies in place but have found them
difficult to obtain. In. all cases, a consulting or staff therapiat trains the
residential staff-to implement whatever theraPeutic program is deemed
appro ride'. Most providers indicnted that they would probably use more
specialized therapies if they were more readily available. In at least one case,
some specialized therapy is received at the residents' day program.

Respondents considered the absence of these specialists to be a statewide,
if not national, problem and r 3t specific to the rural location. Simply put,
there are not enough trained personnel in these areas, especially in physical
and speech therapy. Low Title XIX reimbursement levels were mentioned as
part of the problem in obtaining these services, but it was cited far less often
than it was for medical personnel. One respondent mentioned that the
physical therapists in the area ate accustomed to dealing with accident victims
and are neither interested in nor adept at working with persons with mental
retardation.

Day Programs. Nearly all the residents are in some type of day program
ranging &cm supported employment to a simple activities program. As
mentioned earlier, the accessibility of a day program was a crucial
consideration in siting the home. None of the respondents indicated that
maintaining or finding a day program is difficult. On average, residents travel
about fifteen minutes 'by car to reach their program.

In at least two cases, the quality or adequacy of the day program was
questioned. One respondent feels that a structured program serving the
residents did not have enough carefully planned and therapeutic activities
resulting in too much time is spent in front of television. In another case, the
respondent feels that the supported employment program lags far behind the
goal of community integration. Not enough is being done by the program to
tap community employment resources. This respondent sees the rural location
as contributing to this problem, reducing the number of employment
opportunities. Despite these concerns, the day programs are seen as improving
and making a conscious effort to do 53.

Transportation. Each site has a van or car which belongs to the home.
None of the respondents indicated that transportation is a problem.

Recreation. Differences in responee to this question have more to do
with the level of disability of the resident than with the rural location.
Residents who are not severely impaired used the local YMCA, aerobics classes,
movie theaters, gyms, and so forth. In these cases, the availability of facilities
is considered adequate.

Homes that serve residents with more severe disabilities, residents who
were more likely to use wheelchairs and to be non verbal, found themselves at a
loss when it came to recreational activities. Providers feel that the typical
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activl: like bowling or movies are clearly inappropriate. They feel a need for
suppo,u-to provide recreational activities for these residents. Two respondents
expressed a need for state sponsored programs in this area.

Any other restriction regarding recreational activities itrelated to having a
sufficient number of residential staff members. One home found that they
rarely have enough staff members to take the residents on group outings since
the residents need so much attention. In another case, where residents are
momaelf sufficient, an outing might be cancelled if one resident decided-not to
go. There are not enough staff members to cover both the home and the
outing.

Police and Fire Departments. In all cases, providers reported that
relationships with these community services artgood. Of the homes that have
needed to call the police, patrolmen or state troopers were found to be
exceptionally helpful and understanding. The same holds true for the fire
department. In at least two cases, the provider feels that the relationship with
the police would not be as good in an urban environment. Both of these
respondents feel that the police in a rural setting are more willing and able to
be sensitive to the residents.

Neighbors. Most of these homes have encountered some opposition to
their presence. Typically, the opposition was minor and has been resolved.
Nonetheless, the word most often used to characterize the neighbors' attitude
toward the home is that it is "tolerated." This tolerance ranges from repressed
hostility to relative indifference. In these six homes, there are few if any on
ongoing relationships between the residents and the neighbors. As one
respondent stated, "they don't invite us over for coffee."

Community. Most homes feel that the residents use and have access to
the resources of the surrounding community. The larger goal of actual
integration into the community has yet to be reached. Interestingly, true
community acceptance is an issue regardless of the residents' level of
impairment. One respondent who cared for residents with severe disabilities
said that the staff is sometimes reluctant to take them out intothe community
for fear of subjecting residents' to unnecessary scorn or humiliation. In
another case, a resident was asked to discontinue an aerobics class unless a
doctor's note was obtained. The respondent feels that the resident simply
made the other members of the class uncomfortable. In both cases, house staff
feel highly protective of the residents and saddened by the community's lack of
understanding.

Somewhat better relationships were reported by residences that are
located near a town that has DMR facilities. In these cases, the community has
more experience in dealing with persons with disabilities and is more
understanding.
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One respondent discussed the fact that a relationship with the residents
takes a commitment of time that moat members of the community are either
unable or unwilling to give. Two_providers feel that they need support in
gaining community acceptance. Orie respondent would like to see DMR assist

e provider in preparing dr community for a group *i, ome. When a home is
being establishefl, the provider rarely has the extra rekiurces to adequately
reach out to the community and could use assistance from the state. It was
also suggested that the state take a more active stance in educating the public
about persons with mental retardation.

Conclusion

It seems that the question is not whether the rural corununity is able to
meet the residents' needs but rather whether the community will meet their
needs. Location appears to play a secondary role in the inability to obtain
services. Services are lacking because of the burdens Title XIX imposes
bureaucratic as well as financial and the inexperience of community service
providers in working with persons with disabilities. These two factors serve to
reduce the pool of possible service providers, a pool that starts small because of
the rural setting. This problem is exacerbated and reaches more serious
proportions when residents have severe disabilities and are medically fragile.

Despite the difficulties, providers typically portrayed themselves as
obtaining necessary services and coping. Respondents stressed the beneficial .
effect the rural environment has for residents. However, they also expressed a
desire for more support from the state around certain issues. They wanted
assistance in educating the community and educating community service
providers about persons with mental retardation. They wanted help in
accessing quality medical personnel and recreational activities for persons with
severe disabilities. In genera!, providers felt that the residents are happier in
the community and the coMmunity is capable of supporting them. However,
there is room for improvement between this fact and the present reality.
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CONTENT ANALYSIS REGION 2 MEDIA

In DMR Region 2 we reviewed the newspaper coverage of issues related tO
services for people with mental retardation during the'period from September
1987 to September 1988. A total of 27 articles drawn from local papers were
reViewed for this analysis. The articles fell into three categories: articles
having to do with DWI policy, budget plans, the budget shortfall, androther
Recific issues surrounding the implemantation of DMR programs; Itiiman
interest pieces on disabled clients usually focusing on their positivo adaptations
to community living along with famiLt testimonials to the positive growth that
community living has brought; and stories ,m neighborhood opposition to
group homes. Table 2 provides a summary of the themes discussed in the
balance of this section.

DMR Plans, Problems and General Information

DMZ? Plans. Several articles refer to the five year plan DMR developed in
1987 to move 900 clients from institutions to the community, and ths$40
million required to accomplish the movement goals. These articles generally
described the types of programs contemplated for community placement (three
and six person homes) along with associated costs.

Problems. Subsequent to the announcement of this budget, the media
reported on the $6 million budget error that prevented DMR from achieving its
placement goals in year one of the plan, the legislative response to the budget
crisis including greater scrutiny of DMR, problems in compliance with the 1985
court order to move institutionalized clients into the community, and
consternation among the advocates, clients,, and their families
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TABLE 2:
SUMMARY OF MEDIA COVERAGE IN REGION 2

MAJOR THEMES SUB-CATEGORIES NUMBER OF ARTICLES

DMR
Planning 2
Pr6blems 4
General Information 2

Human Interest 10

Neighborhood Opposition 10

TOTAL 27

over delays in placing clients in the community. One particularly striking
artitle documents the high costs of caring for very difficult clients in the
community, DMR's defense regarding these expenditures, and the concern of
public officials, some of whom are reluctant to speak out publicly on the issue .

because of its sensitive nature. Other problems etocumonted by the media have
to do with the failure of various facilities te meet licensing standards, problems
in finding appropriate placements for clients, quality of care issues, and in one
case, problems with provider reimbursement.

Generatinformation. One article describes a study done in
Westchester, New York on prolperty values which includes participation by a
state realtme association. This'study states that property values are not
affected by the presence, in this caso,,of group hums for the mentally ill.
Another article describes a family support pilot prOject which gives morally
Wpends to families who keep their severely disabled children at home. The
purpose of the money is to cover expenses incurred by families to meet the
thallenges of caring for such children in the home.

Human Interest Stories

This category includes stories about clients living in the community in
various grov.p homes. There were descriptions of a group home developed by a
former state,mstitution employee that enabled clients to care for pets and
horses in addition to their regular day prom:ins, and the freedom the provider
felt M caring for these clients in this setting versus the rigidity of the state
institution. There was an article about a mother of a disabled woman who
founded an organization out of concern over the lack of activities available for
her daughter d.uring the summer, and how the mother went on to develop a
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group home for four aestic women. There-were several article, describing the
adjustment Of clients in the community. Thse situations were presented in a
positive manner, clearly reflecting media suPport for the independence
achievetby clients in the community compared to the conditions of
institutional living.

There is some overlap between the human interest stories and_DMR plans,
problemi and information categories. There are articles documenting preblems
with the lack of placements or problems with placements in which family
memberaind clients express their personal concern. The delineaticrifof the
problem is usually followed by a DMR official explaining why-the problene
exist, usually attributing the problems to budget shortfalls and the high cost of
care as the culprits in these situations.

Neighborhood Opposition Stories

Most of these articles focused on the opposition of neighbors to group
homes opening in Canton, South Windsor and Wallingford. The concerns of
neighbors were similar in each cominunity and center:xl on: property values,
the consequences of the propertY being sold to some other kind of organization
after the group home moved out, (specifically if it became a halfway house for
drug addicts), disturbing noise emanating from the homes , a lack of
information about the planziing of the homeaand detaila regarding to the daily
management of the homes, parldng and,increased traffic, and the "safe\y" of
neighborhood children.

In Canton, the neighbors were attempting to get the license of the, home
revoked, and in South Windsor, most of tb.e eort was directing at trying to
prevent'the opening of proposed group homes. The articles suggest that in
most cases, the Corporation for Independent Living, (CIL), the site developer,
was viewed with suspicion by neighbors. It was reported that neighbors
believed that the developer was out to make a quick profit intfelt that Cll.,
often withheld informatiou. CIL was quoted as vigorously defending the rights
of disabled citizens to be in the community and defending their operational
practices. DMR, in these stories, supported CIL and often appeared with CIL
at meetings in the communities.

Summary and Conclusions

in summary, it appears that the inedids portrayal is quite supportive of
communityliving and. the &institutionalization of peisons with developmental
&abilities. There are many acconnts of positive adaptation to community life
by DMR clients. The media also gives voice .to those who are concerned with
the way DMit has spent its funds. Though not accusing DMR for misuse of
funds, the media does tend to bring to the attention of the public the high cost
of supporting persons in the community. It is important to note, however, that
stories on the high cost of community living are almost always cast in a
favorable light compared to the even 'higher cost of maintaining clients in
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institutions. The media generally appears to be sympathetic to neighbors who
wezt to be apprised of plans for the dtvelopment of group homes, but has little
synipathy for complaints regarding persons with disabilities.



CONTENT ANALYSIS REGION 4 MEDIA

Since there wall 'extensive newspaper coverage of the two homes-described
in Case Studies 3 and, 4, the content anal,ysia for this region is largely limited to
a review of the documents surrounding these events (from the time-period of
December '83 to-NoireMber '86). There is scattered representation-of media
coverage ineubsequent .,years. The irt4cles faliroughly into Ibis-groups. The
first is news coverage of the events related to or SPurred on by the opening of
these homes. The second are edit9ria1s and letters that are mostly supportive
of community living. Third, there are a few articles that positively portray
community living as a human interestfeature. There- is also rePortage on DIM
plans and problems. Lastly,sie three articles that provide-indepth analyses of
substantive issues in community developMent.

TABLE 3:
SUMMARY OF MEDIA COVERAGE IN REGION 4

MAJOR THEMES NUMBER OF ARTICLES

Community Residerme Development 39

Editorials and Letters 12

Htmian Interest Stories 4

DMR Plans and Budget 9

General Analyses of Development Issues 3

67TOTAL

News accounts of community residence derelopment. The bulk of
the artick4 gave detailed accounts of the events surrounding the opening of the
two case study homes. They include reports of community attempts to change
local legal practices aimed et group home development. The Articles on the
whole portrayed, in a balanced fAshion,,neighrhood noncerns and agency
perspectivas on community development. Occasional references were
somewhat disparaging of neighbcrs. For example one news article lead with
the statement that nei.ghbors are suffering fiom,"it's OK if its not in my
backyard syndrome.' The artidle-closed by reporting how one neighbor said
that it is the neighbors and the nat the agency that will ruin the neighborhood.
The article then Suggested that this was probably true given one eighbor who
was quoted as saying "there goes the neighborhood."
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Perhaps the most interesting thing about this set of articles is the extent of
the coverage itself. As mentioned in the Case Study 4, covsrage began with the
opposition surrounding the unsuccessful attempt to purchia: the first home,
and then closely followed virtually every subsequent Idevelopment. This
coverage came from several srea paws. Although this was the first group
home in this town, this "high -profile" coverage is nonetheless surprismg.

There were several articles detailing the events and debate surrounding
the home in Case Study 3. Thtoafocused primarily on the activities occurring
in the town meeting. There were many parties involved in this as the property
belonged to the town ,,,nd commercial areas were potentially affected by the
result of the size of the parking lot to be aeveloped behind the group home.

Supportive editorials and letters to the ednor. Significantly, there
were several editorials that had prominent page position and headlines that
clearly exhorted neighbors to "have a heart" and to support "these less
fortunate, more innocent human,beings." This same ethtorial also defended the
state zoning statute. Also receiving prominent` display were several istters to
the editor, some from families with a member with disabilities7, which again
asked for understanding and for neighbors to give community residences "a
chance." Some of these letters-and editorials predate the formation of
community opposition to the home in Case Study 4. A few letters were also
printed from opposing neighbors which explained their position.

Human interest stories. A few feature stories were plainly in support,If
community development for persons with mental retardation. Several articles
profiled residents in their home, the gains they made inthe group home and
the ordinariness of their lifestyle. Other features sympathetically addressed
the plight of families who were waiting for community placements for their
family members.

DMR plans and Budget. Several articles discussed more general
statewide matters regarding DMR policies and activities. These included
discussion of deinstitutionalization and the court consent decrees. There was
some coverage of the DMR budget shortfall and the related adverse effects. Of
special interest is a series of recent articles that revolved around the concerns
of some parent groupi overthe current direction of DMR as expressed in the
current DMR state plan. Failed placements, poor supervision, and
inappropriate behavioral incidents were described to support parents concerns
over DMR's emphasis on deinstitutionalization, which comes at the expense of
community-based clients who would benefit from the same community
ram:Ames This series included interviews with the former and present
commissioner of DMR and highlighted their contrasting philosophies. On the
whole the articles were sympathetic to these parent concerns and somewhat
damning of recent DMR initiatives, while neglecting to mention that the
consent decrees were the result of activities of other parents.

General analyses of community development issues. The final
category of articles report on larger developments of community living in
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Connecticut. They presentad an depth analysis of substantive issues in
community development, namely: the precedents in zoning law vis a via
community group homes, a discussion of the controversy in the field regarding
when atid whether to tell neighbors of an intention to open a group home, and
the fears that typically beset future neighbors of group homes for persons with
mental retardation and other populations. These features involved some
research and reported on "expert analysiii" of the issues. On the whole, the
tenor of the articles was sympathetic to community development.
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In DMR Region 6, we reviewed tlie newspaper coverage of issues related to
services for people with mental retardation during the period immediately
before and after the ope of the sites we selected for study. This period of
time covers most of the 1 : : calendar year. A request for articles fromthe fall
of 1%7 did not uncover anything relevant, although the project staff is
confident that there was some media coverage of cominunity residence issues
during that period.

A total of 30 relevant arti.'..es were reviewed. The content of these Articles
fell into four major categories and a number of sub-categories. The basic
content of each of these categories will be reviewed in the submuent sections
of this analysis. Table 4 provides a summary of the themes found running
through the coverage in Region 6. .

Community Residences

The largest single group of articles we reviewed recounted the controversy
surrounding various efforts to develop several community residences. An
article and several letters to the editor deal with various neighbors' concerms
about the fact that property can be purchased for community residences with
no input from members of neighborhood. One of the letters is especially
concerned with what the writers see as the excessive cost associated with the
homes purchased for community residences. Another series of articles follows
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TABLE 4:
SUMMARY OF MEDIA COVERAGE IN REGION 6

MAJOR THEMES SUB-CATEGORIES NUMBER OF ARTICLES

Community Residences
Resistance, hearings, etc. 7
Genfiral
Unionization 2
Human interest 1

Seaside Regional Center
Abuse 5
Reorganization 2
Renovations 2

DMR budget
Effect on community development 3
New plan for medical services 1

A threatening individual in the community

TOTAL

4

30

the progress of a law suit brought by the State Attorney General over a
restrictive covenant that prohibited sale of property for use as agroup -home. A
fmal article discusses a local zoning board's refusarto allow an exception to the
1000 foot rule so one man with mental retardation man could remain in his
Community Training Home.

Four of the articles we reviewed dealt with group homes in general terms.
Two of these articles discuss itow these homes, which may be new to some
neighborhoode, are a well established reality throughout Connecticut. One of
these articles then points out how the process of group home developnient will
decrease the census at Seaside regional center which might in turn result in
closure. Another article discusses how a small-parent-run agency developed
several group homes and now has e rez..;dent and one of the staff people making
presentations to foster community suPport. A final article describes a study
done by the University of Connecticut that indizated that most people do not
want group homes in their neighborhood.

Two articles discuss the dispute between a group home provider and staff
over the issue of unionization. According to the report, the provider refused to
recognize the union that was selected in a vote by the staff. 'The first article
reports that the staff picketed the agency and the DMR central office to
demand recognition of the union. The other article recounts that the agency's
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appeal to the Natioral Labor Relations Board was rejected and that the agency
would have to sta negotiations with the union.

A final article in this group is a human interest story about life in a
Community Training Home. It concentrates on Cie full participation in
community life aiailable to the people living in the home and the high quality
of their relationship with the provider.

Seaside Regional Lentei

Early in the year a grot Jf articles report on the release of a report that
documents the degree of abuse found on certain units at Seaside the irevious
year. The articles variously focus on the content of the report, the charges
against and disciplining of staff members, the threat by advocates to request a
federal investigation, and the institution's plans for reorganizing in response to
the report.

Several months later, therP.are two articles reporting on the actual
implementation of the reorganization plan. The lead of one article recounts
how one resident looksforward to moving into a new private room. -The
reporter then discusses tho gradual decrease in the number of reaidents in the
facility and h;ghlights some of the specifics of the reorganization. Another
article on the :lame topic begins by recounting the physical renovationeand
staff Tedistribution; It then points out that the reorganization has met with
opposition from &aff and parents. Central to the opposition seems.te be the
transfer of clients with behavior probleins &Om the units where the abuite of.
the previous year had occurred. These clients are to be mixed in with the rest
of inatitutional population rather than placed in special units. The
reorganization articles do not make. reference to the earlier abuse situation
which stimulated-4,e changes.

A final article on Seaside reports that no contractors entered bids for
safety renovation originally scheduled to take place during the summer 1988.

DKR Builget

During thu annual discussion If the state budget, an apparent short fall in
the allocation to DMR became apparent. Apparently this short fall was the
result of an error in the preparation of budget requests and specifically
threatened funding for private community residences. Each of the three
articles which specifically address this issuelas a different focus. The first
makes two points: first, the short fall reflects a failure to budget for the
increased costs of staffmg in privately run community residences; and second,
if this results in deferring development it will set back deinetitutionalization at
Mansfield. The lead ef the second article is a family human interest story
emphasizing how lack of funds met= that families with adult children at home
will need to wait even longer for group home spaces. The final article, which
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repts the ultimate resolution of the budget crisis, highlights the fact that a
number of legislators feel that the state may be providing mentally retarded
people in the community with "a Cadillac as opposed to a Chevrolet level of, ,
services."

The final article in this category picks up on the theme of the possible
excessive cost of community services provided by DMR This articbi is an
editorial which questions Whether the DMR regional plan for a new and more
expensive Oen for medical services is acceptable. This is framed in a general
discussion of the high per client cost of DMR services and a call for more fiscal
accountability by the Department.

A Threatening Individual

These articles, which appeared in September and October, are unusual
because they focus on the specific problems associated with the efforts to
maintain one individual in the community. The progression of articles presents
an :mating series of events that eventually resulted' in the man being
removed from the community residencein this case an apartment where he
was supported by DMR staff. Thieligh degree of public exposure is rooted in
the fact that on three occasions the man in question was charged by the polict

The earliest article appeared as a result of his arrest on disorderly conduct
charges for yelling obscenities at passing motorists. However the bulk of the
article recounts some of the neighbors' concerns about his behavior which for
the most part entailed stopping and talking to people and following thein onto
their property. This is accompanied by a responie from DMR staff that
attempts to explain that he is no threat to anyone. Under the headline "State
says neighbors fears of retarded man are unwarranted," a DMR official explains
that his unusual behavior is the result of his failure to develop typical social
skills because of all the time he spent in an institution.

Unfortunately, subsequent ev.mts only reinforced the neighbor's
perception that the man was a physical threat. On two additional occasions he
was arrested based on complaints from staff members in his residence. In the
first instance, the police were called because of the suspicion he had stolen
money from a staff person. As a result of this incident he was charged with
threatening, disorderly conduct, resisting arrest, and third degree larceny.
About two weeks later the paper recounts thatthe was again arrested, this time
for chasing a staff person with a pipe and for slightly injuring a policeman who
responded to the call.

An article that appeared between the two stories of his arrests reports on a
town meeting in which the regional director attempted to respond to the
community'r:x7ncerns. The article reports that the DMR official agreed to
place the man in a new location but that it might take soMe time to arrange the
transfer. Two other major points are made in the ar'lae. First, the degree to
which members of the community said they did not trust DMR is underscored.
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Second, in the conclusion of the article the regional director is quoted as saying
that although DMR would conk ;lit with neighbors about any new placement in
this site, neighbors wodld have ho legal recourse if they objected.

Slummy
During the period in waich the homes -ve studied in Region 6 were beinj

developed, the public was getting a variety of mixed messages about people
with mental retardation and the development of community residences. In the-
media they saw that group homes, in general, were,controversial ar0 possibly
expensive. Further, tine stories about some specific individuals confirm that, all
protestation to the contrary, there are people with retardation livipt in ti,ie
community who present a threat to community members. On theiether hand,
the newspapers report that community residences in their variouii
configurations are a well established part ormany communities ahdthey
provide blnefits to the people living in them. In addition, the me0a is fairly
clear in documenting many.of the problems associated with institutional
services. Yet, a recurring question in much of the media coverage seems to be
"while it is true that people with mental retardation merit public Sill:10ft, are
they getting more than their fair share?"
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STUDY DESIGN

This papec presents a suramarr of the study design used in this project. As we
pointed out m the body of the report this project involved four major activities: 1)
case r tudies ofsix Connecticut communities where peoPle with mental retardation
haveibeeri relocated froth institutions; 2) content analysis of media relating to
deinstitutionalization (i.e., relevant newspaper articles); 3) a retrospective study of
twelve individual placements into, community-based residences in the six selected
communities, and 4) a survey of 5 group homes located in.rural areas with a
specific focus on the accessibility of services intheses locations. The process and
stratev.of each major activity is discussed separately here.

MULTI-SITE COMMUNITY CASE STUDIES

Once the sites to be studied were selected, as described in the introduction to
this report, the following components went in to the case studies : 1) identification
and selection of key informants, 2) development of interview guides, 3) data
collection and data analysis. 14ch of these are discussed below.

Identification and Selection of Hey Informants

In order to develop a comprehensive understanding of the impact and history
of each site numerous key informants were identified and interviewed at each site.
To the extent that they.areInowledgeable, they were queried about the major fóëi
of the study issues of impact of deinstitutionalization, community accentarce.
availability of community supports, and quality assurance mechanisms. The
following groups of key informants were interviewed:

Provider staffi The director of each provider agency of the selected site,
other executi.. staff that are knowledgeable about the residence and the
house manager or equivalent position. Wherever possible the original
directors and staff who were directly involved with the opening of the site
were identified and contacted.

Case manager staff: Case managers that are or were expressly involved in
the placcment of the individual selected for the retrospective study of the
placement process, and case managers of both the current and previous
residential provider.

Residents and family members: Residents selected for the retrospective
study (see Retrospective Study of Individual Placement Process) on the
individual placement study and their family members.
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DMR regional staff: Persons involved with community siting and
individual placement including persons from the regional eligibility team.

Developers: Relevant developers of the property involved with community
siting or individual placement.

Neighbors: Neighbors on either side of the residence and opposite to it.
These individuals were in turn requested to identify other neighbors or
previous residents who were active or involved with the establishment of
the home.

Town or municipal service providers: Local fire chiefs or inspectors, police
chiefs, transportation officials, and providers of generic services-swill as
recreational centers.

Day program providers: Executive and programmatic staff who serve
residents from the targeted homes.

Local Realtors: Persons knowledgeable about the effects of
deinstitutionalization on property.

Townlmunicipal administrators and government representatives: Town
selectman, mayors, administrators, state representatives who were
involved-in or are knowledgeable'about the home. They were aLso asked l;,)
identify members of the community who were involved with or concerned
about the opening of the targeted residences.

Other identified persons: Each person interviewed was asked to name
other persons wh.o may be relsvant to the study goals. These included for
example: attorneys, local new, reporters, or advocates.

Provider staff were asked int to identify the individuals on the above list.
Where possible they were requested to offer introductions on behalf of the prOject
staff. Where was not possible, project staff made contacts with the individuals
directly and requested permisdion for an intervieW by explaining the purpose of
the project. Interview times were arranged in advance and at the convenience of
the interviewee. Where provider staff were unable to identify the relevant
individuals, other means were used such as referring to town directories and
asking neighbors.
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Interview guidew

The use of art interview protocolls crucial in a case-study process because it
helps to ensure comparability of dita across sites.

"This study used three interview guides (see Attached) which reflect the three
distinct perspective present within this study: the commanity, the client, and the
service system. TheCommunity Members Interview,Guide was usedvith
neighbors, generic community service providers (i.e., local recreation prograras,
hospitals, social servibe apncies, etc), merchants, public officials, loal health and
safety officials, Ind local Realtors. The second guide was used when interviewing
residents, their parents, guardians, or independent adirocates. The final interview
guides was used with all'informants who are associated with the formal system of
services for people with mental retardation- includinit cue intIngerti and-other
members of individual Interdisciplinary Teams (PDT), residential direct care and
managerial siaff, DMR rettonaletaff, &y program direct careand supervisory
staff (this includes education, vocation, an(' (10 activity programs), and residential
property developer (primarily representatives'of Corporatien for Independent
Living CIL).

The first and third guide are made up of two par0. In each case the first part
presents a basic core of topics to be discussed with all respondents who fall in that
particular group. The se6ond part of the guide is made up of list of topics to be
Pxplored with individuals who fall into a particular sub-group of respondents. In
addition, the third guide contains numerous question which focus niore-on the
individual placement planning process than on the development of the residential
site.

Interviewees who are knowledgeable about more than one Aspect ofthe study
were queried on the relevant topics at the seine interview. For example, family
members of the residents were able to answer questions on the adequacy of
support serSices as well as on the quality assurance mechanisms.

All interviews were prefaced with an explanation of this study. It was made
clear to all of the respondents that our primary concern is on understanding what
actually occurred during the_development of the particular residence under study.
Nevertheless, comments and anecdotes related to alma of communitY residence
development were collected when they are offered. DeCisions about the
applicability of material was leftlor the analysis phase of the project.

The need to be open to the information people offer is'based on the premise
that anything shich a respondent chooses to recount within the framework-of our
inquiry obviously has some relevance to the way that perioil thinks about the
issues. It was especially important for the interviewer to reinarm open to what
neighbors and other community representative have to say. The kinds of stories
people revealed how they perceived the coinmunity residence. For example, an
initial perception might be that people were opposed to the opening of a group
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home because they did not want people with retardation living next store.
However, by listening to people it May become apparent that thacrucial issue
might be renovations to the property, fear o2 a goVernmental entity moving into
the neighborhood, or concern over property being removed front the tax rolls and
in act have-little or nothing to do witb the people with retardation Who are living
there.

A fmal note, dicae grides were intended only as an aid, to the
intervieweriure that all relevantlopk are discusssA they are not
questionnaires4O befilled in during each interview. Thesesguides
attempted to be relatively comprehensive in there identification of issues to be,
explored in each interview. However, the wording here-is in no way indicative of
how the information was obtained; that was left to the individual interviewer. In
this approach to research the primary instrument is the person of the r ...aarcher.
Its success depends on his or her ability to elicit meaningful responses, from the
informant and then expkwe those responses until their significance is clear. In
this regard, most of the4:Opics listed on these guides will emerged in the natural
flow of conversation. Hence the interviewer did not resort to a labored question
and answer format but elicited a free flowing in-depth discussion of howthe
process of residential development effected the respondent. This eerves to
underscore the major strength of this approach WthquiriF:,---it is not constrained by
the preconceived notion of the researchers as to NOhat are the maj6r issues to be
explored.

Although the interview vides contain the majority of topics exploree4-nome
information was acquired without intGrviews. Of interest is whether Oa -,,,ouzz:- is
clearly distinguishable from the surrounding properties or noticeably
Also of intereet is whether the house is located on a busy or quiet stveit (it has
been suggested that residences on quiet streets encounterraore opposition), in the
middle or on the corner of the block, and whether the property is kept up in
keeping with the environs. These factors were ascertained-by observation.

Data collection and data analysis

Having identified the key informant.; at each site, project staff conducted the
interviews. A single project staff member was assigned to each of the sites. This
will help to ensure that a cohesive understanding of the circumstances was
acquired and communicated to other project staff.

Project staff used the prepared interview guides so that comparable data is
collected at each site. However, as new relevant themes surface, they were noted
and included in the analysis. At the conclusic of interviews project staff will
transcribed interview notes and enter them onto a computerized text processing
program. This will afford retrieval of specific quotes and themes across sites.



Based on the interview notes and the media analysis (dkcussed in the next
section) a profile of each site was develops& The profdis present data from across
the sites organized by topic area. This organization of the diverse information
collected during the case studies enabled us to highlight consistent patterns,.
unique situations, and dominant issues in the areas of residential service
development, support services, and quality assmancemechanisms. Using the
profiles, comparisons were made in:the effort to find patterns of consistency
and/or. difference. Each case study was used-as a peint of contrast and
comparison so that universal explanatory relationshipt could be developed.

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF PRINTED MEDIA

A major barometer of a commum s reaction to the development of a
community residence for people with disabilities is found in local press coverage.
An examination of this coverage provided the project with a ready catalog of the
main actors, key issues, and pivotal events in the development of each of the
tamted residences. A media analysis also was able to draw attention to any
problems associated with the availability of community support services and with
quality assurance measures. In addition, to providing some basic information
which was valuable to the project, a review of print media gauged pre-existing
community attitudes toward community residential development and provided a
sense of what contrluted to those attitudes. This information supplemented the
data collected in the community case studies.

The standard approach for systematically examining media coverags of an
event falls under the birad rubric of content analysis. Content analysis us the
process of making inferences from synibolic materials such as texts. While contenz
analysis methOds are not codified, the unifyilig factor is a systematic approach.
Inferences are not drawn out of the researcher's pre-conception of the material.
Rather, all conclusions are firmly grounded and supported by reference to the
material which provides the raw data for this approach. In this study the content
analysis will concentrate on determining what the "communitf was reading about
community residences and people with &abilities during the period in which the
targeted residences were being developed.

As soon as the list of targeted residences was approved the individuals who
were directly involved in the development of each residence and those currently
involved in their day-to-day ormtions were contacted. They were asked to
identify the major periodicals that cover the community in which the residence is
located. It has been our bxperience that community residential agencies or
regional offices often keep very complete records of all media reporting (favorable
and otherwise) that deals with their programs. Administrators of the agencies
were asked about the possille existence ofsuch files and requested to share them
with this project. Some of the providers and regional administrators provided us
with these media files .dven 'cefore we began data celction. Public officials we:.e
also be asked for their recollection and impression ox media coverage of refalential
development.
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All articles dealing specifically with one of the targeted residences were first
be skimmed for

1) the names of major actors,
2) central issues, and
3) key events in the history of the setting.

After this initial reading all of the articles were careHlyand systematically re-
read in an effort to identify recurring themes or any underlying tenor in the
articles. Themes identified by the on-going discussion of particular issues, such as
possilaility of hepatitis infection or t.affic conditions. Tenor of the articles was
determined by the nature of the anecdotes recounted in the coverage, percentage
of space allocated to proponents and opponents of the residence, and statements of
opinion (editorials, etc).

Typically, the unit of analysis in a content analysis is the word or phrase.
Some common forms of content analysis include "frequency counts, key-word-in-
context listing, concordances, classification,of Words into content categories,
ciztent category counts, and retrieval from text based on content categories and
co-occUrrences" (Weber, p. 127). However, there is ample precedent for a more
holistic approach to content analysis in which an entire article or story is the unit
of analysis. This approach has been used extensively to examine media portrayals
of people with disabilities (cf. Bogdan & Knoll, 1988). The written inAteriali which
are examined using this approach are usually classified or coded using thematic
categories which are found miming through the entire body a work. The codes
used often start out as rather broad statements reggding the content of texts. As
the process of analysis proceeds; these statements are gradually clarified. The net
results is that at the conclusion of the analysis each category can be summarized
in a clear concise statement of those elements which unify au of the teits Which
are identified as being representative of a particular theme. Since most themes are
not mutually exclusive, this approach is able to deal with the ambiguity which is
often found in written material.

In this study, each of the articles reviewed was catalogued in a manner which
summarized the contant of the article. The entry for each article will include the
following:

1) Basic identifying information including title, author, date, periodical,
length, presence of pictures, and location in publication

2) Community and residances covered by this publication

3) Type of article (e.g., local news, national or regional news, feature, or
human interest)

4) Connection to other coverage (e.g., Does this article follow-up on or refer
to another article?)



5) Content (e.g., reports on public hearing, fire, zoning, personal
developnient, etc.)

6) Number and types of anecdotes used in story (e.g., stories of personal
growth or neighbors dealing with non-responsive bureaucracy, etc.)

7) Tenor (i.e., does the article preeant a positive, negative, or fully balanced
perspective on community residence development)

The conclusion of this process provided a concise summary of the nature of
the press coverage of each of the targeted residences and a sense of the
atmosphere at the time of the residential program development. Comparisons
based on dominant anecdotes, editorial tone, general tenor of articles, amount of
coverage, and major themes were drawn between all of the sites under study. This
will allows the project to distinguish tur) aspects of press coverage which
differentiate a particular residence or group of residences.

RETROSPECrivh STUDY OF INDIVIDUAL PLACEMENT PROCESS

A review of DMR regulatione, manuals, and policystatemente (the formal
system) -provides an overview of how the*ocess of individual plsrming is
supposed to happen. HoweVer, a real undoirstanding of hoW decisions'are made
regarding community placement can only eiterge from ekainining how the process
has actually worked,in the lives of specific individuals. A r-strength of a case
study aPiroach, used in this studies, lies ';3 : t the difference
betweenhow something is ideally supposed to:happet IncIshoW itactUally occurs.
The distinction between the ideatand the reality of indiVidual,placeitent May be

'cularly important for understanding the differeneebetween a residence which
encountered few problems and orie tivi has had massived!fficulties. The

placement process review is also-sensitiv.1-to whether sufficient cominunity
aupport services were planned for and are being mceived. Further, it is able to
draw attention to the efficacy of quality assurancemeasures.

Oa

Identify 2 individuals in each targeted setthig

To accomplish thie task two individuais residing in each of thei6 targeted
community residences were selected by random drawing: Achieving an objective of
understandir.452ale _placement -process requirei the examination ofgonfidential
records andlnterviews witiiirriends and relatives of theresidents.. Therefore, the
informed consent of the identified resident; and/ortheirlegarguardians was
obtained. Within the two Weeks after-the approVal of thil design the reaidents
whose placement records are to be examined was identified. The parpose of this
study, the uses which will be made Of the information obtained, and reassurances
that no individual will be able to be identified from t.roject note; or reports was
explained to the responsille 13arties. They were ask.ed to sign au informed consent
form (See Attached) giving this project-free access to all relevant records and
authorizing state and i 'cy employees to diseuss the individual-in-question with
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project staff. This permission was obtained for all of the individuals identified in
the initial drawing.

Review case records

The case record for each of the identified individuals was reviewed for all
records relating to the decision to place the person in the residence under
examination. Specifically the selected files were reviewed for

1) The Overall Plan of Service in rhich the perton was
identified as a candidate for a community residence

2) The Overall Plan of Service which actually planned
for the person's move

3) The Tranaition Plan formrlated for the move
4) The Transition Checklist fOr the move
5) Revised Overall Plans of Service which reflect the
person's adjustment to the new residence or problems
with the new.placement

6) Case notes, meeting notes,,and correspondence that
bear directly on preparation for, implethentation of,
and follow-up onthe person's move'to the site.

7) A list of all_the people who were invohred as
members of the Interdisciplinary Teani or othervdse
involved in planning for the person's move.

8) Indications that basic quality assurance,ptocedures have
been implemente#, including: client's being informed of their
rights; utilization and follow through on appeal
procedures;-reviews of medication and behavioral
interventions; and, in the case of class members,
individual case reviews

From this information, a profile was deveLped for each individual of all the
considerations that went into the placement deciaion. This profile focused on such
factors as the special needs of the individual andthe capacity of the residence and
the uurrounding community to meet those needs.

Interview key actors involved in the individual placement process

All of thepeople identified in the previous sttivity as inajor actors in planning
for the person's move were inferviewerl. Thislicludal parents; other relatives,
DMR regional staff, residentialagency administratora, case manager, reSidential
service workers, staff fro* the individual's previous place of reeid.ence, day
program representatives, mid _others IDT teeth ineinbers. In all interviews it was
be made very clear that the piimaryConcermis on the placement procesS and on
the individual whose case is being eacamined. These interviews focueed directly on
the respondent's recollection of the decisionto flace the individual-tmder
consideration. In particular, they were asked to outline the mAjor factors Which
contributed to this placement decision (an individual placement interview guide is
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attached). Any new informagon gained during these interviews was used to
supplement the placement process profiles developed from the review of files.

Key actors were also be asked to describe and evaluate the community support
services available to residents. They also addressed the adequacy quality
assurance mechanisms. The interview guide lists the questions that were asked of
key informants.

Interviewees were also asked to identify all others who were involved in the
placement decision. This acted as a check co assure that the list of people identified
using the case records is complete. Individuals not mentioned in the case records
but mentioned in the interviews were also contacted for an interview.

Synthesize informationon individual placement

A profile of the placement process was developed based on each source of
information (i.e. administrator interviews, procedures manuals, case record
reviews, interviews with parents, relatives, and non-profesdional staff). These
profiles outlined all of proeesses and considerations that-went into the-decision to
place an individual in-a particular residence. They-were QrganiEed clironologically
According to the sequence in which eveiits actually occurléd 'and/or were
"supposed" to occur. These profiles were then compared several ways to see if any
pattern of differences emerges.

SURVEY OF RURAL SETTINGS

In response to the concern of the proiect advisory committee that the six case
studies would not address the special problems of community residence located in
more rural regions of the state a component was added to the originalAtudy, To
assess whether or not there are issues related specifically to the development of
community residences in viral sites, phone interviews were conducted with five
such residences two in Region-1, two in Region-5 and one in Region 3. Providers
with rural homes were identified through Dln regional offices. These providers
were contacted and asked to select a home which they felt, was situated,in the
most rural location. An interview guide (see attached), drawn froth the already
designed gUides for the case studies, wit.4,forniu1ated to guide this process. For
each home, the executive director, house manager and DMR cede manager .were
contacted. In some eases, as available and as information warranted, an advocate,
court monitor or relatiie of a resident *az interviewed as well. The interviews
themselves ranged-from 15 minutes to one hour long. The prithaiy foetid of the
interview wad to assess the availability of services in rural areas. Additional
questions were posed about the residents' pastand present relationship with
neighbors and the degree to which residents were involved with the community.
The analysis of this information was included with-the case studies as one of the
major sources of data for the conclusions of this project.
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COMMUNITY MEMliER INTERVIEW GUIDE

Topics to be discussed with all community respondents

What do you know about the residence at

To the best of your knowledge who lives there?

How did you first come to hear about the plans for a group home to be
developed there?

The opening of the home:

The previous owner/tenant

Notification of the neighbors

Changes to the property

The residents moving in

Initial community reaction:

How did neighbors react

Did any neighbors do anything to actively hamper the opening of the
home

Did any neighbors do anything to assist the opening of the home

How did public officials react

Personal reaction:

How did you feel about the plans for the opening of the house?Why?

What was the greatest cause for concern?

Has that changed over time? Why?

What events relative to this home made the greatest impression on you?

In general, what has the impact of community residence development been on
your community?

1 9
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How would you characterize the situation around the home now?

Based on your experience how could the process of selecting and developing
sites for this type of supported living situation be improved?

Who else should we talk to who is knowledgeable about the issues related to
the development of this community residence?

Topics to be discussed with neighbors
(In field notes indicate location of home relative to the community

'we)

How long have you lived here?

How has the pre.ience--"'the community residence effected your
neighboithood? (Probe for concerns regarding Safet y, "character of the
neighborhood, traffic, behavioral incidents, appearance of the building

Has the presence 6:-the community residence i any way effected your life
style (i.e., Do they do anything differently because of the presence of the
home)

Do you often see the people who live in the community residence in the
neighborhood, around the community? In what context?

Do you know any of the people who live/work in the community residence
(Pmbe toget a sense of how well they know peopledo they recognize people
on the street, do they know them by name, have they,ever bern in the
community residenCe)

Topics to be discussed with generic service providers and community
merchants (including transportation)

Do thc,peoPle living/working in the residence make thee of your services?

If yes, what has kind of an impact have they have on your service.

If no, why not?

Have you had to make any special adaptation/modification to your services
because of the community residence?

200
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Has the presence of the residents or their demand for services presented your
agency with any particular problems.

Topics to be discussed with public officials (selectman, commisaioners,
mayori, legislator", etc.)

Based on your knowledge and your experience with your community, wr do
you think this residence (encountered opposition) or (was-well accepted).

What has been the nature of your involvement with the community
residence?

What do you feel should be the proper level of involvement for some one in
your position?

What was the result of your involvement

How and why did this i7volvement come about?

Do you think there are adequate means in place to ensure quality services in
the home?

Do you feel that zufficient effort goes iAlto asiuring that the residerits of the
home have accesses to the resources of your community?

-Topics to be discussed with local fire, water, health, & police officials

Has the residence had any impact on you services? Describe.

Does your agoncy do anything special because of the residence?

Did you or members of your agency have any involvement in the planning or
development of the residence?

Should you have more/less involvement? Why?

Did,you have any complaints about the residence during the first 6 months it
was opened?
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\

What wu the nature of the those complaints?

How has that changed o4er time?

Do you think residents receive enough services/supports to ensure a safe and
healthy environment for them and their neighbors?

Topics to be discussed with local Realtors

Have_you ever been involved as agent for the seller or the buyer in it
transaction in which an agency it develb'ping a community residence?

If so please describe that experience

From your experience as a Realtor what works well and What needs
improvement in the process of community residence development?

Has the presence of community residence had any impact on the value of real
estate in the immediate yicinity

Do you deal with the presence of a community residence in the vicinity when
you are show a house? If so, how?

Dn you give any special advise to people selling a house near a community
residence?

202
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GUIDE FOR INTERVIEWS OF RESIDENTS, PARENTS,
GUARDIANS' & ADVOCATES

Topics to be discussed with residents and their parents/guardians

When did you first becote aware of the plans for (you/focal person)to move
into the house at

Tell us the history of how came to live in this home:

Wbo was responsible for bringing it about?

Tell us about the IDT planningprocess

Were services (day, health, transportation, recreation, etc.) adequately
prepared before transition?

Are they adequate now?

Whatresources in the cornmunity does use?

Are there any services/resources in the community which would like
to use or has tried to use that were not open to him/her

Are there any services/resourceo in the community which would use
but are not available in this communit?

What was the greatest problem encountered?

What worked best in the process?

What was the best result of the move?

Do you feel that is part of the conimunity in which he/she litres? Why?

Do you feel that there is adequate oversight (quality assurance) in the
residence where lives?

Do you think residencs receive enough services/supports to ensure a safe and
healthy environment for them and their neighbors?

Do you feel there are adequate resources available in the home where
liveg (e.g., staff, supervisors, consultante, housekeeping, dietary, training,
etc.)
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Based on your experience how could tha process of selecting and developing
sites for thia type of supported living situation.be improved?

Based-on your experience how could the 1410Cess of individurdized planning as
it relatea to residential placement and 'transition be improved

Do you feel that yo; Eave sufficient control over decisions effecting (yourself)
(your family membere) (the person for whom you.advocate)?

Who else should we talk to who is knowledgeable about the issues related to
's placement in this residence?

204
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GUIDE FOR INTERVIEWS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS

Topics tote discussed witkall
system of formai servioe

ts who are involved with the

Recount your recollection-of the chronology of events leading up to the
opening of the residence at

How was community entry handled?

What was your level of involvement?

How do you account for the level of community acceptance/resistance
encountered at this site?

Do you have enough input into the individual planning processes?

Who best represents the client's interest in the planningprocess?

Based on your experience how could the process of selecting and developing
sites for this type of supported livingeituation be improved?

Based on your experience how could the process of individualized planning as
it relates to residential placement and transition be improved

Who else should we talk to who is knowledgeable about the issues related to
placement in this residence?

Who else should we talk to who is knowledgeable about the issues related to
the development of this community residence?-

Topics to be discussed with case mangers and other IDT team members

Tell us the history of how came to live in this home:

Who was responscale for bringing it aliout?

Tell us about the IDT planning process

2 0 5
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Were services (day, health, transportation, recreation, etc.) adequately
prepared before transition?

Are they adequate now?

What resources in the community does use?

Are there any serviceskezources in the communitrwhich would like
to use or has tried to use that wera not open to himfher

Ars there any services/resourcss in the community which would use
but are not availablein this coimnunity?

What was the greatest problem encountered?

Whateworked best in the process?

What was the best result of the move?

Do you feel i:hat is part of the community in which he/she lives? Whr?

Do you feel that there is adequate oversight (quality asaurance) in the
residence where lives?

Do you-think residents receive enough services/supports to ensure a safe and
healthy environment for them and their neighbors?

Do you feel there are adequate resources available in the home where
lives (e.g., staff, supervisors, consultants, housekeeping, dietary, training,
etc.)

Topics to be discussed with residential staff

What type of people live in this home? (focus on behavioral and health
related issues)

How much do they interact with the neighbors

What is the staffing pattern?

Are there any problems with parking or traffic?
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How does the house relate to the neighbors?

Has up-keep of the property been a problem?

Has the house had any incident involving health, police!, or fire authorities?

Has the agency made any changes to the property?

Have there been any behavioral or other incidents in the neighborhood which
have caught the attention of the neighbors?

Do you feel there are adequate services available for the residents in the
community?

What types o?. audits and other quality assurance activities regularly take
place in this residents?

Topics to be discussed with DMIt regional staff

How much planning actually went into the selection of this particular
location as an appropriate site for a community residence?

How much consideration was given to the specific needs of individuals in
planning for the opening of this residence?

In the case of (A specific resident) how much consideration of his/her unique
needs went into the decision that he/she should live at this location?

How much did you coordinate with other agencies in selecting this 3 ite?

To what extent were you involved in the opening of this site?

How did the regional office assist the provider in dealing with the re&stance
which was encountered?

2 7
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Topics to be discussed with day progrsm providers

When did youtecome aware that a aecrresidiance was being developed that
would provide you with new clients sir When did you become aware that a
new client (with reference to the smicific curie of the focal persoh) for your
service was moving dito yourserace ajea?

Were you satisfied with that am6unt of notification?

What was your degree of involvement in planning for the transition of
into your agency?

Are you satisfied with that level of involvement?

From your perspective how can the individual plaiming process, especially as
it relates to transition and the need to develop day services, be improved?

Did the opening of this,(or any other) residence have an impact on the
quality of life of other people with mental retardation in your community?

In your service to what extent do you utilize generic community services?
Please give some specific examples as they related to ..(the focal person)..

Topics to be discussed with reaidential property developers
(In some cases this may be representative of the agency that runs the
residence)

Why was the eite at selected for development as a community
residence?

Was this home built or were renovations made?

What other factors went into this decision?
(Probe frIr consideration of

1. Acceesibility of generic community services
2. Availability of specialized services
3. Unique needs of people targeted to live in the setting.
4. Saturation issues
5. Renovation issues
6. Availability of affordable real estatein the area)

208
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Please describe the full chronolegy of events leading up to theopening of the
residence at

What were the major problems encountered in this development?

Were any of these problems unique to this site?

During this process of development who or what were your greatest
assets/aids in the community, ba the agency, in DMP?
Why?

During this process of development who or what were your greatest barriers
in the community, in the agency, in DMR?
Why?

Did the people who were selected as the original residents of the site play any
role in the process?

2n9
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CONNECTICUT:STUDY GUIDEIPACE SHEET/EYEBALL SURVEY.

Residence sian;,3 & address

Number of clients, sex, age range,,day placements '

Client functIoninglevels, physical/medical disabilities, types of
behavioral challenges

Staffing pattern: # of staff on duty per shift, live-in or live nearby or
other, staff interaction with neighbors?

EYEBALL SURVEY

Is the home in the middle or corner of the block; quiet or trafficked
street

Is home conspicuous? (signs, alarms, ramps, odd architecture in relation
to surroundings, other)

How does upkeep of property compare with environs?

How is parking handled?

g11
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HEY INFORMANTS INTERVIEWED:

COMMUNITY MEMBERS:

NEIGHBORS:

REALTOR

MERCHANTS

PUBLIC OFFICIALS:

ELECTED:

POLICE

FIRE

SANITATION

HEALTH

ZONING

PLANNING

GENERIC COMMUNITY RESOURCES
(Identified as nied by residents OR located in proximity to the residence.
FOR EXAMPLE: YMCA, COMMUNITY HEALTH CLINICS)
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SPECIALIZED PROGRAM PROVIDERS

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL

.0THER (RECREATION ETC.)

RESIDENTIAL PROVIDER, STAFF

AGENCY
ADMINIS.

ORIGINAL
MANAGER

PRESENT
MANAGER

DIRECT CARE
STAFF

DMR STAFF

REGIONAL
DIRECTOR

ASST: DIR FOR
RES SERVICE
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,

PLANNER

MST. DIR FOR
VOC SERVICE

LIAISON WITH
SCHOOLS

SITE DEVELOPERS:

AGENCY
ADMINISTRATOR

PERSON RESPONSIBLE
FOR SITE

214
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PERSONS INMERVIEWED =INDIVIDUAL PLANNINGTROPESS
(IFOCUS PERSONS PER srrE)

FOCUS PERSON:

NONPROFESSIONALS

FOCUS
PERSON

PARENTS,
ADVOCATES or
GUARDIAN

PROFESSIONAL wr TEAm

CASE
MANGER

We

IN I: ERS (AS IDENTIFIED IN FILE)

POSITION:

POSITION:

POSITION:

POSITION:

POSITION:

POSITION:
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ALL INDIVIDUAL FILM SHOULD BE REVIEWED FOR THE FOLLOWING
ITEMS:

1) The Overall Plan of Service in which the person was identified as a
candidateAr a community reSidence

2) The Overall Plan of Service which actually planned for the person's move

3) The Transition Plan formulated for the move

4) The Transition Checklist for the move

5) Revised Overall Plans of Service which reflect the person's adjustment tri
the new residence or problem with the new placement

6) Case notes, meeting notes, and correspondence that bear directly on
preparation for, implementation of, and follow-up on the.person's move to
the site.

7) A list of all the people who were involved as members of the
Interdisciplinary Team or otherwise involved in planning for the person's
move.

8) Indications that basic quality assurance procedures have been
implemented, including: client's being-informed of their rights; utilization
mid follow through on appeal procedures; reviews of medication and
behavioral interventions; and, in the case of class members, individual case
reviews
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RURAL SITE INTERVIEW GUIDE
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CONNECTIMT
R

GUIDELINES
FO IL

GUIDELINES FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS WITH EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, HOUSE MANAGER, ADVOCATE, DMR CASE MANAGER.

Provider Agency:

Residence Name and AZ.kess:

Date of opening:

Description of location, acreage, nearest neighbor:

Nearest town, size

Ntunber of clients, sex, age, day placements:

Residents' functioning level, physical/medical disabilities, type of behavioral
challenges, clients on psych6r,zzpic medication:

Relationships with neighbors:

Accessibility of nearest town, access to stores, recreational facilities, etc.:

Transportation used:

Fire and Police Dept.% aware of home, ever called, relationship?

How is medical care, eye care, dental care provided? Hospital used? (distance
from home, home visits, able to handle cl;--t's disability, difficulty in obtaining
services, etc)

How are occupational, physical and other Jerapies provided?

Are psyphological, psychiatric, specialized behavioral consults provided?
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Are there other specialized therapies provided? Are there are others which you
wish were available

Are there any persistent difficulties in obtaining health and habilitative services?

How many residential staff menibers work at the home? Difficult to recruit?

Are residents in a day prograe Locatiuh, nature, hours?

Was the availability of services considered when the location of the home was
chosen?

Are the quality and quantity of services available to adequately meet clients'
needs? What is needed?

What resources in the community do the clients use?

Are there any services/resources in the community that you would like residents to
use that are not available in this community?

What quality assurance mechanisms are in place for the home?

Do you have any comments, suggestions, problems about the availability of
services for the clients in this home? Any other concerns about havinga home in a
rural area?

- 2 1 9
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PERMISSION TO CONDUCT TNTERVIEWS, REVIEW CASE FILES, AND piscuss CASE HISTORIES

The Connecticut Office of Polity and 241:3gessest bra contracted with Hymen Services Research. Institute-OPP cOn,ckset a study

requested by the State Legisistaire. This stud* is *mho! to provide an el soluation a( the inspect MU. dihistittisionalisatio.;of piople with

mental retardation on 1) Caelmanities, 2) &reins aveffAtie In tk. Cemminsities; and 3) The quality °tench send*
A. one method ke onshwelog tisk Andy 11321 is measiaing the ptiessaed !bed wile& a person Is placed hi awapparted !Meg arrangement

such as a group home. To do tisk itis neemsatite review hiswthe proems 'Obscurest man* in the lives of specific isalividoala

Vie are asking kr yotw coopwition Sad assistanoe in this pert pith, study. Mt liossM libs to reviler the placament process asit was

implemmt in (your life) (the lib nisei child) (the lite albs psis* kw whom *mare the guardian). Specifically,this meansthat by signiq this

form you am giving tbr staff ankle pm** permission toe
o Review all case word relevant to the placement ofthe person namedbelow in hher =Mat pleM of residence;
o Discuss this gamma process sith aflp.t1s involvedInp lanning and implementing it including the individuel placed (if appropriate),

parents and guardians, members oldie Weedier:tisane** Pleasing Team, residential staft and day prOgrainstaf4 and

o Discuss the success of this placement and current 'onion needs of the named personwith staff currently working in hie/her residence

and day propam

41114.1.11.11104104101.101.141111,444.11400.41,41.11.41111,41.11.110011414144114411

I give permission for the Staff of Human Services Research Institute to coanct a iriew

of thr placement of

in the reside:1m at

administered by

I give this permimion with the understanding that

1. This study is examining the pIrcement procem and is not studying the people effected by this process

2. This study wffl be conducted as outlined above;

3. All information Collected fir this study will be kept confidential: All Mformation collected under this part of the project will be compiled

and reported in a form that will make it impcsale for any reader to identify the source of information or the person being discussed;

4. Any participert can refuse to *maw any of the questions we are asked;

5. Any participant can ask the project director or any other project staff questions ?elated to this project at any time; and

6. Results of this project emntually will be prepared as a report to the Connecticut State Legisloturi and dimeminated throughout the

State.

Signature Date

Relationship to person named above:

If the person eying this permission is a client of the Connecticut Department of Mental Retardation, the undersigned witness testifies that this
prccess was adequately explained to the individual and they are satisfied that the person understood the nature of this permission.

Signature of Witness Relationship tO person named

Signature of HSRI Representative Date

Signature of Project Director Date

Pleas. feel free to call Valerie Bradley, James Knoll, or Marsha Ellison at HSRI (617-876.0426) or Susan Omilian at the State Office of

Policy and Management (203-566.4478) if you have any vestions or concerns about this
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IntrOdnction

Thia literature reidew was the first, produot of thiaprOje.d. Itif.P1,441'W is
up'homes on

pit joertivallie*"anct tea* *****4:21" to . .
'4-Variables-reported

in thaliteraturethat beiti-On community acceptance pattern& _Elocause,the
impact on'PrOper4uiialues,4* been extensively .4iIdioci.by, other reisearOhers,
and does not warrant replication, the presentation Ofthermdingiot the
literature obviated the-need fOr thiiProjeOttOi;OnduOt another 601010cm:id
costlY stUdy on.property valueS, The-seconclgOal Of the -litektitufe.,teide* is to
identify factors pertainMg to, eominiiiiitY ieeeptinee. This in turn aided the
conimunity case stud* of this-Project.

twofold:, '1) to document:the literature ontnei

The literature review is organized into the f011owing sections:

o impact of community-based homes for persons with developmental
disabilities on surrounding property values and related concerns;

o impact of such homes on crime rates, municipal services, and the
"character" of the neighborhood; and

o factors that contribute to initial community acceptance or resistance to\
the establishment of the residence.

Impact of conimunity-based homes for persons with davelopmental
disabilities on surrounding property values and related concerns

Despite generally positive public attitudes toward persons with
developmental disabilities and the values that prompt deinstitutionalization
efforts (President's Commission on Mental Retardation', 1975; Kastner,
Ruppucci, & Pezzoli, 1977; Roth & Smith, 1983), adamant community
resistance sometimes surrounds the establishment of particular homes.

Attitude surveys prior to the establishment of a given residence do not test
how residents will respond to an actual home. Persons may reapond to attitude
surveys accordinit to perceived social desirability rather than by genuine
feelings. This is Illustrated bY Zultowsky andYarina (1988). They asked a
sample of Connecticiit reaidente how theyleel about the integration of ehildren
with Mental retardation intO their homes and schools. Then respondents were
asked how they expected their neighbOrs to respond to the same issues of
integration. There was a Statistically significant difference between the More
liberal attitudes espoused,by the respondents theinielves and how respondents
expected their neighbors to feel. This suggests that the "social desirability"
effect was operating and that despite-surveys that report positive effects,
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2 wt.tomiNG A NEIGHBOR

planners can expect to.entvunter substantial community opposition to
deinstitutionalization.

It has been suggested that as muchia one-third to One-half ef residential
facilitierhave encountereasUch opPeeition end thatan Unknown nurnber Of
other.facilitiee iiere effectiiely Ot. Opped by the host ceinininitY,:(Stett-& Scott,
1980; Sigehnin,'Spoiihel, & Loreazen,;i9179; Bird*** & Parker; 1977;
Sandler&-Rebinson,:1981). IiiiineroisisitrategieS,Ore eMployeaY, host,
conititUnitieLte preiviit theopenitit of ne*residantial Bermes. Als:ingthe
most effectiireisiiie Ofreitrictive zooingist* tiiblookthe residence. (These
practiaes have been testedin mitharinis court Coins, see SchOnfehi[19851for a
comprehiniive sunimar9). Other iffortiinclUde stringent eversitcht bYfire and
other regUlitory agenciet, invOlvemeht-of loialgoveromint,,Mediaittention,
and outright s6otstge.. 'Often auhltential pUblicreeourceti are spent by state
and contracted opnciei to cOunter these actOities. CommUnity reeistance.to
residential services revolves aroundi Core set of fears and uncertainties .13.y
local recidents. Far example, neighbera Tear healtli and safetrisks to their
families,,dermands on local community resoUreae, inereased crime rates, and an
impact on,the overall character of.the coMmunity: Spanhel; &
Lorenzen; 1979; Lubin, Schwarti, Zigman & Jamcki, 1982; Berdiansky &
Parker, 1977).

Foremost among these concerns is property values. Local residents often
fear that the proximity of the group home will adversely affect property rates,
will increase property turnover and the lengtkof time required to sell property.
A great deal of research has focused narrowly on this concern and thoevidence
is unequivu..al that the presence of group home has no effect on community
property values, or turnover rates. Research has been done in many areas
across the U.S. and Canada and in communities reflecting a range eroocjo-
economic status. Deepite different research designs and methods of
measurement, the findingi consistently show no adverse effects. Moreover,
some studies have employed real estate boards and other independent parties
to lend further credibility to fmdings (Mambort, Thomas, & Few, 1981; Edwin
Michaelian Imstitute, 1988).

Eighteen studies on the impact of property values were reviewed for this
report. Of these six dealt specifically with group \homes for persons with
mental retardation or developmental disabilities. A capsule-description of each
of these six studies follows.

Dolan, L. & Wolpert, J. (1982) Long term neighborhood property
impacts of group homes for mentally retarded people. Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University, Woodrow Wilson School of Public
Affairs.

This study updates a previous study done by the authors in 1978. It
analyzes market process and turnover rates for properties neighboring
thirty-two group homes in eight New York state communities. The
updated study allowed an investigation of property sales in five years
subsequent to the citing of the sampled homes. Using multiple regression
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techniques, the study analyzed prepertY transactions,before and;aiter
eeikblishment of the-groUp homes-and Coinpared thes. to &set of 'Matched
ci,_.4rOl Sites. 'The analysis indiaitted.thriePrindiiiitY,Or neighboring
Properties:0 ft grinitiheine:doesimlikaffeat4iiiir4narket;itdite! inithe.Short
or lot if teirmansd that establiehinent Orthe _Phan* wait notassOciated
withIngher priperty turriciver a èshoit di lOng term.

Edwin G. Michielisin Instittte for,Siabierban Governance Of Pace
peoplS

ImpaCt r0)01113# -Values hi WatchesteiifAionty,NeWYOrk. White
(1988). Group hate. fOi'inentally-disabled

:

This study replicates the methodology described above-(Dolan & Wolpert,
1982) but-focuied on a sample of 17 group_homes altithinVeitchester
County, alargelY uppermiddle clateto wealthy.cOmniu.nity. Theatildy
was conducted in coUberation with theVeitchester'COUnty.B6ard Of
Realtor!. 'The study shOWs that group hornet hiveno adverse impact on
the property of neighboring hoines within 600 Yards of the group home.
Moreover, property turnOver rates Were low in areas surrounding the
group homes.

Wiener, D. Anderson, R. & Nietupski J.. (1982). Impact of
Community-based Residential:Facilities for Mentally Retarded
Adults on Surrounding Property Values Usisag Realtor Analysis
Methods. Education and Training of the Mentally Retarded, 17,
278-282.

In two medium sized Iowa communities, this study compared the selling
prices of eight homes within a one-block radius of a group Ipme, with tb.e
selling price of matched homes of comparable value (as determined
through realtor analysis methods) sold in the same time period butnot
situated in the proximity of a group home. All homes were sold within
3.5% of the average selling price of the matched homes, except for two
homes which were sold above the ramge of selling prices of the matched
homes.

Minnesota Developmental Disabilities Protium. (1982). Analysis
of Minnesota Property Values of Community Intermediate Care
Facilities for the Mentally Retarded. St. Paul, MN: Dep't. of
Planning Energy and Development

This study compared the-assessed property values of neighborhoods with a
group home for the year proceeding and the year following the
establishment of the home. Changes in these values were compared to
changes in similar neighborhoods without grouP homes. Overall,
neighborhoods group homes had a mean percent property value increase of
25.9% and those without homes increased value by 26.7%. These
differences were not statistically significantly different. Moreover, the
number of properties sold in the differirg neighborhoods were virtually the
same suggesting that group homes do trA cause an undue rise in property
turnover.
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Lindauer,,M.,!rupg1"4 frOrDonnell-F.:(19802'heVeCtef
com*Unity reeklineis fOrtheinatialyietaided'Okkitil-estate
vainest in:theiteighborhoodein:Whieh-thi0 ciStlitit4 Brockport,
NY: Stets Unbiersitk Of-New Task;

This study eiamined neighbothoOdatroundaevengroR homesin,rw
York Opened betWeen:1967 and11980:ind-t*o Control neiglibothooda: 'It
found:theliresence of grouploines.hat no. effeCt Onselling:Priceiosome
"panica aefling of honteaoccurred jinkbefore voup home's opened;,no
decline in selling prices;-nO difficulty:selli4hames; and notleclinein
property values on inCrease íü turndver ifter homes opened..

Lauber; D. (1988). ImPacts on the,surrounding neighborhood of
group homes for persons with developmental- ,Chicago,
IL: Governóra Plailithig Councils on.DeielOpMental.Dishbilities.

This study examined the impact of 14 group homes in municipilitieS with
differing population density. The average sale:price of alireenientill
ownership sales within-a five blt:ckradius was compared for tWo years
prior to and Subsequent to the homes opishing. Change in sale prices were
also comwed with changes in a "contror neighborhood. Data strongly
indicated that group homes did not effect lurrOnnding property values and
the mean sale price after group homes were-opened was unrelated to
opening the grouP homes. The, study-also found that group hontes do not
engender an inCrease in property turnovefrate!s.

As mentioned, all of theabove studies focused entirely on residences for
persons with developmentardisabilities. It is important ton.* that numerous
studies have replicated these fmdings for other poPulations as well (City of
Lansing PlaimingDepartment, 1976; Linowes, 1983; Wagner & Mitchell, 1980;
Breslow, 1976; Dear 8c Taylot, 1982; Knowles & Baba, 1973).. These latter
studies revie*ed the *act of community homes for populations including
juvenile delinquents, the mentally ill, and form:ter prisoners and found no eflect
on property values for any of these typel of facilities. The Mental Health Law
Project (1988) maintains an annotated bibliography on the effect of group
homes on neighboring properties for all populations. Another compilation of
studies on property values and related concerns about gioup home developnient
is available from CRISP (1986). Neatly every study reports no impact on
property values, turnover rates, or the length,of days on the market. Given
these consistent cmdings, concerns about.adverse effects on property can be
confidently dismissed.

Impact of Homes on Crime Rates, Municipal Services, and the
"Character" of the Neighborhood

The resistance to community-based facilities is most often voiced in terms
of property values. However, other fears are often voiced by concerned
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neighbors inchiding: meighborhoed safety and impact On neighirrhood.
"lifestyle Or character isielly,beciliaSO ,iiereitioditaffiC,limse,:tise Of
municipal :orifice., andlor tilikeniPt aPPeeranCe Orthit Property:. Alt ofthese
Wiwi Mire receiiedllesi extensive exaniinatiOi-thin theisitisiif property
values, but there it peiluisiii evidencethettheia fare ire ungrounded:as
well. The folloWing sikidies address theiacOndeint:

:

f

Dolan & Wolpert (1982)-Long term neigisborhoodprOperty, impacts
oirrn:Itnhonsta Air M-eritall rstardsdpeoPle._PisInoeton,

University, Woodrów WiIIOnSchCölóf Publie Affairs.

This study compared.32-tomesin New York State to-its neighboris on the
lame block for conspactious buildhltstructire; ModifiCatiOna,vmdition.of
the house and yard, visibility of reiadeits and/or staff afialhe iiimber: of
parked cars. The Study fOund that feW homes.are consPiaudnitilong these
measures, and moreover that the homes-are generally Avell-iriaintained, the
condition of the holies are consistent with adjacent d.wellimgs, and there
was no relationship between conspicuoUsness of the group homes and
property value or turn-over 'rates.

Lauber, D. (1988). Impacts on the surrounding neighborhood of
group homes for'persons with developmental disabilitic& Chicago,
IL: or's Planning-Council on Developmental Disabilities.

This study conducted an assessment of whether persons with
developmental disabilities who live Lithe community pole any threat to
neighborhood safety. They researched the number of times group \home
residents were accused of and were convicted of crithes. This was
expressed in a rate of number of crimes per 1,000 persons and *as then,
conipared to the crime rate per 1,000 persUns of the general Illinois
po. pulation. The crime rate of persons with developmental diaabilities
living in group homes.was substantifllyilower ihan the crime rate for the
general population. Criminal behavior among persons with developmental
disabilities who live in group residendes generally involves minor crimes
against property, disturbing the peace or disorderly,conduct.

Mambort, T4 Thomas, E. & Few R. (1981). Community Acceptance:
A realistic approach. Dayton OH:. Montgomery County Board of

In this study a professional appraiser was hired to study the impact of
seven group homes located inMontgomery County, Ohio. The appraiser
found that the homes were consistent with and compatible to neighboring
properties, the grouplomes were better maintained than the surrounding
properties, residents of the home were generally not visible or noticeable
from the street and the nature of the home's purpose is not conspicuous
from the street.

Tbe results of studies based on other populations concur with these
findings. A San Francisco study of group homes found that noise levels, traffic
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volume and parkintdethandtid hot seem =usual' for a reSidentlal
nei0borhood (cites's:tin Lauber li'Eangs, 1974). Moreover, crime rates do not
rise m commUnities suirounãng grohp'hoiheifOr other pciPulations (Empey,
Newland, & Lubeck Cited in Laub& l3angs, '1974;:Sigeah, 1979c Tiplin,
1985).

Despite lknited empirical research-ówthese issues, otherevidence suggests
that these ccilterns are "non-issues:" 'Seiteralstudies have noted that despte
resistance tp community-based residencesiOnce axesidenCe is opened
community,oPPOsition withers anfidikiPPears(Lubin,.SahwartX, Zigthan, &
Jaricki, 1982; O'Connor 1976, Conice&.lifidley 1985,-Sigelnum, 1979). These
studies suggest that acceptance-wheighbOrs have actUalsofita0t-With
persons with developmentaldisibilitiii. Fkirtified.with thii,underetanding,
advocates of coMmunity-baseds0Vices haVe ,iirestled With how to best seCure
community support and deflectoppOsition based on unsubstantiated fears. The
next section of this review examines these efforts.

Factors that Contribute to Initial ConununitrAcceptance, or
Resistance to the Es; -13li4liment of the Residence.

While the data consistently imlicates that group homes pose no threat to
property values or, the safety and well-beineiof neighbors, the opening of new
homes nonethiless continues to wnt strong oppositioniniome communities.
As a result, planners wrestle with now community development can best
proceed in a way that minimizes neighborhood resistance. The literature
provides some giti&slirtes.

An early investigation was conducted by the Association for
Developmentally Disabled in Ohio (1982). Based or surveys of operators of the
home and neighbors nine factors were described that affect community
acceptance. The factors are:

o The number of similar homes already in place in a neighborhood
(neighborhood saturation);

o Transiency of the host neighborhood (transient neigKorhoods are less
likely to present opposition);

o Amount of local traffic (homes sited on streets with moderate traffic
experience less opposition);

o Previous use of the homes (those homes previously occupied by nuclear
families are more likely to be opposed);
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o Age of neighbors (younger neighbors are less likely to oppose the group
Inie);

o Single inconurneighbors (neighbors of single income households lire
more likely to oppose the residence);

o On-street parldng (faCilities that use on-street parking as opposed to
parking lots on the property are less likely to be opposed);

o Male residents (homes of male rather than female residents are more
likely to be opposed);

o Amount of staffmg (there is a moderately positive correlation with the
number of staff employed and the degree of community acceptance).

Another issue that has received some attentiomis the size of the facility.
Holmes (1979) concludes that community reactioals more positive toward
apartment clusters than toward group home development. In a survey of
attitudes and,policies of local planning and zoning officials, inost respondents
indicated that limiting the size of the group home was the most important local
consideration (Jaffe & Smith, 1986). This report seconded the importance of
adequate dispersion of group homes in a given community.

Another study by Sigelman (1976)\providesa different-set of factors.
Based on a survey of 655 adults of sentnnents toward persons withe
developmental ditabilities, a profile of demographic variables related to likely
acceptance to group.homes was generated. There was a strong inverse,
relationshipbetween age of the respondent and willingness tikaccept group
homes. 13lacka were more positive than eitherAnglos or Meiican-Americans.
Frequent chnrchgoers, persons who,rented homea,,andpernons whO libel
themselvesas liberals were all also more accepting to comniunity-based
residences: Berdiansky &.Parker (1977) echo this interpretatión when they
suggest that "lesq.Concern over coinmunity relations could be giien to
heterogeneoue neighbOrhoods in the inner city and transitional zones.
Residents in such areas often live with a great diversitY of 'deviance' or possess
little community pride or loyalty"- (p.10). Finally, Seltzer (1984) provides
evidence Old community opposition was hikher in neighborhoo& that
consisted primarily of homeowners and when the property value of the
residence was hirher.

However, the implications of these fmdings are disturbing, since they
suggest that community residences should be cited in black or ethnically mixed
neighborhoods, comprised of mainly young adults who rent rather than own
homes and who coexist with subatantial "deviance." Certainly this limits the
number of communities a planner might search in and moreover, it defeats
some of the main principles of normalization.
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Weber (1978) offers &other set of characteristicrthat influence
community development:

o Neighborhoodmariables;

* cohesion.and family orientation of coinmunity
* history of neighborhood organization
* leadership in the itrea

o Sponsoring agency variables; and

* Auspices
* Agency credibility
* Agency experience in the field

o Legal variables (i.e., how solid is the legal basis of the home)

Weber offers the following suggestions in promoting comniunity
acceptance:

o have a thorough knowledge of the neighborhood;

o have a sound legal basis;

o organize a neighborhood educational plan and materials well in
advance of entry;

o in educating neighbors be clear and straightforward;

o avoid large group meetings with neighbors;

o assign thelroup home parents to the job of educating neighbors;

o don't promise there will be "no problems" from clients;

o educate important persons in advance;

o don't expect complete support at once;

o execute a "good neighbor" plan;

o be respectful of neighbors.

Rather than trying to figure out which type of community or type or
residence will engender the least opposition, another approach is suggested in
the literature. This is whether opening facilities should make a "low" or "high
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profile" entzy into'the neighborhood. Seltzer (1984) offers this description of
the two approaches:

In the high profile 'strategy, community meinbers are notified about the
intention to establish A commUnityresidence well in advance. They are
often provided with educational inaterial about Mental retardation,
deinsfitutionalization, nonniapition, ete and may be invited to
participate in-the development\-ithe facility.) In the lOw-Profile
approach, the coMmunity residence is eataNished as inconspicuouslY as
possible. Community menibers have tL rapportunity to become
acquainted-gradually with Clients anditafrmembers. (p. 2)

Proponents of the high-profile approach recognize that there is no actual
basis for most of the fears of local residents, and thatcommunity acc4tance
grows with actual contact and understanding of persons with developmentaL
disabifities. For example, Kastner, Repucci & Pezzoli (1979) demonsttatethat
persons with more favorable attitudes toward otherswitlrmental retarditiOn
either desired contact With persons with mental retardation or who had
otherwiie hid/some contact withpersons with diuhilities or had been exposed
to information on mental retardation. Planners have concluded that
community opposition can be deflected briiifering contact with pemons with
developmental disabilities and *public education onthe matte* that concern
local residents prior to opening homes. For example, twol'Iorida AgenCiell haiie
recently conducted a campaign entitled, "Group Homes: It's a Family Matter"
that is to be largeted*to persons Who influence local policrmaking and to likely
neighbors of future group homes. The campaign inclUdes videotapes, fact

. sheets and other media presentation. The purpose of the campaign it in partto
foster support for liberalizing a state zoning la*.

In a handbook on community development (Normann & Stern, 1988)
agencies are advised to: schedule a Neighborhood laformation Meeting,
initiate a "door-to-door" canvass of the neighborhood, prepare a preaS release
and information packet, and notify key local government officials.

In addition, some supporters of the high profile approach feel that the
community has a right to know in advance about any planned facilities end
that community opposition is fostered by a surreptitious approach..(Berdiansky
& Parker, 1977). For example, Kastner, Repucci, and Pezzoli conclude their
report of a survey on community attitudes by saying:

... the next goal in the field should be to encourage public education and
facilitate community integration to move actual sentiments more in line
with survey responses. Based on the present fmdings, the best
approach to this goal would be to promote as much:public exposure as
possible, both through information modes such as public campaigm and
literature and through increased contact among mentally retarded
people and their neighbors in the community. (p. 143)
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The authors art careful to point out earLer in the study t1mt contacts
actual,ly need to be structured to insure positive interaction betwtan neighbors
with and without disabilities.

Advocates for the 10*-profile spproch, on the contrary, argue that prior
public educationand exposure mabemore apt ta,roume community Hon
rather than to quell it and that coin' Umities wirgrow accepting of the
once they have actual expOsurs to it. Moreover, they argue that lawns with

velopmentaldiabilities have no more Obligation-to inform neighbars of their
intention to reside in their locale than does any other group ofpersons.

One of the earliest arguments for the low-profile approach is described by
Berdiansky and Parker (1977):

One popular way to establish a group home is to use the-Machiavellian
'apProach: the developer Makes secret arrangements for the project.and
then presents the group home to the conununity as a faitbccompli.
When neighbors see the home in existence, they may realize that the
residents are basically harmless and that any resistance would be
fruitless. AdVocates of this apprOach see extensive preliminary pubilc
relations and neighborhood canvaiising,a3=iiiter-productive and
encouraging open discussion of contioversial and organized resistance.
(p.10)

For example, Baker, Seltzer, and Seltzer (1974)report that-group homes
that attenipted to prepare and educate the community prior to opening were
also more )ikely to report communitrotion. In a subsequent study by
Seltzer (1984) community residemee that conductkl public education were
statistically more likely to encounter opposition thaz slid a matched group of
facilities that did not encounter oppoiation. Moreolor, there was no Idifference
in the likelihood of encountering opposition if the residence employe4 a site-
selection committee which included local neighbors; including locaresidents on
the board of directors of the residence, or by-having staff members specifically
designated to public relations. Moreover, opposition was least likely to be
encountered when the<comMunity t,ecame aWare of the existence of the
residence after it had already been in operation and nioec likely when the
community learned about the planned residence during the six Month period
before it opened. The author concludel that publks% education efforts may have
unintendedmegative consequences animay provoke rather than minimize
opposition. Berdiansk7 and Parker (1977) likewise cOnclude_that comniunity
objections to group homes were-not allayed despite frequent and lengthy
meetings with neighbore.

One way to understand how public education-may foster community
opposition is by recognifmg that neighborhood meetings can provide a forum
for the ventilation of fears that would otherwise be kept private. Ambivalent
parties can be swayed by outspoken neighbors who are opponents. A public
meeting itself can provide a means for organizing opposition. Sigelman-(1976)
reports that despite the favorable attitude possessed by the majority Of
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neighbors prior to opening a home, one intense critic was subsequently
,effective in swaying opinions and rousing community opposition.

An alternative to the low or high profile debate is offered by-Weber (1978).
Based on his experience of developing 30 group hems for children he descriles
a third strategy of community entmcalled "informingthe select few". Iathis
approach "certain local residents are informed and educated, as well as agency
and government officials." Weber emphasizes educating those persons who-are
most concerned, and setting up channels of information that respond quickly to
any expressed concerns.

Co Liclusions

Based on substantial evidence, it can be confidently concluded that
community-based residential services for persons with developmental
disabilities pose no threat to local property values, turnafier retail, or the tithe
required to sell property. The existing research also suggests that group homes
likewise pose no threat to community safety or to community "character."

The literature gives less direction in determining those factors that
contrthute to community opposition. Although it appears that opposition is
less likely to occur among r-ighborhoods of lower income, lower property
value, with greater transwncy, of mixed racial composition, and with a younger
population, this would hardly justify the siting of group homes exclusively in
neighborhoods of these characteristics.

Other variables contrthuting to community acceptance that are highlighted
in the literature are: size of the facility, relative neighborhood saturation,
amount of traffic and types of parling used by the facility. However, more
studies would have to be done to substantiate the importance of these
variables.

The literature on community attitudes is equivocal, stating that although
positive attitudes may be voiced, the actual response of neighbors to a group
home can be very resistive. Public education and contact with persons with
disabilities, although the logical response to this dilemma, may actually provide
a greater forum for the organization and fomentation of community resistance.
The low profile approach is also bolstored by the notion that people with
disabilities should not be required to "ask permission" before they move into a
neighborhood.

This literature review served to highlight those factors that needed to be
investigated in the case studies of the impact of deinstitutionalization on
communities in Connecticut. While the issue of property values can be laid to
rest, the community case studies investigated impact in terms of character of
the neighborhood, group home appearance, and the use of municipal services.
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The third section of this review also suggeeted that the following atpects be
investigated in the case studies: size-of facility, neighborhood sattiration,
amount of traffic and park:ing usage, staffmg.patternsi.demogiaphio Of the
surrounding comniunity, and whether community developers adopted a "low-
profile" or "hiprofile approach to community entry.
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DESCRIPTION OF T -132 FORMAI:4.Y MANDATED SYSTEM

This document presents one of the initial components of the legislativeky
mandated study dilate development of community serviCes forpebple served 13y
the ConnecticUtDePartment of MintalRetardation. Whit is Presentedlere is
a "map" of the service systemfOrTerions with nierital±etardattion in
Connecticut. This system.outline Weibonitructed based-On What is known in
the state about sitf4g, placement and resaurce deVelopment.

The formal system description was a crucial element in the total design of
this project since it essentially served as the reference point, a baseline, for the
community case studies. \ The purOose of the case studies was tb determine
what actually took place prior to the developMent of residential resources. In
other words, the case study materialprovides factual information on what
happened which can be contrasted with the formal description of what the
process ought to be.

This formal system description also provided a basis for formulating the
key informant interview guides which were employed during the community
case studies. Elements from this formaLdescription provided the categories
that were the focus.of the questions which were asked of all those interviewed
during the subsequent phase of this project

1

The system "map" or formal system description is based on three sources of
information: 1) document review; 2) review of court order; and 3) key
informant interviews.

1. Document Review. During the initial phase of the project, staff
identified all statutory,'regulatory and planning documents that specify
the state's procedures for the siting and development of residential
arrangements in the community is well as for the placement of
individuals with mental retardation in such homes. Such documents
include the state laws regarding the conduct of the mental retardation
system, the departmental regulations that specify the responsibilities of
the various key actors in the resource development process, and policy
memos that describe particular aspects of the site development and
placement enterprise.

2. Review of Court Order. Because significant portions of the state's
deinstitutiorslization activities are governed by the court order in the
CARC v, Thorne and Southbury cases, staff also reviewed court-
mandated procedures including preliminary assessments required,
content of the individual client plan, timelines for placement, nature of
the residential arrangement and monitoring requirements.
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3. Ke Informants InterVie** In order to pin a more detailed,
Ing of the comninhity -development and plieement process;

relevant stnta- officials' indTapreeent;ttivel of aome!Ofthe major private
agencies- were MteriieWetincludMg the CoMMiseignik of Mental-
retardationi the depUtronininiseioner fOr PrOgramili:tha deputY
coniniiiiichieeforildnimistrati*,thaiitr4ong direitorktba df,..actor
of the diiision-*Of 4414 asinirance, DMR.threCtOr Of itiategie. planing,
regiOnal raSidentiallerviCeilitaff in '3iigiOnaXIMR.Coneent.decria
coordinator,,court Monitor stiff; rePreennitatives of the.Corporation for
Indepiendfint Living (CIL),,repraientativee -of ConneCticutAatociation of
Rehabilitation Faailities (CONNARF),_representatives Of Connecticut
Associatiakof Residential Facilities (CAR.,F), representative Of the
Conneatant AssOciationforZetaided`Citizen. (CAW), a Sea legislator,
a repreeentative of the Giivernor's office, and epresentativai of 10
community providers.

This report i$5 intended to be descriptive in nature, therefore no critical
analysis of the processes described is attempted. A substantive analysis is
contained in the final report of this project where it can be informed by an
understanding of how these .13rocesses are actually implemented.in the field.
This report is divided into three sections, reflecting tb.1 ma* aspects of the
community development process: 1) Resource Development; 2) Individual
Placement Process; and 3) Quality Assurance.
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REsotrack DEVELOPMENT

This section reviews: 1) how individual eligibility for DKR services is
determined, 2) the steps involved in aecurinE.a-contract to open residential
services, and 3) how msidential sittze arideveloped. The presentation is based
on DMR-practices that are curreit at the time of this report. Although some of
tile case study homes opened while otherPolicies werela effect, these prior
policeochave little bearing on the findinp of this report and consequently are
not diactissed. The material presented la drawn from Department of Mental
Retardation regulations and manuals, inforination supplied by members of the
Department, other key informant interviews and other documents.

Client eligibility determination

Potential consumers of Department of Mental Retardation services are
referred to the Case Management Division Of each of/the six Department
regional offices. Referrals are made by private service provider organizations
with the permission of the individual, other legal representatives, or
responsthle state agencies. Referred persons must meet the statutary
definition of mental retardation and-must require residential services because
of one or more of the folloWing factors: 1) a need to deinstitutionalize, 2) a need
to prevent institutionalization, 3) a need for age...appropriate or other specific
types of residential services, 4) the urgent neeeof that person for placement to
prevent functional deterioration, and 5) because of a financial need for
assistance in securing residential services.

The Department's first responsibility is to provide community residential
services for members of che CARC v. Thorne consent decree. The Department
is already behind in meeting these obligations. The Department must also
attend to the needs of persons who require emergency placement because of the
breakdown of their existing residential situation, other persons in the
community who are in need of residential services, and special education
students who are transitioning into adult activities.

Each year, the Commissioner's Office of DMR issues a statewide notice of
the availability of funds for day and residential services. The notice includes
the number ot persons to beserved on a regional basis. This notice (based in
part on legislative authorization of monies to the department) will determine
whether any region can support an expansion of services.

In order to juggle the various competing interests (e.g., persons still
institutionalized, persons who require emergency services and other needs),
each regional office develops a list of persons who get priority for anY
expansion of services. Subsequently, the process for selecting the provider(s) to
serve these persons is begun. A substantial percentage of residential and day
services are 7rovided by private, non-profit corporations. However, the
Department of Mental Retardation has developed, and still maintains, more
than 50 group homes under its own auspices and the public sector continues to
develop residential services.
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Steps involved in receiving a contract for the provision of services
with the Department of Mental Retardation

On a regional basis, formal and informal discUssioneare begun with
service providers todeterminelheii intereot sfltCspacit y to develop residential
services for the persons designatedlo receiv them. Interested proyiders then
submit a letter of intent." The letter speSiftesthe details of the Orginitation,
organizational goals, and t14:Propoeed proems:send thnefraine tomeetthe
residential needs of the regio0. A reView teamineachrogionevaluatas these
organizations accordiNc tethe guidelines eitablished by-the Departinent
whether the provider's statetpurpOse aid.direction are in line with the DbM
Mission Statement the Misiion Statentent ia deeCribed in greater detail under-
the "Individual Plaiming" section). ThrOughthisProceis, Providers are selected
to develop services and are submitted for ipproval to the regional director.

The regional office subsequently drafts eletter of agreement" that is
signed by the regional office and the approved service provider. This letter
outlines the responsibilities of both the regional office and tne provider, and
the time frame for the development of the service. The letter also details the
provider's responsibility to obtain a full understanding of the individual clients
(through meetingewith the client, the case manager, and the interdisciplinary
team); to make the sites selected for the residence available-to the region for
review arid apprwal; and to develop a residential serviceS plan. The region
agrees to make aY1l necessary information available and to provide coorffination
and technical aaiistance.

As mentioned above, the provider develops a "residential services plan."
The plan specifies how services are to be developed which are client specific,
meet the needs of the region, and are in keeping *ith the DMR mission
statement. The plan specifies the identity and the number of residents in each
site, the staffmg pattern and compensation 1eve):14 from whom
professional/medical services will be obtained, the costs of program
components, and a description of the operation of the whole program including
daily routines and back-up systems for special programming.

Once the residential services plan ia_agreed upon, the regional office signs
a "letter of commitment" that outlines the specifics of the service to be
developed. This triggers the process of rate setting. The provider submits a
request to the Department of IncomeMaintenance. They in turn establish an
interim daily rate per client for "room and board." The interim rate remains in
offedi-until a regular room and board-rate is established based onActual
operating expenses (e.g. rent, insurance). A separate rate is established for
service purposes (i.e., direct care and habilitative services). This rate is based
on: staff salaries administrative costs, staff training Code, and related
expenses. The previder may also request specific start-up funds and/or loans
prior to the opening of the residence.

Once the rates have been establishei the DMR contract administration
writes the contract for the provider. Before admitting clients the home must
undergo licensing review. In order to be licensed the program must present
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signed certificates from the local firs marshall, the attendin
home, and the attending dentist alontwith assurances rep
day progiam and other profeisional services.

hysician for the
ng availability of

Development of the residential site

Regional staff work together with providers on the selection of the
residential site. A regional office may lane a specific town or community in
mind at the time of negotiations with the provider organisation because of the
home community of the selected residents or &Art tenors. Regional offices
are required to approve the selection of a givo. site. The aCtual amount of
involvement with the selection of the residential sites varieaby DMR tegion.

Most often providers will propose a site to the regional office. A range of
factors usually come into consideration when selecting a site. The optimal
location is generally based on the flung* relationships and habilitative service
needs of the potential residents. Another consideration is access to public
transportation-end other local medical and consumer services. A significant
factor is the -vet Of the housing and the cost of any neceseary renovations to
the site. Providers may also consider the historicai receptivity of the town to
community development.

Within the geographic framework negotiated with the region, the provider
or its agent works with roml realtors to locate appropriate sites. Any
rehabilitation or renovations necessary to bring the property in line with the
needs of the potential residents or into compliance with licensing, building and
fire safety cocles are the responsibility of the provider. Compliance with
building, fire, and safety codes is determined by local inspectors.

The tirie frame for the entite process of site development from selection to
renovation,to moving-in varies. It has reportedly been accomplished in as little
as 90 days. However, the average development time is closer to six months
with some sites tnking closer to 13 months depending on ensuing
complications.

The matter of notification of neighbors is left largely to the discretion and
philoiophy of the service provider agency. Some providers engage in extensive
notification of neighbors while others feel it is not necessary. A number of
people interviewed echoed the sentiment that persons with mental retardation
should not have to notify.neighbors that they are moving into a residence any
more than should any other individual. In practice, agencies can.be found
doing everything from personally notifying every household in the area, to
moving in, unannOtneed.

While some private providers undertake all aspects of resource
development, the majority of private providers sub-contract this work to an
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agency which specializes in resource development, and then assume the
programmatic operation of the residence as it nears opening

Corporation for Independent Living (CIL)

CIL is the Major developer of specialized bodging in Connecticut It is a
private, non-profit organizatiCiri with tieveral non-profit-subsidiaries. cm
Works under sub-contract wiftitraivitte service providers to,provioe.any or all of
the followingfunctions:real eitata ei*elopmenk sitelelection, planning,,
inspection-and-evaluatiOn, financial feasiliiiity adysii of alternative project
sites, construction andrehabilitation fe site; Walvis.); theproperty to the
contractor, management of propertiee -Wadding rent011ection;liisurance
managenlent orientation-anci traininit to lessee.agencies, loans for 4.1retAlre
and other itart-up costa, a lease service for Nrnituroand equipment, and
consultationAo other groups involved With confmunit3i houeing project

Presently CIL leases over 200 properties to non-profit agencies operating
residential services (these include individuals from departments other then
mental retardation). Over 1,000 individuals are served througfi CIL in 91
towns. CIL is involved in the'lion share" of resource development in
Connecticut. In fact, siime providers Who dwattempt resource development on
their own do so with comultatiou from CIL.

CM has a policy of making almost every site they areinvolved with fully
accessible for persons in wheelchairs irrespective of whether the Clients
selected to move in require accessible housing. CI 'tea this policy is
increasing the available stock of accessible hoUsing hi Connecticut. This policy
is worth uoting because some interviewees sUggestedthat it unnecessarily .

increases the time needed to develop a site.

Zoning Ordinances

Connecticut's statewide zoning law affords a great deal of protectior, to its
citizens with mental retardation. The law (Ch. 124, Sec 8-3e) states that local
zoning regulations cannot treat any coonnunity residence housing,Six or fewer
persons as iinything other than a single'family resiclence. This effectively
permits community residences to be developed in neighborhoods of any type of
zoning.

Given this powerful zoning overrideand the anticipation of the potential of
oversaturation of neighborhoods with cowanunity residences that the statute
may incuf, another section of Connecticut's zdaing law was passed. The so-
called "1,000 foot rule" (Ch. 124, Sec. 8-30 requirea that no,community
residence for persons with mental retardation shrial be established within one
thousand feet of any other such residence without approval from the local
zoning board. While the law is effective for hnniei for persons with
retardation, it does not address homes for other populations. Some
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communities feel they face a preponderance ofstate-sponsoreiserviees. At
present there is an agreement betwein the Departments of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation to collaborate on Pkiriniinng issues of neighborhood
saturation during residential services plpining. However, this agreement does
not include other agenciee such as corrections and youth services; CIL
administrators and bther service providers State that they cahvass potential
sites to see if there are residential or other service centers for,any population
within 1,000 feet of the proposed site, and will not develop that site if there is.
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INDIVIDUAL PLANNING PROCESS

This description of the formally -mandated processfor individual planning
and placement in a-1:ommunity setting is based on the seria of interviews and
the reviow of the relevant state documenti outlined* the beginning of this
report. The following documents were particularly useful in preparation of this
section:

DMR's Family Members' Handbook,

DMR's Overall Service Planning: Guidelines for Team Process
and Documentation of Team Meeting Outcome$ (July 1, 1982),
and

DMR, Policy Bulletins

#8 "Case Management" (May 1, 1986)

#9 "Eligibility for DMR Services" (May 1, 1986)

#10 'Program Placement" (May 1, 1986)

#11 "Overall Plan of Services" (May 1, 1986)

#12 "Discharge" (May 1, 1986)

#13 "Athacates" (May 1, 1986)

#15 "Nexus" (December 1, 1987)

The individual planning process seems to have eight major components
which will merit consideration as part of this study: The organizational context
of planning, Case management, Placement process, Overall plan of services,
Transition plan, Nexus, and Appeal process. The relevant characteristic of
each of these elements will be discussed in the sections that follow. In line with
the intent of this formal system map, these outlines are drawn, wherever
possible, directly from DMR's description of the process.

The organizational context of planning

What emerged front the documents and interviews is a seemingly thorough
processor more appropriately series of interrelated processesof planning
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which attempts to be driven by the needs of the individual. DirectiOn- is given
to this planning Proceis byl-zontinual isferenoe. to DMR's Mitigdoix Stateinent as
the- compass which Should,guideservicedeVelopinent iiiCeihriktirtt. Ai is
appropriate for such a global doctiment,,it refleOts-a broad Stafainent Of Values:

The mission of the Department of Mentid Retaidationlis to join with
others to create the conditions tinder Which all Persona' with mental
retardation experience:

Presence and participation in Connecticut town life

Opportunities to develop and exercise competence

Opportunities to make choices in pursuit ot a personal future

Good relationships with family inember and friends

Respect and dignikr.

As a guide for translating thee goals into plans for specific individuals the
department outlines seven principles of service planning. These include:

All people can learn and grow;

People who have mental retardation share the same general needs with
all other people;

The plaiming process should focus on the whole person, not just his or
her deficits or problems;

Services must be individual and relevant

An understanding of the person's needs and competencies is key to
supporting the person

Purpose and process are more important than forms

A good planning process should move from general to specific. (See
DMR, 1987, Overall Service Planning, pp.6-9)

The continuing key actors present throughout the individual planning
process are the members of each client's Interdisciplinary Team (MT). The
makeup of this group should reflect the individuals needs and is made up of
people who have direct knowledge of the client. So the -composition -)f each
IDT will vary from client to client and is subject to change over time. Except
where federal or state licensing regulations impose other requirements the IDT
must minimally include

The client;
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At least one parent, relative, guardian, or independent advocate;

Staff from both present and planned residential and day program;

A member of the staff from the preselitor planned day program who
instructs, teaches, or counsels the client--,,

The case manager; and

Other specialist who are involved with the client, includilubut not
limited to psychologist, psychiatrist, social worker, nurse, physician,
occupational/physical therapists,And speech/hearing/vision/
communication specialists.

Case management

The case manager plays a central role in the processes of placement,
planning, transition, and service coordination for people served by the
Connecticut Department of Mental Retaidation. In this regard this role
constitutes the indiVidual client's principle spokesperson within the service
system. By definition the person of the individual-caie inanager is central to
the processes we are examining here: As the Department defineeit

Case management is e statewide process by which the department
direets, coordinates, and monitoris servicesto csersOns with mental
retardation from the lime the person enters the system to the time they
are discharged. Case management assists persons mho are Mentally
retarded to identify and sedure services which meet -their individual
needs for growth, and to secure that their rights are protected. Case
management ensures that the client's Overall Plan of Services .(OPS) is
being prepared, modified, and carried out by the interdisciplinary team
(MT), and that services are relevant to the client's current needs.
(DMR, Policy 8, p. 2)

The case management function has three major components 1) intake and
referral, 2) client program management, and 3) record keeping. While
functions such as intake and record keeping are important, in fact they are
ancillary to the central case management role as client program manager. In
that regard the components of this aspect of the case manager role, as
described in WAR Policy 8 "Case Management", are a central focus of study.

Specifically the case manager has responsibility for:

1. Coniening.and'sc eam (IDT) which
develops or modifies the client's Overall Plan of Services (OPS).

2. Working with clients and families to identify client needs, refer clients
to appropriate services provider(s) with timely follow-up, and to assist
client's and families in securing services.
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3. Providing client support which includes

Informing clients, family members, guardians, and advocates of
their legal rights

Monitoring client progress in meeting the goals and objectives
established in his or b.er OPS

Visiting the client in his or her service setting on a regular basis

Coordinating provision of emergency services as may be needed

Contacting families at least quarterly to report client progress

Assisting clients/families to resolve placement adjustment
problems as needed.

4. Ensuring review of client behavior programs

5. Ensuring coordination of all services in OPS

6.--Meeting with providers of services to give feedback on programs and
offer assistance

7. Reporting to regional administration when services are not being
provided as specified in OPS.

8. Securing approval of purchase requests

9. Tracking progress of resource development efforts

10. Referring the client's needs to the individuals responsible for regional
resource development when resources are not presently available.
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Placement process

The individualized planning process begins from the moment that a person

is defmed as eligible for services from DMR:

A case manager shall be assigned, shall ensure that all team members
are assigned, and shall schedule the first IDT team meeting within
thirty (30) days after the clients enters the system. (DMR, Policy 11, p.
9)

From the outset the person-centered focus of this process is underscored:

All placement planning for clients of the department shall be based on
the needs, strengths, and preferences of the individual person
regardless of the availability of current resources. (DMR, Policy 10, p.
2)

This process is to be informed by comprehensive professional evaluation:

Clients considered for placement shall be evaluated by appropriate
psychological, medical, and,social services personnel to determine their
placement goals and to ensure that the services selected will meet the
specific needs of the client. (DMR, Policy 10, p. 2)

Another major consideration in the initial stage of planning is the maintenance
of the new client's network of relationships:

The department shall attempt to provide placement in a region based
upon the presence of individuals significant to the client, including
parents, siblings, other relatives or close friends. (DMR, Policy 10, p. 2)

Within the IDT process this information is synthesized and updated:

Recommendations for initial placement are based upon the
Interdisciplinary Team's consensus regarding placement requirethents
to meet the client's specific needs. The IDT shall review all
preplacement evaluations, update them as needed , and shall identify
the client's programmatic needs and service options focusing on the
least restrictive setting possible for the client. (DMR, Policy 10, p. 5)

Based on this review of the individual evaluation and their knowledge of the
system of services,

The IDT shall make an initial determination of resource availability.
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If resources are available, the casemanager shall arrange for visitation
of potential residential and day program sites by the client, family,
guardian and/or advocate.

If initial review of resources available-reveals no suitable current
programs or if the placement visit(s) do net result in agreement as to
the specific residential and day program, information on the clients
needs shall be referred to regional staff who are reaponsible for
resource development. (D/s/M, Policy 10, p. 6)

Even with this well deveoped planning process DMR remains-aware of the
fact that difficulties can arise with any placement, Therefore, guidelines are
presented for procedures to follow in dealing with placement problem:

In the event that problems with the placement occur, the case manager
and the client's Interdisciplinary Team may:

Seek professional consultation and assistance from other professional
staff employed at the client's residence or day program.

Review the individual's OPS for possible modification of the program
or placement component.

Seek consultation or assistance from outside the agency, including the
referring region or facility.

Provide short-term supplemental assistance at the placement as long as
the emergency exists.

Explore other alternatives such as respite for the clients and/or his or
her caretaker, or short-term backup placement of the client outside of
the facility.

Compile data regarding unmet needs for use in planning for future
development. (DMR, Policy 10, p. .7)

Overall plan of services

The basic framework for all individual planning for each client served by
DMR is the development of the Overall Plan of Services (OPS). The initial
placement meeting is the first in an ongoing series of OPS meetings which will
continue as long as the person is in a residential or day program administered
by DMR. The OPS is rewritten on an annual basis with a review every 4
months. Each team member submits written objective progress reports to be
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reviewed at the semi-annual meeting to assist in evaluating the effectiveness of
the plan or to highlight deficiencies in the programs. However, if an emergency
or a substantial change in the individual life situation is occurring a full MT
meeting can be requested at any time by any team member to reassess the
OPS.

DMR's attempt to_ give clear direction to it programs is reiterated in the
policy detailing the OPS requirement:

The purpose of the Overalr2lan of Services is to ensure that the
services provided to clients use culturally valued means to help clients
achieve culturally valued lives.

This document then goes on to outline in a more specific fashion how this goal
is to be reflected in the OPS:

The Overall Plan of Services process shall encourage integration of the
client into normalized settings and shall strive continuously for
placements into the leut restriative program alternatives. The process
shall be developed in keeping with accepted principles in the field of
mental retardation and shall enhance the client's environment. The
Overall Plan of Services Process shall focus upon:

1. DEVELOPMENTAL GROWN'. All clients , regardless of age or
level of disability, continue to learn and develop throughout their
lives given positive expectations and a proper environment

2. INDIVIDUALIZATION. Planning and pro g to meet the
unique needs, strengths, and interests of eac client.

3. INTEGRATION. The opportunity for people with and without
handicaps to form good relationships where they live, work, and
learn.

4. USE OF GENERIC SERVICES. Access by persons with mental
retardation to existing services within the community in which
they live (e.g., recreation, transportation, medical care).

5. SUPPORT OF NATURAL SETTINGS. Strengthening and
maintenance of family involvement and the home residence

6. FULL CITIZENSHIP STATUS. Acknowledgement of the same
rights for a person with mental retardation as are constitutionally
afforded all citizens. (DMR, Policy :1, p. 6)
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The OPS process results in the production of a written plan that describes
the services the client will receive and the mainer in which they will be
delivered. The principle components of this written plan include:

1. A list of the person's strengths, needs, and preferences.

2. A list of prioritized goals;

3. Each goal is operationalized by behavioral objectives that are stated in
terms that are positive and objectively measurable.

4. Each objective is accompanied by a specific service plan which describes
what program staff will do to assist the client to achieVe the objective.

5. An evaluation procedure is described that will be used to determine
whether the teaching strategy are actually helping the client master the
objective.

6. These basic elements may be supplemented with

a. An Individualized Transition Plan which focuses on the support
needed to achieve a successful move,

b. An Individualized Spending Plan which focuses on developing the
clients money management skills, or

c. AnAdaptive Equipment Plan which describes the special
equipment the client needs to achieve the greatest degree of
physical independence.

It should be noted that DMR has devoted considerable effort to assuring
the person-centered focus of the OPS by carefully outlining the process entailed
in the development of this document in Overall Service Planning guidelines
(DMR, 1987). Given the scope of this study three diagrams which schematize
the planning process are.particularly useful. These are reproduced on the
following pages. Figure 1 presents a flow chart which synthesizes the
planning/implementation procesv. Figure 2 outlines the major factors that
must be considered in looking at an individual's service needs. These
considerations are clustered according to the three msjor elements in the
service system residential, vocational/education, and personal supports. Finally
Figure 3 lists specific questions which should be asked about the srs4fic
individual and his or her participation in 6 major domains of daily life. The
answers to these question are intended to inform the process of service review
outline in Figure 2.
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FIGURE A
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE-THE JOELOPMENT
OF A PERsqtaLsuglizzy

FAMILY
who are the person's family members?
how often does the person visit with his or her
fimily?

where do the person's family ~bets live?
what suOcort_do family membees provide
to the pinata;

'what suPPort does,the person provide to
his or her family?

HOME

WORK, SCHOOL OR OTHER DAYTIME OPTION
"Were does the persorkspend his or her day?

Wtat activities is the person involved In?
hciw far does thilerson vavel Inch day?

**hetet. the hours the person isitway from home?
how dose the pireir get to whets he or she spends the day?
does-G.:-Iperion get paid ,fot Work?
et;"-letAiMperson learning?
whit-suppiit does the person get during the day?
We does the person spend his,or her day with?
ocwotters? schoolmates? Cali?
does the person like what hi or 'she does durktg the day?
what are the person's noisome pals?

where does the person live?
who does he or she live with?
does the,person have a private room?
who are J. staff who spend the mosttune with the joerson?
what support does the terson need at home?what opportunmes and scrObas does the
person have available ?
how long ha the person'ived in this plate?
does the person get along with his or her housemates?
does the person Lke Were ha or she is Wing? why or why not ?
is the home close to things the person Iles to do?
do you set the person remaining in this horns? why at WI not?

HEALTH

how would you describe the perscn's general health?
does the person have arty specific ditficulites?
what medicadon does the person take? why?
when was the last time the person saw a ftdor?
d es the person see any health specialists?
can the person monitor his ot her own health?
does the person use any supportive
corrective or assistive devices?
does the person have any allergies?
how is the person's nutritional status?
does the person sleep well?
has the perlon had any injuries or health problemsin the prr
does the

u
person receive any ropier therapy or treatment?

RELATIONSHIPS

who are the person's friends?
does the person have an advocate?
how much time does the person spend with
people other than star

where does the person' spend time with
others? at home? -.it work? other places?

what restrictions dbite the person haye on
his or her relationships?
what opportunities does tho person have to
meet people?

LEISURE

how does the person spend his or her free time?
what does he or she lite to do?
what activities are available for the person to choose from?
does the person have people to tpend free time with?
how often does the person participate?

" how often are activities offered?
what supports are available to help the person
participate its activities? (transportation, staff, materials. etc.)
how dcessthe person access oommunity activities?
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Transition plan

As outlined within DMR's documents the process of client movement or
'transition" is viewed typically as another aspect of the inddual planning
process.

If the current placement is determined by IDT consensus to require
change, the teeth shall specify the short (less then one year) and long
range placement objectives, including statements of the-client's
residential, day and program suii-port needs. (DMR, Policy 11, p. 11)

Transfer of clients from one department facility to another shall be:

Based upon the needs of the client as determined by the IDT

Conducted in an orderly manner With theleast amount of
disruption possible

Require notification co all parties involNed at least ten days prior
to the transfer

Require a Transition Plan as a component of the OPS.(DMR,
Policy 10, p. 2)

The effort to manage client movement in an orderly coordinated fashion is
contained in the Individualized Transition Plan:

For each clientbeing transferred from one residential or day program to
another, an Individaal Transition Plan shall be developed by the IDT
accordance with proceduresoutlined in DMR 11, "Overall Plan of
.Services." The IDT shall include a representative from the prospective
provider(s) of ihe new service as well as provider(s) of the present
service. (DMR, Policy 10, p. 6)

A major intent of this plan is to assure that all of the members of the IDT are
clear on their responsibilities in making the transition as smooth as possible (a
copy of tho forms used for this ptirpose is found in Appendix A):

The Individual Transition Plan should outline specific activities to be
accomplished before, during, and immediately after placement; and
assign tasks to specific team members to ensure the srrooth and
successful transition to the new program (DMR, Policy 10, p. 6)

To further ensure that no necessary aspect of the person's move becomes lost
in the shuffle, DMR has developed a Transition Planning Checklist which
lists 40 discrete tasks that must be attended to in order to facilitate a smooth
move (See Appendix A).
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As this transition4;planningfprocess is discussed in Qverall Service
-Planning, itis recogniied that a nuMber of client mves will occuraa the
result of some sort of crisis. Although this type of situr4on precludes the
careful preliminiry plMining outlined above,-standarcl inactice is to, work.
through the entire transition plannincpirocees riS soon as possible after the
Move. The intent hereis to restore order tolkiperson's We a 10021 as
pOslale aa ensure that all service providers take faresponsibility for their
involvement in the individual'a life.

Nexus

Nexus refers to the DMR policy which specifies that

Clients of the Department of Mental Retardation will be provided
services in the region in which they or people significant in their lives
reside. (DMR, Policy 15, p. 2)

This policy is based on the premise that people are best served in the locale
where they have existing significant relationship6'which are independentor the
formal service delivery system. The need for such a policy reflects thefact that
in the past people with mental retardation were often placed, in service or
moved basecl solely on the a:Vail:Nifty of &programmatic slot that was deemed
appropriate for that individual with little or no thought given to their network
of personal relationships. As a result many of people with retardation
effectively lost contact with family members or have been unable to develop or
maintain enduring relationships with other members of the community.

Based on this policy the issue of Nexus can be a major consideration in
DMR's planning for an individual:

If a client's interdisciplinary team determines that there is a significant
family member or friend in another region and that it is in the client's
best interest to be in closer proxiMity to that person, the two regions
shall plan jointly to transfer the client. In making that deterrnimition
the interdisciplinary team shall consider the following:

A. Family and friendship ties that are relevant to the individual's
needs.

B. Current community participation and its importance to the
individual's needs and desires such as:

residential programs
dai? PrograPs
recreation: and leisure activities
civic and church involvement.
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C. Reasons a move to another region is in the individual's best
interest, with particular attention to how family or other
relationships support the person's presence and participation in
the community.

7

D. The adequacy of the current region's efforts to support and
sustain the relationship without relocation. (DMR, Policy 15, p. 6)

Appeal process

State policy and the consent decrees in the Mansfield and Southbury, court
cases outline a series of very specific proceSses for assuring the right of clients,
parents, guardians, and advocates to appeal any programmatic, transfer, or
other decision which is perceived as not being in the best inte-rest of the client.
Rather then providing a narrative of how these processes are setup we have
included on the next three pages the more than adequate schematics which
DMR provides in its Family Members' Handbook to illustrate these
procedures. Figure 4 illustrates the procedures for review of decisions related
to the OPS, Figure 5 outline the process for appeal of a transfer decision, and .

Figure 6 illustrates the additional the special hearing process established for
Mansfield class and Southbury clients.

The programmatic administrative review is used in disagreements over
program decisions as decided by the team. This process is available to the
client or his or her family or advocate. Transfer hearings are used in disputed
transfers. State law requires notification of the client and family ten days prior
to the scheduled move. A transfer hearing is a more formal hearing than the
programmatic administrative review and happens external to DMR.

Program Review Committee

These committees, made up of contracted professionals such as
psychiatrists, psychologists, special educators and agency executives, are in
place in each region and training school. Their chief purpose is to review
individual client programs that employ aversive procedures and/or behavior
modifying medications. DMR policies require program reviews before aversive
programs or medications are implemented.

261
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

The following tvdion.clescribes the key elements in Connecticut's formal
quality assurance ay, tem aimed at services for persons with mental
retardation. The quality assurance system in the state has been greatly
influenced by the CARC v. Thorne consent decree and subsequent related court
activity. Many of the elements in the system are relatively new and some are
still in the planning stages. Further, some procedures pertain to all individuals
receiving services within the state while others are limited to class members.

The consent decree requires the state to develop a quality assurance
system that includes six basic functions:

1. To ensure that class members live, work, learn, and recreate in a
humane physical and psychological environment which affords each the
opportunity to interact with and participate in the community;

2. To ensure that class members are protected from harm;

3. To review and monitor individual habilitation plans to ensure that such
plans are developed and are in fact implemented;

4. To ensure that case managers and providers have such training as is
necessary to effectively and professionally discharge their
responsibilities under this order;

5. To determine through an analysis of individual program data whether
class members are progressing or regressing in programs and services
developed through this order; .

6. To periodically publish a report which shall be distributed to the Public
Health Committee of the Connecticut Legislature and State Office of
Protection and Advocacy for Handicapped Individuals which shall be
available to the public which discusses and analyzes the data collected
under subparagraphs 1 through 5 above.

ORGANIZATION OF THE ANALYSIS

The description of the state's quality assurance system is divided into
three parts: 1) program and environmental monitoring; 2) individual/client-
based monitoring; 3) protection of rights and client well-being. In addition, the
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first two sub-sections are divided into twd parts procedures applicable to all
irlividuals and procedures aimed solely at class members.

In preparing this analysis, several documents were useful:

DMR, Transitional Planning Checklist (Rev. 8/88);

DMR, A Guide to Program Quality Review of Day Programs
(October 1986);

DMR, Statewide Quality Assurance Methods (8/31/88);

DMR Progress of Quality Assurance Efforts (10/26/88)

DMR, Policy Bulletins:

#1 "Clients Rights" (May 1, 1986)

#2 "Abuse and Neglect" (May 1, 1986)

#5 "Program Review Committee" (May 1, 1986)

#6 "Human Rigl-ts Committees" (May 1, 1986)

#20 "Policy on Safety" (May 1, 1988)

#30 "Mortality Review" (July 1, 1988)

CARC v. Thorne, Defendants' Answer to Motion for Contempt
(July 15, 1988);

CARC v. Thorne, Consent Decree (April 1984)

Connecticut Applied Research Project, Reports 1-7;

DMR, Lkensure of Private Dwellings as Community Training
Homes for Mentally Retarded and Autistic Persons, (April 17,
1984);

4267
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o DMR,Licensure of Private Facilities as Group Homes,
Community Living Arrangentents, Group Residenoei,
Residential &hoots, and Habilitative Nursing Facilities for
Mentally Retarded and Antistia Persons.

REVIEW OF PROGRAM, AND ENVIRONMENTAL gimunr

General Procedures

Licensing. With a team of 22 inspectors, the Quality AsSurance Division
within DMR is responsible for licensing all relevant residential.programs
including group homes, community living arrangements, group residences,
residential schools, habilitative nursing facilities, and community training
homes. All residential programs are inspected before they open and annually
thereafter. Within 10 days of the inspection, licensing inspectors must provide
the facility with written report listing any deficiencies. The provider in turn
provides the Division with a "plan of correction."

The licensing inspections are based on standards developed in 1984.
Within the next few months, however, DMR plans to issue new licensing
regulations that are "designed to more fully reflect the mission of DMZ . . ."
The revised standards are the product of a comprehensive analysis begun in
the summer of 1987.

Further in November 1988, DMR implemented an annual inspection and
review procedure for community-based, state-operated residences. Though, the
state cannot license its own facilities, DMR maintains that the procedure is as
rigorous as that applied to private residences. Sanctions will be made through
performance appraisals of state regional staff.

Independent Professional ReviewlUtilization Review. Professional and
Utilization Reviews are required as pert of the federal regulations governing
care in ICF/MR certified residential programs. These reviews, according to
DMR, "have the dual purpose of determining if the individual is receiving
'active treatment' as required under federal regulations, and assessing overall
program compliance with regulations." DMR revised its IPR/UR survey
instruments two years ago, making it more "client centered." DMR also
maintains that the new procedures enhanca the ability of reviewers to provide
technical assistance.

Day Program Quality Review. Every two years, a team comprised of a
person with mental retardation, a family member of a person who has mental
retardation (or other interested citizen), a staff person from one of the DMR
traiaing schools or regions, and a provider conduct program quality program
reviews at all day program sites. The reports that are submitted by the review
teams after visiting a program are used by the provider and the department
collaboratively to produce "quality improvement plans." These enhancement
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planssinenment program improvements to be initiated by the provider. In
additi all community sheltered workshops must be accredited a national
accrediting body. All 42 workshops are currently accredited bY the Council on
Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF).

Residential Program Quality Review. DMR is currently working on a
residential program qualityreview activity modeled on the day program
assessment described above. The procedure was field tested was field tested in
Region 4 in November 1988.

Supported Employment Tn2ching and Reporting. DMR has instituted a
tracking system for clients in supported work programs that yields information
on programs performance with.regard to inteipation and economic outcomes.
A Supported Employment Graphic Summary is periodically issued which
depicts the trends for class members, and other clients in support work
programs

Procedures for Class Members

Longitudinal Study. As part of the Longa cganaLEWsly conducted by
Conroy and Feinstein Associates, a periodic revievy ofprogram characteristics
is conducted which includes an assessment of "regimentation" or
individualization, and physical quality. Each program site that serves a class
member is assessed once a year as part of the general data collection activity.
This analysis is in addition to the incli-:idual client progress assessment noted
below.

INDIVMUAL/CLIENT-BASED MONITORING

General Procedures

Transition Planning Checklist. The Transition Planning Checklist
(Appendix A) is completed for all individuals "experiencing a major life change
such as a change in residence or day setting." The checklist is completed by a
case manager and is intended to be "a final check to ensure that actions that
will contribute to a successful transition for individual have been taken." The
checklist is divided into the following areas:

Inclusion and Preparation preliminary activities including the
inclusion of the individual and his or her family in the planningprocess
and the completion of various fmancial arrangements.

Visits assurances directed at the maintenance of social relationships
and attendance of the client at proposed residential and day service
sites.
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Service Arrangements activities associated mith the individual's
involvement in roommate selection and the respect of individual
preferences as well as the preparation of staff of the program. This are
is further broken dosin into additional items related to specific service
readiness including health supportA, transportation, day services, etc.

Family and Advocate Involvement assurances that client has access
to an advocate and the family or guardian has been involved in the
transition plan.

Personal Arrangements activities surrounding the individual's
personal possessions, funds, and moving day procedures.

Transition Planning assurance that all staff responsible for the care
and supervision of the individual have been involved and that key
service providers have received a copy Of the plan.

According to those interviewed, the Transition Checklist is currently the
only individual monitoring activity required for all clients in the system.

Procedures for Class Members

Individual Reviews. The individual review process is now divided into
three parts quarterly, annual, and biennial each conducted by different
reviewers. The first component is designed to identify clients at risk of failing
in a placement or who are otherwise in jeopardy. The review is conducted by
case managers in each region and involves the use of a short-form "red flag" 25
item checklist. Such reviews are conducted three times a year beginning three
months after the Overall Plan of Services is developed. The regional or
training school director is notified immediately of any red flag and an assistant
director is designated to monitor the situation. The Q.A. Division is also'
notified. The regional or facility director has 30 to resolve the problem. If 30
days pass without resolution, the director of the Q.A. Division requests a status
report.

The second part of the individual review is an external individual review
conducted by Conroy and Feinstein Associates. The review includes an annual
assessment of progress in adaptive behavior, maladaptive behavior and
vocational efforts. It also includes an assessment of the extent of social
integration of the individual as well as his or her participation in choice-
making. The process of assessment also identifies "red flags" when individuals
have regressed or when other data suggest that the client may be in jeopardy.

The third part of the individual review process coincides with the biennial
program quality review. As noted earlier, these reviews are conducted by a
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group external to DMIL A draft instrument for this process was field tested in
late 1988.

Long Term Care Monitoring. This procedure is directed at class members
living in long term care facilities and includes a review of medication regimens;
day program, medical supports, restraints, andiamily involvement. The
coordinator of the long-term care monitoring is a member of the Medicaid
certification team at the department of income riaintenance and assists.in
evaluating compliance with federal regulations as well as with DMR policies
and procedures.

PROTECTION OF CLIENT RIGHTS AND WELL-SEING

Medication Tracking. DMR has established a system to track the
medication usage of all clients in the system. A report on medication use is
required every six months for any client in a supervised living arrangement
who is receiving medication prescribed to modify his or her behavior. The
reports are screened by regional and training school staff fdr possible problems.
The system is capable of detecting compliance with the DMR medication policy
which "emphasizes reduction and elimination of unnecessary medication."
According to DMR, it also makes it possible to mount "direct remediation
efforts toward those programs and physicians who appear unable or unwilling
to comply with DMR policy.

Mortality Review. DMR, Within the past year and a half, has initiated a
mortality review procedure with the following mandate:

All deaths of clients for.whom the department bears direct or oversight
responsibility for medical care shall be subject to mortality review as a
means of monitoring and evaluating the quality of health care provided
to the deceased client and to improve ongoing health care deliveryifor
clients.

The new policy established a statewide Medical Qv..zoity Assurance Board
to assure that client deaths are reviewed and to examine the quality and
appropriateness of medical and other services provided to the deceased client.
Members of the Board include the state medical examiner, the director of
quality assurance, a private ph3rsician, a parent, the medical directors of the
two training schools, the DMR director of community medical services, and a
representative of the Department of Health Services. Ex officio members
include the court monitor's staff, the Office of Protection and Advocacy, DMR's
consent decree coordinator, and the long-term care coordinator.

Abuse and Neglect Monitoring. Multiple agencies in the state are
responsible for the investigation of suspected abuse and/or neglect with regard
to persons with mental retardation. According to Policy BulIletin #2, "Abuse
and Neglect," the current procedure is as follows:
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Employees who have witnessed or have knowledge of suspected acts of
abuse =0/or neglect shallanmediately make a ierbal report regarding
the matter to the supervisor of the department, program, or agen tb
which they are assigned. In addition, the appropriate agency shall be
notified:

* Office of Protection and Advocacy if the client is between 18-59
years of age,

* Department of Children and Youth services if the client is under
18 years of age, or

* Department of Aging if the client is over 60 years a age, and

* Department of Human Services if the incident occurred in an
ICF/MR facility

* State police, in cases involving assault or sexual abuse in a
department-run facil;ty

* Local police, in cases involving assault or sexual abuse in a
privately-run facility.

The policy also requires the provision of training to every new DMR employee
regarding the identification and reporting of potential abuse and/or neglect
situations.

Policies on abuse and neglect, however, are being revised to reflect more
standardized procedures and refmements in the definitions of abuse, neglect
and unusual incidents. The procees is also being modified to ensure the
involvement of the QA Division at every juncture. Further the entire reporting
format is being put on DMR's mainframe and sample reports are being

nerated." It is anticipated that such reports will be made to the
ommissioner on a monthly basis. Data will also be shared with regional

directors who will be required to take corrective action.

Clients, staff, family members or other interested persons may also report
suspected incidents or other client rights issues to the regional human rights
committees. The committee in turn recommends possible interventions to the
Regional Director or Training School Director. Additional responsibilities of
the human rights committees include:
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32 BECOMING A NEIGHBOR

Detecting patterns and irends in the use of behavioy modifying
medication and restraints through the review of all iiicident and
investigative reporth in the region;

Submitting quarterly reports summarizing aversive procedures and
abuse/neglect reports to the Conunissioner's office;

Reviewing overall seriice plans that call for aversive programming;

Requening investigation of suspected abuse and/or neglect by
appropriate state agencies.

Finally the Office of Protection and Advocacy also plays a role in
monitoring abua_ d neglect. Based on recent negotiations the Protection and
Advocacy Office now sends weekly reports of allegations and determinations to
DMR. AllegatiGns must be investigated by the appropriate facility within seven
days. If allegJions are substantiated a protective service plan may be required.
The protective service plan must in turn 'c.te reviewed quarterly by thc
individual's interdisciplinary team.

Programmatic Administrative Review

Az described in the previous section, when a client or his or her
representative feels that there has been an incorrect or inappropriate
placement or theie Is some other disagreement over program content or
quality, the administrative review process can be initiated.
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GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY'

POINTS TO REMEMBER:

Point 1: Most people are less than thrilled that their neighborhood has been

selected for the site of one of our group homes.

Point 2: The two moat common fears expressed by neighbors arc drop in

property value and attack by one ci our residents.

The best way to address and defuse the tension underlying the sentiments

outlined above is to be a GOOD NEIGHBOR.

A GOOD NEIGHBOR: (Residents AND Staff are to consider theatstives to be in

this category)

1) TAKES PRIDE IN THE APPEARANCE OF THE HOUSE AND ITS

SURROUNDINGS;

* keep the lawn mit
* plant flowers bc, pull weeds
a swi,ep sidewalks
* use only patio furniture

for outside functions
3 no cigarettes throwa on ground

* garbage properly stored before
and after pick up

no cars parked on the lawn (park
on driveway surfa= or along curb
in front of house)

* trim hedges and shrubs
* rake -leaves
* shovel snow-
* car parked in the garage arid the

door kept closed
z pick ugi litter on and around the

ProPertY
* outside lights turned A(tafter

guests Or staff arrive or residents
come home
curtains and shades should be
properly hung and drawn (shoeld
look attractivelo pasvrby)

2) TAKES TIME TO GET TO KNOW (AND HELP) HIS/HER NEIGHBORS;

a introduce the residents and
yourself

* take a daily walk around the
neighborhood (start with trips
to mailbox, around the blbck, etc.)
ask neighbortabout events,
customi, stores (trash- pickup,
libraries, block watches, etc.)

* smile and wave at the neighbors you
3ee

it stop and chat about the weather,
flowers, road conditions, improve-
ments to their home:

a offer to help an older person with
groceries, shovel-snow, rakc leaves



8 invite neighbors in for a get
acquainted tet, send orrer
fresh baked cookies, have a
holiday party

* participate in paper drive, buy Girl
Scout cookies, join in on house
decoration contests

ALWAYS REMEMBER TO INCLUDE A RESIDENT WHEN YOU MEET A NEIGHBOR
(IF NO ONE IS AROUND MENTION THEM BY NAME).

3) PROJECTS A POSITIVE IMAGE

* speak positively about the
residents, your work,.the agency,
other neighbors
speaks courteously to and about
others (no yelling, cursing,
defiance)
be respectful of others privacy (no
loud music, horns honking, doors
slamming, early morning lawn
mowing)

ALTHOUGH THIS IS THE HOME OF OUR
EIOLOYMENT. ACT ACCORDINGLY!

conform to neighborhood norms
(obey speed limitt, noise curfews,
house decorations)

make sure our residents always
leave the house dressed
apProPriatelY
dress irvappropriate work clothes
(leave the short shorts and mini
skirts home, ne ripped or torn
clothes)

RESIDENTS, IT IS YOUR PLACE OF

HELP HIS/HER NEIGHBORS TO UNDERSTAND AND APPRECIATE THE
RESIDENTS WHO LIVE NEXT TO THEM.

don't take offence at neighbors
questions. Look at it as an
opportunity to educate them

* interpot our residents'
communIcation signs and teach
a few signs to the neighbors
whaare intere, "ed

* explain in a calm md professional
manner the reasons for our
residents' unusual appearance,
demeanor, and behavior

a be able to explain the difference
between mental retardation and
mental illness
tactfully remove a resident who is
acting in an inappropriate manner

OCCASIONS WILL ARISE IN WHIM NBIGHBORS MAY NEED TO 3E ASSURED
THAT EVERYONE AND EVEZTHING IS UNDER CONTROL. DO SO IN A CALM,
PROFESSIONAL MANNER. DONT ELABORATE ON THE SITUATION. ALWAYS
THANK THEM FOR THEIR CONCERN.
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HoW will the group home
affect Our neighborhood?

The group home will look like most
homes in the area and will not be
diatioguishable irons other houses. The
character of the neighborhood won't be
changed either. Property values aren't
affected. A study by Princeton
University and a Michigan research
project undertaken bye professional
appraiier fossil that a group home over
an extended period of time had no affect
on neighboring property values.

Group homes may even enhance the
neighborhood. Parents and Friends
ensures the community homes they
operate are well maintained, painted on
a regular basis, with attractive
landscaping.
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What is
Purents and Falends-
of Retarded-ptizees?

We bars hien seri*g retarded
persons ler more than so years. -The
orosmization ono -staked in ntu by Mrs.
Eielyn kenently,-the amotherof a-
reterded soot sifio sallied more for her
sanithan a 1146 in inethodiol:She
&reUght1.gsthirá group *tither
persists franthis trentrimenith the help
of *me frirdo &Dern, an /Agency that
has keen a idoener inCoanecdcit mod in
the nation:First t initabliii community
residences in Connectkot,.the agency is
the largest private, non-psefit
orgasization intim state serving the
retarded. P;rents and Friends,

is
supported by the tinned Way ahd loony,
many corporations, bssioess firms; and
isdhfidnals, Parents and friends. Kis
retiooally accredited fir the
outstandlog services it provides to
retarded People.

There are many variables in
selectiog a group home, conveniQnce to
transportation, shoppiog and other
community fealties. A group home is
meant tO be just that; a home, and the
pdople who win live there need the
support and neighborliness of yen and
others in your neighborhood.

Von tan I. a good neighbor end iit
a group howls and even offer tahelp oat.
Volunteer support le erekormul by the
residents nod their suporvieors.

Parents and Friends
of Retarded Citizens

184 Goden St. Bridgeport. CT 06605
Stem 11711.0211

Meet youriteviv
neighborg

They will-live here,
work here,
play here.

They are all
retarded.

Many people who are
retarded are moving

into group homes
in communities

like yours.
They'll be able to get

to know you, and
you can get to know

them.
You can be a good

neighbor
And so tan they.
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What does
community living mean?

Many people who are retarded are
moving into neighborhoods like yours.
They will live in group homes, with staff
supervision. These homes will offer
them the chance for more independence
and opportuaities.

The people in group homes may have
lived at home before, or may have been
in state operated facilities. Now they are
being given a chance to live a more
independent life, With a home of their
Own.

The community residence provides
them with a home and a "family".

None of us knows just how much we
are capable of doing and the same is true
of the retarded. Living in a group home
may allow them to learn new skills, find
a good job, become a more self reliant
person, and feel good about themselves.

.. -4340u*
r

What are
retarded people like?

People who are retarded learn more
slowly than others and often take longer
than most people to adjust to new
situations and ways of doing things.
They have different kinds of
personalities, just like any group of
people, and some may have physical
disabilities.

They need the opportunities and
special service* that are provided
through Parents and Friends of
Retarded Citizens, that will allow them
t.) reach their greatest potential.

What will the people
in the group hosiies do?

The residents of a group home win
go to a job or a special babasg program
at the Kennedy Center each slay during
the week.-Oss weekends they will do the
chores aranned the house, or go
shopping, or just relax. The residential
supervisors give the residents guidance
and help them to take responseltility.

People who are retarded, just like
anyone est, have their own favorite
activitiee and Hying in a group house
gives them the freedam to pursue their
interests. Sometimes the group will take
trips together, or some will go hal" to2 S 0
visit their families. They may be
involved I. community activities too.
Parents and Friends provides weekend
recreition programs for those !who wish
to participatu.
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Neighborhood.

22

Ererymw wants the same things. A
job. Friends. RM. A place to call home.
Neighlx»s. ftople with mlanlation, mental
illness, physical ha mlicaps am no diffemnt
th,:9 anyone elb:e in this respect. But their
housing needs cahl al waYs be sat billed by
()Wiliam means in tlw ()Wilma:» swill.

Th. agencies that support these in-
'iriduals hare neither the lime »or the

specialized expertise moil in,d to opende
sueemfully in tlw world of buying, selling
awl leasing real estafr. Or customizing it to
meet the needs of Ilwir clients.

Both bmw emne to irly mi the
unique mpabilities of myanization
which deftly stnuldle.s two worlds. or-
dinwy world of "owl estate demlopment."
And the world Oilman se rriees.

Corpora( hm for independent Living

Ca. is a private, non.profit organization deo.:

to the purpose of developing small homes which allow pe,o:e

with handicaps, developmental, disabikties, &who are in need

of structured residential program's, to knovi Mei/Nsand tne

responsibilitiesof being on their own.

CIL was founded in 1979 as a coali-

tion. of non-pnifit agencieS which 1.yere frus-

trated with their lack of success in creating

community living opportunities for people with

disabilities. CIL has become a major forde wi

the development of small, community-based

resklences for people witt all types of special-

ized housing needs:

CL has been instrumental in devel,

oping a substantiel Mount Of housing which is '-

operated by other non-profit agencies around

the state. Today hundreds of peop'e live
in -residential neighborhoods throughout
Connecticut.

CIL receives generous support
from the State of Connecticut as well as
the Federal Goverment. &V. -also uses in-

noyative techniques to c' 'tin private financing

for its projects. Ca. has -Consulted with non-

profit agencies to secure unconventional fi-

nancing, allowing for Ihe development of af-

fordable housing for people who are victims of

domestic; abuse. have histories of mental ill-

ness, or require the use of a wheetChair.

CIL has been successful in using private syndi-

cation financing. It has been the general partner in I wax,

partnerships which own 150 properties housing c:ose

750 people. It had maneuvered the revenue bond mar.,:i

finance sole ownership of its real estate.
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Neighborly.
In practice. CIL is a holding company with several

subsidiary corporations which were organized in 1985 by

functional area of responsibility to assist CIL in carrying out its

mission. The subsidiaries are also non7profit, and operate tin-

der the control of CIL ..tinose primary function is to coordinate

their activities and to engage in public education and aware-

ness activities.

CIL 11v:city Ilk!. This subsidiary acts as a real estate

ownership entity and as the general partner in limited partner-

ships controlled by CL All of the properties are

leased to other, non-profit CIL member agen-

cies which operate residential programs for

people learning to live more independently CIL

Realty Inc. contracts with CIL Management Inc.

for management of all its properties,

CIL Developnu.nt hic.. Operating

under contracts with CIL Realty Inc,. this sub-

sidiary provides a full range of real estate
development services. This includes site selec-

tion consriuction and mhabilitation, as Well as

resident coordination and placement. The sub-

sidiary also assists CIL lessee agencies in meeting various

funding, licensing and regulatory requirements.

rine

2 4

CIL Consulting Inc. provides a number of services to

member agencies which are not using CIL Realty Inc. io

them develop ciornmurity tlousing projects. Services pro.. idea

on a consuk basis are offered to a wide variety of groups

and can ento Oss aN stages of prefect development. From

conceptual program design to Construction, occuPancy and

management. CIL Consulting works with HUD, the'State De-

partment of Housing. the" CHFA. Connecticut municipalities.

private corporations and=nventiccial banks.

*The special exper tise of this division is7creative

financing: that is, combng public and pri-
vate - sector resources to create 'affordable

housing for tenants who need support services

and have limited incomes. In addition. CIL Con-

sulting is an active advocate for the dev*P-

mer. it of h, ouing support systems for CIL's

various clieiN greir'pa.

Mallagmileilt 'Inc. provides man-
agethent services to CIL Realty Inc. properties.

including rent collection insurance manage-

ment. facility inspection and other aspects of lease administra-

tion. CIL has the ability to expand ita activities to all CIL member

agencies. In addition. CIL Management provides orientation

and in-service training to CIL lessee agencies.

CIL Financial ha% administers Mo map loan pro-

grams for CIL. Under a guarantee provided by CIGNA; loans

for "Furniture & Equipment and Start-Up" costs are made

available to CIL lessees to assist in the development of com-

munity residences. Using funds provided by the ,State De-

partment of Housing, the "Loans for Accessibility Program"

makes loans to private homeowners to make their dwellings

accessible to and useable by household members with

CI I.. Leasing hie. provides a lease service .Orf I iiiiiiitire

and equipment for community residences.

"11
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Neighborliness.
CIL provides member agencies with technical

assistance needed to help them develop small. community-

based heusing for their clients. A wide variety of services are

available

Planning and Site Evaluation. CIL will perform a

housing needs analysis and assist in developing an overall

Droiect ID:an including type of housing. location, support ser-

(ices. resources, licensing requirements. etc.

In addition. CIL will inspect and
evaluate alternative project Sites, taking into

account such considerations as local zoning

regulations, fire and safety code redutanons.

condition of major systems, appraised prop.

erty values and other requirements* CIL will

also provide financial feasibility analyses of

alternative project sons, based on evaluation

results.r
Prqj Vt.t neve !opulent. CIL provides a

full range of assistance in this area Including

site control. developing constructica require-

ments, selecting project architects, obtaining

cost estimates from9eneral con!actors. negotiating c -

lion contracts and secunng the Services of surveyc.: - :-
ricers and other prossionals needed to complete tot

phase of a project.

Finattelal Packaging:CIL financial services include

preparatico of requests laf capital financing and coorainanon

of funding agency processit of requests to secure commit-

ments for king-term financing, obtaining cbst

reimbursement rates or other rental sulAidiee

to.support the capital and operatingCosts of

the project.

Construction and Oceticancy. CIL
assists in monitorino construction Orfilhabil-

Ration of projects, as well-as otifaining the

services of sup*isdry architects it necessary.

CIL also advise, operating agei.cies regarding

need for licepims or other requirements- for

operating community residences. The corpo-

ration assists in t0e staffing and occupancy of

the project once it is complete. anci helps es-

tablish sound project operation and Manage-

ment procedure4.

Duals For AMSSibility. 4. friakeS

avadabie tow-tnterest, long-term luanS, funded

by the Slate pepartrnent of Housing. Loans are

intended to help lownnoderate incomeindhiid-

uals and larnikes modify their homes to accom-

modate residents and lenity members with

physical disabilities. CIL Also austs in evalu-

ating accessibility needs and the design of
appropriate modifications.

SocclaJ thanks to Patty EO %mem Ruiy anti GNI tot
allovntv us to pnouvtapn tnem In Med 1101T4
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